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FORWARD
As I reflect upon IPS '94, I cannot help but be impressed with the collective efforts of so
many people. While it was my job to coordinate the conference, it was the staff, the
conference committee, the vendors, the sponsors, the presenters and the volunteers
who made IPS '94 a success. The unselfish efforts of these people deserves special
recognition and appreciation and to them I extend a very sincere Thank You. Because
of you, almost 500 people from around the world have a memory that will last a
lifetime. I would also like to thank aU of the delegates who called or sent letters and
cards expressing your appreciation for IPS '94. Your generous and kind remarks gave
purpose to our efforts.
In the pages that follow, you will find the heart and soul of IPS '94. The papers,
handouts and workshops presented by the delegates. With few exceptions, you 'Will
find something from almost all of the presentations. Because I was busy managing
conference logistics, I did not have an opportunity to attend a single presentation or
workshop. Editing these proceedings has made me realize just how much I missed. I
hope these proceedings will be as much value to you as they have been to me.
To simplify this publication, I have divided the contributions into two parts, papers and
workshops. Under these two headings, presentations are listed alphabetically,
according to author. In the back of the book, you will find a list of conference delegates
as well as an updated listing of IPS '94 sponsors. I encourage you to support our
sponsors. Their generosity was beyond measure and was essential to the success of
the conference.
IPS ,'94 is over. I wish I could have attended. I heard it was a great conference.
Fortunately, another great conference awaits, IPS '96 in Osaka, Japan.

fvf t:Juv tt uttorv
IPS '94 Conference Chairman
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"Why Is That light in The Sky Moving So Strangely?"
Robert H. Allen, Planetarium Director
In September, 1979, I spoke to a retiree who called me about "something /' m seeing in
the western sky that moves a lot". She lived on the 5th floor of an apartment building and her
bedroom window faced west. I asked her to call me when she saw it again so that I could go there
and have her show it to me. She had sketched the movement of the object one evening and she
gave me the sketch when I went to her apartment. I was extremely relieved when the object she
pointed out to me was Arcturus!
A few days I ate r I was having lunch in the Union when I related my experience to Dr.
Lloyd Bogart of our Psychology Department. He asked me if I had time for an experiment after
eating. I did, and accompanied him to his lab room. He sat me in a chair and gave me a
clipboard, paper, and a pencil. He told me to sketch the motion of the light I would see when he
darkened the room and left. I followed his directions. He returned a few minutes later and
showed me that the light was a stationary thread of fiber optic mounted in the door. The sketch I
made had a definite resemblance to the woman's. He copied a section from an introductory
psyehology book on autokinesis for me which described the effect. I copied it for the woman and
took it to her. She seemed gratified to have an "explanation" for what she had seen.
I had seen a demonstration of autokinesis; n a planetarium several years earlier, but had
never observed it in the real sky. The demonstration used (one'at a time) the zenith projector,
a satellite projector, and a planet projector. The satellite was actually moving, but not the
other two. All three "seemed to move" to me. They were presented on a darkened dome.
I n April, 1993, I received what seemed like an unrelated phone call. A woman described
a light that she first saw at a park in West Salem (near La Crosse). The light "followed" her as
she drove to her home. She· returned to the park and it "followed" her back there. The woman
was very serious. Her husband, who also observed the strangely behaving light, is a pilot. All
six people involved agreed that the light had "behaved strangely". After several minutes, I
decided that my usual method of asking the person to describe (in terms of altitude and azimuth)
where the light was at various times during the "encounter" would lead nowhere.
Later that day I called a friend, Jim Solberg, who is very interested in UFO's. l-e is a
"believer", but would like some "prooF. It was clear the next evening, and he had the family
take him to the park at the same time as the previous night. He called me the following day and
told me that he had not been able to find any reasonable explanation for the sighting. He thought
he had ruled out planets and/or stars as being the light.
His "investigation" was eventually reported in the local paper. l-e received about a
dozen calls from other local people then who said they had seen UFO's. One of the reports was
easily explained as a practice run by the recent'ly acquired helicopter of the local hospital. The
original report to him described no chopping noises, but there was a bright light accompanied
by " a mysterious musical souhd". The original article was carried by some other papers in the
state, and generated calls from several other cities.
Jim continued his investigation of the original sighting. At a session with the family in
August,1993 they thought they had found another strangely moving object. They watched it for
an hour or so. Jim wasn't absolutely sure it was a star, but thought it might be. He called me
the next day and told me the time and direction the object was seen. I found that it was the star
Capella. Capella is not circumpolar at our latitude, but dips a few degrees below the horizon.
When it comes up again, it is "skimming" the horizon and takes awhile to gain much altitude.
Thus it "hangs around" low in the north-northeast for awhile atter rising. I then described
autokinesis to Jim and sent him the article mentioned earlier. Jim has concluded that the
sightings by the family were simply autokinesis of bright stars.

Autokinesis means "seU-moving". The autokinetic effect is the illusion of movement of
a stationary point of light viewed in an otherwise totally dark field. But what causes it?
According to Coren Ward (Sensation and Perception, Harcourt Brace and Jovanovich Publishers,
3rd Edition, 1985, p.394) "The autokinetic effect demonstrates the outflow principle that
operates in the eye-head movement system. The visual system only monitors' commands to
initiate voluntary eye movements. However, these are not the only types of eye movements
possible. Our eyes (llso exhibit involuntary movements. These are not monitored by the visual
system. Eye drift is the involuntary mechanism that has been implicated in the autokinetic
effect. When we steadily fixate or stare at a· target, it is difficult for the eyes to maintain steady
and accurate fixation on that one pOint in space. The eyes will tend to drift off of the fixation
point; however, the visual system doesn't this movement until it exceeds a critical point. In the
autokinetic situation, retinal image movement has been signaled in the absence of commands to
initiate voluntary eye movements. This is the situation under which the movement of the
retinal image is attributed to an externafly moving object. There is no information that the eyes
have moved, so illusory movement of the spot of light is seen."
An interesting article titled "What Is That Up In The Sky?" by Art Upgren (Van Vleck
Observatory, Wesleyan University) appeared on p.88 and 89 of the May/June 1993 issue of
Mercury magazine (Astronomical Society of the Pacific). It doesn't mention autokinesis, but
relates Upgren's experiences with people asking him questions about strangely moving objects
they have seen in the sky. He has found that most of these sightings involve very bright objects
seen near the horizon. He found that 5 objects (Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Sirius, and Canopus)
accounted for thesightings. Venus accounted for a great majority. In my 2 investigations,
Capella was seen at a low altitude, but Arcturus was at an altitude of about 30 degrees.
A follow-up Letter To The Editor by Thomas Lutz of Washingtin State University
(Mercury, Sept.lOct. 1993) related his experiences with people who have "seen something in
the northeast that was flashing red and green colors and was close to the horizon." He comments
that "Invariably, they have seen Capella, and from the wistful reaction wh~n it is explained to
them, it is clear that they had hopes for a UFO."
I f you ever get calls with questions like the ones described in this paper, take the time to
"investigate" the sightings by observing the sky with the caJJer as soon as you can at about the
same time as the sighting. Before you do though. check your planetarium sky and/or a star
globe and you can probably figure out who the "culprit" is from the description of the time and
direction of the sighting.
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IMAGINATIVE IMAGING: Slides Go Digital
Susan J. Bar"nett
The computer is a powerful tool that can change and alter images. Digital image processing is
rapidly finding uses, ranging from Hollywood movies to your local newspaper. It can be used by a
planetarium to give slides an entirely new look. It's easier and more accessible than you think. The
equipment and systems you need to get started can be assembled for a very reasonable price. In fact,
by using service bureaus you don't need any eqUipment. But it's more fun to do it yourself, and you can
add equipment one piece at a time while supplimenting with outside resources.
From original image to new and improved slide, only three steps are needed: transferring the
image onto the computer, manipulating it, and creating a new slide of the finished image. Commercially
produced CDs give you hundreds of royalty-free images to use at very reasonable cost. Input devices
such as scanners are becoming more common. Flatbed, drum and 35 mm slide scanners are now
available at a variety of resolutions. Software is available to run on your desktop computer that lets
you play with images stored as digital information. Programs like Adobe PhotoShop and Aldus
PhotoS tyler have many features to manipulate images by adjusting and altering them as well as
creatiRg speoial effects. To create a slide, you can either pOint a camera at your monitor or use a
digital image recorder, which prints your image out as a transparency, i.e. a slide. Service bureaus
give you access to top-ot-the line equipment.
A t each step in the process, the quality of your image is dependent on the resolution capacity of
your equipment. You need to be aware of the resolution capacity of your input and output devices. For
images, a standard measure is dots per inch (dpi) or pixels per inch (ppi) for continuous tone devices
such as monitors or film recorders. For example, a standard office laser printer has a resolution of
300 dpi. A ballpark number for a standard VGA monitor is 72 dpi. If you take a picture of your monitor
image at this low resolution, images may be visibly jagged or blurry when shown on a dome. You will
need to dete~mine what resolution is acceptabl~ for your use. Jnput devices such as scanners and output
devices such as f11m recorders are available that have resolution capabilities up to 9600 dpi. For
images to be projected, I prefer at least 2700 dpi.
In order to digitally manipulate an image, it must be on a computer. You don't have to generate
your own image. Commercial CDs are supplying the market with royalty-fre.e artwork. There are
electronic sources such as the Internet. CCD cameras already store data digitally. With frame grabber
software and hardware. you can work on an image that you acquired with your telescope and CCD.
You can load and store an existing image in a variety of ways. There are scanners that wo rk on
flat art or transparencies. Flatbed scanners that are capable of1200 dpi or more are found in the $500
- $3000 range. The Aelisys scanner for 2400 dpi scans can be found for $2500 to $3000.
A fairly recent development is the 35mm slide scanner. The Nikon Coolscan 35mm Slide and
Filmstrip Scanner provides resolution up to 2700 dpi. It scans color or monochrome, positive or
negative 35mm film. It can be purchased as an external device, or as an internal device to fit in a halfheight drive bay. Prices range from $1900 to $2500.
Drum scanners are the top of the line. They are capable of scans up to 9600 dpi by using a
different technology than flatbed or slide scanner (photomultiplier tube technology or PMT versus CCD
or charge-coupled devices). Of course, they cost up to a million dollars. Drum scanners are usually
found in high-end graphics houses and some service bureaus, where you can pay to have an image
scanned and be provided with a file on disk. The price for this service depends on the size of the image
and the resolution. Expect to pay upwards of $15 per image. Controlled Graphics [(305) 821-8181] is
based in Miami, FLand does a great deal of business by mail.
Other methods than scanners are available. Digital cameras are coming down in price and
becoming capable of more resolution. The Leaf Systems Lumina 3D Scanner runs close to $8000 and is
capable of 3400 dpi.
, Once you have an image of sufficient resolution, you can start playing with it. Software
packages like Adobe PhotoShop and Aldus PhotoStyler are available for both the Macintosh and PC
platforms. These packages can be purchased for $500 to $700. Other software can be used that is
more powerful or flexible. For example, Hidden Image is deSigned to process astronomical CCO images
by using Maximum Entropy Deconvolution. (This process was developed for the Hubble Telescope.)
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What you do to image is only limited by your imagination. By selecting individual elements, you
can adjust your image composition. You can take a spacecraft from one photo and put it in a different
background. Or, isolate the spacecraft and create a custom mask. Correcting and retouching images is
easy. You can take a CGO image through your telescope, and sharpen and brighten the image before you
use it in a show. Special effect filters are easily applied. These give· your slides a completely different
look. You can swirl, posterize, solarize, emboss, pointillize, and have a great deal of fun. I find these
especially useful for laser shows.
Once your image is exactly as you want it, the last step is to put i t on film. Yes, you can just
point a camera at your monitor, but remember, monitors are usually 72 dpi. This may look grainy
projected on your dome. A better idea is to use a Oigital Image Recorder. The film recorder transfers
your image to film at up to 9600 dpi. The output is a slide chip ready to be mounted. Film recorders
range in price from $6000 on up to megabucks, depending on the resolution. Dicomed, Mirus, and
Montage make entry-level recorders between $6000 and $8000. The next level of recorder is priced
in the $10,000 to $12,000 range. Beyond that. they get ridiculous.
An excellent option to buying a film recorder is to use a service bureau. These companies have
excellent equipment and will print your image to film for just a few dollars. You can send an image on
disk and in two days have a slide in your had. The price is usually dependent on the turnaround time.
Applied Imaging is a company located in Miami, FL [(305) 626-0408] that will produce a slide for as
low as $3.95. (They can also do enhancements and manipulations.) For an investment in a small
number of slides, you can change the look and feel of a show.
With a computer and software, you can play with a digital image until it is exactly what you
want. There are a number of subsciption publications that you can get for free to help you research the
new technologies. If you have a computer, you can add software, a Nikon 35mm slide scanner and a
film recorder for under $12,000. You don't have to spend that much to get started. By using service
bureaus, you can start now.
SERVICE BUREAUS
Scanning and Image enhancement·
Transfer to Film and Image Enhancement:
Controlled Graphics
Applied Imaging
8000 W. 26th Avenue
5190 NN 167th St., Suite 110
Hialeah, R.. 33016
Miami, FL 33014
(305)821-8181
(305)626-0408
fax (303) 824·1045
Slide prices depende'nt on turnaroLnd time ~ from #.95 on up.
SUGGES110NS
Equipment:
Dlcomed Image Recorder
Nikon CoolScan 35mm Slide Scanner Mirus FilmPrinter turbo PC
Resolution adjustable up to 2700 dpi 4K resolution 35mm slidemaker 2K.4K
Price: $6000 - $8000
Price: $8000 - $10,000
Price: $ 1900 - $2500
Software:
Aldus PhotoStyler, Adobe PhotoShop, Hidden Image
FREE Subscription Publications
(Subscriptions are free if you are associated with graphics in a professional capacity.)
New Media
Advanced Imaging
Digital Imaging
PTN Publishing COl.
Micro Processing Press
901 Mariner's Blvd., Suite 365
445 Broad Hollow Road
21150 Hawthorne Blvd. # 104 San Mateo, CA 94404
Subscription Inquiries: JCI Customer
Torrance, CA 90503
Melville, NY 1 i 747
Service(609) 786-4430
(310) 371-5787
fax (310) 542-0849
PHOTO > Electronic Imaging
57 Forsyth Street NW, Suite 1600
Atlanta, GA 30303
(404) 522 -8600
fax (404) 614-0578

Photographic Processings
PTN Publishing Co.
445 Broad Hollow Road
Melville, NY 11747
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AV Video
Montage PubliShing. Inc.
701 Westchester Ave.
White Plains, NY 10604
(914)328-9157(800)800-5474

planetariums

Around

the

World

by
Ronnie Beck
Sunwest Space Systems. Inc. is proposing to produce a new book in the
planetarium field titled - Planetariums Around the World. This will be the successor to
our 1991 book - America's Planetariums & Observato,ries A Sampling.
Our earlier publication, the APO, included a cross section of over 8 0 of
America's great astronomical facilities. That book consisted of descriptions VOluntarily
submitted by planetarians and observatory directors who freely wrote about their institution's
histories, activities, and plans for the future. The written descriptions averaged about a page
and a half and usually included a photograph of the facility.
The PPO was a softcover book of 226 pages, a II i n black & wh ite. In
conversations with various planetarians after the APO was published, I learned that some
members of the planetarium field had used the APO in their employment searches. Others had
used their write-ups to assist in making grant proposals. Some were disappointed because they
had not taken the opportunity to submit a write-up of their institution.
PlanetariumsAroundthe World is envisioned as building on that 1991 APO
project. As before, the PATW will rely on planetarians to participat~ voluntarily in this unique
project. A member (or members) of an included facility will submit a write-up of their
institution describing their history, present activities, and plans for the future. One or two
black & white photographs of the facility should accompany the article.
Differing from the APO, Planetariums Around the World will be a hard cover
product with dust cover. Stand-alone observatories wiJInot be included. The PATW will be aU in
black & white. In addition, we plan to have generalized sections on planetarium history and
future trends. We will include updated sections on teac,hing astronomy and producing successful
public events.
The author of each narrative will receive one FREE copy for their
participation and each planetarium will receive one FREE copy for their
reference library. To be included in Planetariums Around the World, a
participation form (attached) must be completed, signed by each participant, and received by
Sunwest Space Systems, Inc. no later than August 15, 1994. The participation form will
further explain the rules for submitting your narratives and photos. Sample descriptions from
the APO are attached.
P I an eta r i u m sA r 0 u n dt he World is a unique and exciting project for Sunwest Space
Systems and I personally look forward to a bright future for this book. For this project to be
successful, two things are needed. First, a significant number of planetariums must sign up for
participation. Planetariums outside the United States are especially encouraged to be included.
Although every planetarium may not choose to participate, a significant number need to be
represented for this proje.ct to be finished.
The second item needed to make this project a success will be SPONSORSHIPS; i.e.,
advertisers. Based on 15 years experience, this project is unlikely to be profitable. Except for
possible library sales, only a small number of retail sales are expected. Therefore, Sunwest
will sell sponsorships to pay for production, shipping and promotion, and those FREE copies.
Sunwest will manage this project as a free service.
PlanetariumsAroundthe World will be a first class -reference. It is a product for
the planetarium field. I ask you to participate with a submittal, encourage your friends at other
facilities to partiCipate, and let industry suppliers know you support this project and would
appreciate their sponsorship.
I will be attending SEPA '94 and along with my associate Prof. Daryl Schrader, IPS'94.
Please look for either of us; we would appreciate the chance to discuss this project further.
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A New Star on the Indian River
by Jon U. Bell
I n February 1993, a new planetarium opened at Indian River Community College in Fort
Pierce, Florida. It consists of:
a 1 2 meter, hyper-hemispheric dome
unidirectional seating for 15 (including 4 wheelchair locations)
cross-fading 7-slide panorama projection system
2 video projection systems
*
Spitz 51 2 planetarium
ATM-3 automation system
*
*
remote computer control
*
fm microphone system
*
ample production space
several palm trees, assorted lizards, majestic manatees, corpulent porpoises,
ard more oranges than you can squeeze ina periodic apparition of Halleis Comet!
I1s a lot of you know, I'd been at the Virginia Living Museum in Newport News, Virginia,
for pretty close to 14 years (more, if you count all those extra hours!); I enjoyep my
association with the Museum and the folks who worked there, but there was this new facility at
Indian River Community College in Fort Pierce, Florida, and it represented a great opportunity
for me.
Fort Pierce is on the Treasure Coast, so-named fo r the numerous treasure-laden
shipwrecks offshore. It's a little more than halfway down the Florida Peninsula, on the Atlantic
side (if you headed east from Lake Okeechobee you'd bump into it just before you got your feet
wet.) The nearest planetariums to Ft. Pierce are over an hour away: to the north is Astronaut
Memorial Hall at Brevard Community College in Cocoa; and to the south of us, there's Aldrin
Planetarium at the South Florida Science Museum in West Palm Beach. So there's been a
definite need for the building of this valuable community resource.
The planetarium was built ~ part of a new science center for the col/ege.The money
needed for construction came from Public Education Capital Outlay funds (PECO). Basically,
it's a tax on some public utilities that's been earmarked for the construction of public
educational buildings in Florida. The total cost for the science center and planetarium was 8.6
million dollars (the planetarium construction portion of that figure was a little over a million
dollars, and approximately $800,000 of that million was spent on the planetarium projector,
control systems, and ancillaries.
The theater features a Spitz 51,2 automated planetarium system, with a couple of partial
panoramas for the front of the tilted dome (everybody say, IIhyperhemisphere. The dome'~'is
gray, (reflectivity's around 35%), with big portholes in the rear, and there are also two video
projectors that cover small areas of the dome to the left and right of center. Besides that, there
is a pair of slide projectors that project onto the center of the dome, a handful of special effects
and a Spitz geocentric earth projector. There's also a lot of potential here - plenty of behindscenes space for putting in a production work station, and lots of storage space.
At the moment, the planetarium has no production facility· we hope to ai:f a darkroom,
slide and graphics work station, etc., as we go along. And WQCS, the campus' public radio
station, has a new sound recording facility which is super - last September, I put together the
soundtrack for a solar system show, using the facilities and personnel of the station, and it was a
genuine pleasure to take advantage of this situation!
Construction of the center and planetarium began in the autumn of 1992. Official
dedication and the first public tours were on February 26, '1993; and two weeks after my
*
*

H

)
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dedication and the first public tours were on February 26, 1993; and two weeks after my
arrival (on the Ides of March ~ now there's a scarf date!) I i was presenting live, "Sky Tonight U
shows to the public and school groups.
Attendance has been great - the public shows sold out, and fo r the last two years we've
turned away an awful lot of school groups because of overflow· total attendance topped 14,000.
To some of you "big-dome" types, 14,000 people may not seem like a Jot; indeed, in my last
year of operating the smaller, 9 meter dome in Newport News, our total attendance was well
over 50,000. But on the other hand, in Newport News there was a staff of three full-time, plus
several volunteers who could do the shows; in Ft. Pierce, I am the planetarium staff!
The shows have been very well-received, and audiences had a chance to see such
programs as, liTo the Edge of the 'Solar System," "Star of Wonder," "Daughter of the Stars," and
"Bear Tales and Other Grizzly Stories." People came in and bought big blocks of tickets - it's
very gratifying to be in demand!
Naturally, no planetarium experience is complete without a chance fo r the audience to
look through a telescope or see the real stars in the real sky. The public observatory that the
college had maintained, however, was on top of the science building, and it had been closed down
for safety reasons (last summer, the physics professor and I hauled down the homemade 14 inch
newtonian reflector, and a crane removed the old observatory dome from the roof). Now that
building has been renovated for offices and classroom space, and we are without an observatory.
&::> fo r the prese'nt, we stand outside in the dark when the show lets out, and with a couple
of telescopes and a lot of pointing, help folks see the things I was talking about in the program.
Up until last autumn, there was an absolutely terrific local club, the Treasure Coast
Astronomical Society whose members were on hand to help make our real sky interpretation a
success. But in October, their president moved to Chicago, and the club is searching for a new
leader - it's amazing the effect one individual can have on an organization, for good or bad!
Next autumn, we hope to rekindle interest in an amateur astronomy support group; and
planned shows include pOinting out more stars and constellations, recreating the skies over
Judea as they would have appeared two thousand years ago, taking journeys across our universe,
and putting on a special program on African sky stories
I
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Mystery!

Who Stole the Night?
by Fran Biddy

Subject: How video projection of animated characters brings a family show to life.
Introduction: Mystery! Who Stole the Night? is our third show featuring a teddy bear. The
show is part creation legend, part fairy tale, part science documentary, and -- unusually for us
-- it's also a classic mystery yarn. It's the story, set long ago when the world was young, of
how someone stole the night. Nine-year-old Isabella, with her wise and talkative teddy bear,
sets out to solve the mystery and bring back the night. In the process, Isabella and Teddy outwit
the dreaded Dictator du Jour, teddy bears lose their voices, the first planetarium is built, and
the Moon is created. Throughout the story, the audience learns, along with Isabella, lots of
wonderful things about. astronomy -- from constellations and shooting stars to the rotation of
the earth and the phases of the Moon, from how gravity works to how stars and planets are born.
Eleven minutes of video projection enliven the forty minute show, allowing the audience to
experience the main characters as more th.an just radio drama.
Video Sequences
We used a six-frame all-sky system to set the scene for the video sequences, while also
integrating the video as fully as possible with a variety of other media. Some examples ...
Scene 1; in which the two main characters are introduced for the first time. We see them -side
by side on a hilltop, from which they observe the night sky. Our sunset clouds and instrument
stars were on, and we used fibre optics to represent a bright planet.
Scene 2; in which we meet the villain of the story, the Dictator du Jour, a.k.a. the Ogre, seen
within his throne room.
Scene 3; another brief scene between Isabella and Teddy, vyhich sets up a discussion of gravity
and star formation.
Scene 4; in which Isabella and Teddy discover who stole the night.
Scene 5; Teddy has broken the mirror by sending his furry little body flying out into space,
never to return. When the mirror breaks, one shard remains to become the Moon. Isabella
mourns the loss of Teddy, but one night, as she gazes at the Moon, she sees something special, the
face of her beloved Teddy .
Technical Notes: Our animation was done by Tanya Weinberger of Avalanche Animation's
(82 Belmont Street, Rochester, NY 14620. (716) 461-3983). She's won a couple of dozen
awards, and her client list includes such names as Kodak, Xerox, General Motors, Mobil,
Children's Television Workshop, Nickelodeon, HBC, the BBC, Showtime and Cinemax. She just
signed a three-book contract for a series of children's books, and she was great to work with -enthusiastic, creative, fun and on time.
Soft-and Hardware: The animation was drawn one frame at a time in a 20 animation program
called Animator Pro, on a Gateway PC 486/66. The images were saved to disk, then taken to a
professional video editing' facility, where they were transferred to Beta SP tape, the format in
which we did all the editing for the show,
I n addition to the character animation, we included a number of planetarium effects on the
videotape, such as a solar system formation sequence, a triple star system, a contact binary, and
a globular cluster.
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"Southeastern Archaeoastronomy"
by George Brown
The greatest Native American culture to occupy the southeastern United States was the
Mississippian, and like their southwestern counterparts, they left structures that are now
being investigated in an effort to learn more about these people. The time has arrived when this
fascinating culture should be included in planetarium presentations featuring North American
archaeoastronomy.
The Mississippians thrived in the rive r valleys of the southeast from about PD 900
until the arrival of Hernando De Soto in AD1539)1539. During this period the Mississippians
created a vast number of earthen mounds that are now found from Cahokia, Illinois to the gulf
ccoast and from Arkansas to the Carolinas and Florida. Some of these mounds were for burial and
others were used as sites for temples or the huts of chiefs.
Through the wo rk of a small number of researchers, it has been discovered that some of
these mounds are aligned to the solstice and equinox points of the rising and setting sun
(Rolingson 1987). One of the most recently discovered astronomical alignments is at the Desoto
site fn Memphis, TN.
Desoto Park lies on the bluffs overlooking the Mississippi Riyer. Located at this site are
two flat-topped earthen mounds constructed by the former Native American inhabitants of this
region. By utilizing a Navy survey map produced in 1843, it has been determined that at least 7
mounds were present on this site at one time. By "calibrating" the map to the astronomical
azimuth scale and then measuring the azimuth angles of the various mounds as viewed from the
top of the largest remaining mound (A), several important alignments are apparent. Among
these are an observable Winter Solstice alignme~t and, according to the map, a former equinox
rise alignment.
I n order to make a case for these being intentional alignments and thus of importance to
the planetarium community, it is important to demonstrate a need on the part of the
Mississippian elite to make celestial observations. Reyman reminds us that, "Astronomers need
anthropologists to provide the archaeologicql and ethnographic data, and to remind them that
people built and aligned these structures for very specific cultural, adaptive reasons" (Reyman
1975) .
It is the belief of this author that there were a variety of motivators fo r Mississippian
solar observations. One of these motivators may have been the result of the organization of
MiSSissippian society. These people lived within chiefdoms, autonomous political units
comprising a number of villages or communities under the permanent control of a paramount
chief (Carneiro 1981). F~om historical and modern studies of chiefdoms, it has been learned
that the chief has no real power over the people as provided by codified law. In other words, his
authority has no power provided by a state (Service 1971). Obviously, the chief, in order to
exercise control, has to derive power from other sources.
O'E source of power that has been utilized by chiefs is an association with the Sun. Mary
Helms reports that the long term success of the Cuna chiefdom in Panama is the result of that
group's chief generating and sustaining the belief that he controls all facets of life, including
people, natural resources, and the supernatural (Helms 1979). Helms also writes that the
chief frequently gathers power through an association with the Sun; she states lithe ethnographic
records indicate a clear association between leadership and celestial phenomena (Helms 1979).
Similarly, apowerful association between leadership and the Sun can be found among the
Mississippian chiefdoms. Swanton provides the following description of Mississippian behavior.
"This temple is dedicated to the Sun, from which they (Natchez) pretend that the family of their
chief descended" (Swanton 1970). -Another reference to the Sun in relation to a Mississippian
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chief is found in the work of Hudson; he reports, "the Natchez were different in that their
religious and civil leader,the Great Sun, commanded more veneration
had more power than
chiefs in later times" (Hudson 1976). Clearly this is a direct association between the chief and
the Sun.
Research has also revealed that among the Natchez. 11 Every morning as soon ~ the Sun
.appears, the great chief comes to the door of his cabin, tums to the east, and howls three times,
bowing down 10 the earth ...
He acknowledges no superior but the Sun, from which he pretends to derive his origin"
(Swanton 1970). This Natchez chief demonstrated his relation to the Sun and its power each
morning, no doubt before the watchful eyes of his followers.
The Natchez were not the only Mississippians fo r whom the Sun held a special position.
Among the Cherokee, "the expression 'Sun my creator,' frequently occurs in ancient prayers.
Indeed, the Sun was generally considered the superior in their devotions" (Mooney 1972) . The
Cherokee also referred to the Sun as the "apportioner", the one who divides night and day
(Hudson i 976). The Yuchi referred to themselves as "OHspring of the Sun" (Swanton 1928);
the supreme being of the Chickasaw was called "the Great Holy Fire Above" (Swanton 1928).
and the Choctaw regarded the Sun as a deity (Swanton 1928).
References to the divine view of the Sun held by the Mississippians are also found in the
"Myths of the Cherokee and Sacred Formulas of the Cherokee". For example, in "Ceremonies For
Gathering Plants and Preparing Medicine" it is suggested that while treating someone HI, lithe
first ceremony should begin just as the Sun came up" (Mooney 1972). In collecting herbs and
roots for medicinal purposes, "The bark is always taken from the east side of the tree, and when
the root or branch is used it must also be one which runs out toward the east, the reason given
that these have imbedded more medicinal potency from the rays of the Sun" (Mooney 1972).
I n Mooney's wo rk one also finds reference to Cherokee color symbolism. Among these
people, the direction East was associated with the color red and symbolized success and triumph;
West was associated with black and symbolized death (Mooney 1972). It is significant that the
reference to East. the direction of the Sun's first appearance each day, is positive in the
Cherokee mind, and West, the direction into which t,he Sun disappears each evening, is negative.
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Conclusion:
01 the basis of the evidence presented and on the knowledge of widespread instances of
astronomically aligned Mississippian sites, it is apparent that the alignments are genuine. With
this in mind, it becomes arguable that southeastern archaeoastronomy is a suitable topic for
planetarium presentations. !?rogramming at the Sharpe Planetarium in Memphis, TN has
proven that audiences are highly receptive to programs focusing on cultural astronomy, and the
astronomy of the Mississippians should not be excluded.
Through research and creativity, this important element of American archaeoastronomy
can and should be presented to the public. It is important that everyone understand that while
modern astronomy clearly.has its roots elsewhere, North America is a place with a rich
astronomical past that should be studied and appreciated.
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TRACKING RABBITS IN THE SKY
Von Del Chamberlain
Abstract
The Dine' (Navajo) call a tiny group of stars "Rabbit Tracks." These stars are the "Hunter's
Guide" for these Native Americans. Indeed, the stars do resemble rabbit tracks and form a pattern
which graphically illustrates the way rabbits move to make their tracks. We wilt study the alluring
mythology of these stars, their appearance in the sky and rock art depictions of both rabbit tracks on
the ground and their counterpart in the sky. The paper will include evidence that the origin of
association of thesa particular stars with rabbit tracks might go back to Pueblo and perhaps even other
groups of Native Americans.
Introduction
People have asked me, "What are your favorite stars?" For a long time I have been
answering, "Bobcat." Once, I answered "Bobcat" when asked wha~ my astrological sign was. When I
give this reply, people either go away scratching their heads or probe for details, and I tell them about
the largest possible constellation, Bobcat, conceived by the Skidi Pawnee Indians as representing all of
the stars in the sky (Chamberlain 1982).
In recent years I have acquired a much smaller favorite group of stars. I first learned to
recognize them as the tail of Scorpius (fig. 1). Then I rediscovered them as stars that set the Skidi
Pawnee ceremonial calendar with their heliacal appearance in the month of February. Representing
"swimming ducks" that announced the northward migration of water fowl and the renewal of life with
spring, I found it interesting to note how self-contained these stars are and how they do not join the
body of the Scorpion in a proper uniform curve.
Another phase in my admiration of these same stars came, from the Dine', the Navajo, when I
learned to recognize them as "Rabbit Tracks" (Chamberlain 1983, 1993). Even though I grew up with
"wild west" traditions that included hunting rabbits, it was only when I recognized Rabbit Tracks in the
sky that I began paying attention to rabbit tracks on the ground (fig. 2).
Next time you get a chance to see motion picture footage of a rabbit making tracks, perhaps
attempting to escape from a bobcat, coyote or other critter, watch how the feet get planted on the
ground. Notice how the rabbit usually places one front paw down first, immediately followed by the
other front paw on the same line as the first, then his two back feet come down together, side by side
in front of where the front paw prints were made. This produces patterns on the ground rust like the
pattern we see in the sky when we rook at the tail of Scorpius (compare figs. 1 & 2). Any expert on
tracking will recognize rabbit tracks right away: the two front feet, one behind the other, with the
two side-by-side back. feet in front of them. For a very long time, this pattern has conjured up images
in the minds of people who have lived close to nature. From the tracks, they could picture a rabbit
hopping along in the sand, and if they were hungry enoug,h, they might even picture him roasting over a
fire.
Rock Art and Other Symbolic Rabbit Tracks
I had not thought much about the Significance of rabbit tracks until I began encountering them in
Native American rock art (fig. 3). Along the banks of the Colorado River in southern Utah, for
example, is a line of rabbit tracks in a Fremont Indian petroglyph panel.
The classic Navajo sand painting of Mother Earth and Father Sky {fig. 4) includes recognizable
star patterns, one of which is Rabbit Tracks. In addition, certain Navajo ceremonies l'J1ake use of gourd
rattles with small drill holes showing stars. The patterns differ from rattle to rattle, but frequently
we can recognize Rabbit Tracks among them (fig. 5). I have described the documented Navajo
constellations elsewhere (1983).
Rabbit Tracks are extremely important for the Navajo. The animal has been one of the most
important sources of food, and Rabbit Tracks in the sky is symbolic of the more general animal food
source. Navajos know that when these star tracks are vertical in the evening sky it is too early to
hunt, but when they are tipped as evening twilight ends, the young animals have grown to where they
can fend for themselves and it is appropriate to go hunting. Thus, Rabbit Tracks in the sky is the
"Hunter's Guide" (Griffin-Pierce 1992:168-169).
The first set of rabbit tracks I ever saw in rocK art is located in northwest New Mexico (fig.
6). It is located in a region where Navajos and Pueblos lived together at the time of the Pueblo Revolt
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the Spanish. Thi.s rock art was probably made in the early 1700's, although no one can yet date
Just around the corner, only a few feet from the line 01 realistic looking rabbit tracks,
set of tiny pUs placed in the rock, and these are star depictions. Here we find the Navajo "First
is
.. depicted as the belt and sword of Orion, shown twice. There also is Dilyehe', the Pleiades,
Slim
that for the Navajo represent all the stars. In the lower right hand corner of this star panel are the
stars representing Rabbit Tracks. Thus, in this one place. we find rock art depiction of both rabbit
tracks on the ground and in the sky.
Recently. I have been finding additional rock a rt depiction's of Rabbit Tracks in the sky, in the
same northwest New Mexico area (fig. 7). I had seen one wonderful panel before. as had large numbers
of people interested in rock art, but none of us had noted some of its most subtle features. When I
visited it again in 1993, my eyes were attuned to notice, right on the face of the panel as bold as could
be, several sets of the Rabbit Tracks star pits. As if that were not enough, there were several
additional sets running along side a major break in the rock.
My friend Joe Pachak took me to see a star panel located on Comb Ridge near Bluff, Utah (fig.
8). Here, again, I found Rabbit Tracks as well as Dilyehe (Pleiades).
I am becoming more and more convince9 that Rabbit Tracks in the sky was known by a larger
Native American community. One piece of evidence for this is a Fremont, or perhaps Ar:asazi, rock art
panel"located on the banks of the Colorado, near Moab, Utah (fig. 9). Nestled inside a small figure is a
perfect depiction of rabbit tracks. Perhaps this is accidental. We will likely never be sure.
An even more interesting example is found in a classic publication 'on the Zuni Indians. Near the
end of the last century, Matilda Coxe Stevenson lived at Zuni and published a detailed account of what
she observed. Showing interest in a rock art panel, a Zuni priest hacked away a portion of the rock,
which was sent to the United States National Museum. The photograph of the panel (Stevenson 1904:
plate CVII and pp. 444-445) shows what is describ.ed to be a map of the route followed by the Zuni Wood
Fraternity in quest of the Middle Place (fig. 10). Included are several sets of tiny pits representing
constellations. Two of these sets are of particular interest to us: although they are said in the
accompanying text to represent Ursa Major and the Pleiades, they look just like the pits we find on
gourd rattles and rock art that represent First Big One (Orion, represented by belt and sword)
and Rabbit Tracks. It is not unlikely that the identifications made by Ms. Stevenson are inaccurate.
Indeed, for reasons I wiU not enlarge on here. I strongly feel that these star depiction's have a bearing
on the origins of the Navajo practice of depicting stars in this way and on the origin of the Navajo
constellations themselves. This practice is consistent from various southwest Indian groups, as we
have hinted at in this brief paper.
Conclusion
My working hypothesis is that the Navajo people picked up at least some of their constellations
as well as the practice of using stars as part of rituals in rock art, on sand paintings, gourd rattles and
other forms from Pueblo People. One of the most intriguing patterns we can identify in the Navajo
universe of constellations is the one that serves them as the Hunters Guide, known as Rabbit Tracks.
It is a notable example to remind us of the many ways people have viewed the stars we now see .
. Each of our lives contain stories which unveil themselves to us as we live from day today and
year to year, taking on ever greater meaning. I grew up hunting rabbits, but not until I discovered
Rabbit Tracks
the sky did I pay much attention to how rabbits move and how they make their tracks
on the ground. Now, I notice them everywhere I go and I never see these stars in the sj(y without
thinking of the enticing ideas that have been associated with them, some known and others lost to us
through time and the disappearance of. those who mentally superimposed their own particular patterns
on the stars.

'in
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ILLUSTRATIONS
Figure 1. The stars marking the tail of Scorpius (center-left) were viewed by the Skidi Pawnee as
Swimming Ducks, and by the Navajo as Rabbit Tracks.
Figure 2. A set of rabbit tracks in the ~and. Notice how much they resemble the stars forming the tail
of Scorpius, two depressions side-by-siae with two in a line behind.
Figure 3. A Fremont rock art panel located west of Moab, Utah, known locally as the "Berthing Panel,"
showing a line of rabbit tracks, running up the center. The big hind feet can be distinguished from the
smaller front paw tracks.
Figure 4. Artistic rendering, by.Mark Brest Van Kampen. ota Navajo sand painting of Mother Earth and
Father Sky. All at the well documented Navajo constellations canoe identified, including Rabbit Tracks
in the upper right portion of Father Sky.
Figure 5. A Navajo Gourd rattle with drill holes representing stars. The symbol for Rabbit Tracks is
marked by the four holes at the bottom.
Figure 6. Navajo Rock art panels, located in northern New Mexico. (a) Notice the set of rabbit tracks
running from lower left, over some of the figures, and downward toward the bat at the right. (b) The
star panel, located just a few feet from the other panel, formed by tiny pits resembling the holes used
on star gourd rattles, includes Rabbit Tracks in the lower right hand corner.
Figure 7. Another panel, in two parts, located in northern New Mexico, having both Pueblo and Navajo
elements, including several sets of Rabbit Tracks made as tiny pits in the fashion typically depicting
stars fo r the Navajo. (a) Notice the four sets of tiny pits at the lower part of the panel. (b) A halfdozen sets of Rabbit Track pits run diagonally from lower center to upper right.
Figure 8. A simple panel of almost certain Navajo origin located on Comb Ridge near Bluff, Utah. This
"Two Season Panel" shows Dilyehe (Pleiades), and two sets of Rabbit Tracks, one above the other on
the right.
Figure 9. (a) A Fremont, or possibly Anasazi, panel on the bankti) of the Colorado River. A pattern of
pits, identical to others that resemble Rabbit Tracks, is enclosed inside another figure below center of
the panel. (b) Closeup of this figure.
Figure 10. Plate CVII, from Matilda Coxe Stevenson's classic article on the Zuni Indians. Note the set
of four pits, in the pattern under discussion in this paper, on the lower part of the stone.
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INTERACTIVE PHILOSOPHY FOR PLANETARIUM' PRESENTATIONS
Von Del Chamberlain, Fred Babcock, & Mark Palmer

Abstract
Since Hansen Planetarium is becoming part of a science center, we have been thinking about
various ways we can fit into the "brains-on" philosophy that will guide the Utah Science Center. This
paper reviews our thoughts on: (1) why it is important to use interactive approaches in planetarium
programs; (2) when such approaches are appropriate; and (3) interactive methods which can
effectively be used in planetariums. Our interests go beyond the use of an audience response system
(which we have). We are looking for any and all methods which keep audiences involved in
presentations, to avoid having them fall into the' cave man mental mode of rolling the stone in front of
the door, then closing the mind to the darkness that comes when the Sun moves over the western
horizon. We will report our thinking on the interactive philosophy we are adopting and the methods we
will research, in quest of continual mental alertness of every member of our audiences.
Introduction
Most smaller planetariums, especially those working primarily with school and other organized
education oriented groups, have become quite adept at involving audiences in their programs. We could
properly classify most of their presentations as "interactive." Most larger facilities, especially those
using mostly recorded pre'sentations for the general public, as well as for schools, present primarily
passive programs, even though they work very hard to make the programs exciting, with the finest art
work and most engaging information they can.
Wanting to provide the highest quality learning, whether i t might be for school groups or fo r the
general public, we have concluded that we want to do everything possible to actively and overtly
involve our audiences. Our vision for the future is to become part of a Utah Science Center, and with
that in mind, we are exploring every interactive method we can discover for use in a planetarium.
Why are interactive approaches important in planetariums?
Although the planetarium environment has particular strengths, one of them is Wlt that people
just naturally remain alert when the lights go out. How often have you heard the words, "... so sit
back, relax and get ready for ... " ending with the name of the planetarium show? We suggest that the
last thing we generally want people to do is RELAX in the comfortable seats we provide for them. Yes,
we want them to be comfortable and not concerned about the dark, but most of all, we want them to
have their brains in. gear, running smoothly and in harmony with the concepts we work hard to develop
with them.
It is important to use interactive approaches because people learn better when they are
involved. Throughout the ages of attention to education, the simple fact that learning involves response
to stimuli is well established. The more intense the response. the more likely it is that learning of
some type occurs. We do not need to rehash the learning theory here: it is enough to say that study
after study has shown and comtinues to show that quality learning takes place when people use as many
of their senses as appropriate to the learning situation, interacting with the subject matter as
energeticaHy as possible. Thus. it is clear that if we want to be sure that people learn from our
planetarium programs, we should find ways of having them make the highest quality responses we can
reasonably program into our presentations.
Anyone questioning the importance of overt response might recall the preacher who questioned
a member of his congregation about repeatedly falling asleep during his sermons. The astute member
quickly informed him that he had a wonderful technique. for being sure he always understood just what
the preacher intended to convey;
When you speak, I like to close my eyes in order to concentrate on what you are saying. Then,
when I hear something I really like, I nod my head a few times. Once in a while, I get so much
into the spirit of your message, that I make noises in hopes you will know I applaud what you
just said. Once, I got so excited about your sermon that I just fell right over on the bench.
You probably noticed how quickly and enthusiastically I jumped right up again.
I f we are honest with ourselves, we must all admit that we are aware that people sometimes
get more benefit from a nap during our "canned" programs. and even our "live" ones, than from what
they have actually learned. This does not necessarily reflect negatively on the quality of the
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information, the way it is written, narrated or produced to make an artistic and dramatic program for
those who attune to it. However, people enter our theaters with all sorts of preparation, or lack of
preparation, levels and with aU ranges of circumstances that might cause them to take the easy route
of letting their minds drift off into space, toward some distant nebula, in directions that are contrary
to what we planned. We cannot control such factors, but we can control the methods we use which can
help people get into our act more easily.
The approaches we use should. we believe, change with the times, according to the best
thinking we can bring to bear upon what we do and why we do it, and for us at Hansen Planetarium, we
beHeve that finding appropriate ways to more actively involve our audiences is a master key to our
foreseeable future. We invite others to consider this direction as well, and we would appreciate
dialogue with those who are interested.
When are interactive approaches appropriate?
We believe that the answer to this question is that they are nearly always appropriate. Rather
than asking," when?," we should aSk,." how?" As we plan our presentations, we should constantly be
asking, how can we assure that people respond to what we present so that they
understand? It is true that some approaches might work best with school groups and others with
general audiences, but interactivity is important, to the degree that we are clever enough to make it
appfopriate and enjoyable, in all our presentations.
What interactive methods can we effectively use?
We know of three basic types of overt response we could expect from people in planetariums:
people can do such things as push ,buttons; they can point; and they can speak out. They can, of course,
sit and take information in without any visible evidence that they are doing so, and this will happen a lot
in our programs, but a certain amount of the visible responses are important, in order to be sure that
we are succeeding in what we attempt to do, as well as to do all we can to assist those who give their
'time and other resources to partake of what we offer.
Let's discuss the types of methods we can use. The, authors do not claim to be the experts on
theSe,wemerely want to become participants in dialogue 'Whichwill help us fit our planetarium into an
interactive philosophy, in an institution that will be fully c~mmitted to "brains-on" learning. We invite
others to join us in seeking the best ideas on interactive learning in planetariums that we can find. We
intend to experiment with such ideas to find out what works.
Pushing buttons
A growing number of planetariums, including our own Hansen Planetarium, are equipped with
response systems that invite audiences to interact at selected times during programs. These systems
have been used to allow aUdiences to make choices as programs develop, so that each program is unique
and that any given audience plays a significant role in deciding between alternative interests. Each
program can flow according to particular audience wishes and we learn much about general interests
which we did not know when the program was produced. Some choices get selected more than others,
and these are not always the ones we would have predicted.
Another use of response systems is to check audiences out on their understanding of the
material being presented. This can be done in an enjoyable way which does not seem like a test, even
though it is one. Use of this approach is not just enjoyable for audiences, it can also give us valuable
information about how to improve our presentations. Sometimes we learn that we have not been clear
and other times we learn that we have not been complete enough.
We can use a response system for pre-and post-testing to determine the success of what we
set out to do in a particular program. Preparing programs this way forces us to clearly articulate
objectives at the outset, rather than letting them unfold as we write. without careful attention to
results we want to achieve. Getting data on our degrees of success is of vital importance and helps us
learn to do better and better aU the time. These pre-and post-activities can be rigorously developed.
without even seeming like tests to audiences. Indeed, they can be made to be very rewarding to people
who leave programs with a sense of accomplishment from the time they have spent with us, and they
can make people consciously want to know more about the topics under consideration.
Properly designed response systems could permit selected audience members to give us
continuous input about how they are feeling about the information they are receiving. Buttons could be
programmed for use to indicate the level of interest or understanding, or to key in points where there
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was a sense of lack of these factors.
Another use of response systems is to test our success in marketing. A few questions asked
before the show actually begins can allow us to know where to spend our valuable and limited
promotional resources most successfully.
Pointing
A most memorable planetarium presentation for one of the authors (VDC) was a program
presented years ago by Ken Perkins. He used specially modified flashlights to be sure he had
successfully communicated knowledge of sky features. At the start of the program, he let students
"play" with the flashlights for a few moments. Then, he had them put the lights away until called for
later in the program. After covering a few features, he invited them all to point to certain stars and
constellations. This was a powerful reinforcement for learning. The students who pointed correctly
showed great excitement at being correct. Those who pointed in a different direction moved their
lights onto the other spots, thus being reinforced with self correction. This process worked extremely
well.
Pointing need not involve flashlights. Using a little dome or other light, the presenter can get a
pretty good idea of where students are pointing. An audience response system can be used in place of
physically pointing. Projecting a circle around the items to be identified, buttons can be used for
multiple choice testing to select from alternative identifications.
Still another possibility is to invite volunteers to come forward and use the pointer to review
what has been presented. Some people enjoy this and skill in using the technique can be developed by
planetarium presenters.
Speaking Out
01e of the easiest and most successful interactive procedures that can be used in any
planetarium is that of unison verbal response. Perhaps many planetarium teachers would be reluctant
to use this method for pubHc presentations, and we agree that it is not appropriate for some types of
programs. If, however, we are working on learning sky features, this method can almost always be
used in an enjoyable way. Adult audiences might need a little encouragement, but they can be made
comfortable with this. Indeed, they generally get into the spirit of it and afterwards show enthusiasm
at having been involved in ways they had not expected.
The less formal the program, the easier i t is to use verbal response. There might be periods
planned into the presentation when there is discussion between members of the audience and the
operator. Then, the program can continue in a more formal mode.
Other Interactive Possibilities
I t is possible to invite selected participants to control some of the planetarium equipment
functions, such as setting the sky to different times, seasons, orientations. latitudes, and with
Digistar, to do such things as "fly" to objects in the projected data field. Some planetarium systems
are designed with this possibility in mind.
The possibility of creating Digistar programs fa r games involving audiences has been discussed
since the early 1980's, but has not yet been done. It seems possible to invent some really exciting
games· that could invite people from communities having Digistar equipped facilities to acquire
increasing skills as partiCipants. Then, it could even be possible to have these "masters" compete
with each other while entire audiences watch and cheer them on. The final stage of this development
might be real time competitions between the experts in different cities, our own versions of Star
Wars, for example. with friendly competitions between Salt Lake City, Cocoa, Pittsburgh, the Hague
and others. Using response systems, audiences could be divided into teams to interact or compete with
each other in exciting learning formats. In such ways, might we someday compete for people's leisure
time and .flexible dollars with some of the popular sports? Perhaps it is possible to find ways for
people to view intense learning as high priority entertainment.
Conclusion
This brief paper has not exhausted the possibilities of interactive methods that could be
employed in planetariums. We want to become one member of a team of planetariums that are
interested in interactive approaches and that experiment with the possibilities they discover, sharing
the results with the greater planetarium education community.
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Preschool
Programming
by Suzanne Chippindale
Preschool programming can bea lot of fun; or a big flop if you try to include any concepts
about astronomy or space science that require a higher level of information processing than most
preschoolers can handle. But this is a market that has a crying need for field trips and programming.
We discovered this ten years ago when the Hayden Planetarium developed 'Wonderful Sky" with the
Children's Television Workshop. The sky show uses the original Sesame Street characters of Bert and
Ernie, Big Bird, Grover, the Count, Oscar, and Cookie Monster to introduce children to the idea of
looking up to explore more of the world around them. It has become our most popular planetarium
presentation, selling 400 to 650 seats every time it is offered; that's about 40 times a school year,
10 times a summer for camp groups, and 18 times a year for families on Saturdays. The fact that this
one show can generate $71,000 during a year, when only 400 seats are sold for each show is a
reflection of the demand for preschool programming in New York City.
In addition to this program we have begun to provide a Title II teachers' workshop that contains
activities to complement our sky shows. Initially, we were only doing these for 3rd through 7th grade
teachers, but taking the cue from the demand for ·Wonderful Sky: we gave our first workshop for
pre-school, kindergarten, first grade, and a few second grade teachers on November 6, 1993. The not
so surprising result was a sold out workshop for 50 area teachers.
,(', The primary source of materials for the workshop is one that I am reporting on today. It is a
set of materials developed by NASA, the Young Astronaut Council, and Head Start called Living In
Space. The materials are broken up into 3 sections (fig. 1a, table of contents), 'What's in the Sky?",
"Traveling in Space", and "Living in Space". For this workshop we concentrated on the parts of the sky
section which related to ·Wonderful Sky". There are a total of 7 units (fig. 1b, Contents for What's In
The Sky), but we only used #1 - #5. Wondering, Moon, Stars. Earth, and Sun. Each unit comes with a
classroom and a family component. The handbook also includes resources and a bibliography.
As part of the confirmation letter (fig. 2) to the registered teachers, and to get teachers in the
right mind set, they were to look for the waning,qrescent moon on their way.in and sketch,.it ina box
pro'l'ided on' the .letter. It, unfortunatelY, came as a surprise to many of the teachers that the waning
crescent moon was visible in the daytime. At the workshop, teachers received a folder with a schedule
for the day, resource lists, brochures, and photo-copies of the sections on Wondering, the Sun, the
Moon, the Earth, and the Stars.
The schedule for that Saturday included (fig. 3, brochure with schedule) viewing of ·Wonderful
Sky· with the general public, a review of inexpensive resources, a field trip to Central Park for the
·Wondering" section, lunch· on their own, and an afternoon of Sun, Moon, Earth, and Star activities. The
complete classroom unit was duplicated and included in the packet of materials provided. We performed
a selection of activities from each set of handouts and had discussions with the teachers on how they
would adapt these activities for their own classrooms. In addition to those from the Living in Space
handbook, we included other activities from previous workshops and other sources, like the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific. At the conclusion of the workshop teachers were free to view the
public performance of Orion Rendezvous:
A Star Trek Voyage of Discovery_
The activities we used for the workshop were the following:
Wondering
Activities
(to be introduced on a "field trip" to Central Patk before we broke for lunch)
Unfortunately, this was a blustery November day in New York, so the walk in the park was cut
short. The activity was intended to generate lists of things that you see when you look up. Because
this includes things li~e trees and buildings, the items on the list would then be broken up into things
that are connected to the ground, things that may fly or float but land on the ground, things in the air,
and things in space. This is simply to get the chHdren to begin to wonder about and observe the world
around them. It started to sprinkle on us as we went out into the park so this was mostly a thought
experiment as the teachers scattered to local restaurants for lunch.
When we regrouped in the classrooms after lunch, we split into two groups to cover Earth and
Moon activities in one room, while the other group covered Sun and Star activities in another
classroom. After an hour we switched groups so that all teachers covered all subject areas.
Earth
Activities
The suggested activities include several songs to sing with the children, such as ·We Are The

World" and "It's a Small World-. We chose to do a song from Ranger Rick, "The Planets Go Spinning" to
the tune of "When Johnny Comes Marching Home" and I played -These Are Places in the World" from a
tape by Red Grammer called "Teaching Peace". Besides having a few "keep your area clean" type
activities, the stress was on multiculturalism and simple geography.
One activity that captured the imagination of our artist/photographer, was the suggestion of a
art project that expressed the idea of ·Spaceship Earth". He created a Dyson Sphere with a ring around
it, each shape contained a different picture representing either environments, variety of human life or
as in the case of the ring, images of technology, representing our reaching out to space. Interested
teachers were given a template to create their own sphere with the appropriate pentagon and hexagon
shapes marked out on it, but were left to cut up their own magazines for the images to cover it with.
After a verbal review of the other activities we located New York City on a globe and did some
day/night demonstrations with it and bright light at the front of the room.
Moon
Activities
Because the teachers had seen ·Wonderful Sky" in the morning we had a discussion of the
changing shapes of the moon that were discussed there and what shapes they and their children might
associate with the phases. (Ernie says the crescent moon looks like a banana, Bert calls the first
quarter moon a slice of watermelon, Big. Bird recognizes the gibbous phase as an egg, and, of course,
Cookie Monster says the full moon looks like a cookie.) This also was an opportunity to find out how
many of them had spotted the waning crescent moon in the morning sky on their way to the workshop
and find out if they had sketched it. It was partly cloudy, so many used this as an excuse, but a few
had spotted it and described what they had seen. Although some evening observing sessions with family
are suggested, we did not encourage this in the workshop.
We did not do the arts and crafts activities with felt boards and construction paper that were
suggested, but took .the remaining time to teach the teachers about the causes of the phases and why we
see different phases at different times of the day or night. We used the same flood light at the front of
the room and distributed white foam balls and walked the teachers through the different phases,
touched on eclipses, and then the teachers paired up to see each phase through one rotation of the earth.
Stars
Activities
Here we introduced the concept that the nighttime stars were other suns and demonstrated why
you couldn't see them when they were out at the same time, as our Sun. We simply lit a couple of
birthday candles in the well lit classroom. They were hardly noticeable, until we turned out the
claSsroom lights· which represent~,;,the'sun.
Ole of the suggested activities was to make stars by punching small holes throughout a piece of
black construction paper and glue a piece of aluminum foil behind the construction paper to make the'
glittering stars. We substituted im activity from a Curriculum published by Ball Aerospace that has
templates for constellation figures that fit over toilet paper tubes to make your own mini-planetarium.
Because push pins are needed to punch out the holes it was suggested that the teacher would have to do
that part of the activity ahead of time, but that the children could draw pictures to decorate the outside
of their tubes. One other actiyity that was not part of the handbook included ~using Esco test versions of
star charts to have children create their own constellations and telling stories about those new figures.
Sun
Activities
The activities in this handbook included discovering how the Sun heats things by putting wet
paper towels in the sun and shade, and checking back periodically to see which dries faster, discovering
how the Sun helps things grow by trying to sprout seeds in the dark and in the sunshine, and lots of felt
board play with images of the Sun and clouds. We .also suggested mapping the changing position of the
Sun by, marking the changing position of the shadow of a Simple gnomon and demonstrating several safe
ways to observe the Sun, stressing that it is never safe to observe the sun with your unaided eye.
The response from the teachers was very'positive. Many of them knew of many story books
about the sky, but did not have basic activities to include in a lesson plan, and were grateful for the
brainstorming that went on at the conclusion of the workshop. The teachers were all also given an
order form to order their own handbook (fig. 4, Order form). In conclusion, I would like to encourage
you to do two things:
Include teacher training as a part of your pre-school programming, and
1.
2.
Use this hancbook to guide you to choose successful topics to include in your own
pre-school sky shows.
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RAISING THE ROOF AT THE LONDON PLANETARIUM

by Undine Concannon
[EXTERIOR NOW] First of all, I should explain that the London Planetarium is part of
the 200-year-old wax exhibition of Madame Tussaud's. This must be one of the oddest pairings
in the planetarium world, but it means that we probably have more visitors (and do more shows
per day) than any other. I know that our huge visitor numbers are the envy of many
planetarians, but they are in fact somewhat of a problem too, since 80% of our Planetarium's
visitors have come to the site primarily to see wax figures, and not for scientific reasons. Even
if we were not to spend any money at all on improvements visitors would still keep coming, so
the justification for spending substantial sums has to be strong. Since the planetarium was
opened in 1958, we have only had one major injection of funds • for our high-tech interactivevideo "Space Trail" exhibit in 1991.
After 3 6 years our Zeiss Mark IV is finally coming to the end of its very hard-working
life, and we now have some doubts about its electrical safety; so it has to be replaced. Once this
nettl~, was finally grasped by our directors they naturally raised many questions. First, what
should we do with the space - put wax figures in the dome? Install large-format film? Turn it
into a restaurant? Or keep it as a planetarium? Obviously, and fortLjnately for me, we have
decided on the latter otherwise I would not be presenting this paper! But after 36 years the
theatre itself is also looking rather tired so it was clear that we would need more than just a
new star projector.
We selected our architects after inviting four practices to give a free pitch presentation.
Our bri,ef required them to relocate the planetarium entrance to more or less its original
position, and tilt the floor of the auditorium slightly. We wanted the seating to be unidirectional,
rather than concentric as at present. We also wanted a facility for translation in four
languages, and a loop induction system for the deaf. In addition, weneeded to provide wheelchair
access and additional exhibit and retail areas. All this without affecting the wax exhibition in
any way!
[NEW EXTERIOR] First of all, why did we need to relocate the new entrance?
Because,obviously, if it's next to the dome, it's easily identifiable as being associated with the
planetarium; and because in high season we deal with long queues on the pavement (sidewalk) by
persuading visitors that if they buy a ticket for both attractions and visit the planetarium first,
they don't have to wait in line for so long. Just to give you an idea of the numbers we are talking
about - on a good day in July or August Mme. Tussaud's would expect about 12-13 thousand
people, and the Planetarium would accommodate about 4000 of those.
[GROUND FlOORlRIDE PLAN] In 1993, after four years of building works, a Dark Ride
(The Spirit of London) was installed. This has given us two main problems - it cost $60m and
went vastly over budget, so our own budget is subjected to more than usually rigorous scrutiny;
and it runs neatly round the ground floor and basement of the planetarium. The slide shows how
extensive it is. Only one of the architects, Fletcher Priest, respected our need to leave it, and
the rest of the exhibition, intact during the planetarium project.
(PILING AREAS OVERLAy] And here's one of the cleverest things about thei r whole
scheme. Without affecting the ride, we needed somehow to find a way of supporting a new floor
within the planetarium dome. There are in fact, only three areas left which don't affect the ride,
and have sufficient depth beneath for laying foundations, but aren't too close to the underground
train lines which run all along our building. From these three points only we can erect the
columns which will support
[TRUSS] a cantilevered floor of lightweight. but ve ry extensive, steel trusses. This work
was started in May, with the builders working properties. The fact that our neighbors are
extremely rich with nothing to do but complain about noise and nuisance, particularly from
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Mme.Tussaud's and our visitors, makes any project like this that 1Tluch more difficult to handle.
[SECTlON TIiFO...G1 DOME] Fletcher Priest's initial presentation produced a 2 5 degrees
tilted floor, which was not exactly what we wanted,· but the final solution gives us 50, and the
dome itseU will remain horizontal. But it does show why we need to do all that piling, since.
we're not only raising the roof, by replacing the inner dome with a slightly smaller one and
raising it, but we're ruso raising the whole auditorium by, a floor. I donlt think anyone has done
this before - if so, I should be very interested to hear of their experiences.
[SIGHTLINES GRAPHIC] The wonders of computer programmes mean that we have been
able to test sightlines for every seat in the theatre,. by juggling with capacity, calculating how
far back seats need to be tilted according to the row positions, and experimenting with positions
of gangways.
[AUDITORIUM PLAN} The latest version of the theatre layout is I believe, in technical
planetarium language, epicentric. We had two main reasons for changing from concentric
seating: firstly, so that we can increase our capacity for educational or theatrical programmes,
which we currently have to restrict to 200 people, so that everyone can see equally well; and
secondly, it will help with corporate functions which we do in the evenings. These are very
lucrative, and we antiCipate this side of our business trebling within two years.
Ard our star projector? After much deliberation over several years, and having seen a
demonstration of the brighter sharper stars of Digistar II we have decided that for our
particular audience this would be the right choice. We shall therefore have the first Digistar II
in Europe, which is going to be a very exciting challenge to our programme makers. The
architects have some unusual ideas for the projection pit, but you'll have to wait till you visit
us to see what we end up with!
This has been very brief, but I hope I've given you a taste of the complexity of our
project, which is not helped by the fact that we can't close before November 1st, and have to reopen by Easter with totally new equipment, a· public show in five languages, and five different
school shows. Although it's all happening in an existing building, we are really going to end with
a totally new planetarium theatre, and a much higher exterior profile. I've concentrated on the
structural aspects partly because they are perhaps unique, and could be of some use to other
refurbishing planetarians, and partly because at the time of writing this, we had not made many
decisions about projection, sound and control equipment.
Qa of the nice things about the planetarium world is that its members are extremely
generous with their time and knowledge. For the last two years we have been talking and
listening to, and shamefully picking the brains of many of you, and your help has been
invaluable. In our turn we shall be very happy to pass on the benefit of our experience to anyone
who might be contemplating an equally ambitious project. Also, wearing my IPS Publications
Chairperson hat. I have found this booklet (So you want to build a Planetarium). extremelY'
useful. It is now available from Charlene Oukes at Rochester.
I
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WSKY:

Radio Station of the Stars A Planetarium Program for Urban Teens

Dorothy

Crawford

For a number of years, the staff at the Charies Hayden Planetarium had been interested
in producing a program for urban teens which would introduce, them to the wonders of the night
sky but also recognize that conditions in the city don't easily lend themselves to star gazing.
The Planetarium, as well as the Museum of SCience, has historically found it challenging
to develop relevant and engaging programs for teens. In our earfy brainstorming sessions, the
one thing we agreed on was that a rock music soundtrack would be a great tool for engaging our
audience.
The impetus for moving forward with the production came from Paul Gorenstein, one of
our advisors from the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, who approached us in
1991 ,and asked us to collaborate with him on a NASA grant whose objective was to enhance the
role of professional astronomers in public education. The grant was funded, enabling us to bring
in a group of high school ,students to help develop the program as wef! as defray the costs of
producing original songs for the soundtrack.
The more we thought about the program and talked to teens about their interests and
experiences, the more we were convinced that we needed to come up with an approach that would
represent a familiar and positive part of their world.
A top-40's radio station format was an obvious choice. This concept allowed us to not
only incorporate the original rock music elements we had felt
be such an essential tool for
. reaching teens. but also cosmic news segments, solar system traffic reports, weather reports
from other planets, call-in segments, and a Sky-Spy contest. We decided to call our fictitious
station WSKY and the program, WSKY: Radio Station of the Stars.
The museum's cd agency gave us information about the top-rated radio stations and D.J.'s
in the 12-17 age bracket. We approached Matt Siegel, the #1 D.J. at KISS 108. He become the
host of our program, Moondog Matt Midnight:
MATI: Yo humanoids! A thousand welcomes to 'Totally Spaced Out', WSKY's own cosmic
Star Search. Moondog Matt Midnight here, along with his loyal one-man, (or should I say onewoman), band of intergalactic superstars, Stella Sunspot.
STELLA: Hey Matt. Welcome toa distant planetoid. the heavens is unobstructed and
unbelievable. No matter how many times I work the night shift, I'm always blown away by the
majesty and vastness of the great beyond. And what a night this is. Even with the bright lights
of the city on full blast, I bet you can see aat least a hundred stars.
STELLA: I didn't know you could count that high, Matt.

to

Matt and Stella trade barbs just like real radio personalities, but they also showcase a
lively, information packed program that has been so successful with our school groups that we
now run it as a public program. Here is an excerpt from the first song in the show that
addresses our primary objective -- to encourage our visitors to look up:
Intro:
When everything on your block seems boring
The 'same old same old' that makes you yawn
There's still one place that can start you soaring
Night after night, till the break of dawn
Bit city bright lights dim the sky's night lights
But look up: from any roof youVe got your proof...
Verse 1:
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Long ago before the cities shimmered
Starry skies put on a show above
Constellations glowed and glimmered
Telling tales of death and danger and endless love

RAP:
Look up at the sky; see whafs gain' down
The planet we live on really gets around
We live in a galaxy, the Milky Way
The next galaxy's 2 mil/ion light years away
We're just one planet in a solar system
We'll name our neighbors just in case you missed 'em:
Mercury ... Venus ... after Earth comes Mars
That's the red one out among the stars ...
Jupiter... Saturn ... Uranus ... yo,
That's the one spinning sideways with a greenish glow
Neptune ... Pluto ... and maybe that's all
Or maybe they'll find another planet they'll call
Planet X. It would be number ten
In an orbit 'round the sun. Let me hear it once again...
Look up, see the city stars
Look up at those pretty stars
Look up and see how i t feels to fly free
It's your sky... a sky of city stars
(REPEA T 70 END)
Let's listen into one of our call-in segments with our resident expert, Dr. Cosmos. The
questions were conceived of and recorded by a group of at-risk teens in the Boston school system
who spend a day a week at the museum as part of a museum initiative to provide more in-depth
school programming:
CALLER: Does anyone live on another planet besides my sister?
DR.
Well, I can't speak for your sister, but Earth is the only planet in the
So'lar System on which life is known to exist. It's the right distance from the sun, in a region
where it's neither too hot nor too cold. Mercury and Venus are too close ,to the sun, making them
too hot to support life. Mars. and all the planets beyond it, may be too cold. But some scientists
still wonder if life. could be possible inside the gas giant planets or in an ocean of liquid water
under the surface of one of the moons of Jupiter, Europa.
The WSI<:{ traffic report was recorded by Joe Stapleton, a real-life traffic reporter in
Boston whose voice would be familiar to our local audiences. Here's an excerpt:
LUNAR: This is "Lift-Off" Larry Lunar in the VVSKY Cosmic Cruiser with a traffic
update. I'm dodging asteroids here out past the orbit of Mars, where a doughnut-shaped swarm of
those chunks of rock and metal are orbiting the sun benveen here and Jupiter. These asteroids
range from the size of your fist to up to 300 miles in diameter, so make sure to take a good map
with you if you do any traveling tonight: you don't want to hit one of these suckers when you're
moving at 30 miles per second!
WSr<:i even contains commercials:
GIRL # 1 : Ooooh! I shouldn't have worn that sleeveless shirt en the field trip to Venus!
What a sunburn!
Q-fORUS:

cc:sw::s
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GIRL # 2: Haven't you heard about "Scorch Stopper"?
JINGLE:
Scorch Stopper, the cosmic g:x; , I t keeps sunburn away from you!
VIO: When you're traveling in this solar system, sister, you need powerful protection to
block that burn. Scorch Stopper's got what it takes. From SPF15 to 45 here on earth, 272 for
those hazy days on Venus, or industrial strength #1,333 for a Mercury melt-down, Scorch
Stopper's the goo for you.
When we run WS't\'{ as a school program, we include a SKY SPY contest which involves
tracking the phase and position of the moon at the same time of day for five days throughout the
month. Every entry receives a SKY Spy certificate just for entering.
We have found this element of the program to be only moderately successful. The
teachers seem to be the key to its success. We provide a host of other activities to the schools
when they book the program which also have not become a regular part of the fotlow-up
activities. We now believe this is primarily because many of the teachers are uncomfortable
teaching basic astronomy since they have no backgrounds themselves. We have just received
another NASA grant which will enable us to run an astronomy workshop for inner city middle
and high school teachers. The workshop will encourage confidence in the subject matter as well
as enthusiasm for program-related activities.
Wecb make available tapes of the WS't\'{ music and those have $old very well to teachers,
students, and now the general public.
Although originally designed for teens ages 12 -17, we have found that the program is
just as successful with children ages 5-12 and their families. We have had to face a few
disgruntled grandparents who, on the one hand, told us how much their grandchildren enjoyed
the program and, on the other hand, deplored the use of rock music.
But the music is really the heart and soul of the program. "II conclude this paper with
our foot stomping finale, Children of the Stars:
VERSE 1:
Drifting particles in space
Atoms of matter zoom all over the place
Care together to create
Molecules and compounds tiny and great
CHORfJS:
We are, we are children of the stars
We are, we are children of the stars
VERSE 2:
Born of stars this bubbling brew
Great explosions yielded something quite new
A II the chemicals combined
B u i I t up the body and then fT'II!K:ie up the mind
Q-KJRUS:
We are, we are children of the stars
We are, we are children of the stars
Carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen
We are, we are children of the stars
VERSE 3:
Every single living thing
Beasts of the jungle and the birds on the wing
From dawn of time we have evolved
Ani 'tho life's myste/ies may never be solved
CHORfJS:
We are, we are children of the stars
We are, we are children of the stars
I'm one, you're one
He's one, she's one
We're one, they're one
We are, we are children of the stars .....
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The Planetarium and the Uneven Battle Against Ignorance.
Dr. Francisco Diego
This contribution describes the importance of increasing the cosmic awareness of
modern societies, by using the planetarium and paying special attention to two fundamental
issues: WH ERE are we? and WHAT are we? The relevance of making accessible the methods
used by science to try to understand the universe is also .emphasized as a crucial stage in making
science a popular subject of rational knowledge, differentiated from pseudoMsciences, myths and
religions which have developed irrational cosmological models based on misconceptions, beliefs
and dogmas.
Imagine that we gJ back 25 centuries 0 r so and that ()"le day you hear me saying: "The
diameter of the Earth is 12,000 km!" (or its approximate equivalent in those days' units).
Would you BELIEVE it? Probably not. Then I would carry on: "yesterday, at about the time when
the sun was at its highest in the sky, I looked down this deep, vertical well, and I could see. that
for a while the light went all the way to the bottom. At the same time, I had a colleague about
1000 km south (along the same meridian) watching the shadow of a vertical pole, and by the
time of culmination the shadow was about a metre long. As the post was 6 metres high, the angle
of the Sun from the zenith was around 10 degrees; 36 times this makes 360 degrees, a complete
circumference; 36 times 1000 km is 36,000 km which divided bY1t gives around 12 000
km u • The numbers may be slightly wrong, but Erathostenes performed this experiment with
remarkable accuracy. No laser beams. Not even a pocket calculator. Once we understand the
method used (in this case to the extreme of being able to do it ourselves!) we will KNOW the
approximate diameter of our planet.
Despite this simple explanation, humankind had to wait and wait. .. Ancient Greek
KNOWLEDGE was destroyed and western societies had to suffer centuries of intellectual
darkness. Giordano Bruno was judged and burned by the Catholic church because he had the idea
that life could exist in other corners of the universe. Copernicus and Galileo nearly suffered the
same fate. Their KNOWLEDGE was a threat to the well established DOGMAS.
Nevertheless the scientific approach to our understanding of this marvelous universe
won out to an increasing extent over the centuries to follow, but there is still a long way to go:
scientific knowledge is only available to a minute fraction of the world's population, and what we
call "advanced western civilization" is fertile land for a variety of pseudo-sciences, dogmas 'and
faiths. The success of these ideas may be based on the false confidence inspired by the fact that
they have remained more or less unchanged through the centuries. In addition, such beliefs are
beyond any questioning so, for example, an astrological model of the universe and human
behavior is popular because of its stability in time and its mysterious origins and obscure
procedures, which avoid any evidential confrontation and become something in which peopl&'
"believe",
I n contrast, a scientific approach is, by its own nature, changeable with time as human
knowledge evolves and allows the development of new models to explain better previously
unknown details of a particular natural phenomenon. This real knowledge is not trusted by the
general public unaware of the relevance of the scientific method which follows the cycle of
observation-experimentation-theory. Sadly we often hear even educated people say: "with
science you never know, what is true today may not be true tomorrow .... it changes all the
time ..... science is only a bunch of theories .... "
Lack of proper understanding places some natural sciences like biology 0 r astronomy
inside a "black basket" together with fields such as astrology and clairvoyance, in· which we may
choose to believe. The confusion goes to the extreme of "understanding" that a scientific theory
is some strange idea invented by somebody and, for example, we may choose to believe that the
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universe started either 4000 years or 20 billion years ago, or that we descend from apes, or
apes and ourselves have common ancestors, or that al/ creatures have always been the same
after being created simultaneously by a supernatural entity not so long ago ....
I think that this confusion is partially a consequence of INCOMPLETE popularizing of
science, where only the final result is given in the shape of a model together with a few
incomprehensible numbers. Perhaps one way of removing science from the black basket and
ll
placing it in the "green basket of rational understanding is to make sure that the methods used
to produce such models and numbers are widely understood.
rON en WE KNOW? The task of expianation,even at a simple level, has many and
powerful obstacles and the planetarium is an invaluable tool in achieving it. The scientific
approach to understanding our universe needs to be de-mystified.
Let me concentrate now on two fundamental issues which properly understood may we II
contain the essence for achieving what we could call COSMIC AWARENESS:
WHERE ARE WE? WHAT ARE WE?
(There is of course a third fundamental question: 'N'rf( AFE WE? But asking this could
imply that the universe would follow our very peculiar idea that everything needs a reason to
exist, which may not be a valid approach and after all, may not be a valid question).
Figure 1 illustrates the limited awareness of most of our PGlPulation with respect to our
position in space and time (which run along the vertical and horizontal axes, respectively).
I t is understandable that fo r the practical purposes of our short lives, many people find
it unnecessary to have a frame of reference going beyond a few kilometers and a few years and so
remain in the area near the origin of the graph.
Some may say that i t is pointless, and certainly it is disconcerting, to think in terms of
light-years for distances and in terms of thousands jf not millions of years for time.
What is required is a thorough UNDERSTANDING a= SCALES and I cannot imagine a better
environment to deal with this than the planetarium theatre. There are very effective and
accessible analogies that have been used again and again, like scaling the entire known universe
(say, from quark to quasar) in powers of ten, in which each successive frame is ten times
bigger (in each of the 3 dimensions) than the previous one.
For the temporal scale, I have no better analogy than the cosmic calendar proposed by
Carl Sagan in' which the entire history of the universe as we know it is reduced to one year.
But, wait a minute! 'rON en WE KNOW? We have to explain the methods (specifically
stellar parallax, cepheids and Doppler effect on the spectra of remote galaxies and quasars) and
make sure that the audience
assimilates the information.
Th~ second issue is a fascinating one: modern astrophysics has discovered how the
hundred or so chemical elements came into existence, to the extent that we now KNOW that the
atoms of our own bodies were synthesized, some inside a star and some during its violent
explosion, out of which debris our sun and the planets around it formed about 4 or 5 bHlion
years ago.
Again, 'rON ID WE KNOW? Here the methods involve simple concepts of atomic
structure and mainly, that wonderful technique of modern astrophysics, spectroscopic analysis.
These two issues should have primary importance in our education, starting from early
schooling. They should be included prominently in our text books and the topics related to them
should appear somehow in our daily lives, for reasons explained below.
How are we going to explain how we know? Or better still. how are our audiences going
to understand how we know? How are we going to deal with a public submerged in an
overwhelming ocean of information,( or misinformation), in which modern technology, driven
by powerful economic interests. Conditions most of our thinking time to the point that the
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average "attention slot" of a teenager is around 30 seconds, or in which our senses are invaded
continuously to saturation levels?
The battle is uneven. The planetarium could become a very useful tool. However. its use
frequently imitates the techniques used by the entertainment industry. Having too much
information in a single show and abuse of audio-visual effects are two pitfalls we need to be
aware of. For
example, the planetarium takes us on fantastic voyages from our home planet to remote clusters
of galaxies, but if this is done in only a few seconds, the sense of the scale involved is lost or
misunderstood, and so the battle becomes more uneven.
I maintain that the planetarium, being a virtual reality machine, should be used as such.
As a virtual reality machine, it is able to reproduce realistically the night sky as we would see
it from. say, a remote mountain
summit, and this implies that we hear the sounds of nature
AND NOTHING ELSE. I would stress that this kind of environment is becoming less and less
accessible, especially in Europe. Over the centuries. the silent contemplation of the night sky is
one of the things that has prompted humanity to THINK and to WONDER, and it surely remains a
foundation stone in the building of human know/edge. So, let's give our audiences time in our
shows to think and wonder for themselves.
Fighting an uneven battle requires ajoint effort. We have in astronomy a unique
opportunity within the natural sciences. Astronomy has an enthusiastic community of
planetarians to make it accessible to the public. Astronomy has excellent scientists dedicating
their lives to discovering the secrets of our vast universe. Astronomy has thousands of
amateurs using modest techniques and gaining great pleasure from being in direct contact with
the universe.
Hopefully, these three groups (symbolized in figure 2 ) can work incoordination to
increase the sense of awakening, the urge to think and wonder, the thirst for learning of our
societies. Remember the effect produced by the picture of the whole Earth taken by the Apollo
astronauts. This dramatic picture showed for the first time our world's fragility, its isolation
and to some extent, the scale of our environment within the space of (only!) the distance to the
Moon (still quite close to the origin in figure 1). This picture told us about the uniqueness of
our planet, and its invaluable and limited natural resources, triggering the growth of
environmental movements worldwide, for example.'
This was jus tam inor step. What will be the consequences if. more steps are successful?
Why should we be concerned about increasing the cosmic awareness of our societies? Is this
going to produce a better world?
I f I could summarize the problems of humanity ina single word, it would be IGNORANCE.
It is ignorance represented by myths, religious fanaticism and short-term greed that lies
behind wars, famine and diseases. It is ignorance that has driven our societies to overexploitation of both natural and human resources. It is ignorance that is threatening the entire
ecosystem of this beautiful planet.
The battle against ignorance is already starting to change this picture. A SOciety with
wider cosmic awareness (along the arrow in figure 1) would be in a much stronger position to
tackle and hopefully overcome many of its present problems.
The natural sciences would receive more importance as major contributors to a way of
life more in harmony with nature and among ourselves. So, yes, there is the potential for
creating a better world. The battle needs to be won. A failure may again drive us back to the
dark ages and, as happened with the scientists of Ancient Greece, throwaway a formidable body
of knowledge. Let us hope that one day, or rather night, we will have our real dark skies back
and that future generations will contemplate it in silence and then be free to think and wonder.
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GARFIELD'S GALACTIC ADVENTURE
DAVID A. DUNDEE
For the past 1 6 years, Fernbank has experimented with many formats of planetarium
shows for young children. We have used various story telling formats and used a/l sorts of
creatures to carry the story lines. We had used bears with great success in number of shows as
well as dragons, Martians, talking pumpkins, and even flying dogwood trees. Over the years the
children's planetarium shows have dramatically increased in attendance. These shows now
comprise 25% of our total attendance and close to 50% of total public attendance. Last year
children's shows attracted nearly 29,000 visitors.
Today I would like to tell you about one our most successful shows, produced for the fall
of 1993. I've never used a cat as a character in any of my shows so I decided to try something
unusual. I decided to try and use Garfield the Cat for several reasons: 1) Garfield is well known,
2) The cartoon is creative and has wide appeal to many age groups, 3) The cartoon is basically
non-violent and finally 4) I think Garfield is cute.
S:> I contacted United Media ( the owners of Garfield) with a proposal and concept for a
show. To my surprise, United Media was looking for unusual ways to celebrate Garfields' 15th
birthday, and a planetarium sh'ow is about as unusual as you can get. ;Thus began a wonderful
.
working relationship between United Media and Fernbank.
The concept of the show was to take Garfield on a tau r of the autumn sky, thanks to the
help of the unseen but helpful astronomer. The show was aimed at the kindergarten through
gra:de three ages, but all ages seemed to enjoy the show. After I wrote the initial script, I sent it
off to United Media who forwarded it to their script writers who write the Garfield shows. They
"Garfieldized" my script (injecting a healthy dose of Garfield one liners), then we rechecked
the script for astronomical accuracy. Meanwhile the art department at United Media took the
story-boarded script and not only created the art for the show, but even created a logo for the
show.
Out in Los Angeles, at Paws Studios, the actor who is the voice of Garfield recorded his
parts and sent them to us. We used the meteorologist from the local Fox affiliate (T.V. 46) to be
the voice of the astronomer. (This, by the way, was the T.V. network who was planning to start
showing the Garfield cartoon five days a week.) In addition, United Media sent us a few compact
discs worth of Garfield music.
Besides having a special show we wanted to launch it with a special opening event. S:>
with the sponsorship of channel 46 and United Media we had a pizza and punch (orange of
course) birthday party for Garfield. We had a Garfield costumed host (supplied by United
Media) to greet visitors as they arrived. After the show we had Garfield balloons and buttons to
give away. We also had the show reviewed by our local arts editor, and her rave review also
helped to launch the show.
The show was a great success; in fact the most successful faH children's show, wehave
ever done. During the six weeks .run of the show we had over 21,000 visitors see the show
(4,000 public & 17,000 school Children).
We are now at work to make this show available to other planetaria and hope to announce
something soon.
I
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Astronomy

Education With
Jon Elvert

Internet

The word Internet should be familiar to all of you who have access to a computer and use it to
communicate with others. Internet is a world-wide network of educational, research, govemment and
commercial computers that are accessible from your desktop computer. To reach the Internet, you need
a computer, a modem, appropriate software and a password account on a computer system which is
directly linked to the net. Once connected, or on line, you have access to enormous amounts "of
information and contact with people worldwide. Increasing numbers of computer using educators now
have these electronic accounts, but few know what informational resources the Internet offers. The
focus of this presentation is to briefly describe five astronomy resources already accessible through
the Internet or currently in development.
1 . Electronic Universe Observatories throughout the world are now equipped with computer
guided telescopes and light sensitive cameras known as a Charged-Coupled-Device (CCD). Astronomical
images taken from these cameras can be saved, or stored, on computer disc, both as raw and
processed images. You can access these images and even process them using an Astronomical Image
Processing (AlP) program by logging onto sources that have them on file. Observatories and science
related Bulletin Boards are good places to look.
The Pine Mountain Observatory, located in Central Oregon and operated by the University of
Oregon, has developed a participatory observing program in which the participant can observe (when
given observing time) with their 32 inch telescope without ever leaving your home, office or
classroom. Using your computer, you can log onto Pine Mountain's network system, which will first
provide you with a classification menu of objects (Galaxies, Clusters, Nebulae) to choose from. You
then select a category from the list of options (Galaxies for example) and begin browsing through a
large inventory of digital astronomical images of Galaxies. Want to enhance a particular image of your
choice? You can perform image processing by again selecting a series of menu options. This processing
procedure allows the user to explore the objects in greater detaif, make discoveries about the object
and gain familiarization with computer enhancement.
By using a user-friendly server interface, the partiCipant can also perform astrophotography
with the CCD camera mounted on the telescope. To execute this function, the user selects an object
from a category of pre-programmed objects currently visible. When the object is selected from the
menu,· the telescope will move to the object. Select another menu option and the camera will take an
exposure and display the raw image to the user. Other menu options will allow the user to enhance the
image, elect to re-expose with a different exposure time or filter (all pre-determined)'andJorsave the
image to floppy and take it home. The ultimate goal of this hands-on, virtual astronomy program is to
permit a greater access to the observatory by involving students, teachers and researchers.
2. i::lEIIai::L School networking is a unique opportunity to provide access to greater resources and
create greater communicatiotl between teacher, students and the public. A program now being created
by the astronomy department at the University of Oregon, NETlab will become a learning resource
utilizing other existing networking infrastructure to enhance science education, particularly in tHe field
of astronomy and physics.
,
NETlab will allow school students and the public to eflgage in discovery based learning activities by
estabJishing an on-line laboratory environment accessible from computers located in the classroom or
at informal science centers.
NETIab will essentially network with existing technologies and resources. Present resources
are a county wide K-12 school access to the Internet, Pine Mountain Observatory. a digital image
library and an astronomy laboratory equipped with small
cameras interfaced directly to a PC. This
on-line laboratory environment will integrate with two existing services of Internet: World-WIde-Web
(WWW) and Mosaic. World-Wide-Web provides full text only access to documents in hypertext, links to
Gopher and other databases containing information on hundreds of topics. Mosaic is a software program
which provides a hypermedia networking environment. It is a graphical interface that allows you to
download sound, graphics and movies just like you would download a text. These services are
transferable to other disciplines.
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When up and operating. NETlab will provide the user with an incredible amount of global
interdisciplinary resources.
3. NASA SpaceUnk This valuable resource is a collection of NASA information and educational
materials stored on a computer at the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, AL.. By logging onto
this system, you can access current information on topics such as -planetary probes, satellites, shuttle
flight activities, space science lesson plans and a lot more useful space educational stuff. SpaceHnk is
maintained by NASA education specialists. One nice advantage of Spacelink is that you can leave a
message in the form of a question, comment or suggestion to NASA before logging off. They will either
respond to you through regular mail, or with a note which will appear the next time you log on. YOu
need a modem and a communication software package in order to sign on.
4. CSf-QN This is certainly one of the simpler ways to obtain astronomicaJ images on your
computer. Using a modem, you can log onto CSHOW through local electronic Bulletin Boards. CSHOW is
an image viewing program in GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) format GIF was originally developed as
a way to store pictures and send them over phone lines. There are a lot of high-resolution NASA image
files available in GIF, like the before and after shots from the Hubble Space Telescope which are also
accompanied by a descriptive text.
S. Newsgroups This network is definitely worth logging onto. A newsgroup is a discussion
groupcm Usenet (a network composed of thousands of discussion groups) devoted to talking about a
specific topic. There are several of these newsgroups or listservs available that promote astronomy in
general. DOME·U scLastro.planetarium are newsgroup examples which have a forum styled
presentation and encourage the users input. DOME·L has recently been a source of information for
planetarians who wondered just how other planetariums present their astronomy programs, lessons or
view solar eclipses. There is a wealth of good astronomy information from these newsgroups and they
are easy to access.
The Internet has become an explosive network for accumulating and communicating vast
amounts of information. The Internet is a too4 which we as planetarians can access and share
information instantly and globally.
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PUTTING A MOUNTAIN INSIDE A PLANETARIUM
Anthony P. Fairall
Only one of eighty-eight constellations, presently recognized, represents a real
geographical feature on the Earth. That feature is Tabl.e Mountain - an almost perfectly
symmetrical flat-topped massif, three and a half thousand feet high, towering over the southern
Atlantic ocean. Beneath its sheer northern face, the city of Cape Town has grown.
Our planetarium, part of the South African Museum, is located at the top erd of the city,
close under the mountain. "Table Mountain" therefore seemed an appropriate topic for a
planetarium presentation. The show we produced featured the southern constellations and the
special objects in the southern sky, but it also involved the sciences and concerns of the
terrestrial Table Mountain. The content of our show may well be of interest to other
planetarians. But the show also illustrates how a planetarium presentation may be linked to a
local tourist attraction (just as the planetarium in Tromso, Norway, shows the northern
lights). It also is a topic suitable for extending the use of a planetarium to sciences other than
Astronomy, in particular to environmenta/sciences.
The constellation of Table Mountain - in Latin fo rm, Mons Mensae - is one of fourteen
named by the Abbe de la Cail/e, an outstanding French astronomer and mathematician of the 18th
century. As both a cleric and a Scientist, he had no interest in spreading Greek mythology and the
like to fill in vacant areas in the southern skies. So, except for the mountain, he choose
scientific instruments and artists' tools as subjects for constellations. Amongst his choices were
Telescopium, Microscopium, Circinus (pair of compasses), Horologium (the clock) - even
Antlia Pneumatica (the air pump). There was also Equuleus Pictoris (artist's easel) and
Apparatus Sculptoris. All his constellations are recognized today, though, for obvious reasons,
the names have often been shortened.
For our planetarium presentation, we prepared a special All-Sky projection that
covered the dome with both the traditional northern constellation figures, together with the
drawings made by de la Caille of his southern ones. The projection, in register with the star
projector, was set for our latitude 34 degrees south, and Sidereal time 4 hours, so that Table
Mountain (a circumpolar constellation) was upright. By contrast, the northern constellations
are upside down! We also prepared versions with only the Abbe's constellations.
Commissioned by the French Academy of Sciences to chart the southern skies, ce la CaiHe
had traveled out to the Cape Colony in 1751 (Evans 1992, Moore and Collins 1977). He brought
with him a 6-foot sextant, equipped with a small refractor, and used it to measure the positions
of some 10000 stars • today that instrument is on prominent display within the Observatoire
de Paris. But, in Cape Town it was erected in the back yard of a house that lay close to the beach
(now in the heart of the city centre). So dominated was his site by the mountain, and so
impressed was he by its grandeur, that he chose to include it as a constellation. While the
constellation of Table Mountain is hardly an impressive one (it has little more than a few 5th
magnitude stars), the Abbe sited it so that the Large Magellanic Cloud would represent the
"Tablecloth", the cloud that forms on top of the mountain when the strong south-easterly wind
blows.
The southern sky, in the vicinity of the celestial Table Mountain, contains many rich
treasures. From a dark site, the Magellanic cJouds are easily visible, and even the naked eye can
just make out the Tarantula nebula (30 Doradus) close to the "bar" of the large cloud, and the
globular cluster 47 Tucanae by the small cloud. Not far away, the spectacular stretch of the
southern Milky Way includes the Southern Cross, Coal Sack, the clusters close to the Eta Carina
nebula, and our nearest neighboring star, the Alpha Centauri system - almost enough for an
entire planetarium show in itself.
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But our presentation went beyond astronomy. Our photographer, Herschel Mair,
produced a photographic essay of the terrestrial Table Mountain - including photographic
panoramas and All-Skies. This led us to look back through the remarkable geological history of
the mountain. We made use of available expertise, in particular that of my colleagues at the
University of Cape Town, Dr. John Rogers and Prof. Maarten de Wit. Exposed at the base of the
mountain are metamorphic rocks, still deformed from a collision with an ancient continent
(most probably North America!), then came igneous granite, while the pristine horizontal
layers of sedimentary rock, that form the spectacular upper portion of the mountain, survived
intact during the more recent collision with South America, that brought together Gondwanaland.
Our planetarium artist, Margie Walter, painted a twenty picture sequence of the history. The.
mood was also set by "all-sky" rock effects (one of the most striking all-sky projections).
We also had Margie paint a special panorama (i n six segments) of the mountain, suitably
toned so that it could be used in our panorama projectors, simultaneously with the star field.
The show was divided into segments ard the length and diversity of the segments, and
pacing of the show, were all important. The two longest segments, "geology" and "southern sky",
were,,separated by a jaunty video sequence filmed from a helicoptor. As the show progressed
towards conclusion, so the segments became shorter.
The Abbe
la Cailte was not the only historical fjgure in astronomy associated with the
mountain. Sir John Herschel erected his famous telescope beneath the eastern buttresses in the
1830's. During a four year stay Herschel also took a deep interest in the mountain and its
unique flora. The Cape Floral kingdom, though confined to only a two thousandth of the Earth's
land surface, probably has more species of plants than any other - particularly apparent in the
different· micro-climates of the mountain. Thus our show featured flowers, and the general
environment of the mountain.
We also featured straight-forward routes for climbing the mountain, and included
messages concerning safety. We put ina segment on the cableway - perhaps the longest single
span in the world. The cherry on the top was provided by Sir Edmund Hillary, who recorded a
special message to conclude the show. Even Sir Edmund had to admit defeat in climbing the
celestial Table Mountain!
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AGURES
Figure 1: An early drawing of Table Mountain.
Figure 2: One of the six all-sky panels of constellations. Mons Mensae (Table Mountain) is
central.
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CHANGES AND TWENTIETH CENTURY SOCIAL REVOLUTIONS
Irina FilippOV8, Robert G. Tuck Jr,
Calendar changes historically have produced, 0 r have resulted from, marked social, economic,
political disorders. Among them have been Gaius Julius Caesar's reform of the Roman system in 45
. the
adoption of the Gregorian calendar in Western Europe and the Americas from 1582
onward; and the short-lived calendar introduced during the French Revolution, 1789-1799 A.D.
this century, abrupt calendar changes within two deeply rooted societies with long. rich
histories accompanied dramatic social, pOlitical, and economic disruptions. Both upheavals involved
revolutions with profound global consequences.
From the fi rs t days of the Russian Revolutions of 1917 - 1918, there was a growing desire to
break all ties with the past, destroy any records of former times, and begin anew by introducing a new
calendar.
inherited Byzantine Christianity, Orthodox Russia followed its own calendar. The first
DrD-I/\ISST;Srn Calendar, created by Peter the Great, caused heated disagreements within Russian society.
Before Peter the Great's reforms, the Russian calendar began with the creation of the world. The tsar
sU~3gesteid that the new calendar should date from the birth of Christ. Hence, although the popular New
Year was celebrated on September 1st. 7208 A.M., Peter the Great nevertheless decreed another New
Year celebration was to take place on January 1, 1700 A.D, according to the new calendar.
This reform reflected the duality of Russian society at the time. 01 one hand, Russia adopted the
Western calendar. On the other hand, the tsar dared not abolish the Old-Style Orthodox calendar.
The next time a. new calendar was discussed was at one of the first meetings of the People's
Commissars, November 16 (25), 1918, immediately after the Bolsheviks seized power (October 25
1918). The decision was postponed, however, because the Bolsheviks had to wait for the
Foundation Meeting that was supposed to become the new government in the place of the Provisional
Government, which was declared null by the Bolsheviks. At the first, and last, Foundation Meeting.
(1
1918, the Bolsheviks received only 25% of the votes; the Social-Revolutionists got
attempt to retain their power, the Bolsheviks brought in for discussion the infamous
18:)I"I::Irl:ltl{1,n of the Rights of the Working and ExplOited People,· which was rejected by the meeting. That
rCIl.::lIt"'fil'\" prompted the Bolsheviks to declare the Foundation Meeting null on January 6-7 (19-20). Later,
been confronted by the Old Order, Lenin wrote a note to the Juris Court of the People's
Commissars and ordered the separation of the church from the state. This decree was adopted January
23
5), 1918, and finally opened the road to adopting a new calendar.
I t is important to note that the new calendar was of little importance to RUSSians, both before and
revolutions. Russian economy always was self-suffiCient. After the revolutions there was little
or
for business and personal travel abroad. Therefore, there was no practical reason for
the
calendar. Its adoption mostly was a pOlitical move.
The
calendar, however, was closer to the natural change of seasons. Due to
inertia, agricultural spring lags behind the vernal equinox. The Old-Style. ·slow," calendar
reflected this marked discrepancy. which was very important for Russia with its long, cold winters. The
fact
the Old-Style calendar was Mcloser to nature" supported the traditional celebration of the OldYear on January 14. Most people in the countryside continued to follow all the old holidays and
pralctilcallv lived according to the Old-Style calendar. When the Orthodox Christmas was restored in
almost-forgotten Old New Year suddenly, became very popular again. Among the Russian
Orthodox, it is considered contrary to Christian tradition to celebrate Christmas before its date in the
Orthodox calendar. Therefore, the holiday was put off to the next working week and coincides with the
1111.'-';1\110 New Year.
Russian belief credits another celestial connection wi th terrestrial events in the
supIPo~)ed correlated influence of Jupiter and Saturn on the Sun in 12- and 60-year cycles. A new
f'~I,"""I';""" based on these cycles became very popular in Russia from 1980 - 1990, due to the lessening of
IdeOlogical influence of the Communist Party. Most disastrous events in the late Russian Empire and
were believed to relate to these cycles: 1905, the first Russian Revoluticn; 1917, twelve
the
and October revolutions; 1929, again, twelve years later, the "great change,"
exterminations of rich peasants (kulaks), which virtually crippled Soviet agriculture; 1941,
twelve years later, Hitler's invasion of the Soviet Union; and 1989, four 12-year cycles later,
of the so-called Socialist camp.
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I t should be mentioned that the struggle for time management still is going on. The Time Decree.
originally suggested by the Bolsheviks in December 1917, set clocks ahead one hour and was supposed to
save a large amount of electricity. However, after the Soviet regime fell, it was decided to resore
standard time. Subsequently, Russia reconsidered the move, and Ukraine decided to leave the difference
unchanged. Therefore, for example, in Donetsk, which is at the same latitude as Moscow, it is dark at
4:00 p.m. in winter. Although the Ukrainian government in Kiev has not yet corrected this problem, some
eastern Russian-speaking regions of Ukraine have reverted to Moscow time, reflecting historical social,
political, linguistic, and ethnic ties.
The area we know as Iran has used many calendars throughout history. During its early period as
Persia, it employed the Babylonian and Zoroastrian calendars. Later, it adopted the Islamic calendar.
During the past two centuries, Iran used four calendars extensively: the Gregorian, primarily in large
cities and for foreign commercial dealings; the Iranian Lunar Hedger; the Borji, or ZOdiacal, reckoning;
and the Iranian Solar Hegira. A fifth calendar, the Turco-Mongolian, was used in several eastern areas as
well. Most notable among the reformers of the Persian calendar was the eleventh century astronomer
Abu-Hafz Omar ibn Ibrahim aJ-Khayyami, whom we know as the poet Omar Khayyam. He and two other
Iranian Islamic astronomers undertook the task of calendar reform in 1074-1075 A.D.
The Iranian version of the Lunar Hegira calendar differs considerably from the Arabic version;
but, like the Arabic version, it follows a strictly lunar year and begins its epoch with July 16, 622 A.D.
It contains months of 29 and 30 days and uses a one-day intercalation for leap-years.
In 1925, Reza Shah Pahlavi replaced theBorji calendar with the Iranian Solar calendar. This
calendar is based upon the· solar year and uses Persian names tor months, but it retains the Moslem Era.
Because the first day of the year, Farvardin 1, or NQlIro!Jz always occurs at the vernal equinox, the
extra day for leap years invariably is added to the last day of the last month, Esfand.
O'e of us (Tuck) lived and worked in Iran from 1963 to 1965 and again from 1973 to 1979 and
experienced the Iranian Revolution firsthand. In 1976-1978, the late Shah of Iran, Mohammed Reza
Pahlavi. son of Reza Shah, made an unsuccessful attempt to impose an ·imperial" solar calendar upon his
subjects. The new calendar was designed to replace the Iranian solar calendar. which counted years from
the Hegira of the Prophet Mohammed in 622 A.D. The shah decreed the new calendar era should begin with
the founding of the ancient Persian Empire by Cyrus the Great in 539 B.C. Thus, by decree, the last day
of the Iranian year 1354 A.H., equivalent to March 20, 1976. was followed by the first day of Imperial
Year 2535. Furthermore, the shah then instituted daylight saving time in imitation of Western,
particularly United States, practices. Such moves were calculated to decouple traditional Islamic
influences from the day-to-day operations of government and businesses within Iranian urban centers. In
doing this, the shah made a grievous double blunder, which played a little-noted role in consolidating
opposition to his increasingly unpopular regime.
Two years after their institution. the Imperial calendar and daylight saving time vanished, and
the shah relented under increasing pressure from Shi'ite Moslem authorities. The final day of Imperial
Year 2536 (March 20, 1978) was followed by the first day of Iranian Solar Year 1357 A.H.
Nevertheless, incensed Islamic religious authorities, particularly the exiled Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
perceived this tampering with ordained time-keeping as flagrant insults to Moslem sensibilities. By mid1978, there were massive demonstrations and outbreaks of violence in Tehran and other metropolitan
areas. Acts of terror against Westerners living in Iran and against imported Western institutions reached
their highest levels, resulting in curfews and martial law within major cities.
In early 1979, widespread popular uprisings overthrew the shah, swept away his regime, and
established a militantly Islamic religious state. The revolution forced evacuation of most Westerners,
espeCially citizens of the Unite9 States, who, had been expatriate advisers to the ousted Imperial Iranian
government. The revolutionary authorities quickly moved to eradicate all vestiges of Western influence
within Iranian society. often brutally.
Consequently, the Iranian solar calendar retains its yearly count from 622 A.D. The Iranian New
Year still begins at the vernal equinox. The names of the months continue to reflect long-standing Persian
and Iranian terminology and in no way correspond to the Islamic religious calendar. This tradition echoes
ancient Persian (Zoroastrian) practice, but the calendar era is Islamic. The religious calendar. on the
other hand, conforms to a strictly lunar reckoning and follows mainstream Islamic observances with
emphasiS upon exclusively Shi'ite holy days and observances.
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WHAT MAKES A PLANETARIUM COURSE POPULAR?
A COMPARATIVE SURVEY OF PLANETARIUM COURSE OFFERINGS
Noreen Grice
A telephone survey was conducted in the Spring of 1994. The following planetariums
participated in this survey:
Charles Hayden Planetarium, Boston, MA
Hayden Planetarium, New York, NY
Adler Planetarium, Chicago, I L
Morrison Planetarium, San Francisco, CA
Strasenburg Planetarium, Rochester, NY
Davis Planetarium, Jackson, MS
Morehead Planetarium, Chapel Hill,
Buhl Planetarium, Pittsburgh, PA
Hansen Planetarium, Salt Lake City, UT
Gates Planetarium, Denver, CD
Below is a I ist of the questions asked in this survey:
1. Wh""at were the courses offered? To what age level? How often?
2. What is your method of advertising? (in-house/outside paid media?)
3. Where do your instructors come from?
'
4. How much do your courses cost to take?
5. What is your minimum number of students needed to hold a class?
6. Overall attendance for courses over the last five years: registrations
increasing/decreasing/level ?
THE DATA: COURSES
The topics and titles of course offerings varied greatly among the planetariums surveyed.
Most. planetariums offered a traditional adult observational astronomy course, while some
institutions offered courses of regional interest, such as "Stargazing for Backpackers."
A majority of the planetariums surveyed offered courses specifically designed fo r
children and young adults. Among some of the creative titles were:
Space Cadets
Littl e Einsteins
Lost i n Space
Sky Pirates
Sky Stuff
METHOD OF ADVERTISING COURSES
Most planetariums posted 0 r mailed course brochures to members and the local
community. Some brochures were delivered to local coffee houses. Press releases and brochures
were mailed to local press. Most press coverage was free, however one planetarium did- pay for
their local advertising in a newspaper.
INSTRUCTORS
Planetariums which are located near a college 0 r university 0 r have staff with
astronomy degrees are most likely to offer high-level astronomy courses. Many of the outside
instructors are either teachers or well-versed amateur astronomers.

s:

COST
The price of taking a planetarium course varied with the region of the country. Courses
on the West Coast ranged from $1 to $6 per class hour. Courses offered in the southeast
averaged $6 per hour. And, courses on the East Coast varied from $5 to $10 per class hour.
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MINIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS

The minimum number of students needed for the break-even point varied from six to
twenty students. The average number was about ten students. The more inexpensive the course,
the more people that were needed to run the class.
CHANGES IN ATTENDANCE
Planetariums varied in their response to overall attendance over the last five years.
Attendance figures at the Hayden and Adler Planetariums showed a decrease in course
registrations. The Strasenburgh, Morrison, Davis and Morehead Planetariums showed
consistent enrollments. Meanwhile, the Hansen, Gates and Buhl Planetariums have showed
significant increases in attendance. What about the Charles Hayden Planetarium?
Unfortunately, attendance figures fo r Boston courses have shown a general decrease
over the last several years, prompting this survey. In searching through. records dating back to
the early 1960's, it is evident that some "factor', whether it be "interest "or" free time"
has changed among adults. Graph 1 shows attendance patterns in our Naked Eye Astronomy
course over the last 22 years. Graph 2 shows registration patterns in our adult Coastal and
Celestial Navigation Courses. Both Graph 1 and Graph 2 show a decline in adult course
registration. Note, however, the increasing interest in children's courses, as evident in Graph
3. There is a clear contrast between enrollments in adult and children's courses.
WHY?
Why are adults choosing not to enroll in astronomy courses? Are the costs too high? By
speculation, it is possible to attribute a reduction in attend~nce to adults choosing to spend
money on their children rather than on themselves: investing in their children's interest in
science rather than in their own hobby. This would explain the overwhelming interest in
children's courses at the Charles Hayden Planetarium. Another factor may be the changing
economy of the 1980's and 1990's. Unemployment and lack of "free time" may prevent people
from enrolling in courses or over-employment to make ends meet" may be another possibility.
At the end of each course, we ask students to complete a course evaluation. Students rate
the course and the instructor and answer questions as to the appropriateness of class meeting
times and course length. Students are also asked to make comments on improving the course.
Recently, I asked a group of students how they felt about taking an astronomy course that meets
from 7 -9 pm once a week for eight weeks. One woman said that she would never consider taking
an evening course because she does not go outside at night. Other people stated that eight weeks
was a little too much time to commit. When asked to comment on the price of the course,
students felt that they should be a little less expensive so more people could sign up. Also, twohour, "one shot" courses sho~ed positive responses.
SUGGESTIONS FROM THIS SURVEY
What is the future of planetarium courses? I believe that planetariums should offer a
diverse catalog of courses geared toward children and toward adults. The eight-week course is
probably a format of the past; courses that meet for no more than 6 weeks have shown good
attendance. The price of taking a course should not be prohibitively expensive for middle class
workers. By increasing the minimum number of students needed to hold the class, it is possible
to reduce the price of the course and bring the West and East Coast more into line, price-wise.
We plan to reduce most of all eight-week courses to six weeks and dramatically reduce the
course fees by increasing the minimum enrollments needed.
Planetariums that cb not currently offer courses should consider dOingso! Courses
provide exposure to informal science and can create partnerships among planetarium staff,
universities, and the local community. These courses help popularize and aid the understanding
of science.
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"Digital

Technology in the Planetarium"
by Anthony Hale

Given the rise in popularity of digital audio technology. analog recording equipment (the
mainstay of most planetaria) is quickly becoming obsolete. While a majority of planetaria are forced by
financial constraints to retain .their current analog technology. some have the opportunity to replace
these outdated systems with recent digital advances. Those who are fortunate enough to have the
resources available to secure a digital system generally choose between the two most easily operated
and cost efficient set - ups; the Alesis ADAT and the Tascam DA • 88.
This paper will endeavor to achieve two ends. First, 1 hope to sway those who wonder i f
investing in digital technology is worth the money by explaining the merits of digital vs. analog
systems. Second, a comparison will be offered between the Alesis ADAT and the Tascam DA - 88 on
issues such as ease of operation, special features. problematic areas and cost. This direct comparison
should be of value to those who may be deciding between the two systems.
For use in the planetarium. digital systems have much to ofte r as an alternative to analog
beyond the promise of better sound quality. One of the first qualities that will strike the new user about
a digital system is its ease of operation. The new technology is easily installed to existing analog
systems. The instruction manuals are well formatted and written in a straightforward and easily
readable fashion. If you are comfortable working with an analog system, then the new set - ups should
present the owner with no foreseeable difficulties. However, the greater benefits of digita! technology
can best be explained in terms of day-to-day operations. Many of those working with analog equipment,
especially those dealing with more antiquated systems, are aware of the constant problems that arise
during use; most notably tape stretching and misaligned heads. With digital technology these annoyances
quickly become a thing of the past. This greater peace of mind where your equipment is concerned
proves to be the most serendipitous benefit of digital technology.
There are several other time and worry saving factors to be considered. The setting of
recording levels for information channels, which can prove to be a particularly frustrating episode with
some analog equipment. becomes much simpler with a digital set - up. Levels are much more easily
determined, and once they are determined, that level becomes the standard for all future recordings of
similar information since digital systems encode information more steadily than analog systems.
Recording of voice and music tracks still require individual attention, though this task too is facilitated.
Another consideration is tape cost. Reel to reel analog tapes can costthe user around $ 50.00
each. With digital syst.ems the user will need either super VHS or Hi 8mm tapes depending on which
system one chooses. These tapes run well under $ 10.00 in most places. Other advantages include easy
tape duplication and tape sharing. Digital systems allow for simple 1: 1 replication of produced tapes.
That is to say that tapes produced on a digital system can have exact digital duplicates created by
simply interfacing two similar units and recording a perfect double of the original tape. These tapes can
be used as backups or they can be used by other planetaria with similar systems.
A digital system is especially recommended fo r planetaria which produce laser light shows.
There is, of course, a notable improvement in sound quality when a tape is made by taking musio·~,
directly off C.D. since a digital to digital recording loses absolutely no clarity. However, the greater
benefit comes in laser imaging. Whether your planetarium records laser information on individual
channels or uses a scripting program such as Pangolin, upgrading to a cigrtal format would certainly
enhance the quality of your productions. Those who record information on tape need only remember
what was stated previously about encoding informaton. Digital technology offers rock steady recording
at pre - determined levels which will put an end to the days of endless adjustments required by analog
use. The steady recording levels translate into more stabilized imaging with improved blanking. For
those who use scripting. these systems can be augmented with affordable accessories which generate
SMPTE as well as other time codes without using any recording channels.
In terms of overall ability, the Alesis ADAT and the Tascam DA - 88 are ve ry comparable. The
basic unit for each system offers the same general functions. Both have eight channels for recording
audio and information and both provide expansion capabilities by allowing the user to stack 16 units for
a total of 128 channels. Each gives the user two • locate • settings. These settings let the user set a
point on the tape and return to that point with a single. touch. This function is most helpful during
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production. These systems also provide sampling capabilities to 48 KHz for nearly perfect analog
reproduction. Both systems offer highly recommended remotes with the basic unit These will allow the
user to not only operate. but also perform production tasks from· the console, while storing the unit
elsewhere.
There are, however, several important differences which need to brought tothe attention of
potential buyers. First of all, the systems use different tapes. The Alesis ADAT uses Super VHS tapes
while the Tascam DA -88 uses Hi Bmm tapes. In using SVHS tapes, the ADAT is currently limited to
only about 45 minutes at the lowest sampling pitch. However, recently announced upgrades, which can
be easily installed by the user, will give the ADAT an extended recording length. DA • 88 systems
provide the user with nearly an hour and 45 minutes of recording time, but because the tape is thinner,
tracking problems that arise because of dust and other particles become more pronounced. For this
reason, Tascam users suggest more frequent cleaning and maintenance than do Alesis users. Both are
quick to point out that only certain types of tapes should be used with their systems. Alesis provides a
short but comprehensive list of recommended types of SVHS tapes in their operation manual. Tascam
DA - 88 users may record on any type of the Sony Hi Bmm tapes but it is strongly suggested that they
opt for the E series, which is an emulsion tape rather than a metal tape. Particles and dust from metal
tapes can lead to the tracking problems discussed earlier. Tascam also offers more advanced
transports which allows the user to completely rewind the tape in only 80 seconds. This is a quality
that will be appreciated by the truly impatient.
When considering the basic set-up, the Alesis ADAT is the more cost efficient package. The
ADAT retails for around $4000.00 and includes the LRC, which is the previously mentioned basic
remote, and a fiber optic cable used for duplication purposes. The DA - 88, retails for Around,
$4500.00 and does not include any extras. The basic remote for the DA - 88, the RC • 808, costs
around $ 300.00 and duplication cable, which is not fiber optiC, costs around $ 200.00. The ADAT also
allows units to be stacked without any additional equipment while the DA - 88 requires the SY - 88
video synchronization card, the which costs around $ 800.00, before the user can stack additional
units. The SY - 88, however, does provide the DA - 88' user with SMPTE time and video sync
capabilities. In order for the ADAT user to generate SMPTE one of two accessories must be added; the
Al - 2 synchronization interface, which goes for about $ 900.00, or the BRC master remote control,
which goes for about $ 2000.00. The DA - 88 system also features a master remote, the RC - 848,
which retails for around $ 1500.00. In both caS!3S, the master remotes offer an array of additional
features such as a drastically increased number of locate settings and a timing display at the remote
location. These ma~ter remotes come highly recommended and are a virtual necessity if the user
wishes to go beyond the basic eight channels. Recently, Alesis has entered into an arrangement with
Fostex which allows Fostex to manufacture ADAT equipment. The result is a unit known as the RD8,
which retails for about $ 4250.00. This includes a remote. fiber optic cable, 4 locate settings, and
nearly 75% of the functions offered by the BRC including SMPTE generation capabilities.
f\b matter which system is chosen, the decision to go digital is one that wi II never be regretted.
With their ease of operation, simple installation procedures, and numerous additional functions, digital
systems are more than improved sound quality. They can provide any planetarium with increased
quality and efficiency so less time can be spent worrying about equipment and more time can be spent
educating the public.
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PLANETARIUM LESSON PLANS AND STRESS MANAGEMENT
by JAMES A. HOOKS

I would like to give some background and history about how the lesson plans evolved into the
final product. The lesson plans that were acceptable to the New Ph.D. administrator, was not a lesson
plan, but, lesson plans.
What does all this mean? Well, in the fi rst place, we have to justify, it seems, every thing that
we do. Over and over, one thing after the other. Each justification a little different from the last one.
Each new situation becomes a ceremony in developing reasons for and facts that relate to the
PLANETARIUM.
•
Somewhere, there is written these lines of print. I quote, wThe Planetarium and Science Center
are not being utilized to their potential~. These words of wisdom are more often stated by persons that
do not, or have not, worked in a planetarium facility or volunteered their great talents. Further more,
they may have never been present to see a complete program. The wQrd, ·potentia'-, is not one that
indicates reality, but one that creates an illusion to the reader. It also lends itself to mis-conceptions.
And WE, in the world of astronomy, have seen enough of that.
I t could be said about potential, schools are not used after 4:00; foot-ball stadiums, costing
millions, are only used once a week, and only one season of the year; churches one day a week; movie
theaters three or four hours a day; some shelves and books in the library are not used at all, and some
libraries are never used. Are civic centers used all of the time? Are these facilities functional,
productive and operational by one individual? There are large numbers of planetaria that are functional,
productive, operational, and also are outstanding facilities serving their respective communities, and
doing so with one INDIVIDUAL.
I f there is only one individual, then that one individual has to change with every new officer of
authority. It is not the fault of the one in authority. It is just the number and variety of opinions that
one has to satisfy over a short span of four years. Believe it or not nine different individuals have
filled the block of the organizational chart showing the hierarchy of authority for this individual. Each
has had the right, and inmost cases, the power, to demand time, work schedule, and job descriptions. It
seems job descriptions and expectations change with every new expert-specialist that arrives on the
scene.
CHANGE is brought about with each new person. That is inevitable, unavoidable, yet acceptable in
most cases. Someone will say,"OLD DOGS CANNOT BE TAUGHT NEW TRICKS· Conceivably, if you get
his attention, verify the facts, and show evidence that supports the document of change, old dogs will
learn alot. Remember that old dogs have a lot of experiences and are, therefore, more resistant to
dramatic change. An old dog J must be. Yet, I am a new, old dog, because I have gone through the double
doors of another world.
This individual was fortunate enough to have someone to answer to that was considerate,
tolerant, respectful, patient, and merciful, for twenty one years. My resume, When looked over, will
indicate that I had an administrator that looked upon the DIRECTOR OF THE PLANETARIUM, as a
PROFESSIONAL
Yet, with each new administrator on the scene, letter after letter has to be compi/ed. Ead1
document transcribed with the best of care, and each one followed by another. Then the last, yes, the
last administrator, arrived on the chart. Well, maybe! A whole new world of work had to take place. It
is demanded that lesson plans must be researched and printed for each teacher of each grade coming to
the planetarium. The inter feeling was, now, here is one that will support the works of the planetarium.
The lesson plan was finally established for one grade. Books and teacher manuals were
employed. It was a fine piece of work that gave all information to the teacher. There should be no
question concerning the content of the planetarium presentation for the third grade.
A follow up letter indicated that twenty five years of experience gave no indication of
specialization. The planetarium was to give four(4) forty five minute programs per day. There had to
be three lesson plans per grade. A pre-lesson plan A planetarium leSSOD pfan and a post lesson plan
These were to be forwarded to the teacher several weeks before bringing their students to the
planetarium. How this administrator became so informed and opinionated in such a short length of time
is a great question. There is no such thing as compromise. Stressl
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Work, work, confounded work has to be done. "Let's prove the planetarium is worth its weight
in gold.· Well that is not what she said. I just wish it had been. The cogitative process of tiny separated
ganglia spark an electrical impulse that creates an image, ·can one finally write that irrevocable
dissertation for the last new administrator?- More stress!
What is that last dissertation? Actually, it is several grade level lesson plans that tell the
teacher or instructor what, when, where, and how, the planetarium is presenting the best material
available in this universe. It is material from books being used in their classroom. The planetarium
program present the science concepts for that specific grade level. These lessons, with audio sound
video projection. slide projection, turning star field, daily motion and special effects of every
description are far superior to a forty minute lesson in the normal classroom.
To my surprise classrooms were also using something called a pacing guide. This paCing guide,
is a document developed in fourteen months by k·4 teachers. This is a guide that helps teachers with
lesson plans by integrating all areas of the statewide curriculum. At this time the science curriculum
continues to be edited.
"The committee used a draft of the curriculum as they developed the integrated pacing
guide and weekly lesson plans. Even though textbooks are listed as a source of many
activities, the textbooks are not followed sequentially from front to back cover.
Textbooks are to be used as one of the resources for ideas and activities. I t is a
holistic approach to teaching."
Turning the pages of the pacing guide one after the other, it was amazement that confounded
my mind. After several days of intense study it started to make sense. Researching the basil text books
for each grade level, showed that several astronomical concepts were presented for some grades, but
not ail. Ide.as began to form that could be put on paper. A dilemma arose. The fifth grade had very little
astronomical material, however, it had almost two chapters discussing the energy spectrum. The sixth
grade had several concepts in astronomy, and also the energy spectrum. The seventh grade had very
little material that could be used in the planetarium. That's another story.
I t should be noted that the scheduling for the students to.come to the Planetarium and Science
Center had been completed before the new Associate Superintendent arrived on the scene. It was
September and the third (3) grades from twenty three (23) different schools had been scheduled, as
had been done for twenty four (24) years in the past. The teachers throughout the county were aware
of this time frame and the content of the program presentation. Yet, the new administrator changed all
that. The third grades were canceled and the fifth grades were substituted in their place. All this was
done by telephone in a short period of only two days. STRESS ?
I t was decided to use the Hansen Planetarium program, • Adventures Along the Spectrum. n This
was based on quick research from the books available at the time. It was a program that would be
somewhat easier to put in place and get all projectors and special effects operational. TIme was being
compressed.
The planetarium was busy giving three (3) presentations every day and in the process of fine
tuning the three different types of lesson plans pre, planetarium, and post. On the 5th day after the
first letter there arrived a second letter, with a copy to the Associate Superintendent of Personnel,
questioning the where-abouts of the lesson plans and numerals listing the other aSSignments. The
stress level at this point does not need to be pointed out.
The steps of stress level management were looked at extensively and one was utilized several
times. Then, with pencil and paper, the words of spirit, allegiance, loyalty and encouragement for the
future, were put in print. The sentence structure addressed each item that was listed by numerals. It
was a letter written in a language that was neither unnatural nor complicated. It was an orderly,
expressive, explanation of the
situation as it was conceived at that time. This document was then forwarded, with a copy to the
Associate Superintendent of Personal. As time passed the stress level decreased and life as a
planetarian appeared to go back to normal.
All lesson plans for all the grade levels have been completed and approved by the Associate
Superintendent, the (new administrator). The stress has been very manageable from the date of the
stressed letter.
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The 1993·94 school year was a modification of successful scheduling, that intern culminated
into a year of continual fluctuation. With the new system in place and a tremendous amount of additional
work done, the year was completed. Yet, there had been on many occasions a detrimental atmosphere
created, when other school classes could not be scheduled. There were good concepts created, and
there were
questionnaires developed for teachers and students. These were to be given after each planetarium
presentation. This was accomplished II The completed questionnaires have been very positive and
verifies that the planetarium is presenting subject matter and content that is very worthwhile.
These questionnaires are on fHe and substantiate the fact, that the Robeson Planetarium and
Science Center is a viable and professional facility serving the educational needs of the students.
How to cope with Stress!
Relax- do only while lying down.
Think-Count to 10 under your breath, before you speak.
Move- get out of there! The room a r situation.
Walk- that is a good tranquilizer.
Cut big problems into little ones.
It has been a tremendous pleasure for twenty-one of twenty-five years, to read,
study, and write programs on astronomy and the related sciences. It was felt that this was and is a
noble and mind evaluating concept to live with. In fact - It is life and thought that flourish, imaginations
flow with emotions, and it is our thoughts that soar with wings of freedom.
PRE-LESSON 5TH GRADE
FOCUS AND REVIEW
Review the following objectives from the 4th grade:
5.1
The solar system includes the sun and the planets;
5.1.1
The sun is a star and it supplies energy to the planets.
STATEMENTS OF OBJECTIVES
The student will be able to state the primary source of energy for the earth. Student will
name 4 types of energy. The student will be able to recognize the professions such as an astronomer,
astronaut, botanist, meteorologist. chemist. microbiologist and veterinarian.
TEACHER INPUT AND STRATEGIES
The class w'i II conduct the experiment observing heat and light on page 157 of the ScottForesman science book. Students should be aware of the sun as a source of energy, which is part of the
,electroma9netic spectrum. Student will read"p~ges 166, and 167, in their science book aloud.
Teachers will answer questions or have students to write out questions and bring to the planetarium.
GUIDED PRACTICE
Students will go to library and do research on the electromagnetic spectrum. The student
should be able to name the ,types of energy that make up the electromagnetic spectrum. These include
the following: visible light. ultraviolet, x-rays, cosmic rays, infra-red, micro-waves, radio and
television.
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
The following is a list of scientific careers that the student should be able to identify:
astronomer, botanist, meteorologist, chemist, microbiologist and veterinarian. Each student· will do
research on one of these careers and determine. what the scientist studies and what are the forms of
energy (he/she) uses.

a..osuRE
Have students take a flat black piece of meta·' and place it in direct sun light, then let each
student touch. and feel the heat that has come from the sun. Have each student name four (4) forms of
energy they can find in their homes. Have students name the difference professions related to the
study of astronomy.
PLANETARIUM - 5TH GRADE
FOCUS AND REVIEW
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Emphasis for review and focus will be on what students learned about the solar system, the Sun
(a star), moons, planets and comets in the 4th grades. ·You learned all stars are suns, therefore; our
sun is a star." "Theprojections Orrery will be used to demonstrate this concept."
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
The student will be able to state the primary source of energy for the earth. After this
presentation, the student will be able to name four (4) sources of energy. The student will identify the
three (3) factors that determine the brightness of a star. The student will identify four (4) forms of
energy in their homes. They will know that the sun is a star.
TEACHER INPUT AND STRATEGIES
Planetarium program: • Adventures Along the Spectrum-. This presentation teaches that the
spectrum is composed of different forms of energy. Infra-red, micro-wave, radar and x-rays. The
role of sunlight will be demonstrated by using the planetarium instrument, 35 mm slides, special
sounds, special effects, music and drama.
GUIDED PRACTICE
The instructor will show the differences in stacolors and how colors determine the star's
temperature. Students will also use diffraction-graded glasses to see the different wave lengths of
radiation.
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Instructor will ask students to observe the real and look for different colors of stars. Students
should observe in their own kitchen - the stove, oven top burners, micro-wave, toaster and television
are forms of electrical energy. Forms of chemical energy include - gas st~)Ves, kerosene stoves, wood
stoves, and food particles.
a.OSURE
Ask the students questions on what we have covered during this class. Ask questions that
relate to objectives covered during this presentation, to see if they have been discussed.
EVALUATION
A teacher and student questionnaire will be completed t evaluate the presentation.
POST LESSON PLAN
5TH GRADES - SCIENCE
FOCUS AND REVIEW
The teacher will have students name the objects they found in their home that deal with energy.
The Teacher will have them teU about what they saw in the night sky
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES
3.3.1 Students will be able to list forms of energy such as heat, electrical,
mechanical, chemical and will be able to list the energy involved in heat, light, switched on flashlight
and a burning candle.
1.3
Students will be able to recognize that science is buitt upon discoveries and contributions made
by many people.
Systematically collect, organize and interpret data both orally and in writing using information
6.2
from many content areas.
TEACHER INPUT AND STRATEGIES
Teacher should have students read page 336 through page 338 in their science book. Discuss
the fact that determine the brightness of a star on page 338. Have students read page 339 to discuss
what astronomers do in their profession.
GUIDED PRACTICE
Have students work in cooperative groups to answer questions about the chart in graph, part A
and graph in part B on page 340 and 341 and then share· with the class.
INDEPENDENT PRACTICE
Students will complete part C on page 341 to solve problems. Instruct students to look to the
south in the real night time sky to observe the red star, "Antares". Instruct students to observe the
star, "Vega", which is a blue star. A chart of Vega is on the star charin the Stargazer's newsletter.
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CLOSURE
Review the factors that determine the brightness of a star. Have students review the careers,
especially astronomers, by discussing orally. Review and discuss the forms of energy involved in a
star light, chemical energy, and light energy.
STUDENT
Date _____ _
NAME: ___________________________________ _
SCHOOL: __ _
GRADE:

______

_ ________

PlEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING QUESllONS BASED ON YOUR
PLANETARIUM EXPERIENCE.
YES
r-i)
1. DID yO) ENJOY Y01R TRIP 10 1l-E PLANETARIUM
()
()
COMMENT
()
()
2. WILL WHAT \'OJ V\EfE TAUGHT TODAY H3..P YOU?
COMMENT
()
()
3. VvO.JlD va) TELL Oll-ER STUDENTS 10 CCM: TO THE
PLANETARIUM?
()
()
4. WHAT DID YQJ UKE BEST ABOUT YOJR TRIP 10 11-E
PLANETARIUM?
()
()
5. WHAT DID \'OJ UKE 1'1-£ LEAST?
()
()
6. TELL O\E THING YO.J LEARNED DURING YOJR PLANETARIUM TRIP.
Remember to have questionnaire and sharpen pencils available, have students to pass out
papers and pencils. Do not discard any of these papers until at least two full years have passed.

TEACHER
DATE: _ __
NAME OF TEACHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
GRADE: ____________________________ _
SCHOOL:___
_
PlEASE ~ 10 1l-E FaLONING QUESTIONS BASED (}J Y01R PLANETARIUM EXPERIENCE.
YES
NO
()
()
1. DID 1H: PLANETARIUM MEET STUDENTS DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS?
2. DID 1l£ PLANETARIUM PRESENTATION a:NER MATERIAL IN 11-E BASED CURRICULUM
EFFECTIVELY?
()
()
3. 'AO.JLD YOJ ~ THIS PRESENTATION?
4. WHAT DID \'OJ UKE MOST ABOUT THIS PRESENTAll0N?
5. SUGGESTIONS ~ IMPROVING 1l-E PRESENTATION
6. t-ON CO YQJ PLAN 10 FOLLOW-UP WHAT WAS TAUGHT IN THIS PRESENTAll0N WITH
YCUR STUDENTS?
Keep all papers filed in a sate place. They will serve you well in the future. 01 the question
number five, some weird handout of this world statements will· be expressed. Question number one and
three will be in future terms be communicated as documented facts.
()

()
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BREATHING NEW LIFE INTO AN OLD SCHOOL SHOW OR ZEKE RIDES AGAIN!
BY: JAMES HUGHES

INTROOUC11ON
I would like to share with you a few of the production techniques used in our latest school show
aimed at the Preschool to 2nd grade audiences. The origin of the show began over 3 years ago when we
designed a costumed character named Zeke the AHen. Our production staff decided that a zany
costumed character which could interact with the preschool children would greatly enhance 'our school
theme park mascot type suit,
show offerings. The resulting costume that was created is similar to
and our bird like alien has feathers, a tail and is multicolored. The first 'Zeke' show was called ·Zeke's
Cosmic Journey·, and it had an emphasis on Earth Science and environmental issues, topics which we
felt were lacking from our previous school schools. The actual plot of the show was that while looking
at the daytime sky, we stumble upon Zeke who then takes a tour of the planet Earth, and meets the
plants and animals which inhabit it.
The children who saw the show were completely enamored with Zeke and ·Zeke's Cosmic
Joumey· quickly became one of our most popular shows. The decision was made to create a sequel
entitled ·Zeke's Dazzling Sky· which is more in keeping with a traditional planetarium learning
experience in that we cover the sun, moon, stars, and constellations.
""In keeping with the fi rs t "Zeke's"show we fi rs t see Zeke's spaceship in a brief introduction
sequence, then Zeke magically appears inside the planetarium through one of the two entrance doors at
the front of the theater.
MAJOR OBJECTIVES FOR THE J::E/:J.. 'ZEKE' SHOW
First, I would like to outline some of the major objectives that we wanted to include in the
second 'Zeke' show that would make it different from its predecessor:

a

1.
2.

To create a fanciful interior for Zeke's spaceship on a limited budget.
To have the children control the spacecraft with the planetarium interactive
system.
3.
To create a few songs which the children could quickly learn and repeat during
the show that would be accompanied by appropriate visual sequences.
The task of creating the interior scene for Zeke's spaceship was something I was not looking
forward to. I felt that the spaceship interior All Skies that we have created for our other shows, while
effective, lacked the type of cartoonish character that I felt was necessary to appeal to our preschool
audience. While you look at the final product of my efforts let me give you some background on how this
effect was achieved. Rather than having new artwork created for Zeke's ship interior, I explored the
idea of USing plastiC models which could be purchased quickly and inexpensively from a toy or hobby
store, but much to my dismay, none of the model kits available through retail outlets seemed to contain
enough unusual or interesting looking parts to create the desired effect I was looking for with out
purchasing a dozen or so models.
So with a limited budget and an approaching deadline I soon turned to myown collection of
vintage space toys. A few pieces of a plastic space station and some jet packs gave me just the look I
had been searching for. By adding some slides of oscilloscope type voice displays for the ships
computer and some flashing lights from our pit reds and blues, I was able to achieve just the campy,
toy-like quality I had envisioned.
The matter of giving control of the spaceship to the children was an easier task to accomplish
as our theater is equipped with interactive control boxes at each seat These Flight Controllers, as we
call them, flash colored lights corresponding to the buttons pressed by the audience members. In
addition to the flashing lights, our interactive computer generates a bar-graph histogram which shows
instantaneous results of the Flight Controllers status which is then video projected into the spaceship
interior, ala another display screen.
For Zeke's spaceship controls, we indicate to the children that the red button wi II stop the
spaceship, the yellow button opens and closes the door of the spaceship and the green button makes the
spaceship go. Although the interactive system is used as a gimmick and does not actually change the
out~ome' of the show as in a completely authentic interactive show, itdoes allow the preschoolers to
use the Flight. Controllers which are highly popular with our older school show audiences.
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In the course of the show the students make the spaceship
from Zekes' planet to find a planet
with a blue sky. We.sm.e. the spaceship at planet Earth. We OfEN]iE QOO8 to explore the skies of
Earth including the Sun, Moon, Weather, and Constellations. We CLOSETHEpooe to get back on board
and then we make the spaceship GO back to Zeke's home planet far out in space.
An assortment of simple songs and poems accompany the story line of the show and help to
make the topicS covered a fun and memorable experience for the preschoolers. Holly Smeltzer, our
former educational coordinator, was effective in producing a script which allowed our musical
composer, Jon Gorr, to create a simply magical soundtrack complete with three songs· which the
children can leam and sing along with. The songs include: a Sun song to the tune of ·SKIP TO MY LOU·, a
weather rhyme similar to ·ONE, TWO, BUCKLE MY SHOE", and a constellation song to -LONDON BRIDGE
IS FALLING DOWW.
I t was up to John French our Digistar Programmer and myself to visualize these songs onto our
dome. In the constellation song, John has programmed the four seasonal constellations mentioned so
that they first draw themselves as stick figures and then are displayed as their mythical counterparts.
This effect I believe can only be accomplished by Digistar, unless of course your theater is equipped
with a laser system which could allow you to reproduce this sequence yourself for any of your school
shows.
CO\CLUSION
I hope you can see from my presentation that exciting things can be done with visuals and music
that won't cost a lot of money. An All Sky spaceship interior could easily be created for your theater
even if you don't collect old space toys. You might contact some collectors in your area or perhaps you
can find some things in your attic that could substitute tor an alien· spaceship, the possibilities are
endless. All of the songs chosen for adaptation in this show were public domain compositions so that
time and money were also saved by avoiding the need to obtain permission for their use from any
copyright holders.
So in conclusion, by combining an imaginative script, exceflent music, a costumed character,
some slides, video, interactive control and Digistar another highly successful 'Zeke' show is charming
and educating another generation of preschool children at the Henry Buhl Jr. Planetarium and
Observatory in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
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CUTS

by Duke Johnson
Are you looking fo r a way to increase revenue, attract a percentage of the population that
may not normally come to a planetarium show, or find a new avenue to use when applying for
grants? If so, you may wish to consider marketing a Concert Under The Stars (CUTS).
There are many things to be considered when planning a concert under the stars. Some of
these include: 1) the audience, 2) the performing group, 3) the expense vs. the revenue, 4)
the amount of time that can be devoted to preparing for it.
Many planetaria generate a large part of thei r revenue by catering to school-age
children in grades K-8. Public shows generally involve parents and their children who range
in ages from 6-12. Does the audience that we wish attract fit within the bounds of groups that
are currently being served or does it lie elsewhere? We can reach out to this same school-age
group, or we can embark on the challenge of giving other segments of the public a reason for
coming to a planetarium.
Even if your concerts only break even, you may have done some gxd for your
organization that may not be realized until later. These results may be in the form of sizable
donations from pleased affluent members of the community. or more simply, in the form of
increased visitation for your other shows and endeavors.
Our concerts were done with individual themes. "Courts and Cathedrals" was firs t, liThe
Planets" was the second concert, and the final one was dubbed "Springll. The first two concerts
involved beautiful pieces of music, mostly of a "powerful II classical nature. The final concert,
dSpringlt, was made up of many popular "show tunes" and just a few classics. Concert number
three got, by far, the best audience response and was the least work to put together. I believe
that everyone liked the "up beat" music. The second half was dedicated to only the star projector
and special effects. (no slides)
We have always believed in making education fun and our CUTS have been no exception.
Our concerts all start out with a 10 minute live sky tour and talk about the observable planets.
This is followed by the first half of music and special effects (about 30 minutes). An
intermission of about 15 minutes during which concert-goers are treated to punch and
refreshments followed. During this time visitors were free to explore our museum and gift
shop. Everyone then reboarded the "star ship" and enjoyed the next 30 to 45 minutes.
When choosing the performance group, a key consideration is the notoriety of the group.
We chose a performing brass ensemble that was well known in the arts community and already
had a good following. Surveys of the audience supported the assumption that many listeners
either foUowed -the group's schedule or had heard about the concerts through some "Arts"
connection.
Slides were arranged for each program as well ~ special effects and video images taken
off of laser disks. A HeNe laser and pattern generator was definitely one of the favorite special
effects in each of the concerts. Gelled Kodalith was used to display the titles and names of
composers at the beginning of each piece and quotes were displayed at appropriate times during
the program.
When programming the slide sets, the internal clock 00 the computer automation system
can be used in combination with "run stop loops" or the group can be recorded on a compatible
tape format during a practice session. SMPTE can then be laid down on the tape and one push of
"PLAY" will run the whole show! Our experience showed that about 8 to 12 hours were needed
to prepare for the concert when one of the musicians laid out and dropped the slides. Part of this
time was used just for our performers to practice.
I t is my belief that when people pay prices commensurate w-ith those of going to a
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concert, they should receive some "extra frills·. By taking the time to create a relaxed
atmosphere and find slides that are recognizable to your location, most people will feel that they
have gotten a bargain.
Although CUTS have been done by a number of planetaria for some time, I am sure that
there is still room for growth. We are currently working on plans to try a major variation on
our CUTS theme. By using a story telling format, our audience will embark on a journey
containing a strong cultural message. A live performance group will play and at times narrate
an adventure that will take the patrons on path through the life of a very special man,learning
about the sky and its importance to human life in the process.
By using a local group to compose music, illustrate, and narrate this story, we hope to
appeal to a large and culturally diverse cross-section of the local population. We're working on
an agreement with the art department of a local college to generate some of the slides for use in
our programs.
We've had a lot of success with our concerts and are making plans to see that that success
continues. There are many new and innovative things that can be done. Whether or not you've
tried CUTS before, if your looking to do something different, why not consider a Concert Under
The Stars?

A

QUANTUM COSMOGONY AND THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE
Challenge to Planetarium Origin-of-the-Universe Programs?
by Dr. Sherman P. Kanagy, II

ABSTRACT
According to Judge William Overton, in his judgment on creation-science in the public schools,
the concept of a universe appearing ·out-ot-nothing- is inherently religious. Yet,numerous public
planetariums give programs on the origin of the universe, which, if they deal with recent quantum
cosmology, may note the suggestion that the universe originated as a vacuum fluctuation allowed by
Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle. Consideration of this and other examples points to a potential
danger that the courts, based on a fallacious understanding of science, could censor portions of
legitimate astronomy education.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Trends in the reasoning of the courts over the past twenty years or so, in regard to sciencereligion issues have been to define science and religion in such a way that, if such reasoning were to be
applied to many of the topics treated in our planetariums, the planetariums could be judged in violation
of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the Constitution ("separation of church and
staten).
My original interest in the topic of this paper flowed from my work on the strong similarities
between the items commonly listed by the courts as fatal to the constitutionality of creation-science in
the public schools and the items that typically constitute Star of Bethlehem programs in public
planetariums.! Similar parallels with creation-science exist for public planetarium treatments of the
creation "ex nihiloM ("out of-nothing") cosmogonies.
II.
LEGAL BACKGROUND
Although the reasoning in many court cases could be used to illustrate my point, I will choose
Judge Overton's decision on Act 590 --- the famous creation-evolution trial··· because his written
opinion has been circulated widely in the science literature, apparently being regarded as of particular
concern to scientists and science educators compared to other cases which have at best been noted only
briefly. From a sUlvey. of similar cases both pre-dating and post-dating Overton's decision, his
reasoning appears to be rather typical, although recent decisions have involved a leaning away from a
strict application of the so called Lemon Test for constitutionality.
The particular aspect of this trial that I will examine ;s the creationist argument that
"creation" can be taught in a non religious, purely scientific way. Thus, they claim, the appearance of
the universe ex njhilo is not inherently a religious claim and thus can be taught in public school science
classrooms without violating the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. Judge Overton
disagreed 2 :
"The argument that creation from nothing ... does not involve a supernatural
deity has no evidentiary 0 r rational support. To the contrary, 'creation from nothing'
is a concept unique to Western religions ... Indeed, creation of the world 'out of nothing'
is the ultimate religious statement '" .
"The idea of sudden creation from nothing, or ceeatio ex ojbjlo is an inherently
religious concept (Vawter, Gilkey, Geisler, Ayala, Blout, Hicks)."
Overton later also said he could see no way creation ex ojbi!o could be taught in
a non-religious manner3:
"How is the teacher to respond to questions about a creation suddenly and out of
nothing? ... The answer is obvious because the only source of this information is
ultimately contained in the Book of Genesis:
Of course, many other arguments were given by Overton to support his denial of the
constitutionality of Act 590. I'm not challenging that overall judgment.
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III.

SCIENTIFIC COSMOGONY AND THE ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE.
I f a sudden appearance of the universe ·out-ot-nothing" is indeed inherently a sectarian
religious claim, as Judge Overton asserts, then it would seem that teaching theories involving such
occurrences has high potential for being considered a violation of the Establishment Clause.
As a matter of fact, numerous modern quantum cosmogonies and even, in a sense, the long-time
Big Bang opponent the Steady State Theory. all involve the idea that the universe appeared out of
nothing. Many scientists in addition have noted that modem scientific cosmology is now answering, or
will soon be able to answer, questions which formerly universally were regarded as in the proper
realm of philosophy and theology.
DgcIJ mentatign'

• 'Hence' wrote Bondi and Gold, 'there must be a continuous creation of matter in space' ... The
new matter is not created from radiation ... nor out of anything that preexists, but out of nothing and
from nowhere."
That Steady State theory involves creation Qut-ot-nothing is likewise
confirmed by McVittie. 5
P. A. M. Dirac, noted pioneer of quantum mechanics, has similarly proposed a scientific theory
in which matter is created from nothing. 6
·Pascual Jordan ... developed in 1939 a scalar-tensor theory that modified general relativity
so that matter is not conserved but created."
wIn my model,l assume that our Universe did indeed appear from nowhere about 10 10 yrs.
ago. Contrary to widespread belief, such an event need not have violated any of the conventional laws
of physics:?

"I have recently suggested a 'cosmological model in which the Universe is created by quantum
tunneling from 'nothing' to de Sitter space where by 'nothing' I mean a state with no classical space,time. "8
According to Heinz R. Pagels, "New theories enable scientists to grapple with 'ultimate'
questions about the origin of the universe.- 9
For many centuries, Jonathan J. Halliwell has remarked, these questions· ... pondered by
philosophers and theologians, lay far outside the reach of scientific investigation. Only in this century
has theory grown sufficiently subtle and rigorous to provide a plausible look at the very beginning of
the universe."1 0
James S. Trefil asserts that if a quantum theory of gravity were developed, ·we would be able
to push our knowledge of the history of the early universe beyond the Planck time to the moment of
creation itself.""
Thus, it appears to be widely accepted, by scientists at least, that the idea of an appearance of
the universe out-of nothing is NOT intrinsically a religious claim, but is entirely appropriate as a topic
of scientific investigation and therefore as a proper topic of public school science teaching
I would emphasize that it is not my intent to defend the vacuum fluctuation theories or the
creation ex nihilg theories as true. Whether they accurately describe the origin of the universe or""not
is irrelevant to my point. What matters is that they were/are treated as scientific theories by the
SCientific community. Neither do,1 have a hidden agenda to defend creationist legal efforts. I do think,
however, that scientists and science educators should be a little concerned by certain lines of reasoning
used in noted creation-evolution trials.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Planetarians, as well as any other science educators. should be free to discuss quantum
cosmogonical theories in the public schools without fear of being censored by the government.
I t has been the majority judgment of the courts. however, that the U.S. Constitution requires
that the State be "neutral" in matters of religion. Neutrality may be quite proper when one deals with
religions whose tenets are intestable objectively, but not when one deals, for example, with
fundamentalist religion in which claims of verbal plenary inerrancy of the Bible make alleged phYSical
phenomena such as Noah's Flood, the Star of Bethlehem, and the physical resurrection of Jesus from
the dead important religiQus tenets.
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Science usually is not neutral when dealing with questions about physical phenomena:
geologists almost universally teach that there never was a global flood covering-the earth in historical
times and many astronomers think that scientific data is relevant to the question of the historicity of
the Star of Bethlehem. People, of course, are free to believe what they want, but they cannot
automatically call those beliefs "good science."
Science properly can be hostile to certain tenets and supportive of other tenets of
fundamentalist Christianity. If, despite claims of ·primary secular intent- and "compelling State
interest. • constitutional law says that such lack of neutrality makes teaching some scientific ideas
illegal, then we, as science educators, need to work toward having the law revised so as to reflect a
more accurate understanding of the ever-widening boundaries of genuine science.
Even if the planetarium community and the science education community never is threatened
with legal action over the issues raised here, I know from personal experience that censorship
pressures on science education already have occurred --- pressures based on the very faulty reasoning
I note here.
Judge Overton's decisions were based on the testimony of several supposed experts on the
nature of science and of religion. These opinions, Which I have argued are faulted, are widespread
among contemporary intellectuals. Thus the faulty reasoning I have discussed here can have its
negatiVe effects even when they do not reach the level of legal censorship: self censorship; decisions
made by school administrators not to allow discussions of perfectly legitimate scientific topics in the
public school science classroom; and even pressure by uninformed university administrators on their
faculty to avoid what actualfy are genuine scientific issues.
The teaching as science of ex ojhilo creation cosmogonies mayor may not violate the
Establishment Clause as judged by the courts. Ex nihilo creation mayor may not be an idea that
traverses the traditional realm of religion. Either way, teaching such theories in public planetariums is
a proper activity for science educators.
V.
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"MUSIC

FOR

PLANETARIUM SKY-SHOW.s"
Paul
Kaplan
In today's world of hi-tech automation, computer graphics, and video, sky-shows require
modem, appropriate music compositions, so that the entire sky-show package is viewed as a highlypOlished cinematic experience. Whether the music is from a pre-recorded source or written for a
specific show, the music must be timely, possess character, and must be presented with variety.
That ·cinematic experience" is what audiences of today's planetarium sky-shows expect. With
today's big budgeted movies and television shows, MTV, and sophisticated computer and video games,
people are prepared for excitement and stimulation. There are those that might not consider this, but
the truth is these items exist, and in a very real sense, are competition for planetariums. The
planetarium must be a center for education and learning • there is no doubt. But it is also a place of
awe, wonderment,' and, of course, fun. By using the appropriate ·complements· to the sky-show's
narration and star field, the learning process can only be enhanced. The ·complement" I feel qualified
to speak about. of course, is music. By perceiving music as a "spouse" in the "marriage" of picture and
sound, as in the planetarium sky-show, the Sky-show becomes a much more effective learning tool, not
to mention a more dynamic presentation. When a director finishes editing a film, and it is time for the
composer to step in and score the film, the director often says to the composer (while watching a
particular scene of interest), ·OK. Now make them feel it·.
Years ago, a pianist sat in the ·pit" and rendered improvisations to the action on the silent
screen. Soon, composers wrote books of organized music for pit pianists. Around 1916, small
orchestra folios were composed, such as M.L. Lake's "Descriptive Numbers For Motion Pictures And
Dramatic Purposes·, scored for Bass, Cello, Clarinet, Drums, Flute, Trombone, Viola, and Violin. Most
of the music written and catalogued up to 1925 were classified into categories such as: Confusion Fire Scenes • Storm • Love Themes - Fear, and so on. Of course, this is the equivalent to today's
music track libraries.
In 1933, Max Steiner wrote KJNG KONG. The score gave the otherwise puppet-like character of
the ape a quality of size and horror that affected the audiences tremendously. But it was CAPTAIN
BLOOD, in 1935, that composer Erich Wolfgang Komgold brought to the movie theater with dramatic
fanfare and Straussian orchestrations, that are still in effect today.
Now, let's move from the movies to the planetarium sky-show, i.e., fro.m the screen to the
dome. Of course, music must still play a supporting role to the narration, but it must work with the
narration and the visuals to make the pojnt to create the j//llsioo and to make them feel it As one
television director recently said to. me, ·People don't realize it, but music is as important as the
picture". (Have you ever watched your favorite TV show or video, and tried muting the sound? Pretty
silly, huh?) I have seen many planetarium sky-shows, and all too often, the score is a series of five or
ten notes, or a simple melody repeated over and over again • for forty minutes. The melody may be
fine, but where is the imagination, the inspiration, the drama, the tension and release? After a while,
minds young and old may tend to tune out - not just the music, but more importantly the narration, the
story. As a colleague of mine once said in speaking about planetarium Sky-Show music scores, "There's
more emotional impact in a thirty second commerciaW. By not simply adding some music, but rather
by chOOSing or writing appropriate music that works hand-in-hand with the visuals, a much more
effective sky-show is created.
I'm not saying planetarians should make movies. What I am saying is that we can learn from the
movies, the ideas of tension, release, drama, satisfaction, Le., emotional range and variation. Music is
very instrumental in providing this. The score to a sky-show shouldn't sound like a car chase, but
rather than just being a bed of music, it should be an active member in the story-telling process.
As a composerfor the planetarium, I write original scores as well as provide a source of prerecorded music. CD's that are currently available are EARTHTALK and STREAMS OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
The music for both albums is available on cassette format as well. They contain over 54 and 44
minutes of music, respectively, display a variety of musical styles and lengths, and come with the inhouse production and synchronization rights. The music on both albums allows the planetarian to
create specific moods and environments.

-The absolute case for scoring music, its absolute purpose, is to heighten the emotions. I f you
look at a scene and have something to say which will heighten the emotional message. then write it. If
not, stay quiet. Silence is part of the music as well, part of the interplay in the audio-visual realm.
H
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Do

you

Know .•• (Manned Space
by Art Klinger

Program)

GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Where does the ·sky· end and ·space- begin?
ANS: American space officials set an arbitrary Mborder- at 50 miles.
2. Name the rocket that was the ancestor to the rockets used in manned and unmanned space flight. When
was this rocket originally launched?
ANS: V·2 First launched successfully by Germany on October 3, 1942.
3. Where is the constellation Urion?
ANS: Wherever humankind goes into space. Urian is the name for the scattering of ice crystals
formed after urine is jettisoned. It was coined by Wally Schirra.
4. Since 1961 how many manned U.S. launches have occurred? (As of 1 June 1994)
ANS: 93
5. Since 1961, how many people have been launched by the U.S. Space Program?
ANS: 215
6. Since 1961, how many ladies have been launched by the U.S. Space Program?
ANS: 22 First woman USSR-Valentina Tereshkova; US-Sally Ride
7. ijow many Afro-Americans have been launched by the U.S. Space Program?
ANS: 5 First US Afro-American, Guion Bluford
8. Which astronaut has flown the most missions?
ANS: John Young (6)
9. Who was the oldest Astronaut to fly and state the age?
ANS: Bill Thornton (56 yrs. old at the time of STS 51 B; 29 April, 1985)
10. How many manned flights took place in Projects: Mercury, Gemini & Apollo?
ANS: 6
10
11
11. How many manned flights took place in Projects: Skylab & Apollo-Soyuz?
1
ANS: 3
12. How many manned flights have taken place in Project STS as of June 1 ,1994?
ANS: 62
13. Were there any other U.S. manned spaceflights?" Remember 0# 1 ..
ANS: Yes, 13, X-15 flights flew at 0 r above the 50 mile ceiling. Accomplished by 8 different pilots. officially earning astronaut wings for each.
14. How many mishaps, near tragedies and tragedies have occurred in the lS Manned Space Program?
GeMINI 6 At T-O the Titan II rocket engines burned for 1.2 seconds before shutting down. The
dock was running but the rocket was going nowhere. According to the Mission Rule Book Wally
Schirra should have pulled the ejection cord; instead he waited it out. His decision saved the Gemini 6
mission which was launched 3 days later.
GEMINI 8 After undocking from an Agena target rocket a broken control on the OMS thrusters
threw the Gemini 8 into an uncontrollable spin. At one revolution per second Neil Armstrong figured
out the prob1em and solved it.
GEMINI 9 During his spacewalk Gene Cernan exerted so much energy that he perspired profusely
causing his face plate to fog completely over. Therefore, he nearly didn't make it back inside his
Gemini spacecraft.
APOLLO 1 A fire in the command module during a ·plugs-out-test· killed three astronauts.
APOLLO 11 During the lunar descent Eagles' onboard computers signaled an abort; also' the Eagle
was nearly out of fuel when it landed.
APOLLO 12 The Saturn V rocket was hit twice by lightning during liftoff.
APOLLO 13 A ruptured oxygen tank in the CSM (Command Service Module) Crippled the power and
life support systems causing the crew to abandon the CSM and move into the LM (Lunar Module). They
orbited the Moon-jettisoned the LM-and landed on Earth in the CM.
APOLLO-SOYUZ Upon their descent an intake valve had been left open and the spacecraft filled with
lethal nitrogen tetroxide nearly killed the crew. Vance Brand was unconscious and all three had
blistered lungs.
STS-S1l CHALLENGER The seven person crew was killed during a fireball (structural breakup of
the Shuttle) 73 seconds into the flight. A leaking right SRB (Solid Rocket Booster caused this accident.
15. How many mishaps, near tragedies and tragedies occurred in the USSR Manned Space Program?
t
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16.
17.
18.
19.

ANS: A t least 6
ROCKET EXPLOSION A giant rocket on the launch pad at Baikonur explodes after it failed to ignite
killing between 165-300 workers. October 24, 1960
SOYUZ 1 First person killed during a space mission was Vladimir Komarov. As his spinning craft
entered the Earth's atmosphere the parachute lines became entangled causing the chute to
malfunction. The spacecraft hit the ground at over 200 miles per hour.
SOYUZ 11 Three cosmonauts were killed when a valve was left open in their spacecraft after
undocking from the Salyut space station; thus, venting the air inside. They were not wearing
spacesuits.
SOYUZ ROCKET EXPLOOES June 26. 1973 A rocket explodes on the launch pad at Plesetsk
Cosmodrome killing 9 workers.
SOYUZ ROCKET EXPLOOES March 18. 1980. A rocket explodes on the launch pad at Plesetsk
killing 50 space workers.
A·2 BOOSTER EXPLODES September 27, 1983. Two cosmonauts survive by using the escape
tower.
Which country has the most man hours in space as of June 1 , 1994?
ANS: USSR (Russia): 231,398H; US: 84,217 RUSSIA nearly 3X that of the US.
Who was the fi rst man in Space - fi rs t man to orbit the Earth?
ANS: Yuri Gagarin
Who was the fi rst U.S. man in space?
ANS: Alan Shepard
Who was the fi rst U.S. man to orbit the Earth?
ANS: John Glenn

)QJECT MERCURY
lA"

20. Name the seven original astronauts.
ANS: Alan Shepard, Gus Grissom. John Glenn, Scott Carpenter, Wally Schirra, Gordon Cooper Oeke
Slayton
21. Which of the following is correct?: A. the Mercury Spacecraft B. the Mercury Capsule
ANS: A
A capsule was something one rode in; a spacecraft was something one piloted.
22. Name the first astronaut to resign?
ANS: John Glenn
23. Why did each'Mercury spacecraft have a • 7· after its name? ( Freedom 7, Friendship 7, etc.)
ANS: The press said i t represented the seven original astronauts. Alan Shepard said his was the
seventh spacecraft off the assembly line; thus Fr.eedom 7. The other astronauts followed suit.
24. Name the Florida hotel that was the "Innkeeper" to the original 7?
ANS: Holiday Inn on Route A 1 A, north of Cocoa Beach
25. Of the ·originaI7· who didn't fly in Project Mercury?
ANS: Oake Siayton ..... he eventually flew in the Apollo-Soyuz mission.
26. Of the "original 7· how many never flew after Project Mercury? Give name/s
ANS: 2, John Glenn. Scott Carpenter
27. Of the "original 7· how many walked on the Moon? Name/s
ANS: 1.... Alan Shepard
28. Of the ·original 7· how many flew in Project Gemini? Name/s
ANS: 3.... Gus Grissom, Wally Schirra, Gordon Cooper
29. Of the "original 7· how many participated in Project Apollo? Name/s
ANS: 3.... Gus Grissom, Wally Schirra, Alan Shepard
30. Of the ·original 7· how many flew in Project Apollo? Name/s
ANS: 2 .... Wally Schirra, Alan Shepard
31. Of the ·original 7· name the only one who flew in Projects: Mercury, Gemini and Apollo?
ANS: Wally Schirra
32. Which astronaut fell asleep during countdown?
ANS: Gordon Cooper
33. The longest Mercury flight lasted about: A 4'H B.8H C 12H Di8H E. 24H F.34H G. 48H
ANS: F
34. Who first said" "A-OK."
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ANS: Most attribute it to Alan Shepard; actually it was Col. Shorty Powers. the voice of mission
control. A-OK is an old telegraphers' expression used over the airwaves.
35. Which rocket/s used to launch Project Mercury?
ANS: Redstone fo r fi rs t two sub-orbital flights; Atlas for the remaining four flights
36. Name the first human to fly in space twice?
ANS: Gus Grissom
37. What name did Gus Grissom originally suggest to r the Gemini 3 spacecraft?
ANS: Wapasha. This is the name of the Indian tribe that the Wabash River was named after. Gus
thought the media might call Gemini 3 the Wabash Cannonball. So he selected Molly Brown after the
musical titled: Unsinkable Molly Brown. This name of course reflected the mishap he had with Libe/'tl
Bell 7. NASA didn't like Molly Brown so Gus suggested TItanic. Molly Brown stuck as a nickname.
NASA banned the use of names for all Gemini spacecraft.
38. \Nho was the first astronaut to smuggle food into space?
ANS: John Young during the Gemini 3 mission with Gus Grissom. Wally Schirra made up the corned
beef sandwich and gave it to Young who in turn gave it to Gus Grissom during their flight.
39. What new spacefood was introduced on Gemini 5
ANS: Tang
40. \Nho made the fi rs t US spacewalk? Name the mission.
ANS: 8:i White; Gemini 4
41. Approximately how long was the longest Gemini mission? A 40 B. 80 C. 100 0140 E. 200
ANS: 0
42. Type of rocket used for all Gemini launches?
.ANS; Titan II

pROJECT APOLLO
43. How many manned flights: in Project Apollo; orbited the Moon; landed on the Moon?
ANS: 12; 9; 6
44. How many men walked on the Moon?
ANS: 12
45. T IF The Soviet Union never landed a man on the Moon; however, they did orbit men around the Moon.
ANS: False They never landed men on the Moon nor did they orbit any men round the Moon.
46. Which spacecraft was known unofficially as "Phoenix?ANS: Apollo 7 .( I t rose from the ashes of Apollo 1 )
47. Name the rocket that launched the fi rst Apollo mission (Apollo &). I t was also the rocket that Gus
Grissom, Ed White and Roger Chaffee were on top of when the tragiC fire of Apollo 1 occurred. Also,
name the rocket used for Apollo missions 8 through 17.
ANS: Saturn 1 B,
Saturn V
48. \Nho said the following: "The first thing we will find on the Moon will probably be an empty vodka
bottle;" "Crash programs will fail, because they are based on the theory that with nine women
pregnant, you can get a baby in one month;" "If we go on producing paper at this rate, we can stack
it and walk to the Moon." "One thing I can promise you about our program... your tax dollars will go
farther.
A. von Braun B. President Johnson C. President Nixon O. Armstrong E. Grissom
ANS; A
Q

APOLLQ 11
49. Name the Apollo 11 crew and their assignments.
ANS: Neil Armstrong CMOR; 8:i Aldrin LM Pilot; Mike Collins CSM Pilot
50. 'Mlo said: "I thought the chances of having a successful mission were SO/SO?"
ANS: Mike Collins
51. 01 July 15, 1969, President Nixon wanted to give the Apollo 11 astronauts a dinner. To protect the
astronauts from germs NASA called off the dinner. Who later quipped: "' am sure presidential germs
are benign:
ANS: Mike Collins
52. Give the date fo r: Launch, Lunar Landing, Splashdown.
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ANS: July 16, 1969; July 20,1969; July 24,1969
53. Give the name for the Command Service Module and the Lunar Module.
ANS: Columbia; Eagle
54. What unexpected piece of equipment saved Armstrong and Aldrin from being stranded on the Moon?
A. fire extinguisher B. ball point pen C. compass D. needle E. duct tape
ANS: B After the Moonwalkers crawled back into the LM. one of their backpacks broke the arming
switch for the ascent stage. The hollowed end of a retractable ball point pen was able to reach the
metal strip inside the broken switch; thus engaging the ascent engines.
55. How much fuel remained when the Eagle landed on the Moon?
A. 20 seconds
B.1 minute C.2 minutes
D.5 minutes
E. 10 minutes
ANS: A
The last call on fuel was made at 30 seconds; just after that the Eagle landed.
56. Which of the following was the name given to a new mineral found by the Apollo 11 crew?
A. ArmacolHe
B. Lunacjte
C. Tranquillite D. Eaglite E. Americanite
ANS: A
57. Name two critical problems Armstrong and Aldrin had in landingthe Eagle.
ANS; Dwindling fuel supply, and an errant computer
58. What were the fi rst words uttered by Neil Armstrong after leaving the interior of the LM?
ANS: ·Okay, Houston, I'm on the porch."
59. Who said: ·We both tanded at the same time.·
ANS: 8:1 (Buzz) Aldrin. His retort when he is identified as the second man on the Moon.
60. Who described the Moon this way: "Magnificent Desolation."
ANS: 8::1- Aldrin
61. What exactly did Neil Armstrong say when his foot fi rs t touched the surface of the Moon?
A. "That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind:
B. "That's one small step fa r a. man, one giant leap for mankind:
ANS: B In his phraseology, "for a man" runs together so that i t sounds like "for man."
62. How long did th.e Apollo 11 crew remain in quarantine after returning to Earth?
A.
B. Aldrin
C. Duke
D. Bales
E. Kranz
F. Kraft
G. Powers
Armstrong
ANS: C
63. Who gave the "GO!" for LM landing after the on board computers were giving false readings and
computer alarms were so~nding for an abort?
A. Armstrong
B. Aldrin C. Duke D. Bales E. Kranz F. Kraft
G. Powers
ANS: D
64. Who said:"The gagle has wings," and when was it said?
A. Armstrong
B. Aldrin C. Duke D. Bales E. Kranz F. Kraft G. Powers
ANS; A. When the Eagle disengaged from the CM and was preparing for lunar descent.
65. Who said: "Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle has landed."
,
A. Armstrong
B. Aldrin C. Duke D. Bales E. Kranz F. Kraft
G. Powers
ANS: A
66. Who said: "Roger Tranquility. "We copy you on the ground. You've got a bunch of guys about
to turn blue. We're breathing again. Thanks alot."
B. Aldrin
C. Duke D. Bales E. Kranz F. Kraft G. Powers
A. Armstrong
ANS: C
67. Who was the flight director during the lunar landing?
A. Armstrong
B. Aldrin
C. Duke
D. Bales
E. Kranz F. Kraft G. Powers
ANS: E
68. What was the phase of the Moon when Apollo 11 took off from the Earth on July 16th?
ANS; Waxing Crescent
69. What was the phase of the Moon when the Eagle landed? Phase of the Earth?
ANS: First Quarter; Third Quarter
70. How was j t decided that Armstrong, Aldrin and Collins would be the fi rs t crew to land on the Moon?
ANS: In the final analysis it was a simple matter of rotation of crews. Some might call it LUCK
There were just so many flights and so many crews. They were assigned in advance. Then it was a
case of letting the 'cards fall where they may.' Armstrong and Aldrin had trained together for 1 1/2
yrs. Collins was added in December of 1968 after successfully completing spinal surgery.
71. Who was the man primarily responsible for crew selections?
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ANS: Deke Slayton (Alan Shepard. Robert Gitruth and Jim Wet:b had some input)
72. I f the original Apollo mission plan had been followed. Neil Armstrong would not have been the fi rs t
man to walk on the Moon. Who would have been first to walk on the Moon?
ANS: Pete Conrad. The crew backing up a ·prime- crew could expect to become a prime crew itself
three missions later. Pete Conrad commanded the back-up crew for the mission which eventually
flew as Apollo 9, while Neil Armstrong commanded the back-up crew for Apollo 8. However, if all
had gone according to the original plan, the Earth-orbiting Apollo 9 mission would have flown before
Apollo 8 which orbited the Moon. Thus, Pete Conrad, not Neil Armstrong would have been the first
man to walk on the Moon.
73. 'Mlo determined who rode in the LM and who stayed in Lunar orbit in the CM?
ANS:The astronauts made their own choice.
74. How tall was the Saturn V? How many stages? Thrust? Speed/Horsepower? Amount of fuel?
ANS: 363',,36 story building; 3 stages; 7, 750,0001bs of thrust
I t traveled at a speed of 24,000 mph, which is ten times faster than the speed of a rifle bullet.
It's horsepower - 160,000,0000 r the capacity of 86 Hoover Dams.
Gas mileage - five inches to the gallon 0 r three tons of propellant per second.
APOLLQ FLIGHTS IN GENERAL

75. Name the first Apollo mission that orbited the Moon. How did this compare to Jules Verne's
description listed in his book titled: "From the Earth to the Moon" written in 1865?
ANS: Apollo 8
Both: had three-man crews, were the result of military technology in a postwar era; used retro
rockets for descent; landed on water (in the Pacific) rather than land, blasted off from bases in
central Florida; recycled air by using potash to absorb C02; payload dimensions about the same
Astronauts in both were secured in couches at launch. Verne's craft was Columbiad, Apollo 11 CSM
was Columbia. Florida and Texas sought control of both missions.
76. \Nho said: "Houston, we've had a problem here?- Name the mission.
ANS: Jack Swigert; Apollo 13
77. Which Apollo mission was struck by lightning (twice) during lift-off?
ANS: Apollo 1 2
78. \Nho said: ·Whoopee! Man, that may have been a small one for Neil, but that's a long one for me'"
Name the mission
ANS: Pete Conrad; Apollo 12
79. Name the mission that had a near catastrophe occur on April13, 1970, at 13:13 Houston time?
ANS: Apollo 1 3
80. How many pounds of rocks were collected by the Apollo flights? (Total)
A.50
B. 100 C.200
0.500
E. 650
F.850
G. 1,000
F.1 Ton
ANS: F
81. Did any Apollo missions find and living organisms on the Moon?
ANS: Yes A bacteria colony Streptococcus mitis was found in the TV camera insulation foam
located on the Surveyor Moon probe. It had survived on the Moon for 2 1/2 yrs.
82. Which astronaut hit a golf ball on the Moon? Name the mission
ANS: Alan Shepard; Apollo 16
83. What did it cost to go to the Moon? Includes Mercury, Gemini, as well as Apollo.
ANS: 45 Billion (Apollo by itself cost 25 billion)
84. By comparison how much did it cost the Soviet Union during this period of time?
ANS: 85 Billion
85. Name the last mission to use the Saturn V Rocket?
Saturn 1B?
ANS: The launch of the Skylab Space Station. The only manned flight of Apollo-Soyuz
86. Name the last mission that used the Apollo Command Module?
ANS: Apollo-Soyuz
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pROJECT STS

(SPACE

SHUTTLE)

87. What does STS stand for? What comprises STS?
ANS: Space Transportation System comprised 0 f:
Orbiter (Shuttle), ET (External Fuel Tank), SAB'S (Solid Rocket Boosters)
C. 150'
D. 180'
E. 250' F. 300'
88. What is the overall length of STS? A. 100' B. 130'
ANS; 0
89. Which of the following had/has the greatest thrust? A. Saturn 1B B. Saturn V C. STS
ANS: B
90. Name the orbiters that have flight status. Name the one that never orbited the Earth.
ANS: 4. Columbia, Endeavour,' Atlantis, Discovery
Enterprise
91. Name the first reusable spacecraft? (Not space station)
ANS: The Soviets claimVostok 1 flew two unmannedmissions before Yuri Gagarins flight
92. VI/ho was the first to land on a runway as he/they were coming back from a space mission?
Name the craft.
ANS: Bob White, X-15 July 17, 1962 I-e reached an aHitude of 59 miles.
93. What were the most crew members ever launched at the same time in the same vehicle?
ANS: 8, STS 61 A, October 30, 1985
94. Of the following locations where has the Shuttle not landed?
E. KSC
F. LA Int'l
A. White Sands B. Vandenberg AFB C. O'Hare Int'l D. Edwards AFB
ANS: C& F
95. Does Russia have a Shuttle? Has it flown? How does it compare to the Amedcan Shuttle?
ANS: Yes, it is named Buran, however it has been mothballed.
I t flew an unmanned mission in November, 1988.
Similar in size, shape and appearance to the American Shuttle. Big difference is that Buran has no
engines, while the American Shuttle has three main engines.
96. What is the VAB? How Big? Does it really rain inside?
ANS: Vehicle Assembly Building Used fo r the final assemblage of the Saturn V and STS
Height: 525' Length: 716' Width: 518' 129,482,000cu.ft.
Second biggest building in the world. The Houston Astrodome could fit on the roof.
Folklore, for it is no more, had it that clouds form inside and it actually rains.
97. What is the Transporter (Crawlerr
ANS: Tractor-platform device that is as big as a baseball infield that was used to transport the
Saturn V and currently transports the STS to the launch site. Speed 1 mph
98. What percentage of the National Budget does NASA receive?
ANS: less than 1 % Total National Budget 1.5 Trillion NASA receives' less than 14 Billion
99. Funding fo r the new space station represents what percentage of the total national budget?
ANS: .14
If the Nat'l Budget were scaled down to $100 or 10,000 pennies, the new space station
would receive 14 pennies.
100. Besides Russia and the United States, what other countries are involved in the International Space
Station concept?
ANS: Japan, Italy. Canada, Germany, Italy, European Space Agency (England/France)

=
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"The Earth is Flat ... and I Can Prove It!"
by Art Klinger, P-H-M Planetarium
I believe there are very few of us who have actually verified that the Earth is round, 0 r fo r tt
matter that it actually rotates. The globes in our schools or the Apollo photographs are both second·
hand pieces of evidence that could not be used as proof in a court of law. Many of us, especially our
students, simply believe what we hear. Today, we are going to see if you can prove concepts that havl
been accepted for a long time. Round or flat, whatever. I realize it's not a life-or-death matter, unll
you happen to live ............ near the edge!
This is an educational program that attempts to prove the Earth is not only round but it rotatE
as well. Variations of this program have been used from the fifth grade to college aged students.
The purpose: Challenge stUdents to think and reason.
,The program begins with a world map wrapped around a book. You walk into the classroom with the
book behind your back and announce:
"The WORLD IS FLAT AND I CAN PROVE IT!" From behind your back you produce the
"new model of the EARTH" and proclaim: "this is my new model of the Earth." "I
know it is flat because it is flat everywhere I look. I have looked at the Earth from
commercial airliners and I did not see a curve to the Earth. Therefore, the Earth is
flat because it is what I see and unless you can prove otherwise you'll have to have
to agree with my new Earth model."
Now the fun begins as the students try to prove you are wrong. Over the years 'proofs' given t
students vary; here are two examples.
"What about the pictures of the Earth taken by the Apollo astronauts?"
MY reply: "Did you take those pictures? If you didn't, how do you know they were not
manufactured in a Hollywood studio.
"I f the world is flat why cb we have round globes?"
My reply: The round globe is wrong. [):) you realize that a few hundreds years a:;p a teache
walked into his classroom and proclaimed that the world was round instead of flat an,
many of his students laughed at him. To explain it he showed them a round model of the Ear
Any reply they give you can respond with:
"0h. really, that's interesting.
"How can you prove that right nowr
"Are you sure?"
"00 you know the Bible refers to the four corners of the Earth?"
1/

Your goal is to sti r the debate for the entire class period. Most of the time they will give
explanations that they have heard about but have never experienced. Example: How a boat
disappears as it sails away.
You want them to leave the room debating each other. In fact,i fit works right they will be
debating this issue throughout the day. And hopefully they will take this discussion home and involve
family members.
After 1 5 minutes 0 r so you startle them with another proclamation. "THE EARTIi DOESN'T nJRI
AND I CAN PROVE IT!" Have your students observe the position of the Sun at the start of class and then
observe it 15 or 20 minutes later. The Sun has clearly changed pOSition. We didn't feel the Earth mov
so it must be the Sun that is moving.
A text book will usually give an approximate speed of rotation. At the middle latitudes the speed
is approximately 800mph. You can have them research it for themselves or you can give them the
speed. Regardless, ask them if they really believe the Earth is rotating this fast.
I
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Set up the following demonstration.
First, estabHsh the cardinal directions in your room.
Second, have one of the students demonstrate with a globe the way the Earth is supposed to
rotate. Now have the studentls relate the rotating globe to the directions in the room. With the
axis of the gJobe leaning in the direction of north they should be able to conclude that the Earth
rotates from west to east. Remind them that the speed (at the middle latitudes) is 800 mph in
the direction of east.
. .
Then you say to them: "So, if I face east and stand perfectly still, what will happen to a piece of
chalk that I throw straight up into the air? Will it come straight down or will it land behind
me? .Remember, the Earth is rotating at 800 mph toward the east."
After they make their predictions then cb the experiment. Toss the chalk straight up ard catch
it.

"This is proof that the Earth doesn't tum. If it indeed is turning then the chalk should 'have
ended up behind me. Demonstrate this by tossing the chalk into the air and walking toward the
east. The chalk will obviously land behind you.
/I

After more debate tell them you have one final question.
Since the Earth is turning S} fast why can'twa feel it? Why don't we

notice this motion?"

/ls the debate rages on and the class period is about to end; tell them to discuss j t with their
friends, teachers and family members. 'Tomorrow we'll see if you have any more ideas.
The excitement builds when you get phone calls and strange comments from teachers, parents
and administrators. The next day you survey the class for proofs that the Earth is round and that it
rotates. Then incorporate the following concepts:
/I

SOME PROOFS OF A "SPHERICAL"AND "ROTATING" EARTH
by
Carl J. Wenning, Director Illinois State University

1. During a lunar eclipse one can seethe curved shadow of the Earth on the Moon, no matter where
the Moon is in the sky.
2. /lsa traveler moves northward, the pole sta-r (Polaris) rises higher in the sky; likewise, acs the
traveler moves south Polaris will be lower. Also, the angle of the noon Sun measured at the same
time along the same longitude will be different at different latitudes.
3. Eclipses occur later in the day for people to the east ard earlier in the day fo r people in t1,e west.
4. f:.s a ship disappears over the horizon the last thing you see is the top of the Ship.
5. Line-of-sight radio transmissions can carry only so far ~ the height of the radio antenna
permits.
6. Photographs of the Earth from space.
7. Circumnavigation of the globe has been accomplished.
8. The Foucault Pendulum operates exactly the way i t should acs a function of latitude with the
assumption that the Earth is a sphere.
9. Orbiting satellites are flown successfully on the assumption that the Earth is round.
10. Gyrocompasses operate exactly acs expected while being moved about what is assumed to be a
spherical Earth.
11. The CorioUs Effect operates as would be expected assuming a spherical Earth.
12. I f you measure triangles on the surface of the Earth, large triangles have more than 180 degrees
in them.
.
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13. I f one moves off ina particular direction on the Earth, the star patterns will be observed to
change in a cyclical manner.
14. Newton's Law of Gravity calls for self-gravitating bodies to be round and we see this in all large
bodies in space.
Negative proofs for the spherical natllCe of the earth
1 5. There is no evidence for an edge.
16. The land of the midnight sun cannot be explained through the use of a flat-earth model.
17. I f the Earth were flat, then everyone would have day and night at the same time.
EARLY "PROOFS" OF A NON-ROTATING EARTH
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

We should feel the motion of Earth rotation since i t rotates at a high rate of speed.
Winds would always blow from the east.
Objects thrown up off the Earth should be left behind.
Diurnal parallax of the Moon should be obvious (I t isl They never Jooked!)
Objects dropped from a height should swerve westward.
Objects would be flung off a spinning Earth.
According to the Bible, Joshua bade the Sun stand still, not the Earth.

PROOFS OF THE EARTH'S ROTATION
1543 Copernicus denies the revolution of the entire celestial firmament as an impossibility.
Property: angular velocity vs. lineal velocity
1621 Kepler determines diurnal parallax of the Moon. Property: frame of reference
1672 Richter shows the variation of "gH with latitude as predicted by Huygens in 1659.
Property: Frequency af a pendulum, centripetal acceleration.
1 791 Deflection of falling bodies toward east is measured. Property: Conservation of angular
momentum.
1 835 Coriolis explains deflection of air cu rrents as they move into end out of low and high
pressure areas. Property: Conservation of angular momentu
1851 Foucault uses pendulum to exhibit rotation of the Earth. Property: Inertia
1852 Foucault's newly invented gyroscope "precesses" under the influence of the Earth's rotation.
Property: Conservation of angular momentum
1957 Earth turns under the fixed orbit of Sputnik I. Property: Central force and uniform
circular motion
1971 Hafele & Keating use atomic clocks to verify time dilation aro thereby prove the rotation of
the Earth. Property: Time dilation
WHY CAN'T WE FEEL THE EARTH'S ROTATION?
, There is no frame of reference. Everything around you is going at the same speed; therefore, your
speed relative to everything else is "zero." When you are in a car traveling down the highway
with the windows rolled up, the air inside the car, as well as everthing else in the car, is
traveling with you at the same speed. Therefore, the relative speed for everything in the car is
zero.
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TURNING ELEMENTARY-AGED STUDENTS ON TO ASTRONOMY
by Joyce KJonz
A five-year-old goes out into the back yard at night and points out Orion the Hunter to his
parents. A six-year-old adds the Big and Little Dipper to the star gazing repertoire. A seven-year-old
can find the Gemini Twins and Canis Major and Minor. By the time that student reaches age twelve, he
or she can identify and tell the mythology stories of about 20 constellations. Students also have
studied star maps, the Red Planet Mars, the horizon, the Aurora Borealis, moons of the solar system,
colors in space, celestial coordinates, and other concepts. They've made star finders, bleach bottle
constellations, moon flip books, moon phases, zodiac belts, film can planetariums, star clocks and other
types of hands-on projects. How does this happen?
First, let me give you some background.
I have been a Science Lab Specialist for the Mounds View Public Schools in St. Paul, Minnesota,
for ten years. My science lab serves approximately 750 students in grades K-5 weekly in the four
disciplines of earth, life, physical and environmental science. Those students come to my science lab
for once-a-week instruction in hands-on science. Before Starlab, the astronomy strand in our
curriculum was weak or even non-existent.
In 1987, our district science resource teacher asked the eight district elementary science
specialists if we would be interested in looking at a Starlab portable planetarium which had been
purchased by the junior high science teachers earlier, and which no one seemed to be using. We saw its
,potential right away, and decided we would make. it an integral part of our science specialist
curriculum. To be honest, however, we used it those first two years with kids in a lecturer-passive
listener mode. In other words, the students listened quietly to us as we lectured about the stars and
told mythology stories. We knew the students enjoyed being in our portable planetarium, but we also
knew we could do a better job of making this more inquiry-based with student active participation.
Then I heard about the POPS Astronomy and Space Science Institute program to be held at the
Lawrence HaJl of Science at Berkeley, California in the summer of 1989. I applied with the
encouragement of our district curriculum coordinator. This institute impressed me with its style of the
teacher being the facilitator and the students being active participants in the study of astronomy. We
used the PASS series, planetarium Activities for Stpdent Success which fit in so well with our science
specialist curri ulum theme of using hands-on student partiCipation as a major ingredient.
I came back from Berkeley enthused and full of new ideas for our other eight elementary
schools in my home district. Our students directly benefited from the new ideas and, even though they
loved Stariab befQMl,.the teacher's methods of teaching changed dramatically, thus increasing
students' enthusia~m and interest. Students became peer teachers with each other. whether they were
working in groups of four to find specific constellations, or they were tracking Jupiter's moons, using
a set of slides which accompanies the PASS series, or stUdying the apparent magnitude of a star.
Passive listening changed to active participation.
In 1990, I became involved with the Metropolitan Teacher Center (MTC), a consortium of 15
school districts in the Twin City metro area that collaborates and cooperates on teacher workshops;~
sharing, and networks. This is a teacher center for teachers by teacher workshops, sharing. and
networks. This is a teacher center for teachers by teachers, and is based on teachers helping teachers.
I decided that a portable planetarium for the MTC would be a way to directly impact teachers and
students in our metropolitan Twin Cities area.
I then wrote a grant to the Medtronic Foundation, a local medical pacemaker firm which funds
innovative science projects for grades K-12. The MTC received the grant for a Starfab and we began
our first training session in June, 1991, with 24 enthusiastic teachers. That next spring, we wrote
and received a training grant from Medtronic for spring and summer training for teachers. So now we
had trained 75 teachers, each of which could rent Starfab for a minimal amount from the MTC. Our
rental schedule soon became filled up, So we wrote another grant and received a second Starlab. Five
school districts then decided they needed their own Starlab, and the MTC continued to provide their
Starlab training sessions.
What was interesting about this whole process is that the teachers themselves were the ones
who did the work to procure the Starlabs. Yes, they had to convince the administration that this was a
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teaching tool that their students would love, but the teachers themselves gave of their time to do
something that would impact their students' educational opportunities. Most of these teachers paid for
their own training. A few were given stipends or substitute days if training was held during the school
day.
Since the 1989 POPS Institute Program,1 have held 11 training sessions, training a total of
about 250 teachers. We think this is only a "'tip of the iceberg" because we are now getting interested
teachers from our two large metro school districts, Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Each teacher spends 24 hours in training before they rent the Starlab from the MTC. This
training includes basic Starlab set-up and take-down, how to use the projector and other equipment,
and a multitude of lessons to use in Starlabor in the classroom before or after using Starlab. Teachers
receive a wealth of materials during Starlab training to use with their classes, including five volumes
of the PASS series and a 175 page binder containing astronomy lessons gleaned from the -POPS Institute
and other astronomy workshops.
Many of these teachers, like me, came in with little background in astronomy, but leave with a
new-found hobby in star watching. They come back to class the next day telling me what they found in
night sky, much as students do in my classes.
I have also set up twice-a-year network meetings for trained Starlab educators to get together
and discuss their use of Starlab at their school. We discuss om successes and what works and what
doesn't. Everyone always has wonderful stories about their students' new interest in astronomy
through using a portable planetarium. At the August Starlab Network, teachers use a lottery system to
rent the two MTC Starlabs for the next school year.
We now offer 3 semester college credits from The College of St. Catherine in St. Paul. As part
of the training, teachers spend an evening at the St. Catherine observatory and have a chance to look
through both small and large telescopes. Teachers are required to write a paper for their grade, which
could be a new hands-on astronomy lesson, a scope and sequence for astronomy instruction in their
school or district, or a paper dealing with their district's pl~n for Starlab use. Clock hours for teacher
licenser recertification purposes are also available for teachers.
The evaluations from past training show that teachers come out of training with a new respect
for astronomy, competence and confidence in the use of the planetarium, as weft as an increased
comfort level in understanding selected concepts of astronomy. Many have said they and their family
have started a new. life-long hobby - that of star gazing.
What is it about Starlab that makes it so popular with teachers and students? Students of all
academic abilities can feel success in Starlab. When I tell my students at the beginning of the year that
Starlab is coming to our school in January, all of my classes (and that's 28 classes) cheer when they
hear that. And if a student is new to our school, my students can hardly wait to tell them all about
Starlab. The first time I took kindergartners into Starlab, a little boy hugged my leg on the way out,
and said, "Thanks for all that star stuff!" Another little girl said,"This was just the "bestest" day of
the whole year." When you hear accolades like that, you know you are reaching kids in a positive
manner which promotes student success. In weekly journals that students keep at my school, Starlab
is always mentioned as a favorite part of the students' school year.
I believe that students as young as kindergarten can begin to understand simple astronomy
concepts. Five-year olds can learn how to find Cassiopeia, Orion, and the Big and Little Dippers. As
students become older, the curriculum spirals so that what is taught at one year is reviewed and
retaught in other years.
Kids are my best advertising for learning about astronomy through using our portable
planetarium. Students and parents write notes to me or stop me in the school halls telling me what
Starlab has meant to them. During January, I offer a Star Party for first grade students and their
parents. I set up four time blocks during the evening that parents and their first grader can come into
Starlab to see what it's all about. After viewing Starlab, they can enjoy "star punch" (apple cider)
and "star cookies" baked and donated by parents.
I also inservice parent chaperones who accompany their fifth grade students to an
environmental camp. Parents come into Starlab to learn about the wonderful night sky in January in
northern Minnesota. I give them star maps as a guide to the night sky and'they also take our district's
eight Edmund Scientific telescopes on their trip. I prepare a star chart and guide on how to use the
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telescopes and what to look for in the night skies, such as planets, nebula, galaxies, constellations,
asterisms, and double stars.
In addition to the new skills I've learned in astronomy, another valuable skill that Starlab has
helped me with is developing leadership. Before I offered Starlab training. I was not sure I couid teach
a 24 hour session to teachers. After doing it once, I realized that teaching teachers is not that much
different than teaching kids about Starlab. Their interest and enthusiasm were there also, but I had
better be organized, stick to my time lines, and keep the activities moving along at a brisk rate, just as
with kids. Teaching Starlab has given me the confidence to offer other workshops to teachers in other
disciplines, such as physical and life sciences.
Who has influenced me the most in using Starlab? First of all, it was Cary Sneider of the
Lawrence Hall of Science, who had the foresight along with Alan Friedman to write an NSF grant for the
POPS Astronomy and Space Science Institutes· Being with 24 other planetarium educators for three
weeks was an experience I'll always remember. The staff at the Lawrence Hall of Science helped the
novice teachers, including me, to understand the night sky and how to relate that wonder to kids.
Watching planetarium educators work with classroom teachers was interesting. We all learned from
each other.
Meeting Philip Sadler, the inventor of Starlab, at a National Science Teachers Association
convention was an exciting event for me: Hearing him tell about his junior high students inspired him to
come up with Starlab is a wonderful testimonial on how kids learn through active partiCipation.
When I am teaching teachers about Starlab, I always explain to them I tbo am a novice in
astronomy. Much of astronomy content is way over my head and a/ways will be. But I think I do know
how kids learn developmentally, and when they can understand certain astronomy concepts. Students
know that I too have a life-long interest in astronomy. In fact, I always tell my students that I am
learning about the stars along with them.
Astronomy education can begin at a very early age. Even though most of those students will
not choose astronomy as a career, those thousands of students are now embarking on a life-long
journey of studying the night skies, a journey that has been influenced by the use of a portable
planetarium.
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"A. Taste Of Munich's Latest
"by Thomas W. Kraupe,

Brew"

ABSTRACT
The a rt of brewing has a long tradition in the capital of Bavaria. - not just fa r beer, but also
for planetariums (Remember. we had the firsU).
Now a new planetarium has passed the final phases in Munich. This new Munich Planetarium opened on
December 9th, 1993. It is part of FORUM DER TECHNIK - a new institution on the "museum island"
which houses also Germany's first IMAX-theater and exhibit space. Efforts have been made to create a
unique "brew· of multimedia-hardware under the 20-meter dome - among the ingredients are the new
Zeiss Mk.7 with fiber optics starball, a transputer-controlled laser-system and a huge Sky-SkanMultimedialVideo-System. The special taste created by the brewmasters in the final mix via an
interactive SPICE-control-system allows the visitors to taste a variety of flavours - interactive
Laservisons, poetry shows and several starshows - among them ·Secrets of the SunK which is a coproduction with Pittsburgh's Buhl Planetarium.
This lecture gives a brief status-report after several months of operation.
The Forum der Technik serves as a modern cultural center and meeting place to r science,
nature, '¢and technology. It is a natural compliment to the reputable Deutsches Museum here in the heart
of Munich. and since its opening on November 5th, 1992, more than one and a half million visitors have
enjoyed its facilities. To date, the first German IMAX theater, offering a wide selection of films with
showings hourly at least twelve times per day, has become the biggest attraction. Now playing for
more than a year, the Blue Planet, has continuously drawn the largest crowds.
The opening of its new planetarium on December 9th, 1993, has added yet another attraction to
complete the image of the Forum. Here in the Forum. our function dictates that we go beyond the
tradition use of the planetarium as an educational tool and explore its full capabilities as a multi-media
theater. In addition to our responsibility for public education and school shows, we operate as a "forprofit- entertainment center and corporate meeting place. So that we may successfully obtain our
goals, our facilities feature a wide variety of today's latest technology.
Zeiss Mark VII Starprojector
The Planetarium is a 20m dome with a standard horizontal geometry and 275 reclineable seats
arranged in a chevron pattern directed towards the variable stage area. In the geometrical center of
the theater is the new Zeiss Mark VII star projector. Most notably, the newly developed and patented
fiber optiC technology of the ·starba"- provides a dramatic increase in the quality and brilliancy of the
8900 projected stars. Among the new features incorporated into this projector, our constellation
figures are from the pen-stroke drawings of Bavarian astronomer, Johann Bayers Uranometria of
1603. There are separate zoom projectors for the Sun. Moon and the planets (including Earth) and,
through PC control, we can demonstrate any view of the Solar system from any perspective in space
and time. Additionally, there are new scales for horizontal and galactic coordinates, and the projector
for SN 1987A follows the measured light curve.
Surround-Sound System
Sound comes from a 12,000 watt, six-channel Surround sound system (Dolby Pro Logic, THX
and other modes) which includes under seat speakers. Input can be from any number of sources (OAT,
CD, CD-ROM, etc.) and, currently, we prefer the all digital format. For our master show tapes we
employ the use of a Tascam DA-88 which uses standard Hi8 cassettes and provides eight tracks of
digital recording space on which we record our six tracks of audio and one track of time code. The
system is further enhanced by the ability to directly accept standard MIDI interface equipment,
providing artists a direct interface for live concerts. Our STUDER CD-Recorder has proved its
usefulness many times over for making custom, audio CD-ROMS. These have been used extensively for
interactive shows, programmed shows. and for making that perfect mix for live star shows.
Ektapro Multivision System
holding 80 slides, was developed in cooperation with Kodak and Sky-Skan. Featuring the
Ektapro 7000 series projectors, we have the ability to randomly access any position in the 3-deep
360-degree panoramas, single field animation's or 4-deep Allskys. providing great flexibility in
programming. This was especially important to us since we offer up to ten, rotating shows per day and
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do not have the time to exchange slide trays. With SPICE programming, we can treat all our projectors
as special effect units individually, or as sets. Being able to "flicker or flash-, cross-fade or overlay
the sets of pans and allskys have given some surprising and, almost, unbelievably powerful visual
effects especially when used in combination with SPFX f.e. all-dome Ylems (see our show ·Secrets of
the Sun- - a flight into the sun).
Video System
Computer animation's, video sequences and live TV are available fo r combination with other
media during our presentations. Video conferencing is available via a 384-kbit connection and has been
an important element when hosting corporations. The four Sony VPH 1271/1251's, one high-definition
Sony HD 2000 and a Barco 1100 with Faroudja line-doubler (PAUNTSC), can accept input from a
variety of different component sources (2 SONY Betacam SP, CRV-Disk, 6 Laser disk Players, Apple
Quadra 840AV, etc.). Thanks to Ken Moseley's ingenious work, in a joint project between CONIC and
Sky-Skan, two of the projectors located on the center island have been mounted on bases which can
s1ew on the Y-axis through more than 90 degrees. Through cooperation with Sony, new EPROM chi.ps
were installed for all of our projectors andaddi-tional changes offer the important ability for "fadingto/from-black". Therefore, we can use video in a panoramic scene and a few moments later, using the
same projector, we can have the Galileo spaceprobe slewing towards the zenith. It's no wonder that
the slewing Sony's have become our video "workhorses". Although we still experience some problems
with the Barco and its ability to fade and to come online, we love its bright image despite its large size
and projection distance. Further, it has proven very useful to have Apple Quadra 840AVs with a FAST
Video Machine as our own in-house video editing studio. We can record our own frame-by-frame
animation, or re-record animation done by Terence Murtagh and others, onto component Betacam or
Sony CRV (PAL WORM-Disk).
LOBO Laser System
Perhaps one of the most striking features of our dome is the laser animation system from
LOBO, a small company located near Oberkochen. Controlled by a LOBO Lacon-3 Plus transputer, the
tandem argon and krypton laser light is sent through a RGB color mixing unit to provide more than
16,000,000 different shades of color. It was decided to place the lasers two floors below the main
dome to provide more space in the gallery, to allow easy servicing and to insure controlled airconditioning. The laser-light is, therefore, transferred to our four projectors via 60 meter fiber optic
cables. Two of the projectors are mounted on Mitsubishi robot arms, with 5-axis freedom of motion,
located immediately east and west of the Mark VII on the center island. These can be elevated 2.8
meters and allow us to use the entire dome as a projection surface for animation's, graphics or
multiple beam effects and can each cover about 55 degrees on the dome. The other two projectors,
located in the north and south galleries,cover a fixed 120 degrees apiece and are equipped with special
effects grating boxes (containing ten, rotatable effects) and multiple bounce mirror positions for
fantastic beam effects. "Beam me up, Scotty!" takes on another meaning here, as the law allows for
low-power, scanned beams to be directly projected into the audience. The effect is further enhanced
by a fog system which enters via the air-conditioning system from under the seats and above the dome.
Complex animation's are calculated in real-time and almost any image, logo, 3D graphic, hidden-ine
animation, or even multicolored beam effect, can be accessed or programmed into our shows. For live
interaction, we also use a standard MIDI keyboard and VR data glove to manipulate the image and robotic
arms. As an example, our astronomy shows have benefited from the robotic arms by providing us with
a reliable pointer and labeler, and allowing us to demonstrate, in perfect register with the star field,
different constellation figures and boundaries other than those supplied with the ZeiSS. Although we
would have loved to receive a Digistar and its graphic ability, the LOBO laser system, with its
controllable brightness and nearly full-dome coverage, has succeeded in giving us the best of both
wonds - even in color.
SPICE Interactive Media Control System
Overseeing and coordinating all of the various elements is the SPICE Automation System from
Sky-Skan. Although capable of running independently, here all systems look to SPICE for their cues,
including the Zeiss and LOBO computers which perform their routines only after being signaled. By a
special interface. SPICE is able to select the master time code on-the-fly from eight different sources.
Therefore, an entire show can be. pre-programmed or various modules can be chosen and initiated
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interactively. Via membrane-style buttons mounted in the armrests of the seats, the audience can
influence almost any system during the show by this color-coded multiple choice system. This opens
many possibilities from school children actively participating in, and directing, a solar system
exploration, to an audience controlled laser show during a live performance. We have found that
children especially seem to enjoy interactive shows like "Laser Magic· (which, we believe, is the first
interactive laser show. in a planetarium). The children give a great response when they are able to
select the music and animation's by using the push buttons. We also discovered that the questions are
even more popular when presented in a humorous and entertaining form. Even some "nonsense"
questions work great with a late-night audience and, when they are mixed with our more serious
. questions, we see that it keeps people attentive and responsive .
"The show must go on."
Quite unusual for a planetarium, but quite logicalfor our place, the opening talk did not deal
with astronomy at all. Rather, virtual reality was the topic as noted media expert and sci-fi writer,
Prof. Herbert W. Franke, addressed the unique capabilities of modern planetariums in simulating
realities. Clearly, the audience that is used to the traditional, constellation-type, planetarium shows,
which are the norm here in Germany, may have mixed reactions to such radical uses of the domed
theater. This is an important point to us as we have clearly departed from such a traditional view and
our direction is clearly a fusion of methodology from the States and Europe. As in particle fusion,
sometimes there are by-products which are not so benign, but as we continue into this new territory,
the numbers give us a clearer picture of our success. After less than five months of operation, we
reached the 1000th show and attendance, over 150,000, has been very good, although it has fluctuated
quite dramatically. Since our opening, a visitor has had the choice between five different shows:
"Expedition to the Southern Skies", "Secrets of the Sun" (a show produced in collaboration with
Terence Murtagh and the Buhl Planetarium in Pittsburgh), "Laser Magic., ·Crystal Universe" (a laser
show featuring Original music by Megabyte) and a weekly, live Star Hour. In addition, we have offered
special poetry readings and topical programs, as well as provided speCial productions for individual
groups and corporations. Demonstrating some useful applications of video conferencing for
planetariums in the future, we also performed a live link with ESO and the NTT. Earlier this past
spring, we hosted the annual conference of german-speaking planetariums and had very encouraging
results The members of RDP (Council of German Planetariums) approved the formal step of applying for
affiliation to IPS!
This emphasizes a favorite goal of the new Munich Planetarium at Forum der Technik:
International cooperation!
Now taste the brew yourself - see a short video, a flight into the new Munich Planetarium at
Forum der Technik!
The brew masters are waiting to serve it to you from the tab - not only during Oktoberfest, but
all year around! We look forward to your visit and to future cooperation and even co-productions with
you, colleagues from planetariums around the world ready to explore new grounds in brewing
Multimedia for planetariums.
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"Echoes of the Space Race:
The Soviet Nt Moon Rocket"
Abstract: During the 19605 the United States and lhe Soviet Union were in a race to be
the first to put a man on the Moon. Over the past 20 years several rumors have appeared
about the hardware used in the Soviet attempt. Recently, the foroler Soviet Union has .
revealed details of its massive N1 booster which was designed to send cosmonauts to the
Moon ahead of U.S. astronauts. Even after the Apollo lunar program concluded, the
USSR considered sending cosmonauts to the Moon as late as 1978-1980 for long duration
stays of 14 days to one month, culminating in a lunar outpost

Introduction
The conquest for the Moon begun over forty years ago when Werner von Braun,
Willy Ley, and Fred Whipple discussed the future of space travel in a series of articles that
appeared in Colliers magazine. Five years after von Draun et al. published their serial, the
Soviet Union shocked the world into the Space Age by propelling Sputnik 1· into Earth
orbiL In 1959. LUllik 1 flew by the Moon within a distance of 6000 kmand became the
first man-made ohjecllo escape the Earth's gravity. Before the year was out the Soviets
launched two more probes to the Moon. Lllnik 2 became the first man-made object to
impact the Moon. while Lllnik 3 hecame the first to circumnavigate the Moon and telemeter
images of the Moon's far side. These events signaled the race for ule Moon. Still, much
larger rocket boosters awaited development to carry hUmans safely to lhe lunar surfacc.

********

In 1989 the Soviets officially acknowledged the existence of their manned lunar
program. New infomlution continues to emerge from the former Soviet Union as the veil
of secrecy is lifted from that country's major space projects. Despite appearances amI
overtures that suggested otherwise nearly thirty years ago, there was indeed a race between
the fonner USSR and the United States to land men on the Moon -- and to do it ftrsL
TIle Ll and L3 programs have been more openly discussed in the Soviet/Russian
literature. L1 was the unmanned Zond program, the lesser-known L2 was the manned
Zond -- for circumlunar flight. and the L3 was the manned lunar landing program itself
(Johnson, 1993; Clark, 1993). Alllhree programs were managed by the Korolev Special
Design Bureau.
Perhaps most the notable launch vehicle was the fonnerly supersecret Nl (also
sometimes referred to as the SL-X-15 ora-Ie in the West). After more than 20 years of
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secrecy along with the collapse of Soviet Communism, the Commonwealth of Independent
States has revealed the technical characteristics of the massive N 1 booster: The N 1 was
launched four times between 1969 and 1972, each resulting in catastrophic failure.
TIle Cyrillic leller "N" appears as a Latin letter "H." In Russian literature the moon
rocket is "H 1," short for "HocHTeIlb I" -- transliterated" Nositycl I" and. translated
"Carrier 1."
Early designs of the new super-rocket called for a payload capacity of ten times that
of tile existing Vostok booster. In its fmal phases, the N1's payload capacity almost
doubled -- to nearly twenty times that of the Vostok. Like the American Saturn, the newly
conceived superboostcr had no specific mission al first. Development of the N 1 began in
1961, the same year President Kennedy staled his commitment to land all American on the
Moon before ilie end of the decade. But tile Nl nevcr carned a Soviet citizen to the Moon.
Ultimately. that job was assigned to the Proton booster, and that would only make
unmanned circumlunar llights.

Korolev's OKB [Special Design Bureau]*
Considered by many to be the failier of modern Soviet cosmonautics, Chief
Designer Sergei P. Korolev was a forceful engineer who had the uncanny ability to meld
his colleagues' talents and genius into a vigorous Soviet space program. Late in 1961,
Korolev's OKB was tasked with developing the new launch vehicle -- the N1 - which
would insert a 40 to 50 metric ton payload into low Earth orbit (LEO), with a development
time frame from 1962 to 1965. TI1C N2 wns also assigned to Korolev's group wiili a goal
of 60 to 80 metric ton payload into LEO. TIle development time frari:te for the N2 was from
J963 to 1970. Originally. the NI was to be a stepping stone for the N2. However, ilie N2
program died in tile early 1960s, much in the same way the American Nova program
ended. There was no N2 because the Nl program was ilie most advanced project at tile
time funding was approved. Further, the Nl payload capacity would grow to surpass iliat
of ilie N2 (Newkirk, 1993). Meanwhile, Vladimir N. Chelomei's group was assigned to
work on a rocket system intended for circumlunar llighL At tilis time there was no stated
goal of a M.oon landing (Mishin, 1990).
TIle following year. 1962, the Moon plan was revised. A manned circumlunar
flight became the pruuary objective using the Proton (also refen'Cd to as the UR500K in
Soviet litcrature) launch vehicle under development by ilie Chelomei design bureau. Work
on the Nl ground to a halt and was limited to a conceptual design only. In July [1962], a
special commission of tile Soviet Academy of Sciences staled that it was necessary (and
feasible) to develop a launch vehicle capable of lofting 75 tons into LEO. Flight tests were
to begin in 1965 provided the necessary launch site was in service by that time (Mishin,

1990).
At about iliis very same time frame (i.e., the development of the conceptual design
of the N 1) a strong disagreement erupted between Korolev and Valentin P. Glushko.
Korolev wanted to use high-power, non-toxic rocket fuels (liquid oxygen, liquid
hydrogen. kerosene); while Glushko insisted on toxic fuels with high boiling points such
as nitrogen tetroxide (N204). unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDMH) and cryogenic
components of liquid hydrogen and liquid fluorine (Mishin, 1990). Such squabbles
amongst Korolev's design bureau and others delayed the evolving, ever-changing design
of the Moon rockeL
"Oco6ag KOHCT)'KUl-Ht EIOpo," or OKE which is OKD using the Latin alphabeL
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The Chelomei OKB
Korolcv's long-standing rival was Vladimir N. Chelomei. Documents show that
nearly every one of Korolev's programs were mirrored by the Chelomei bureau. It seems
that Chelomei's proposals were either unsuccessful while Korolev's flew or Chelomei's
programs had a military nature while Korolev's were promoted as mostly civilian (Clark.
1993). In 1965, two circumlunar programs emerged: Chelomei's LK-l and Korolev'g
LlIZond.
Few details have emerged about the LK-I (nYHa Kopa6nb in Russian -- luna
korabl; "lunar spacecraft"). The descent module of the LK-l had a conical appearance;
much like a small Apollo command module. TIle spacecraft was originally designed to
carry one cosmonaut Later modifications pelmiLted a crew of two. A much modified and
updated version of the LK-I flew more than 15 years later as Salyul space station modules:
Cosmos 929, Cosmos 1267, and Cosmos 1443 (Clark. 1993). In fact. the Salyut 7Cosmos 1443 complex (minus the Cosmos descent module) re-entered the aunosphere over
South America on 9 February 1991.
The LK-l comprised three units: propulsion system, instrument module [with solar
panels], and the descent module. Altogether, the complete craft resembled the American
Gemini spacecraft, but the descent module was more akin to Apollo. It was to be launched
atop a three·slage Proton. A fairing covered the LK-l, topped by solid propellant rocket
intended as an emergency escape system. But, the LK-I never new, because it fell behind
schedule. In late 1965, Chelomei's LK-l program was dropped in favor of Korolev's
LIlZond.
On 25 December 1965. Korolev presen(ed his alternative ideas regarding manned
circumlunar flight During the mid-1960s, the Soyuz spacecraft was still under
development and designed for Earul orbit. Korolev suggested that a "bare-bones" Soyuz
version be used for a loop-around-ulc-Moon flight The stripped down Soyuz (ala "Zond")
did not have the forward ellipsoidal orbital module; rather, it retained the descent and
instrument r110dules. Th6back propulsion system and parachute systems were also
removed. The resulting LI/Zond (in Russian, 30HlI --> zond translates to "probe") would
be launched atop Chelomei's PrOlan (or four-stage variant) along with Korolev's Block
liD" from the N 1 program. TIle n1anned Zond was to maintain a crew of two for seven
days (Clark, 1993).
Sergei Korolev's Ll and L2 (Zond) proposals were immediately accepted and wellt
into high gear with the Soyuz simulators adapted to lunar training. However, a year prior
to the circumlunar commitment, interest in the lunar landing program increased.

Lunar Landing Mission Given High Priority
In mid-1964 the Soviet Academy of Sciences gave a lunar landing mission high·
priority. [At this time, however, work on the Saturn vehicle (and Apollo) program had
been broadly expanded and continued to progress at a rapid pnce.J By late 1964,
Korolcv's group had prepared a preliminary plan for the N iIL3 configuration.
Korolev's earlier lunar landing scenarios suggested a multiple launch system. One
such profile called for two ground launches that would dock in LEO; the docked spacecraft
would then fly directly to the Moon (Mishin, 1990; Afanasyev. 1991). The entire
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spacecraft would land on the Moon. and after a stay of several days, the ascent stage (and
the returnlre-cntry module] would return to the &'lrth. Such a mission may 110t have been
the most economical. but it would have been more reliable and easy to do (Afanasyev
1991).
'
Meanwhile, the Chclomei OKB proposed a single launch of a single rocket stack on
a direct flight to and from the Mooll. About the same time that the Proton was under
deveiopment,Chclomci proposed tJ1C UR-700 which would have a 130 metric ton launch
capability to low Earth orbit -- nearly 50% greater than that of the N1. [The UR-700 had to
be modular in design and two variants were considered -- the LK-700 for the Moon shot,
and the UR-700fvt for a possible Mars shot.} Two cosmonauts would descend to the lunar
surface in an LK-l derivativc. UpOll completion of activities, the LK-l ascent stage would
ignite. It would be possiblc to first cnler lunar orbit, or return directly to Earth (Clark,
1993).
Glushko, who had fallen into disfavor with Korolev, supported the Chelomei plan.
But. Chelomei's plan was thought to be "too bold" by the powers at hand. Once again,
Chelomei lost out to Korolev. 'The N IIL3 program moved ahead willI substantial funding
beginning in 1966 and official approval in 1968.
Throughout the mid-1960s the Nl seemed to be in a continuous stale of re-design.
For example, in 1964 the first stage was to have 26 engines. Two years later, the number
of first stage engines increased to 30. Meanwhile, the payload mass increased several
times from 75, 92,95. and ultimately to nearly 98 metric tons (Lebedev, 1992; Mishin,
1990).
.
Between 1966 and 1967, 18 cosmonaut.<; had begun training for circumlunar and
lunar landing missions (Clark, 1988; Lebedev, 1992). In fact, cosmonaut Pavel Belyaycv
claimed in 1968 that he anticipated an imminent flight to the Moon. TIle Soviets planned to
complete their first lunar mission during the later part of 1968 (Lebedev, 1992), but this
remained a vague plan at best. If a manned Zond mission had succeeded, the Soviets very
well could have launched a OllC- or two-man crew on a circwnlunar flight, thereby
"beating" Apollo 8's Christmas circumnavigation of the Moon. In late 1968 the manned
Zond (ItL2") pro'gram was canceled. Quite possibly the Soviets piImed their hopes on a
lunar landing and the N IIL3 combination and still beating the United States.

Configuration of the NtIL3 COlnplex
The "final" design of the N 1 was over 100 meters tall, 17 meter diameter base, sixstage rocket willi 30 engines (154 metric tons llu'Ust each) in the first stage. Total thrust at
launch was 4620 metric tons (or over 10 million pounds of thrust) from the NK-33
engines, each using liquid oxygen and kerosene as propellant (Johnson, 1991; Lenorovitz,
1992). [For comparison, the launch thrust of the Saturn 5 was - 7.5 million 'pounds
produced by five Ro(.:kctdyne P-1 cngines. Although NASA decided not to build the Nova
launch vehicle in the early 19GOs, it wa.."} a remarkable vehicle and considered as a backup to
the SalUl11 5 should orbital rendezvous prove impmctical. Nova would have used the same
F-l engines clustered in an eight or twelve engine first stage, providing a liftoff thrust of 12
to 18 million pounds. In many respect"}, the Nl may be considered a Nova booster.]
Within the first stage (block HAn in Soviet liLerature) 24 Trud NK-33 engines were
arrayed around the circumference of the NI's boaltail, while six additional NK-33
powerplants were clustered on an inner circular frame. The nominal burn time of the fIrst
stage was 110 seconds. However, if an engine malfunctioned and pre-maturely shutdown,
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the engine diametrically opposed to it would also shutdown to maintain thrust symmetry.
In fact, all multiple sets of engines within the N I operated under this "KORD" (Russian

acronym for Engine Operational Control) system. If a single engine failed. say. in the case
of the first stage, the end result would be the loss of two engines; the remaining
powerplants would bum for a total of 168 seconds. If two engines failed, resulLing in a net
loss of four, the remaining 26 engines would continue to burn for 210 seconds to
compensate for the loss of thrust (Lenorovi~ 1992).
. Nt's second stage (block Its" or ItS" using the Cyrillic alphabet) was to be powered
by eight Trud NK-43 engines. The NK-43 engines are similar to the NK-33s. but larger
and capable of 179 metric tons of force and also used kerosene and supercooled liquid
oxygen. Block B provided a total thmst of 1432 metric tons and hUll a specific impulse [in
vacuum] of 346 seconds.

The third stage (block "V"; in Russian the third letter of the alphabet appears as liB"
but is pronounced "v") comprised of four NK-39 engines and was intended to place the L3
stack (i.e .• t.he fourth and fift.h stages. lunar landerlcabin, and a Soyuz lunar orbiter or
!fLaK") into LEO. Total thrust for the third stage was 164 metric tons and a specific
impulse of 352 seconds.
Atop the third stage was the L3 stack. consisting of two more stages ("G" and "0")
and two spacecraft, a lunar Soyuz and a lunar landing "cabin." The fourth stage (block
"G" or 'T" -- fourth letter in the Cytillic alphabet) was intended to propel the cosmonauts
into a tr'anslunar trajectory and had a specific impulse of 480 seconds, while the fifth stage
(block "0" or "ll") would be used for course corrections, braking the Soyuz and lunar
cabin into circumlunar orbit. and maneuvering for the descent to the Moon's surface.
The Soviet lunar cabin differed from the American lunar excursion module (LEM).
The lunar cabin had one engine (sometimes referred to as the sixth stage or "Ye" block,
which in Russian appears as "E" but is pronounced "ye," the SiXt11 letter) and was intended
td be.hQ1h a descent and ascent engine.
As witll the current SoyuzlA-2 launcher, the Nl was also topped by an emergency
escape system that would 10ft the lunar complex away from an exploding Nl. Yet, the
lunar Soyuz differed from its Earth-orbiting cousin with its more complex electronics (Le ..
control, telemetry, communication systems. etc.), high capacity power supply sources
based on fuel cells, attitude control system, and an entirely different main propulsion
system developed from scratch (Afanasyev, 1991). In Soviet literature, the lunar Soyuz's
main rocket is called block "I" or "Y1." I1 is the tenth letter and may allude to the particular
Soyuz version LO be used in Nl/L3.

A Mission Scenario
Unlike the Saturn 5, the Nl superbooster was assembled and tested in the
Horizontal Assembly Building at Baikonur. While each stage was constructed vertically,
they were assemhled horizontally on a special erector. Meanwhile the payload unit (Le.,
the L3) was assembJed in a separate stmcture. Payload and booster would be later mated
and tested in yet another building (Cameron. 1992; Mishin, 1990). The completed NI/L3
systems were then dclivered to the launch pad via a locomotive. TI1C erector device would
!.hen install the N I/L3 on the pad [in a vertical position] and the checkout would soon
follow which could last up to a couple of months.
Fueling operations began the day prior to launch. Several hours before launch two
cosmonauts would take their places within I.he lunar Soyuz.
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Asswning nominal bum limes and no major malfunctions, the first three stages
were to deliver the L3 stack into LEO in about nine minutes. Upon a satisfactory systems
checkout in Earth orbi 4 the fourth stage (block G) would ignite and impart escape velocity
(-11.2 km/s) from the Earth to the remaining stack. As previously mentioned, the fifth
stage (block D) was to provirJe the necessary course corrections, deceleration of the LOK
and lunar cabin into circumlunar orbi 4 and primary deceleration for the lunar cabin's
landing attempt

The lunar cabin was designed for one cosmonaut (In Russian, lunar module is
referred to as lunnaya kabina or "nyHaH Ka611Ha." For the sake of consistency and to
distinguish it from the American LEM, the author identifies tile Soviet lander as the lunar
cabin or LK.) While in lunar orbit., but prior to the landing altempt, the lunar Soyuz (the
LOK) would be depressurized (the living/working quarters doubled as an airlock) and OIle
cosmonaut would perfonn an EVA to transfer from the Soyuz to the lunar cabin. Just
before spacecraft separation, one cosmonaut in a K.rcchcl suit would use a mechanical arm
to perform the EVA and transfer to the cabin. The second cosmonaut was to back up the
first to be prepared at any moment to rush to his comrade's aid (Afanasyev, 1991; Lebedev
19'92).
Of course, in the U.S. profile astronauts transferred internally from the Apollo
command module to the LEM. During Lhe development of the lunar Soyuz the idea of
transferring crew [rom within was never really considered. The rationale for an EVA
transfer was that as soon as the one cosmonaut landed on the Moon, he would have to
perfonn an EVA anyway, so he could just as easily perform a couple more EVAs for
spacecraft transfer. It was unreasonable to add internal docking. The docking device for
Lhe two craft had to be lightweight and simple. The LK receptacle was a simple
honeycomb-like material. The LOK probe would plunge into the honeycomb and stuck
like a fishhook (Newkirk, 1993).
The descent to the Moon may be characterized asa "human cannonball" ride. After
separation from the Soyuz and a de-orbit burn [provided by the D block; remember, the
fifth stage], the fifth stage was to be jetLisoned at appiOrimately 1.5 - 2 krn altitude. At that
point in the profile, the single-chamber ascent/descent sixth stage (Ye block) would ignite
and was throttleable. This sixth stage engine burned UDMH and N204 -- caustic/toxic
hypcrgolics. According to Afanasyev (1991), the Yc block was backed up by a two liquid
fuel rockets. These backup rockets are not apparent in current depictions of the N 1. If the
Ye block malfunctioned, tlle payload would impact the ~loon.

If the Ye block worked nominally. it would hover several meters above the surface
while the cosmonaut maneuvered to a safe landing. 111e entire procedure, from D unit
(sixth stage) separation to the lunar landing, would last about one minute (Afanasyev,
1991). The lunar cabin's landing gear consisted of a ring around the Ye unit with four legs
affixed to the ring. At the moment of touchdown, four solid-propellant "hold-down"
rockets were to be fired to prevent the cabin from hopping or overturning upon landing.
Surface operations would include planting the flag of the USSR, deployment of
instruments, and collecting samples. The lone cosmonaut could stay on the Moon for up to
probably two days, as the lunar cabin had a design life of about three days. However,
during the first missions. the lunar cabin would actually remain on the surface a few hours.
Due to spacesuit design, the cosmonaut could only remain outside the cabin about 90
minules. After reluming to the cabin with soil samples. the cosmonaut would prepare for
rerum and rendezvous with Soyuz. At the precise moment, the electrical, pneumatic, and
mechanical links or the hllluing gear and the Yc (sixth stage) block \\!ould be severed. The
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Ye unit was to re-ignite and insert ule lunar cabin into orbit. The two back-up liquid
propelled rocket engines ignited simultaneously as a safety precaution (Johnson, 1993).
Once in orhit. the lunar Soyuz would perfonn the necessary maneuvers to re-connect with
the lunar cabin. After docking the cosmonaut would perform another EVA to transfer
himself and the lunar materials to the LOK.
As with the American night profile, the lunar cabin would be jettisoned. The I
block would provide the thrust for the return trip to Earth. The cosmonauts and samples
would return in Ule bell-shaped Soyuz re-entry module.

The Nl Launch Attempts
The Nl booster began initial assembly in February, 1967 at the Baikonur
Cosmodrome. An Nl mockup was placed on launch pad 1 in November while three
weeks of electrical tests and checks, launch pad tests, and ground crew training followed.
By mid-December the mockup was returned to the assembly building.
TIle first flight-ready Nl booster was rolled out on 7 May 1968. Launch
preparation ground to a halt when cracks were found in the first stage and U1e superbooster
was returned to the assembly huilding. Following repairs, the N 1 was returned to the
launched pad in November 1968, but was later replaced with a mock-up to further train
ground crews and launch teams.
Finally, on 21 Febnmry 1969,12:18 Moscow time, the first Nl booster lifted off in
a clear blue sky. As the superbooster cleared the tower, between T+3 and T+10 seconds,
engines 12 and 24 shutdown due to an error in the KORD system. At T +25 seconds, U1e
engines throttled down as the vehicle passed ulrough maximum dynamic pressure Gust as
lhe American shuttle throttles down during this period in its ascent to orbit). At T+66
seconds, the engines throttled to full power much more quickly Ulan expected. The
vibrational loads ruptured a liquid oxygen pipeline and fire started in the aft section of the
first stnge. Although the fire grew slowly, KORD was unahle to shut down the engine that
hegan to overheat [as a result of the tire 1. Very quickly, U1e surrounding engines and
turbopumps soon overheated and exploded. At T+70 seconds, the payload escape tower
activated, lifting the Ll st.ack -- a Zond spacecraft intended for a circumlunar mission -away from the exploding Nl. The NI remnants impacted some 45 km downrange.
During the inten'ening seven months, a second N 1 pad was completed. Less Ulan a
month before the flight of Apollo 11, the second N1 from Baikonur on 3 July 1969 at
23: 18 Moscow time. Upon the moment of liftoff a foreign object got into engine 8's
oxygen pump causing a catastrophic failufC. Simultaneously, the emergency escape lower
lofted the lunar Soyuz package 1 km away [rom the pad. This incredible explosion crcat~d
significant damage to pad number 1 and further delayed Ule Soviet Moon-landing effort
because a second Nl on pad 2 was severely damaged in the conflagration.
The third launch attempt of Ule N 1 took place on 27 June 1971 at 02: 15 Moscow
lime from pad numher 2. Soon after liftoff. at an alLitude of about 259 meters, the booster
guidance system failed and a rotation about the first stage's longitudinal a.xis caused a
breakup of the support structure between the second and third stages. The third stage and
L3 complex toppled and their tanks exploded as they fell ncar the launch pad. The escape
tower never ignited hecause it was only a mockUp. The first and second stages continued
in night, impacting ahout 20 km away. leaving a crater 30 meters across and 15 meters
deep.
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The fmallaunch attempt of the N1 occulTed on 23 November 1972 at 09:12
Moscow time from pad 2 and included a fuH~scale lunar Soyuz and a mock-up lunar cabin.
This flight was the most successful N I flight At T+90 seconds, the six NK-33 engines in
the concemri~ c?n~ cluster shut down and the fuel lines feeding tIus engines burst. Again, a
fire broke out wllhm the first stage and the vehicle exploded belween 107 to 110 seconds
into flight (Lcbedev, 1992; Afanasyev, 1991).
Despite these launch failures. some Soviet engineers pressed their political leaders
to continue the Moon progmm. They argued tImt the spacecraft were ready and proposed
altering the original missions into long-duration lunar visits from two weeks to one month.
culminating in the first lunar outposts in 1978-1980. Two more Nl superboosters were
assembled and manifested [or launch in 1974. Whcn Glushko. Korolcv's rival. assumed
lcadership of Sovict cosmonalllks, he cancelcd the N1 program and began work on the SL17 heavy lift booster. l11e SL-17 is also known as the Erlergiya and has been tested twke.

Why the N 1 Failed
Had the N1 booster succeeded, it might have been called the Lenin or Kommunism
superbooster (Lebedev, 1992). But tile N1 program failed due to a poor, politically driven
design approach. It was the product of a complicated political and bureaucratic system
where personal power triumphed ovcr any rational thought Decisions were made on this
basis. Korolev was a great lTlan with cunning, leadership, and personal contacts which
enabled him to get the job done with great cffort. Upon Sergei Pavlovich's death in 1966,
Vasili Mishin assumed the helm of the Korolev OKE.
Mishin (1990) claims that the Soviet Union could never have caught up to the
Uniled States because (1) the U.S. had a broader, stronger technical-scientific-engineering
potential and was economica.11y stronger [than the USSR]; (2) tile United States had a
clearly dermed high priority goal that enjoyed the support of its citizens, the American
govemment was ablc to appropriate the materials and financial resource.s to cany out the
program; (3) the Soviel<; underrated Kennedy's 1961 challenge Lo land men on the Moon
and up until 1964, Khrushchev gave priority to the Chelomei bureau for circumlunar flight
(i.e., ZondIProlon); (4) the Soviets underestimated the scientific and technical difficulties of
landing humans on the Mooll. Furthcnnore. Mishin and others admit underestimating the
importance of ground testing. No ground tests and no test st.ands were built for the Nl and
its subsytems in order to save on costs and timc llO hopefully beat thc United States to tile
Moon]. In short, the overalltechnicai reason for the N 1's failure was its inability to
achieve reliability and thrust stability across the 30 NK-33 first stage engines.

The Nt Today
Exterior pieces of the N 1 have been used as makeshift hangars and storage sheds.
Three full-scale lunar landing cabins remain: one is in the Moscow Aviation Institute,
another at the St. Petcrsburg Military Space-Engineering Institute. and the last probably at
Baikonur (or Dneprotovisk. where the Ye stage was built). A sole lunar Soyuz survives
and is at tllC lYloscow Aviation Institute. Thcse historic spacecraft are used for study today_
Nearly 90 produclion engines from the Nt (including the NK-33, NK-43. NK-39
engines) are for sale from the Trod/Stale Scientific Production Entcrprise. Despite the NI's
problems and subsequent callcellation, the engines could be integrated for use in smaller.
less complcx launch systems.
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In 1981 reconstruction of pad 2 began to make room for the Energiya-Buran
system. In 1983, pad number 1 was rebuilt, also for launch of the Energiya and its
v3rii:mLS. TIle Energiya was the culmination of Glushko's vision of a heavy lift vehicle.

••••••
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Illustrations

FIGURE 1; United States' Saturn 5 and Soviet Nl comparison. Courtesy Robert
Sweeney Teledyne Brown Engineering, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
J

FIGURE 2: Soviet Nl schematic. Courtesy Robert Sweeney, Teledyne Brown

Engineering, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

HGVRE 3: The lunar lander, better known in Soviet/Russian literature as the "lunar
cabin." Courtesy Robert Sweeney, Teledyne Brown Engineering. Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
FIGURE 4: To scale depictions (from left to right) of the U.S. space shuttle, Satunl 5, the

Soviet Ni. and the Soviet/Commonwealth Encrgiya-Buran. From Peter Alway's new
book The Modeler's Guide to Rockets of the ~Vorld.
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Abstract:
The ·space bird- is a recently differentiated species of bird that inhabits the exosphere.
Perhaps the most easily visible space bird is the Russian space station Mir. The former Soviet Union
continues to maintain a vigorous manned space program despite ongoing economic chaos. Since the
launch and subsequent occupation of the Mir core module in 1986, the Mir complex has grown to be the
largest and most advanced space station to orbit the Earth. Mir's orbit is inclined 51.6°, making it
visible throughout southern Alaska, Hawaii, and the continental United States. During favorable passes,
the space station typically shines at zero magnitude and has occasionally and suddenly brightened to 3.5. What follows is a presentation and explanation of the steps involved in making visibility predictions
for not only Mir, but other space birds such as the Hubble Space Telescope and the American space
shuttle.
Overview
For most folks, exposure to the activities of the world's space-faring nations occurs as a
result of print ot broadcast media coverage. A smaller percentage of people get first hand experience
via visits to NASA facilities, space museums, or science centers. As planetarians, it is our mission to
help the public gain some appreciation for and understanding of space exploration. Very few planetarium
patrons may realize that watching humanity's efforts to explore the space environment can be done
from their own backyards.
Today there are more than 8,000 objects in an astonishing variety of orbits (see Figures la, Ib,
Ic). The United States Space Command's Space Surveillance Center, located deep within Cheyenne
Mountain in central Colorado, has the daunting task of tracking every orbiting object. These include
satellites • both "!ive" and "dead" -- and multitudes of assorted rocket fragments. Orbital debris is a
serious concern not only for the shuttle or Mir today, but for the future international space station of
tomorrow.
In the last few years, the proliferation of personal computers and the development of suitable
software, in concert with easy access to satellite orbital elements, has made satellite watching
relatively simple and inexpensive. Some familiarity with the sky is helpful; but one does not need to be
a "night owl" to enjoy the sport of ·space birding.· Space birds are most easily seen within hours after
sunset, or just before sunrise.
What follows is a brief background on the most easily viewable satellite, Mir, and the what,
where, when, why, and how of observing low-Earth orbiting satellites.
Background
The Mir core module is the Soviet's third-generation" modular space station with six docking
ports designed to be permanent and expandable. In 1987 the Kvant I astrophysics module docked with
the aft port of the Mir core. In 1989 and 1990, the Kvant 2 and Kristall modules were added -boosting the complex's total mass to - 100 metric tonnes (Johnson, 1991). Two more modules, the
Priroda and Spektr, are already "in the pipeline." Depending upon the outcome of the present
political/economic situation in the former USSR, modules may be added in the next few years (see
Figure 2).
Mir and its attendant modules have their respective arrays of solar panels. The panels and the
module cores are the most reflective features of the structure. This fact makes Mir simple and
remarkably obvious to identity against the background stars.
ComputingM i r s
Visibility
In or'der to see Mir (the shuttle, HST, or any satellite), three. primary conditions must be met:
(1) The satellite must be large enough and under the right conditions of illumination.
(2)· The sky must be dark at the observer's location, but not more than a few hours from sunset or
sunrise. While the sky appears dark, the satellite is high enough that the Sun illuminates it.
(3) Orbital elements (also called TLEs, two-line elemen-ts, elsets, element sets, Keplerian elements,
etc.) must be obtained.
There are several sources for orbital elements. The standard is the NOAAD two line format
(see appendix for example and brief explanation). Institutions and individuals may obtain orbital
elements from NASA Goddard; however, the request must be made in Writing. Other sources include
I
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CompuServe (CIS). Goddard's Orbital Information Group Remote Bulletin Board Systems (OIG-RBBS).
Marshall Spaceflight Center's Spacelink, the Celestial BBS, and the Air Force Institute of Technology's
ftp archive site. A computer and modem are required to access and download the elements via CIS,
RBBS, AFIT, and Spacelink.
AMi r observing guide wouldn't be complete without mentioning the U.S. space shuttle. The
shuttle is occasionally visible from the northern tier of the United States. STS·59 (Endeavour), the
most recent shuttle mission, had an orbital inclination of 57°. Department of Defense (000) shuttle
missions are also placed into high-inclination orbits between 60° and 70°. NASA and 000 do not publish
the elsets for these military missions; however, with a little detective work it is possible to view the
shuttle on a secret mission.
Aviation Week and Space Technology usually provides the basic, essential information for a
particular mission's orbital parameters from which it is possible to estimate the shuttle's elsets. Ted
Molczan's visual observation guide is an excellent primer on how to estimate the visibility of DoD
shuttle missions. Robert Victor and the author used this guide with remarkable success in creating a
·pseudo· NORAD two-line format for predicting several shuttle visibility's (both 000 and civilian
flights) before the actual elsets were available.
Eavesdropping on M i r
It is also possible to receive transmissions from Mir using a short-wave radio. Reliable
reception near frequencies of 20 MHz (within +/- 1 KHz) is essential. Electronic signals (usually
telemetry from Progress M resupply modules) are prevalent near 20 MHz; however, cosmonaut voice
transmissions occasionally appear on this channel (Helms, 1988). The channels established by the
Kettering Group are: 19.444, 19.954, and 20.008 MHz.
FM voice transmissions are usually heard at 121.75 MHz and 143.625 MHz which are from the
Soyuz TM and Mir spacecraft, respectively (Johnson, 1991; Helms, 1988). 121.75 MHz is obtainable
over any aircraft transceiver or scanning receiver. Although 143.625 MHz may be within the range of
some scanning receivers, the frequency bandwidth is wider than the bandwidth that most popular
receivers can handle. In this case, an amateur radio band may be better equipped. On an interesting
note, the voice communications are scrambled when military missions and cosmonaut health are
discussed.
Of course the radio transmissions are line of sight. I fa Mir visibility prediction is clouded out,
an observer can still use the prediction and attempt to capture the radio signals from the space station.
Software
The easiest method for making visibility predictions is to use a computer. Software exists for
both Macintosh and IBM machines. Two good programs the author has used include: OrbiTrack for the
Macintosh (formerly called MacSat and reviewed in The Plan e tarian, June 1991) and SpaceBirds, for
IBM and compatibles (reviewed in The Plane tarian , June 1990; Ad Astra, May 1989). Two public
domain programs, TrakSat (for IBM and clones) and SEESAT. are available via the Astronomy Forum on
CIS. SEESAT is written in C and includes a source code to enable use on non-IBM systems. Several
additional programs may be obtained via anonymous ftp from archive.afit.af.::til (::9.92.1.66) in
the directory publ space.
The output from the above programs is prodigious. This includes dates. times (to the nearest
minute), satellite positions (in terms of altitude-azimuth, latitude-longitude over the Earth, and right
ascension-declination), satellite range to the observer, and whether the satellite is illuminated, in
shadow, or in daylight.
OrbiTrack's output may also be used as datapoints to r the popular desktop planetarium program
Voyager. Voyager can read OrbiTrack's data file and plot a reasonably accurate sky trace of a satellite
against the background stars.
Observing Tips
Once favorable, up-tO-date satellite predictions are in hand, keep in mind the following observing hints:
1. Be certain to have the correct time. The National Bureau of Standards operates a time
service in Boulder, Colorado [(303)499-7111]. When the number is called you will hear a recording
which will provide you with UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). UTC bears a fixed offset in hours from
the time in your time zone (e.g., if you're on Eastern Standard Time subtract 5 hours from UTC, if on
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CST subtract 6 hours, MST subtract 7 hours, etc.; if on EDT subtract 4 hours, COT subtract 5 hours,
MDT subtract 6 hours, etc.}.
2. Get out to your observing site early. Find the constellations and bright stars the satellite
will pass through or near. If the sky is hazy or cloudy and you cannot see the stars, then you won't see
the satellite either. Scan along the sky trace a few times.
You should also get out there early because satellites tend to arrive a bit earlier than predicted.
Consider M i r at an orbital height of -430 kilometers. Compared to the high flying geosynchronous
satellites, Mir is well within the Earth's atmosphere and whizzes around the Earth 15 times a day.
Atmospheric friction dissipates the energy of its oroit, causing the bird to speed up (in keeping with the
law of conservation of angular momentum); and arrive a minute or two earlier than the predicted time.
(This also means that you should update the orbital elements; as the elements get older, they describe a
satellite moving slower than the actual satellite for which they were once valid.)
3. Bring along a planisphere (star chart), red flashlight, and binoculars. A planisphere
with the predicted path (penciled in) of the satellite across the sky can be a helpful for beginning space
"birders.· If the Moon is up and is more than 10% illuminated, it will make for a challenging satellite
acquisition. This is where a pair of binoculars' can make the difference between success and failure.
4. Prepare for acquisition. You should be looking exactly where the satellite is to appear, exactly
wh'en it is to appear (again, it is better to look earlier). If you miss the satellite at the first possible
acquisition point, try again along the sky trace at another point. If need be, refer to your
planisphere/star chart.
To become a space ornithologist requires skill. You may need to look at your watch, star chart,
and the night sky several times in rapid succession without losing your night vision (the reason for the
red flashlight). Familiarity with the night sky can be a significant factor in your success. Many
planetaria and colleges offer continuing education courses on astronomy that could provide an exceHent
introduction to the night sky, the habitat of space birds.
Concluding Remarks
A t Abrams Planetarium, satellite visibility predictions provided another dimension in
skywatching for our patrons. In fact, one of our public programs (Landis, 1992) detailed the former
Soviet Union's space program and informed the audience how they may find Mir on their own. As
modules are added and Mir continues to grow it will become a larger, easier target for novice satellite
observers.
Being able to identify and appreciate Mir for what it represents not only adds to a public
observing session, but to public awareness. This transcends the space arena especially given the
current political and economic state of the USSR.
The usefulness 0 f observing M i r goes beyond understanding orbital dynamics and enjoying the
sky. David Harvey observes the Mir complex through the 2.3 meter telescope at Kitt Peak. The
apparent size of the space station (as seen by Earthbound observers) is half the angular diameter of
Jupiter (Harvey, 1991). The use of large telescopes for tracking satellites may open a variety of
sCientific opportunities to study the near-Earth environment and give further insight into the shuttle
glow problem (Harvey, 19S9);
Roger L. Mansfield (1 9SS) very aptly and poetically attributes four behavioral characteristics
to satellites or, in his words, ·space birds:"
• Space birds are shy and only appear when the Sun catches them. The fainter birds usually
slip silently by in the wash of the Full Moon and light pollution.
• Space birds are crepuscular; that is, they are indistinct and come out during twilight (or
within a couple hours after sunset or before sunrise).
• Space birds are punctual; being just a minute late may be too late to catch sight of the bird.
• Finally, space birds are fleet of wing. The higher a satellite is, the shuttle take a mere three
minutes to pass from one horizon to the other.
Space bird watching is a relative newcomer to the field of stargazing - . a byproduct of
humanity's quest to reach for the· stars. However. space birds' characteristics simply add to the thrill
of the chase for the vigilant 'space birder· who remains pinned by gravity on the Earth below. It's a
wondrous thing. to look up and see the space shuttle or the Mir space station with their human cargos,
silently drifting amongst the stars.
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Appendix
This is a lis t of some satellite tracking programs provided by Rod Nerdahl (1991). I t by no
means implies an endorsement by the author, NASA, or STScl.
Commercia! Satellite TrackjoQ programs
Amateur Satellite Software. Box 37. Redmond. WA 98073. IBM "DOSSAT"; $39.95.
AMSAT Software Exchange, Box 27, Washington. DC 20044. IBM, C-64, C-128, Apple II. Macintosh,
Amiga. TRS-80 (models 3. 4 and color), MBASIC 8' CPM, TI-99/~A, Atari, Heath H-89, HP-41; $20
to $70.
Applied Research, 5025 Bradford Blvd .• Huntsville, AL 35805. tBM·AT or 386 with EGANGA
·SATVU"; $200.
Astronomical Data Service, Box 26180, Colorado Springs, CO 80936. IBM ·Space Birds"; $41.50.
Comsoft, Box 44265, Tucson, AZ 85733. IBM "Kepler 4"; $90 (able to slew a telescope at rates of up
to 4°/second).
GAO Associates, Box 60333, Florence, MA 01060. IBM with EGA or VGA 'OrbSim 1" $195 and
·OrbSim 2" $495.
Geodetic Research Services Ltd., Box 3643, Station B. Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada E3A 5
L7. Macintosh. "Macsat 3.0· $50.00 plus $10.00 postage and handling (U.S. funds).
MacTrack Software, Box 1590, Port Orchard, WA 98366. Macintosh ·Satellite Helper" $59.95 and
·Sat~lIite Pro" $99.95.
Project OSCAR, Box 1136, Los Altos, CA 94023. IBM and C-64 ·Plan 13"; $30.
Silicon Solutions, Inc., Box 742546, Houston, TX 77274. IBM "GrafTrack Wand ·Silicon Ephemeris";
both for $395.
Willman-Bell, Inc., Box 35025, Richmond, VA 23235. IBM 'Science Software's Earth Satellites";
$24.95.
Zepher Services, 1900 Murry Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15217. IBM "AstroOrbW; $39.95 (calculates
orbital elements from observations).
public Domajn Satellit Q Trackioo programs
Aero Data Systems, Box 9325, Livonia, MI 48151. IBM ·USAT", ·SATRA., and "GEOSAT"; $4.50 each
plus $2.00 shipping.
Andromeda Software, Box 60S, Amherst, NY 14226. IBM "USAT". 'SEESAT", and "TrakSat"; $3.99
each for 5.25-inch disk or $5.99 each for 3.5-inch disk.
BEK Developers, 1732 74th Circle NE, St. PeterSburg, FL 33702, Macintosh ·OrbiTrack"; $20.
Earl Skelton, 6311 29th Place NW, Washington, DC 20015. Macintosh Satellite prediction program.
Send 800K formatted disk and SASE disk mailer for program listing.
Frank J. Hentschel, 1401 21st Avenue North. Myrtle Beach. SC 29577. IBM ·Presat".
Northern Star, 55 Hillside Road, Sparta, NJ 07871. IBM ·USAT 90' $6.00; SPG series $6.00
·SpaceTrack" FORTRAN programs.
Public Brand Software, Box 51315. Indianapolis, IN 46251. IBM 'PC-Track"; $5.00.
Stan Horzepa, 75 Kreger Drive, Wolcott, CT 06716. Macintosh. Send 3 formatted disks with SASE
mailer. Various public domain programs including some satellite tracking.
CHAD"" Interpretation of Orbital Elements
Whether you download elsets 0 r receive prediction bulletins via NASA Goddard's mailing
service, they will appear in the standard NORAD two-line format. I have provided a "cheap and dirty·
interpretation and a mathematical description of the elements below. The example used is the Mir space
station whose international deSignator is 1986 017 A. Theelsets are given in two lines that are each 69
columns wide.
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1 16609U
21660951.6005

91280.25838622· .00638449
84.46560003961 293.8840 66.1748

-10878·10 7659
15.55337608322649

Uo.e...l
1 refers to the line number. The next set of numbers is Mirs NOAAD number, 16609.
The second string of digits is the epoch: 91 is the last two digits of the year, 280.25838622
is the date of the year for which the elements are given and fraction of that day. For example, the
e/sets in this case were determined for 7 October 1991 at 06:12:05 UTe.
The next string, -0.00638449, refers to the decay rate in revolutions/ day2 which is actually
the first time derivative of the mean motion (dJ.ll'dt).
-10878-1 is the radiation pressure coefficient. The radiation pressure coefficient is ignored in
most prediction software. 0 is ephemeris type.
The last string is run together. 765 is the element set and 9 isthe checksum of line 1.
2 refers to the line number. Next, the NORAD number is included again.
The second string is the orbital inclination (i) to the equator, 51.6005°.
The third string is the right ascension of the ascending node (Q), 84.4656° (note: this is in
decimal degrees of arcl]. The paint where the spacecraft's orbital plane intersects the celestial equator
as it moves northward. The angle which the ascending node makes with the vernal equinox , measured
eastward, is the so-called Q.
The next string is the spacecraft's orbital eccentricity (e); here, the decimal is assumed to be
at the left, so e
0.0003961. Spacecraft orbits are rarely circular. By definition, e is the ratio of
the semifocal distance of a spacecraft's orbit, to the semimajor axis.
The argument of the perigee (w)is next and is denoted in decimal degrees, 293.8840°. When a
spacecraft is nearest the center of the Earth, it is at perigee. The angle the perigee point makes with
the ascending node is C-, the argument of the pergiee; it is measured in the direction of satellite
motion.
The next to last string is the mean anomaly (M) also in decimal degrees, 66.1748°. M is the
period-averaged, Earth-centered angle which a satellite sweeps out from the time of perigee passage to
epoch is called the "mean anomalyH at epoch.
The last string must be split into three parts. 15.55337608 is the mean motion (J.1.); more
simply it is the number of revolutions the sateHite makes around the Earth per day.
32264 refers to the epoch revolution; Mir had orbited the Earth 32,264 times (since its launch
in 1986) when the elsets were determined.
Finally. 9 is the checksum of line 2.
Mathematical Description of a Satellite's Orbit
I would like to include this fo r those who may teach high school and wish to use it fo r a student
project. Although Kozai (1959) provides a much more eloquent treatment of what appears below, a
spacecraft's orbit may simply be defined mathematically:
8 2 = sin2y + [1 - r(v 2 /B)]2cos 2 y
where, 8 = eccentricity of the orbit. and r, v, and y state the initial (or any subsequent) conditions of
motion of the satellite with respect to the Earth's center, as follows:
r = radius vector, 0 r distance from Earth's center; v = speed, 0 r magnitude of the velocity
vector, Ivl = v; y = direction of motion, expressed as the angle between v and the "horizontal" plane
perpendicular to the radius vector, r; (3= constant (defined as G x M )
G = 6.67 x 10-11 m 3 /kg/sec 2
M Earth =5.97 x 1024 kg

=

A Earth =6.378x 10 6m
(See Figure 4 for a basic schematic.) There are three types of solutions fa r this equation.
For e < 1 and v < ..j"2B/r)" , the trajectory is an ellipse. For e = 1 and v = ..j"2B/r)". the
trajectory is' a parabola. For e > 1 and v >
= ~"2B/r)". the trajectory is a hyperbola. (The
Voyager spacecraft are on hyperbolic trajectories out of the solar system.) The case where e = 0
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occurs when v::: ""B/f,", which is the speed required for a circular orbit about the Earth. In this
instance Y ::: O.
The orbital period (T):
T::: 21t..J"a 3 /B"
where a is the semi-major axis.
The speed (average velocity) at a given point along the orbit:
v::: 13""(2/r-l/a)"
The orbital parameters are defined and listed in the CHAD interpretation of elsets above.
Undoubtedly, there are innumerable problem sets that apply to real world situations in predicting
satellite motion. This also provides a student with an initial exposure to Newtonian mechanics and
Kepler's laws of planetary motion.
·,actuaUy, when the military Sa/yut stations and Cosmos modules are included. M i r may be
considered to be a sixth-generation station.
"CHAD -- author's abbreviation for"cheap and dirty"
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Are

Jovians

Doomed?

Covering P/Shoemaker-levy's Crash into Jupiter
Rob landis
Ab stra.ct:
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (1993e) was discovered in March 1993. Early ground-based
observations indicated the comet had fragmented into several pieces. The comet is in a highly inclined,
elliptical orbit around Jupiter. P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 was tidally ripped apart during peri-Jove in July
1992. The Hubble Space Telescope has provided the most detailed look to date and resolved 20 separate
nuclei. The nuclei are expected to slam into Jupiter over a five-day period beginning on 16 July 1994.
The total energy of the collisions will be equivalent to 100 million megatons of TNT (more than 10,000
times the total destructive power of the world's nuclear arsenal at the height of the Cold War). An
armada of spacecraft will observe the event: Voyager 2, Galileo, IUE, Ulysses, and the Hubble Space
Telescope. HST will be the astronomical instrument of choice to observe P/SL9. and the after effects
of the energy imparted into the Jovian atmosphere. NASA Select television may provide planetarium
patrons with a ringside seat of the unfolding drama at Jupiter.
Introduction
Author's note: this paper was first presented at the MAPS meeting in Portland, Maine. The
motivation behind it is based upon past successes by the author and numerous others in covering
sey,eral previous NASA space spectaculars.
The author and Steve Fentress (Strasenburgh Planetarium) had remarkable success covering
the Voyager 2INeptune encounter during August 1989 using existing ·NASA video and still images. No
special effects were needed -- or used -- to bring Voyager 2's odyssey to the upstate New York
community. During the first week of December 1993, several major planetaria achieved similar
success in their coverage of the first servicing mission to the Hubble Space Telescope. Another
opportunity for planetaria to cover fast- breaking astronomical and space science news awaits this
summer as P/Shoemaker-Levy 9 collides with Jupiter. What follows is background material on the
HST, the comet, Jupiter, and the planned observations of the upcoming collisions.
Planetaria and science centers worldwide have a unique opportunity to be involved in the
understanding and exploration of our solar system when you participate in the P/Shoemaker-Levy
collision with Jupiter. Public interest in your program will have been greatly stimulated before and
during the series of collisions by daily television broadcasts, newspapers, and magazines. In certain
areas of the nation, local cable companies will be carrying the NASA Select signal to further stimulate
interest in the event.
We at the Space Telescope Science Institute and National Aeronautics and Space Administration
anticipate that the ,Public interest will be extremely high and that you may expect large attendance at
your location.
Never before in modem times has a collision between two solar system bodies been observed.
The instrument of choice to observe this unique event Will be the Hubble Space Telescope.
The Hubble Space Telescope: Planned Observations of Periodic Comet Shoemakerlevy 9 (1993e) and Jupiter
The Hubble Space Telescope is a NASA project with international cooperation from the European
Space Agency (ESA). HST is a 2.4 meter reflecting telescope which was deployed in low-Earth orbit
(600 kilometers) by the crew of the space shuttle Discovery (STS-31) on 25 April 1990.
Responsibility for conducting and coordinating the science operations of the Hubble Space
Telescope rests with the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScl) on the Johns t10pkins University
Homewood Campus in Baltimore, Maryland. STScl is operated for NASA by the Association of
Universities for Research in Astronomy, Incorporated (AURA).
HST's current complement of science instruments includes two cameras, two spectrographs,
and fine guidance sensors (primarily used ·for astrometric observations). Because of HSTs location
above the Earth's atmosphere, these science instruments can produce· high resolution images of
astronomical objects. Ground-based telescopes can seldom provide resolution better than 1.0 arc
seconds, except momentarily under the very best observing conditions. HST's resolution is about 10
times better, or 0.1 arc seconds.
It is generally expected that nearly every observatory in theworld will be observing events
associated with Comet Shoemaker-levy's impacts on Jupiter. Most observatories are setting aside
time and resources but delaying detailed planning .until the last possible minute in order to optimize
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their observations based on the latest theoretical predictions and the latest observations of the
cometary properties. Having the advantage of being above the Earth's turbulent atmosphere, HST is the
astronomical spacecraft of choice to observe the unfolding drama of the Comet P/Shoemaker-Levy 9
coUision with Jupiter. Other spacecraft to observe the event include the International Ultraviolet
Explorer (lUE), Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer, Galileo, Voyager 2, Ulysses, and possibly others.
From 16 July through 22 July 1994, pieces of an object designated as Comet P/ShoemakerLevy 9 will collide with Jupiter, and may have observable effects on Jupiter's atmosphere, rings,
satellites, and magnetosphere. Since this is the first collision of two solar system bodies ever to be
observed, there is a large uncertainty about the effects of the impact. Shoemaker-Levy 9 consists of
nearly 20 discern able bodies with diameters estimated at 2 to 4 kilometers, (depending on method of
estimation and assumptions about the nature of the bodies) a dust coma surrounding these bodies, and an
unknown number of smaller bodies. All the large bodies and much of the dust will be involved in the
energetic, high-velocity impact with Jupiter.
The Hubble Space Telescope has the capability of obtaining the highest resolution images of all
observations and will continue to image the morphology and evolution of the comet until days before
first fragments of the comet impact with Jupiter. HST's impressive array of science instruments will
study Jupiter, P/Shoemaker-Levy 9, and the Jovian environs before, during, and after the collision
events. The objective of these observations is to better constrain astrometry, impact times, fragment
sizes; study the near-fragment region and perform deep spectroscopy on the comet. During the collision
events it is hoped that the HST will be able to image the fireball at the limb, and after collisions the
atmosphere, rings, satellites, and magnetosphere will be monitored for changes caused by the collision.
The HST will devote approximately 18 hours of time with the Wide Field/Planetary Camera (WF/PC -pronounced ·wif-pik The disk of Jupiter will be about 150 pixels across in the images, a resolution
of about 1000 km/pixel.
The HST program that has been approved consists of 112 orbits of observations of both the
comet and Jupiter. The observations will be made by six different teams.
Table 1:
Science Observation Team (SOT) Principal Investigators for the HST Jupiter Campaign.
Principal
Science
Target
Science Objectives
Investigator
Instrument
U

).

Hal Weaver
(STScl)
Heidi Hammel
(MIT)
Keith Noll
(STScl)
Melissa McGrath
(STScl)
John Clarke
(U Mich)
Bob West
(JPL)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WFPC+FOS
'NFF'(;

FOS+HAS
FOS+HAS
WFPC+FOC
'NFF'(;

morphology,breakup,
OH emission
Jupiter
seismic/gravity waves,
clouds and wind fields
Jupiter
composition changes
at impact sites
magnetosphere dust contamination
of magnetosphere
IN imaging of clouds
Jupiter
and aurorae
stratospheric haze
Jupiter
SL9

Table 2: HST Jupiter/Shoemaker-Levy Campaign Programs
UV Observations of the Impact of Comet SL9 with Jupiter
A Search for SiO in Jupiter's Atmosphere
Abdundances of Stratospheric Gas Species from Jovian Impact Events
SL9's Impact on the_ Jovian Magnetosphere
Observations of lo's and Europa's Regions of Jovian Magnetosphere for Cometary Products
Dynamical Parameters of Jupiter's Troposphere and Stratosphere
HST Observations of the SL9 Impacts on Jupiter's Atmosphere
Comparison of Meterological Models with HST Images
FUV Imaging of Jupiter's Upper Atmosphere
Auroral Signature of the Interaction of SL9 with the Jovian Magnetosphere
HST Imaging Investigation of SL9
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• Cometary Particles as Tracers of Jupiter(s Stratospheric Circulation
A bit more than 1/3 of the observations will be of the comet with the remainder focused on
Jupiter and environs. The comet observations have already begun, the first being made in late January.
The next will be in late March, with three more observations spaced in time up to mid-July, just before
impact. The Jupiter observations begin the week before impact. The impact week has many
observations, and follow-up observations continue sporadically until late August. Details of the
observing program are being finalized.
Some Background on Comet Shoemaker-levy 9 and Jupiter
A comet, already split into many pieces, will strike the planet Jupiter in the third week of July
of 1994: It is an event of tremendous scientific interest but, unfortunately, one which is likely to be
unobservable by the general public. Nevertheless, it is a unique phenomenon and secondary effects of
the impacts will be sought after by both amateur and professional astronomers.
Significance

The impact of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter represents the first time in human
history that people have discovered a body in the sky and been able to. predict its impact on a planet
more than seconds in advance. The impact will deliver more energy to Jupiter than the largest nuclear
warheads ever built, and up to a significant percentage of the energy delivered by the impact which is
generally thought to have caused the extinction of the dinosaurs on Earth, roughly 65 million years ago.
,,'

Hjstory

Periodic Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (1993e) is the ninth short-period comet discovered by
husband and wife scientific team,Carolyn and Gene Shoemaker and amateur astronomer David Levy.
The comet was photographically discovered on 24 March 1993 with the O.46meter Schmidt telescope
at Mt. Palomar. On the original image it appeared 'squashed'. Subsequent confirmation photographs at a
larger scale taken by Jim Scotti with the Spacewatch telescope on Kitt Peak showed that the comet was
split into many separate fragments. Scotti reported at least five condensations in a very long, narrow
train approximately 47 arc-seconds in length and about 11 arc-seconds in width, with dust trails
extending from either end of the nuclear train. Its discovery was a serendipitous product of their
continuing search for near-Earth objects. Near-Earth objects are bodies whose orbits come nearer to
the Sun than that of Earth and hence have some potential for collisions with Earth.
The International Astronomical Union's Central Bureau to r Astronomical Telegrams immediately
issued a circular, announcing the discovery of the new comet. The comet's brightness was reported as
about 14th magnitude, more than a thousand times too faint to be seen with the naked eye. Bureau
director Brian G. Marsden noted that the comet was some 4 degrees from Jupiter and that its motion
suggested that it could be near Jupiter's distance from the Sun.
Before the end of March it was realized that the comet had made a very close approach to
Jupiter in mid- 1992 and at the beginning of April, after suffiCient observations had been made to
determine the orbit more reliably, Brian Marsden found that the comet is in orbit around Jupiter.
By late May j t became apparent that the comet was likely to impact Jupiter in 1994. Since
then, the comet has been the subject of intensive study. Searches of archival photographs have
identified pre-discovery images of the comet from earlier in March 1993 but searches for even earlier
images have been unsuccessful.
Cometary Orbit

According to the most recent computations, the comet passed less than 1/3 of a Jovian radius
(120,000 km) above the clouds of Jupiter late on 7 July 1992 (UT). The individual fragments separated
from each other 1-1/2 hours after closest approach to Jupiter and they are all in orbit around Jupiter
with an orbital period of about two years. Calculations of the orbit prior to 7 July 1992 are very
uncertain but it seems very likely that the comet was previously in orbit around Jupiter for two
decades or more. Ed Bowell and Lawrence Wasserman of the Lowell Observatory have integrated the
best currently available orbit for P/Shoemaker~Levy 9 in a heliocentric reference frame, and noted
that the calculations put the ·comet- in a "Jupiter-grazing" orbit before about 1966. Wasserman and
Bowell's possible Jupiter close approaches are in 2-, 3-, and 4-year intervals.

Distance

Table 3: Possible Close Approaches of 1993e with Jupiter
Year/Month/Date
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1993e 0.08963 AU from Jupiter on
1971
4
26.0
1993e 0.06864 AU from Jupiter on
1975
4
26.8
1993e 0.07000 AU from Jupiter on
1977
5
7.0
1993e 0.11896 AU from Jupiter on
1980
2
1.8
1993e 0.12453 AU from Jupiter on
1982
5
26.0
1993e 0.11937 AU from Jupiter on
1984
10
4.5
1993e 0.07031 AU from Jupiter on
1987
7
12.4
1993e 0.06090 AU from Jupiter on
1989
8
2.5
1993e 0.00072 AU from Jupiter on
1992
7
8.0
1993e
Impacts Jupiter on
1994
7
16.8
Because the orbit takes the comet nearly 1 13 of an astronomical unit (30 million miles) from
Jupiter, the sun causes Significant changes in the orbit. Thus, when the comet again comes close to
Jupiter in 1994 it will actually impact the planet, moving almost due northward at 60 km/sec,
aimed at a point only halfway from the center of Jupiter to the visible clouds.
All fragments will hit Jupiter in the southern hemisphere, at latitudes near 45 degrees south,
between 16 and 22 July 1994, approaching the atmosphere at an angle roughly 45 degrees from the
vertical. The times of the impacts are now known to within roughly 30 minutes, but continuing
observations leading up to the impacts will refine the precision of the predictions. The impacts will
occur on the back side of Jupiter as seen from Earth; that is, out of direct view from the Earth (this
also means that the comet will strike on Jupiter's nightside). This area will be close to the limb of
Jupiter and will be carried by Jupiter's rotation to the front. illuminated .side less than half an hour
after the impact. The grains ahead of and behind the comet will impact Jupiter over a period of four
months, centered on the time of the impacts of the major fragments. The grains in the tail of the comet
will pass behind Jupiter and remain in orbit around the planet.
The Nat! Ire of the Cornet

The exact number of large fragments is not certain since the best images show hints that some
of the larger fragments may be multiple. At least 21 major fragments were originally identified. No
observations are capable of resolving the individual fragments to show the solid nuclei. Images with the
Hubble Space Telescope suggest that there are discrete, solid nuclei in each of the largest fragments
which, although not spatially resolved. produce a single, bright pixel that stands out above the
surrounding coma of grains. Reasonable assumptions about the spatial distribution of the grains and
about the reflectivity of the nuclei imply sizes of 2 to 4 km (diameter) for each of the 11 brightest
nuclei. Because of the uncertainties in these assumptions, the actual sizes are very uncertain and there
is a small out not negligible possibility that the peak in the brightness at each fragment is due not to a
nucleus but to a dense cloud of grains.
~ outgassing has been detected from the comet but calculations of the expected amount of
outgassing suggest that more sensitive observations are needed because most ices vaporize so slowly
at Jupiter's distance from the sun. The spatial distribution of dust suggests that the material ahead of
and behind the major fragments in the orbit are likely large particles from the size of sand up to
boulders. The particles in the tail are very small, not much larger than the wavelength of light. The
brightness of the major fragments were observed to change by factors up to 1.7 between March al1d
July 1993. although some became brighter while others became fainter. This suggests intermittent
release of gas and grains from the nuclei.
Studies of the dynamics of the breakup suggest that the structural strength of the parent body
was very low and that the parent body had a diameter of ·5 km. This is somewhat smaller than one
would expect from putting all the observed fragments back together but the uncertainties in both
estimates are large enough that there is no inconsistency.
Crater Chains
Although none of the fragments wi II hit any of Jupiter's large satellites, Voyager data indicate
that tidally split comets have hit the Galilean satellites in the past. Until the discovery of Comet
P/Shoemaker-Levy 9. the strikingly linear crater chains on Callisto and Ganymede had remained
unexplained. It is quite likely that these crater chains were formed by comets similar to P/SL9.
The longest of the chains is 620 km long and comprises 25 craters. The first interpretation
hinted that these were secondary impact chains. formed by material ejected from large basins -- very
mucn akin to the earth's Moon. I he Callisto chainS are much siralgnter ana more uniform· fhan most
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secondary chains. For 15 years the crater chains remained unexplained. In light of P/SL9's nature, it is
logical to conclude that the crater chains on Callisto (and Ganymede) were formed when tidally
disrupted comets impacted the Jovian satellites.
To date, thirteen crater chains have been identified on Callisto. Upon recent re-examination of
Voyagers data, three more similar chains have now been identified on Ganymede. The next opportunity
to identify and re-examine these features will be when the Galileo spacecraft enters Jovian orbit in
December, 1995.
The Planet !!lPiter
!

Jupiter is the largest of the nine known planets, almost 11 times the diameter of Earth and
more than 300 times its mass. In fact, the mass of Jupiter is almost 2.5 times that of a/l the other
planets combined. Being composed largely of the light elements hydrogen (H) and helium (He), its mean
density is only 1.3 times that of water. The mean density of Earth is 5.2 times that of water. The pull
of gravity of Jupiter at the top of the clouds at the equator is 2.4 times greater than on Earth's
surface. The bulk of Jupiter rotates once in 9 hours and 56 minutes, although the period determined by
watching cloud features differs by up to ftve minutes due to intrinsic cloud motions.
The visible ·surface" of Jupiter is a deck of clouds of ammonia crystals, the tops of which
occur at a level where the pressure is about half that at Earth's surface. The bulk of the atmosphere is
made up of 89% molecular hydrogen (H2 and 11% helium (He)). There are small amounts of gaseous
ammonia (NH3), methane (CH4). water (H20), ethane (C2H6), acetylene (C2H2), carbon monoxide
(CO), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), and even more exotic compounds such as phosphine (PH3) and germane
(GeH4). At levels below the deck of ammonia clouds there are believed to be ammonium hydro-sulfide
(NH4SH) clouds and water crystal (H20) clouds, followed by clouds of liquid water. The visible clouds
of Jupiter are very colorful. The cause of these colors is not yet known. ·Contamination by various
polymers of sulfur (S3, S4, S5, and 58), which are yellow, red, and brown, has been suggested as a
M

possible cause of the riot of color, but in fact sulfur has not yet been detected spectroscopically, and
there are many other candidates for the source of the coloring.
The meteorology of Jupiter is very complex and not well understood. Even in small telescopes,
a series of parallel light bands called zones and darker bands called belts is quite obvious. The polar
regions of the planet are dark. Also present are light and dark ovals, the most famous of these being
"the Great Red Spot. The Great Red Spot is larger than Earth, and although its color has brightened and
faded, the spot has persisted for at least 162.5 years, the earliest definite drawing of it being
Schwabe's of 5 September 1831. (There is less positive evidence that Hooke observed it as early as
1664.) It is thought that the brighter zones are cloud-covered regions of upward moving atmosphere,
while the belts are the regions of descending gases, the circulation driven by interior heat. The spots
are thought to be large-scale vortices, much larger and far more permanent than any terrestrial
weather system.
The interior of Jupiter is totally unlike that of Earth. Earth has a solid crust "floating" on a
denser mantle that is fluid on top and solid beneath, underlain by a fluid outer core that extends out to
about half of Earth's radius and a solid inner core of about 1.220-km radius. The core is probably 75%
iron. with the remainder nickel, perhaps silicon, and many different metals in small amounts. Jupiter,
on the other hand ,may well be fluid throughout. although it could have a 'smaW solid core (upwards of
15 Earth masses) of heavier elements such as iron and silicon extending out to perhaps 15% of its
radius. The bulk of Jupiter is fluid hydrogen in two forms or phases, liquid molecular hydrogen on top
and liquid metallic hydrogen below; the latter phase exists where the pressure is high enough, say 3-4
million atmospheres. There could be a small layer of liquid helium below the hydrogen, separated out
gravitationally, and there is clearly some helium mixed in with the hydrogen. The hydrogen is
convecting heat (transporting heat by mass motion). from the interior. and that heat is easily detected
by infrared measurements, since Jupiter radiates twice as much heat as it receives from the Sun. The
heat is generated largely by gravitational contraction and perhaps by gravitational separation of helium
and other heavier elements from hydrogen. in other words. by the conversion of gravitational potential
energy to thermal energy. The moving metallic hydrogen in the interior is believed to be the source of
Jupiter's strong magnetic field.
Jupiter's magnetic field is much stronger than that of Earth. I t is tipped about 11 degrees to
Jupiter's rotational axis. similar to Earth's, but it is also offset from the center of Jupiter by about
H
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10,000 km. The magnetosphere of charged particles which it affects extends from 3.5 million to 7
million km in the direction toward the Sun, depending upon solar wind conditions, and at least 10 times
that far in the anti-Sun direction. The plasma trapped in this rotating, wobbling magnetosphere emits
radio frequency radiation measurable from Earth at wavelengths from 1 m or less to as much as 30 km.
The shorter waves are more or less continuously emitted, while at longer wavelengths the radiation is
quite sporadic. Scientists will carefully monitor the Jovian magnetosphere to note the effect of the
intrusion of large amounts of cometary dust into the Jovian magnetosphere.
The two Voyager spacecraft discovered that Jupiter has faint dust rings extending out to about
53,000 km above the atmosphere. The brightest ring is the outermost, having only about 800-km
width. Next inside comes a fainter ring about 5.000 km wide. while very tenuous dust extends down to
the atmosphe~e. Again, the effects of the intrusion of the dust from Shoemaker-Levy 9 will be
interesting to see. though not easy to study from the ground.
The Impact with ,Jupjter

All 20-plus major impacts will occur at approximately the same position on Jupiter relative to
the center of the planet. but because the planet is rotating the impacts will occur at different points in
the atmosphere. The impacts will take place at approximately 45 degrees south latitude and 6.5 degrees
of longitude from the limb, just out of view from Earth (approximately 15 degrees from the dawn
terminator). Jupiter has a rotation period of 9.84 hours, or a rotation rate of about 0.01 degrees/sec,
so the impacts will occur on the farside of the planet but the point of impact in the atmosphere will
rotate across the limb within about 11 minutes after the impact, and cross the dawn terminator within
about 25 minutes after the impact. From this point on, the effects on the atmosphere should be
observable from Earth, but the viewing of the atmosphere where the impact occurred will improve as
the site rotates toward the center of the disk· and we can see it face on. The comet particles will be
moving almost exactly from (Jovian) south to north at the time of the impact, so they will strike the
planet at an angle of 45 degrees to the surface. (The surface is defined for convenience as the Jovian
cloud tops.) The impact velocity will be Jovian escape velocity, 60 kmlsec.
The times of collision of these fragments with Jupiter can only be currently estimated within
about 20 minutes. As measurements of the orbit are made over the next few months, the accuracy ot
these estimates should improve, so by June 1 the impact time will be known with an accuracy of about
16 minutes, and by July 1 about 10 minutes. Eighteen hours before the ~rst impact the uncertainty will
be approximately 3 minutes. The relative positions of the fragments to each other are known much
more accurately than the absolute position, so once the first fragment impacts Jupiter, the collision
times of the remaining fragments will be better constrained. The first fragment. A, will collide with
Jupiter on 16 July at 19:13 Universal Time (UT). Jupiter will be approximately '5.7 AU (860 million
km) from Earth, so the time for light to travel to the Earth will be about 48 minutes, and the collision
wiJI be observed on Earth at 20:01 UT (16:01 PM EDT) on 16 July.
For Earth-based observations, Jupiter will rise at about noon and set around midnight, so there
will be a limited window to observe the collisions. The head of the dust train around the fragments will
reach Jupiter 1 to 2 months before the particles arrive.
The predicted outcomes of the impacts with Jupiter span a large range. This is due in part to th:€i
uncertainty in the size of the impacting bodies but even for a fixed size there is a wide range of
predictions, largely because planetary scientists have never observed a colliSion of this magnitude. It
is not known what the effects of the impacts of the large fragments will be on Jupiter, the large mass
(-10 12 to 10 14 kg) and high velocity (60 kmfsec) guarantee highly energetic collisions. Various
models of this collision have been hypothesized, and there is general agreement that a fragment will
travel through the atmosphere to some depth and explode, creating a fireball which will rise back above
the cloud tops. The explosion will also produce pressure waves in the atmosphere and ·surface waves·
at the cloud tops. The rising material may consist of an equal amount of vaporized comet and Jovian
atmosphere, but details about this, the depth of the explosion, the total amount of material ejected
above the cloud tops, and almost all other effects of the impact are highly model dependent. Each impact
(and the subsequent fall-back of ejected material over a period of 3 hours after the collision) will
probably affect an area of the atmosphere from one to a few thousand km around the impact site. It will
be difficult to see the objects within about 8 Jovian radii (-570,000 km).
I f the cometary nuclei have the sizes estimated from the observations wi th the Hubble Space
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have the

of ice. each fragment will have a kinetic energy equivalent to
of TNT (10 29 to'1030 ergs). The total energy of the collisions [of all
million
fl'!:lI 1'1 m,1::1 nt,c:1 may be as great as 100 million megatons of TNT; roughly 10,000 times the total
power of ,the world's nuclear are seen at the height of the Cold War.' The impacts will be as
asteroid or comet with the Earth that occurred 65 million years
as the collision of a
latter cosmic catastrophe most probably led to the extinction of the dinosaurs and hundreds of
at the geologic Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T) boundary.
DrE~dil:::ti(ms of the effects differ in how they model the physical processes and there are
C!innifil"'l:U"It uncertainties about which processes will dominate the interaction. If ablati'on (melting and
and fragmentation dominate; the energy can be dissipated high in the atmosphere with
material penetrating far beneath the visible clouds. If the shock wave in front of the
also confines the sides and causes the fragment to behave like a fluid, then nuclei could
penetrate far below the visible clouds. Even in this case, there are disagreements about the depth to
Which the ,material will penetrate, with the largest estimates being several hundred kilometers below
the CIOluClt()Ps.
The short-term effects at the atmospheriC site of impact may be profound. Thermal plumes
to 700 km. Whether permanent disturbances, such as a new Great Red Spot or White Ovals
also a subject of great debate. The HST will monitor the atmosphere for changes in cloud
1"n"' ...... t~I"\I'....... \I as each impact site rotates into view within a couple hours after the impact.
In any case, there will be an optical flash lasting a few seconds as each nucleus passes through
the
The brightness of this flash will depend critically on the fraction of the energy which
is released at these altitudes. If a large fragment penetrates below the cioudtops and releases much of
its
at
depths, then the initial optical flash will be faint but a buoyant hot plume will rise in
the
like the fireball after a nuclear explosion, producing a second, longer flash lasting a
more and radiating most· strongly in the infrared. Although the impacts will occur on the far
side
estimates show that the flashes may be bright enough to be observed from Earth in'
reflection off the inner satellites of Jupiter, particularly 10, if a satellite happens to be on the far side
of
but still visible as seen from Earth. The flashes will also be directly visible from the Galileo
shock waves produced by the impact with Jupiter are predicted to penetrate into the
Jupiter, where they will be bent, much as the seismic waves from earthquakes are bent in
the interior of Earth. These may lead to a prompt (within an hour or so) enhancement of
the thermal emission over a very large circle centered on the impact. Waves reflected from the
delnsi't\Hjisl~orltinluit:ies in the interior of Jupiter might also be visible on the front side within an hour
after the impact. Finally, the shock waves may initiate natural oscil/ations of Jupiter, similar to
of a bell, although the predictions disagree on whether' these oscillations will be strong
observe with the instrumentation currently available. Observation of any of these phenomena
can
a unique probe of the interior structure of Jupiter. for which we now have only theoretical
models with almost no observational data.
The plume of material that would be brought up from Jupiter's troposphere (below the clouds)
will
up much material from the comet as well as material from the atmosphere itself. Much of the
material will be dissociated and even ionized but the composition of this material can give us clues to
the
composition of the atmosphere below the clouds. It is also widely thought that as the
material recombines, some species, notably water, will condense and form clouds in the stratosphere.
The
of these clouds in latitude and longitude can tell us about the circulation in the
strcuO~:iptlere and the altitude at which the clouds form can tell us about the composition of the material
from below. The grains of the comet which impact Jupiter over a period of several months
thin haze which will also circulate, through the atmosphere. Enough clouds might form high
stn;lto~iDtiere to obscure the clouds at lower altitudes that are normally seen from Earth.
Interactions of
material with Jupiter's magnetic field have been predicted to lead to
nh~~AnJ~hI4:l! effects on Jupiter's radio emission. injection of material into Jupiter'S auroral zone. and
l"IielFlin'tinn of the
of
that now encircles Jupiter.
Somewhat less certainly. the material may cause observable changes in the torus of plasma
in association with the orbit of 10 or may release gas in the outer magnetoschere of
has also been predicted that the cometary material may, after ten years, form a new ring
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about Jupiter although there are some doubts whether this will happen.
Overview of the Hubble Space Telescope
The Hubble Space Telescope is a cooperative program of the European Space Agency (ESA) and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to operate a long-lived space-based
observatory for the benefit of the international astronomical community. HST is an observatory first
dreamt of in the 1940s, designed and built in the 1970s and 80s, and operational only in the 1990s.
Since its preliminary inception, HST was designed to be a different type of mission for NASA -- a
permanent space~based observatory. To accomplish this goal and protect the spacecraft against
instrument- and equipment failures, NASA had always planned on regular servicing missions. Hubble has
special grapple fixtures, 76 handholds, and is stabilized in all three axes.
When originally planned in 1979, the Large Space Telescope program called for return to Earth,
refurbishment, and relaunch every 5 years, with on-orbit servicing every 2.5 years. Hardware
lifetime and reliability requirements were based on that 2.5-year interval between servicing missions.
In 1985, contamination and structural loading concerns associated with return to Earth aboard the
shuttle eliminated the concept of ground return from the program. NASA decided that on-orbit servicing
might be adequate to maintain HST for its is-year design life. A three year cycle of on-orbit servicing
was adopted. The first HST servicing mission in December 1993 was an enormous success. Future
servicing missions are tentatively planned for March 1997, mid-1999, and mid 2002. Contingency
flights could still be added to the shuttle manifest to perform specific tasks that cannot wait for the
next regularly scheduled servicing mission (and/or required tasks that were not completed on a given
servicing mission).
The four years since the launch of HST in 1990 have been momentous, with the discovery of
spherical aberration and the search for a practical solution. The STS-61 (Endeavour) mission of
December 1993 fully obviated the effects of spherical aberration and fully restored the functionality of
HST
The Science Instruments
Wide Fjeld/Planetary Camera 2

The original Wide Field/Planetary Camera (WF/PC1) was changed out and displaced by WF/PC2
on the STS-61 shuttle mission in December 1993. WF/PC2 was a spare instrument developed in 1985
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California.
WF/PC2 is actually four cameras. The relay mirrors in WF/PC2 are spherically aberrated to
correct for the spherically aberrated primary mirror of the observatory. (HSTs primary mirror is 2
microns too flat at the edge, so corrective optics within WF/PC2 are too high by that same amount.}
The Rheart- of WF/PC2 consists of an L-shaped trio of wide-field sensors and a smaller, high
resolution (·planetary-) camera tucked in the square's remaining corner.
WF/PC2 has been used to image P/SL9 and will be used extensively to "map· Jupiter's features
before, during, and after the collision events.
Corrective OptiCS Space Telescope Axial Replacement

COSTAR is not a science instrument; it is a corrective optiCS package that displaced the High Speed
Photometer'during the first servicing mission to HST. COSTAR is designed to optically correct the
effects of the primary mirror's aberration on the three remaining scientific instruments: Faint Object
Camera (FOC). Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS)), and the Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS).
Faint Object Camera

The Faint Object Camera is built by the European Space Agency. It is the only instrument to
utilize the full spatial resolving power of HST.
There are two complete detector systems in the FOC. Each uses an image intensifier tube to
produce an image on a phosphor screen that is 100,000 times brighter than the light received. This
phosphor image is then scanned by a sensitive electron-bombarded silicon (EBS) television camera. This
system is so sensitive that objects brighter than 21 st magnitude must be dimmed by the camera's
filter systems to avoid saturating the detectors. Even with a broad-band filter, the brightest object
which can be accurately measured is 20th magnitude.
The R:X; offers three different focal ratios: fl48, fI 96, and f 1288 on a standard television
picture format. The image measures 22 X 22 arc-seconds and yields resolution (pixel size) of 0.043
arc-seconds. Theft 96 mode provides an image of 11 X 11 arc-seconds on each side and a resolution of
0.022 arc-seconds. Thefl288 field of view is 3.6 X 3.6 arc-secondS square, with resolution down to
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0.0072 arc-seconds.
Faint Object Spectrograph

A spectrograph spreads out the light gathered by a telescope so that i t can be analyzed to
determine such properties of celestial objects as chemical composition and abundances, temperature,
radial velocity, rotational velocity, and magnetic fields. The Faint Object Spectrograph (FOB) examines
fainter objects than the HAS and can study these objects across a much wider spectral range--from the
UV (1150A) through the visible red and the near·IR (SOOOA).
The Fa) uses two 512-element Digicon sensors (light intensifiers) to detect ight. The Mblue"
tube is sensitjve from 1150 to 5500 A (UV to yellow). The -red- tube is sensitive from 1800 to 8000
A (longer UV through red). Light can enter the FOS through any of 11 different apertures from 0.1 to
about 1.0 arc-seconds in diameter. There are also two occulting devices to block out light from the
center of an object while allowing the light from just outside the center to pass on through. This could
allow analysis of the shells of gas around red giant stars of the faint galaxies around a quasar.
The FCS has two modes of operation-low resolution and high resolution. A t low resolution, it
can reach 26th magnitude in one hour with a resolving power of 250. At high resolution, the FOS can
reach only 22nd magnitude in an hour (before SIN becomes a problem), but the resolving power is
increased to 1300.
Goddard High Rescl! Ition Spectrograph

The High Resolution Spectrograph also separates incoming light into its spectral components so
that the composition, temperature, motion, and other chemical and phYSical properties of the objects
can be analyzed. The HRS contrasts with the FOS in that it concentrates entirely on UV spectroscopy
and trades the extremely faint objects for the ability to analyze very fine spectral detail. Like the FOS,
the HRS uses two 521-channel Digicon electronic light detectors, but the detectors of the HRS are
deliberately blind to visible light. One tube is sensitive from 1050 to 1700 A; while the other is
sensitive from 1150 to 3200 A.
The HAS also has three resolution modes: low, medium, and high. "Low resolution" to r the HAS
is 2000-higher than the best resolution available on the FOS. Examining a feature at 1200 A, the HRS
can resolve detail of 0.6 A and can examine objects dOWD to 19th magnitude. At medium resolution of
20,000; that same spectral feature at 1200 A can be seen in detail down to 0.06 A, but the object
must be brighter than 16th magnitude to be studied. High resolution for the HRS is 100,000; allowing a
spectral line at 1200 A to be resolved down to 0.012 A. However, "high resolution" can be applied only
to objects of 14th magnitude or brighter. The HRS can also discriminate between variations in light
from objects as rapid as 100 milliseconds.
Mission Operations and Observations
Although HST operates around the clock, not all of its time is spent observing. Each orbit lasts
about 95 minutes, with time allocated for housekeeping functions and for observations. "Housekeeping"
functions includes turning the telescope to acquire a new target, or avoid the Sun or Moon, switching
communications antennas and data transmission modes, receiving command loads and downlinking data,
calibrating and similar activities.
When STScl completes its master observing plan, the schedule is forwarded to Goddard's Space
Telescope Operations Control Center (STOCC), where the science and housekeeping plans are merged
into a detailed operations schedule. Each event is translated into a series of commands to be sent to the
onboard computers. Computer loads are uplinked several times a day to keep the telescope operating
efficiently.
When possible two scientific instruments are used simultaneously to observe adjacent target
regions of the sky. For example, while a spectrograph is focused on a chosen star or nebula, the WF/PC
can image a sky region offset slightly from the main viewing target. During observations, the Fine
Guidance Sensors (FGS) track their respective guide stars to keep the telescope painted steadily at the
right target.
I f an astronomer desires to be present during the observation, there is a console at STScl. and
another at the STOCC. where monitors display images or other data as the observation occurs. Some
limited real-time commanding for target acquisition or filter changing isperiormed at these stations, if
the observation program has been set up to allow for it, but spontaneous control is not possible.
Engineering and scientific data from HST. as well as uplinked operational commands, are
transmitted through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite (TORS) system and' its companion ground station
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at White Sands, New Mexico. Up to 24 hours of commands can be stored in the onboard computers. Data
can be broadcast from HST to the ground stations immediately or stored on tape and downlinked later.
The observer on the ground can examine the • ra w· images and other data within a few minutes
for a quick-look analysis. Within 24 hours, GSFC formats the data for delivery to the STScl. STScl is
responsible for data processing (calibration, editing, distribution, and maintenance of the data for the
scientific community).
Competition is keen for HST observing time. Only one of every ten proposals is accepted. This
unique space-based observatory is operated as an international research center; a resource for
astronomers world-wide.
The Hubble Space Telescope is the unique instrument of choice for the upcoming collision of
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 into Jupiter. The data gleaned from this momentous event will be invaluable
for decades to come.
Other Spacecraft

G.aU.J.ao.
Galileo is enroute to Jupiter and will be about 1.5 AU (230 million km) from Jupiter at the time
of the impact. At this range, Jupiter will be 60 pixels across in the solid state imaging camera, a
resolution of 2400 km/pixel. Galileo will have a direct view of the impact sites, with an elevation of
approximately 23 degrees above the horizon as seen from the impact point. The unavailability of the
main antenna, forcing use of the low-gain antenna for data transmission, severely limits the imaging
options available to Galileo. The low-gain antenna will be able to transmit to Earth at 10 bits/sec, so
real-time transmission of imaging will not be possible. The Galileo tape recorder can store 125 fullframe e.quivalents. On-board data compression and mosaicking may allow up to 64 images per frame to
be stored, but playback of the recorded images must be completed by January, 1995 when Ga/i/eo
reaches Jupiter. This will only allow transmission of 5 full-frame equivalents, or approximately 320
images. There will be the capability for limited on-board editing and the images can be chosen atter the
impacts have occurred, so the impact timing will be well known, but the imaging times must be
scheduled weeks before the impacts. Each image requires 2.33 seconds, so a full frame of 64 images
will cover 2.5 minutes, and consist of -2400 kilobits. A new mosaic can be started in -6 seconds. The
camera has a number of filters from violet through near-IR and requires 5 to 10 seconds to change
filters. In addition to imaging data, Galileo has a high time resolution photopolarimeter radiometer,
near-infrared mapping spectrometer, radio receiver, and ultraviolet spectrometer which can be used
to study the collisions. The limited storage capacity and low transmission rate of Galileo make the
timing of all the impact observations critical.
. lJlysses

The Ulysses spacecraft is in a high inclination orbit relative to the ecliptic plane, which will
carry it under the south pole of the Sun in September 1994. Its payload includes sensitive radio
receivers that may. be able to observe both the immediate consequences of the collisions of Comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9 fragments with Jupiter and the long-term effects on the Jovian magnetosphere.
Ulysses will be 2.5 AU (375 million km) south of Jupiter at the time
of impact and will also have a direct line of sight to the impact point. From this position the Ulysses
unified radio and plasma wave (URAP)
experiment will monitor radio emissions between 1 and 940 KHz, sweeping through the spectrum
approximately every 2 minutes. URAP will be able to detect radio emissions down to 1014 ergs. There
are no imaging experiments on Ulysses.
Voyaoer 2

Voyager 2 is on its way out of the solar system, 44 AU from Jupiter at the time of the impact.
The planetary radio astronomy (PRA) experiment will be monitoring radio emissions in the 1 KHz to
390 KHz range with a detection limit of 10 19 to 102 0 ergs. PAA will sweep through this spectrum
every 96 seconds. The Voyager 2 imaging system will not be used.
International UltraYiolet Explorer

The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) satellite will be devoting 55 eight-hour shifts
(approximately 2-1/2 weeks total) of ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopiC observations to the Comet
Shoemaker-Levy 9 impact events, with 30 shifts allotted to the American effort (Principal
Investigators: Walt Harris, University of Michigan; Tim livengood, Goddard Space Flight Center;
Melissa McGrath, Space Telescope Science . Institute) and 25 shifts allotted to the European effort (Pis:
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Renee Prange, Institute d'Astrophysique Spatiale; Michel Festou, Observatoire Midi-Pyrenees), The
observing campaign will begin with baseline observations in mid-June, and continue through midAugust. During the week of the actual impacts, IUE will be observing the Jovian system continuously.
The IUE campaign will be devoted to in-depth studies of the Jovian ~urorae, the Jovian Lymanalpha bulge, the chemical composition and structure of the upper atmosphere. and the 10 torus. The IUE
observations will provide a comprehensive study of the physics of the cometary impact into the Jovian
atmosphere, which can provide new insights into Jupiter's atmospheric structure, composition, and
chemistry, constrain global diffusion processes and timescales in the upper atmosphere, characterize
the response of the Lyman-alpha bulge to the impacting fragments and associated dust, study the
atmospheric modification of the aurora by the impact material deposited by the comet and by the
material ejected into the magnetosphere from the deep atmosphere, and investigate the mass loading
processes in the magnetosphere.
Ground-Based
Many large telescopes will be available on Earth with which to observe the phenomena
associated with the Shoemaker-Levy 9 impacts on Jupiter in visible. infrared, and radio wavelengths.
Small portable telescopes can fill in gaps in existing observatory locations for some purposes. Imaging,
photometry, spectroscopy, and radiometry will certainly be carried out using a multitude of detectors.
Many of these attempts will fail, but some should succeed. Apart from the obvious difficulty that the
impacts will occur on the back side of Jupiter as seen from Earth, the biggest problem is that Jupiter in
July can only be observed usefully for about two hours per night from any given site. Earlier the sky is
stili too bright and later the planet is too close to the horizon. Therefore, to keep Jupiter under
continuous surveillance would require a dozen observatories equally spaced in longitude clear around
the globe. A dozen observatories is feasible, but equal spacing is not. There will be gaps in the
coverage, notably in the Pacific Ocean, where Mauna Kea, Hawaii, is the only astronomical bastion.
The KUiper Airborne Observatory (KAO)
The KAO is a modified C-141 aircraft with a 36 inch (0.9 meter) telescope mounted in it. The
telescope looks out the left side of the airplane through an open hole in the fuselage. No window is used
because a window would increase the infrared background level. The telescope is stabilized by: 1) a
vibration isolation system (shock absorbers); 2) a spherical air bearing; 3) a gyroscope controlled
pointing system; and 4) an optical tracking system. The telescope can point to a couple of arc-seconds
even in moderate turbulence.
The airplane typically flies a t41 ,000 feet (12.5 km), above the Earth's tropopause. The
temperature is very cold there, about -50 degrees Celsius, so water vapor is largely frozen out. There
are about 10 percepitable microns of water in the atmospheric column above the KAO (about the same
amount as in the atmosphere of Mars). This allows the KAO to observe most of the infrared
wavelengths that are obscured by atmospheric absorption at ground-based sites. Flights are normally
7.5 hours long, but the aircraft has flown observing missions as long as 10 hours. The comet impact
flights are all around 9.5 hours to maximize the observing time on Jupiter after each impact. Because
these observations will be made in the infrared ,and the infrared sky is about as dark in the daytime as
it is at night, we will be able to observe in the afternoon and into the evening.
The main advantage that the airborne observatory brings to bear is its ability to observe water
with minimal contamination by terrestrial water vapor. The observing projects focus on observing
tropospheric water (within Jupiter's cloud deck) brought up by the comet impact, or possrbly on water
in the comet if it breaks up above Jupiter's tropopause. The KAO team will also look for other
compounds that would be unobservable from the ground due to terrestrial atmospheriC absorption.
The KAO will be deployed to Australia to maximize the number of times the immediate
aftermath of an impact can be observed. The available integration time on each flight will be typically
4-5 hours, from impact time to substantially after the central meridian crossing of the impact point.
The KAO will leave NASA Ames on 12 July. and return on 6 August. The last part of the deployment
will be devoted to obselVations of southern hemisphere objects as part of the regular airborne
astronomy program.
HST Science Observation Teams
Spectroscopy

The Jupiter spectroscopy team headed by Keith Noll (STScl) will search for molecular remnants
of the comet and fireball in Jupiter's upper atmosphere. The team consists of seven investigators: Noll
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(STScl), Melissa McGrath (STScl). L. Trafton (University of Texas), Hal Weaver (STScl), J. Caldwell.
(York University), Roger Yelle (University of Arizona), and S. Atreya (University of Michigan).
Even though the comet's mass is dwarfed by the mass of Jupiter, the impact can cause local
disturbances to the composition of the atmosphere that could be detectable with HST. The two
spectrometers on HST, the Faint Object Spectrograph (FOS) and the Goddard High Resolution
Spectrograph (HRS), will be used to search for the spectral fingerprints of unusual molecules near the
site of one of the large impacts.
Jupiter's stratosphere will be subject to two sources of foreign material, the comet itself, and
gas from deep below Jupiter's cloudtops. There are large uncertainties in the predictions of how deep
the comet fragments will penetrate into Jupiter's atmosphere before they are disrupted. But, if they do
penetrate below Jupiter's clouds as predicted by some, a large volume of heated gas could rise into
Jupiter's stratosphere. As on the Earth, Jupiter's stratosphere is lacking in the. gases that condense out
at lower altitudes. The sudden introduction of gas containing some of these condensable molecules can
be likened to what happens on Earth when a volcano such as Pinatubo injects large amounts of gas and
dust into the stratosphere. Once in this stable portion of the atmosphere on either planet, the unusual
material can linger for years.
The spectroscopic investigation wi II "Consist of 12 orbits spread over three complementary
programs. Several of the observations will be done within the first few days after the impact of
fragment G on 18 July at 07:35 UTC. The team also wants to study how the atmosphere evolves so
some observations will continue into late August.
The F03 will obtain broad-coverage spectra from 1750 - 3300 A. Quite a few atmospheriC
molecules have absorptions in this interval, particularly below 2000 A. One molecule that we will look
for with speCial interest is hydrogen sulfide (H2S), a possible ingredient for the still-unidentified
coloring agent in Jupiter's clouds.
The spectroscopy team wi II focus on two spectral intervals with the HRS. In one experiment,
the team will search for silicon oxide (SiO) which should be produced from the rocky material in the
cometary nucleus. The usefulness of this molecule is the tact that it can come only from the comet
since any silicon in Jupiter's atmosphere resides far below the deepest possible penetration of the
fragments. Measuring this will help sort out the relative contributions of the comet and Jupiter's deep
atmosphere to the disturbed region of the stratosphere. Finally, the spectroscopy team will use the HRS
to search for carbon monoxide (CO) and other possible emissions near 1500 A. CO is an indicator of the
amount of oxygen introduced into the normally oxygen-free stratosphere. Any results obtained with the
HRS will be combined with ground-based observations of CO at infrared wavelengths sensitive to
deeper layers to reconstruct the variation of CO with altitude.
Atmospheric Dynamics
The HST Jupiter atmospheric dynamics team, led by Heidi Hammel (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology), will be carefully monitoring Jupiter to observe how its atmosphere reacts to incoming
cometary nuclei. The atmospheric dynamics team consists of four investigators: Hammel (MIT), Reta
Beebe (New Mexico State U.), Andrew Ingersoll (Cal Ins of Tech), and Glenn Orton (JPUCaltech).
Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have conducted computer simulations
of the collisions effect on Jupiter's weather. These simulations show waves traveling outward from the
impact sites and propagating around the planet in the days following each impact. The predicted
·inertia-gravity· waves on Jupiter's 'surface' (atmosphere) may emanate from the impact sites and
would be analogous to the ripples from dropping a pebble in a pond.
Some theorists believe that the waves will be ·seismic» in nature. with the atmosphere of
Jupiter ringing like a bell. Such a phenomenon may occur within the first hours after an impact. These
seismic waves would travel much faster than the inertia gravity waves, and would quite likely be more
difficult to detect.
Using HST, Hammel's team hopes to detect and observe the inertia-gravity waves, which may
take hours to days. The temperature deviation in such a typical wave may be as much as 0.1 to I 0
Celsius; quite possibly visible from Earth in the best telescopic views.
The speed at which these waves travel depends on their depth in the atmosphere and on
stability parameters that are only poorly known. While Hammel's team will observe the impact and its
aftermath with the Hubble Space Telescope. researchers Joseph Harrington and Timothy Dowling, also
of MIT, will utilize the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. Both groups hope to
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measure wave speeds and thus determine the Jovian atmospheric parameters more accurately. Betterknown parameters will, in tum, improve understanding of planetary weather systems.
Another exciting possibility is that new cloud features may form at the impact locations. These
clouds might then be trapped by surrounding high-speed jets and spun up into vortices that might last
for days or weeks.
Finally, cometary material will impact Jupiter's upper atmosphere. This material (ices and
dust) could significantly alter the reflectivity of the atmosphere, and could linger for weeks or months.
The goal of HammePs HST observing plan is to observe all of these phenomena, while simultaneously
and comprehensively mapping 0 Jupiter's atmosphere.
The primary ·products· will be multicolor WF/PC "maps" (images) of Jupiter. These new
WF/PC2 maps will be compared against the latest Jupiter images with older, WF/PC1 images, as well
as Voyager spacecraft images of Jupiter. At the very least, an exquisite time-lapse series of the best
images of Jupiter ever acquired by ground-based astronomy and spacecraft will be obtained.
ATTACHMENT A
Current (as of 16 May 94] HST Observing & Collision Event Timeline for P/Shoemaker-Levy & Jupiter
Orbit# Starting Time:

SAA
( start--end)

Activity

195
195
195
195

FOC--Prange
FOC--Prange
FOS--Noll
HRS--Noll (SiO)
195:23:40:00
196:00:23:57
196:02:00:21
196:03:45:42
196:03:45:42
196:05:22:13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

196:06:58:46
196:08:35: 17
196:10:11:49
196:11 :48:21
196:13:24:53
196:15:01:24
196:16:37:57
196:18:14:28
196:19:51 :00
196:21 :27:32
196:23:04:04
197:00:40:36

10

197:02: 17:07

11

197:03:53:40

12
13
14
15
16
17

197:05:30: 11
197:07:06:43
197:08:43:15
197:10:19:46
197:11:56:18
197:13:32:50

4:27 --end
4:27 --end
4:30--end
6: 1O--end
6: 13--end
1 min.

(05)
(05)
(05)
(05)
(02)
(02)

WFPC
WFPC
WFPC
WFPC
WFPC
WFPC
21:57--22:17
23:33--end
01:13--end
01:17--01:30
02:53--end
02:57--end
04:36--end
04:39--end
06:18--end

(05)
(05)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
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map--Hammel
map--Hammel
map--Hammel
map--Hammel
map--Hammel
map--Hammel

18
19
20
21

197: 15:09:21
197: 16:45:53
197: 18:22:25
197: 19:58:56

20:35··20:44

(05)

22:02--22:27
23:41·-end
23 :46--23: 57
01 :21--end
01 :24-·01 :38
03:02·-end

(05)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)

lSZ',O·Oj
22
23

197:21 :35:28
197:23: 12:00

24

198:00:48:32

25

198:02:25:03

B

lsa'03'll
26

198 :04:01 :35

27

198:05:38:07

28
29
30

03:05-·end
04:45--end
04:47--end
06:27--end
06:30--end

Impact

(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)

UH1;Qa'ZB

c Impact

198:07:14:39
198:08:51:10
198: 10:27:42

WFPC-- Clarke

p Impact

jSa'jl'5a
31
32

WFPC--Hammel
A Impact

198:12:04:14
198: 13:40:45

WFPC--Hammel
Impact
WFPC-Hammel
WFPC--Hammel
WFPC--1I2 Hammel,
1/2 Clarke

e

lSa'l~'5B

33
34
35

198:15:17:17
198: 16:53:48
198: 18:30:20

36
37

198:20:06:52
198:21 :43:23

38

98:23: 19:55

39

199:00:56:26

20:34--20:53
22: 09--22: 35
22: 17--22:22
22:48--end
23: 53--00: 05

(05)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)

03: 1 O--end
03: 13--end
04:53--end
04:S7--end
06:36--end

(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)

lSS'O,'3Z
40

199:02:32:58

41

199:04:09:29

42
43

199:05:46:01
199:07:22:33

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

199:08:59:04
199: 10:35:35
199:12:12:07
199: 13:48:39
199:15:25:10
199: 17:01 :42
199:18:38:12

lSS'QZ'35

199:20:14:44
199:21:51:16

53

199:23:27:47

~ Impact

FOC-- Prange
WFPC-- Hammel
G Impact
WFPC-- Hammel
FOS-- Noll
WFPC-- Clarke

HRS-- Noll (SiO)
t::i ImpaeS

]99'19'23
5t
52

3 \NFPC DARKS

20:39--21 :02
22:17--22:44

(05)
(05)

22:22--22:31

(02)

23:46--end

(05)
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00:00··00: 14
01 :37··end
01 :40-·01 :57

54

200:01 :04: 19

55
56

58
59

200:02:40:51
200:04: 17:22 05:02··end
05:05·-end
06:45··end
200:0S:53: 53
06:47--end
200:07:30:24
200:09:06:56

60

200: 1 0:43:26

61
62
63

200:12:19:59
200:13:56:31
200: 15:33:02

64

200: 17:09:34
200:18:48:04 19:15··19:27
200:20:22:38 20:4S--21 :11

57

(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)

WFPC·- Hammel
WFPC-- Hammel
K Impact
WFPC .. 1/2
Hammel
FOS-· Noll (aug)

2'HJ'lg'~lIl

5'5
66

HRS·- Noll
(G140L)
(05)
(OS)
L

2iHI"2l"55
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

2ilj"
78
79
80

200:21 :59:08 22:24--22:S3
22:29--22:39
00:03-·end
200:23:3S:39
00:07·-00:23
1 :4S--end
201:01:12:12
1 :48--2:05
3:28--end
201 :02:48:42
3:31-·end
5: ii--end
201 :04:25: 14
6:53--end
201 :06:01 :45
201 :07:38: 17
201 :09:14:47
201:10:25
201:10:51:19
201:12:27:51
201: 14:04:22

2111
201

~ Impact
HRS··Noli (G140L)
HRS··Noll (G140L)
WFPC··Prange ( 4 exp)
e2 Impact

WFPC·- 1 12 Hammel,
1/2 Clark
19:17--19:37

(05)
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III

"jS "2Z
':lS '5~

81

201 :20:30:29

82

201 :22:07:00

83

201 :23:43:31

84

202:02:56:35

85

2020 :02:56:35

8<6

202:04:33:06

Impact

(OS)
(02)
(OS)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(05)

35" 29
201: 15:40:54
201:17:17:26
201: 18:53:58

HRS·- Noll (SiO)

20:42··21:19
20:58-·21 :05
22:31--23:02
22:36--23:44
00: 12--end
00: 15·-00:32
1:53-·end
1:57--2:14
3:37 --end
3:39-5: 19--end

(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
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Impact
Impact

5:22··end

(02)

2C2'C5-~1

87
88

202:06:09:38
202:07:46:09

89
90
91

202:09:22:41
202: 1 0:59: 12
202: 12:35:43

92

202:14:12:15

93
94

202: 15:48:46
202: 17:25: 18

B

2 C2-1 5' 2 ~

S

202:19:01:50
202:20:38:20

97

202:22: 14:52

98

202:23:51 :23

99

203:01 :27:55

I
19:22··19:45
20: 59--21 :28

(05)
(05)

22:38-·23:09
22:43··22:57
0:20·-end
0:23··0: 39
2:02··end
2:05-·end
3: 16-·end
3: 18··end

(05)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)

5:28-·end
5:31··end

(05)
(02)

2g2'21'~3

100203:03:04:27

102

203:04:40:57

Impact

U Impact

3 WFPC DARKS

V

2C3'g~'~S

101

Impact

HRS·- Noll (G140L)

2C2'lS-3C
95
96

[mpact

WFPC·- Hammel,
WFPC--1/2 Hammel,
1/2 Clarke
WFPC·- Hammel,
WFPC·- Hammel,
WFPC-· 1 /2 Hammel,
1/2 Clarke
FOS·- Noll

Impact

203:06: 17:29

WFPC·· Hammel

2C3'aZ'5~

w

103
104

203:07:54:01
203:09:30:32

WFPC·· Hammel
WFPC··1/2 Hammel,
1/2 Clarke

105
106
107
108
109
110

203: 11 :07:04
203: 12:43:35
203: 14:20:07
203:15:56:38
203:17:33:10
203: 19:09:41

111 203:20:46: 12
112

203:22:22:44

113

203:23:59: 16

114

204:01 :35:47

115

204:03: 12: 19

116

204:04:48:50

117

204:06:25:21
204:08:01 :53
204:09:38:25

118

119

Impact

HRS·· Noll (SiO,3x8)
HRS·· NoH (SiO,2x12)
17:55--18: 10
19:28--19:54
1 min.
21:07··21:36
21 : 12-~21 :23
22:46-·23: 17
22:50··23:06
0:28··end
0:32-·0:48
2: 12-·end
2:14--end
3:54--end
3:57 ·-end
5:37 ··end
5:39--end

(05)
(05)
(02)
(OS)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(OS)
(02)
WFPC map-- Hammel
map-· Hammel
WFPC map·- Hammel

'v\IFPC::::;
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120
121
122
123
124
125

204:11 :14:57
204:12:51 :27
204:14:27:59
204: 16:04:31
204: 17:41 :02
204: 19: 17:34

126

204:20:54:08

127

204:22:30:58

128

205:00:07:09

129

205:01 :43:41

130
131

205 :03:20: 13
205:04:56:44

132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

205:06:53: 16
205:08:09:47
205:09:46: 19
205:11:22:51
205: 12:59:22
205:14:35:54
205:16:12:26
205: 17:48:57
205: 19:25:29
205:21 :02:00

142

205:22:38:32

143

206:-00: 15:04

144

206:01 :51 :36

145

206:03:28:07

146
147
148
149
150
151
152

206:05:04:39
206:06:41: 11
206:08:17:42
206:09:54: 15
206: 11 :30:46
206: 13:07: 17
206: 14:43:49
206: 16:20:21
206:17:56:53
206 : 1 9: 3 3 :24
206:21 :09:57
206:22:46:28
206:0023:00

WFPC map--Hammel
WFPC map-- Hammel
WFPC map·- Hammel
17:58--18:20
19:35-·20:02
19:42--19:48
21:14--21:44
21:18--21:32
22: 50--23-:24
22:58-23: 14
0:37 --end
0:40--end
0:20--end
2:23--end

(05)
(05)
(02)
(05 )
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05 )
(02)
(05)
(02)

4:03--end
4:05--end

(05)
(02)
FOS--McGrath
FOS--McGrath
FOS--McGrath
FOS--McGrath
FOS--McGrath
FOS--McGrath

16:38--16:44
18:04--18:28
19:42--20: 11
21 :22--21 :52
21:25--21:40
23:03--23:32
23:07--23:23
0:46--end
0:48--end
2:28--end
2:32--end
4:12--end

(05)
(05 )
(05)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05 )
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05 )

5:54--end

(05 )
FOS-FOS-FOS-FOS--

16:35--16:54
18:11--18:37
18:18--18:23
19:50--20: 19
19:54--20:07
21 :29--21 :59
21 :33--21 :49
23: 12--23:39
23: 14--23:32
0:54--end
0:57--1: 14

(05)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
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McGrath
McGrath
McGrath
McGrath

207:01 :59:32
207:03:36:04
207:05: 12:36
207:06:49:07
207:08:25:40
207:10:02: 11
207:11 :38:43
207: 13: 15: 15
207:14:51:46
207:16:28:19
207: 18 :04: 50
207:19:41 :23
207:21 :17:55
210
211
222
222
222
234
234
234
242

(for40rbits)
(for 2 orbits)

2:37--end
2:40--end
4:20--end
4:23--end
6:03--end

(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)

16:41-·17:03
18:18--18:45
18:24--,18:32
19:57--20:27
20:01--20: 15
21 :38--22:07
21 :42--21 :57

(05)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
(05)
(02)
WFPC-- Clarke

VVFFC map -- Hammel
FOC--Prange
FOS-- Noll
HRS·- Noll (G 140L)

(for 5 orbits)
'NFPC map-- Hammel
+ I· 7d
FOS-- Noll
NOTES: Three digit numbers are day of year (1994): day 197 is July 16. All times are UT (at
Earth). Orbit times are from the extrapolation done on 4 February 1994 by SPSS. Impact times are
from the 23 February '1994 JPL posting. All times subject to change due to uncertainty in
extrapolation of HST' s orbit and in prediction of impact times.
Note that FGS control cannot be used between 197:06 and 198:13, due to the proximity of the Moon.
Each orbit (visibility period) lasts 52 min. In the SAA duration column, ending time labeled "end"
means it lasts until the visibility period of the HST ends.
The numbers of the orbits here are rather arbitrary. Orbit #1 here corresponds to orbit number
23031 from HST's numbering convention.
ATTACHMENT B
HST,

Jupiter,

and

Comet
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ATTACHMENT C
Abbreviations/Acronym
List
COSTAR Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement
ESA European Space Agency
EVA Extravehicular Activity
R:x: Faint Object· Camera
FOS Faint Object Spectrograph
R3SFine Guidance Sensor
GO General Observer (also Guest Observer)
GHRS Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph, also referred to as HRS.
GTO Guaranteed Time Observer
HST Hubble Space Telescope
JPL Jet PropulSion Laboratory
LEO Low-Earth Orbit
MT Moving Targets or Moving Targets Group (at STScl)
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NICMOS Near-Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer
OSS Observation Support Branch .(at STScl)
P/SL9 Shorthand for Periodic Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL9-A refers to one of the cometary
fragments, in this example fragment· A· ,of the comet)
RSU Rate-sensing unit (gyroscope)
SAA South Atlantic Anomaly
SADE Solar Array Drive Electronics
SMOV Servicing Mission Observatory Verification
SPB Science Planning Branch (at STScl)
SPSS Science Planning & Scheduling Branch (a t STScl)
SOT Science Observation Team
STIS Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
STS-61 Space Transportation System: the first servicing mission is the 61 st shuttle
mission on the manifest since the space shuttle first flew in 1981.

III

STScl Space Telescope Science Institute.
WF/PC (pronounced ·wif-pik-) Wide Field/Planetary Camera
ATTACHMENT D
A variety of line art supplied by JPL, Lowell Observatory, the University of Maryland College Park,
and the STScl. Most is self-explanatory.
Facts at a Glance
One-way light time, Jupiter to Earth: 48 minutes
Radius of Jupiter:
71,350 km (equatorial)
67,310 km (polar)
Radius of Earth:
6378 km (equatorial)
6357 km (polar)
4.5? km (equivalent sphere)
P/Shoemaker-Levy:
P/Halley:
7.65x3.60x3.61 km
Mass of Jupiter:
1.90 x 1 03~ g( -318 M
Rotation period:
9 hours 56 minutes
16
Number of known moons:
Discovery date P/Shoemaker-Levy:
24 March 1994
Time of fi rs t impact (P/SL9-A):
16 July 1994, 20: 01 UTC
Time of P/SL9-Q's impact:
20 July 1994, 19:27 UTC
Time of last impact (P/SL9-W):
22 July 1994, 08:09 UTC
HST deployment date:
24 April1990
HST fi rs t servicing mission:
2 - 1 3 December 1993
Diameter of HST's primary mirror:
2.4 meters
Cost of HST:
$1.5 Billion ( 1990 dollars)
NASA Select is carried on Spacenet 2, transponder 5, charmel 9; 69 degrees West, transponder
frequency is 3880 MHz, audio subcarrier is 6.8 MHz, polarization is horizontal.
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Impact of Comet Shoemaker-levy 9 As Viewed from Voyager 2

Impact Points for Setected Fragments of Shoemaker-Levy 9
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Growing Up with Planetariums
by Gary M. Lazich

Abstract: This paper traces the development of. planetarium equipping and
programming philosophies as experienced by the author and invites readers/listeners to recall their
own experiences with planetariums. Excerpts from planetarium journals, astronomy magazines,
biographies, science-fiction novels, space art collections, television programs, and fantasyfilms
highlight the unique opportunities and dangers planetarians face.
The Occasion
The concept fo r this presentation comes from an award-winning diary documentary film.1
While few of us have "grown up· with rockets, most of us have 'grown up· with planetariums. The
time, place, and theme of this conference invite us to reflect on that experience. The silver
anniversary of Apollo 11 recognizes, in part, our own investment as planetarians. It celebrates the
first piloted landing on another world a landing envisioned in planetariums. It articulates the dream of
space exploration a dream embodied by planetariums. Finally, it anticipates future planetfalls- landings
wtJich may be enabled by planetariums.
Growing Up
Twenty years ago, Max A ry described three stages of evolution during which planetariums
functioned first as mausoleums, then as classrooms, and finally as multimedia theaters. 2 As
planetariums have grown and developed, so have we.
While rockets were launching the first satellites, I was launching my career - first with
handheld Harmonic Reed projectors. then, later, with a Renwal Cosmorama. When I was old enough, my
parents took me to Adler Planetarium, the oldest of Ary's "mausoleums." Today the show would rank
as stilted and cliche, with few visuals. intermittent classical music, and a live narrator who ended his
lecture by wishing us, "Good morning!." No matter· j had seen the lecturer make the stars come out in
the daytime; I wanted to learn how to do that!
During grade and high school, I fed my imagination with deep-sky wonders glimpsed through
telescopes as well as with vistas depicted in space art collections. 3 In college I refurbished an
observatory and assembled my first slide tape presentation using music from - what else? While
studying astronomy at Northwestern, I committed myself to a career in education and began
researching classroom planetarium activities.
After graduation. I visited the Cernan Earth and Space Center in suburban Chicago to get a
directory of planetariums and walked into my first professional job. I learned to present, then to create
programs using an automated Spitz System 512. tilted-dome panoramas, multi-image programmers,
zoom/slews, and a hemispheric film system.
At the Paulucci Space Theater in northern Minnesota, another S12 installation, I learned how
to fund program and facility development. including the installation of another hemispheriC film system
and the first film of its kind on the Space Shuttle.
South Carolina State College gave me the chance to work with a Viewlex-Minolta Series lib and
to develop a tongue-in-cheek Halloween sky tour.
At Broward Community College in south Florida, I directed the installation of a new Zeiss
System 1015. auxiliary projection with SPICE automation. and several original programs.
Now, at the Russell C. Davis Planetarium in Mississippi, I work in a sixty-foot dome with a
Minolta Series IV projector, a hemispheric film projector, DORK automation, and a BCC laser projector.
In dome size, at least, I have come "full circle" from the Adler to the Davis but, when I deliver
off-site presentations to children, I bring a little "Star Machine" to demonstrate how the big ones work.
Having worked with toy star projectors. lecture hall theaters, classroom installations, and
multi-media facilities, we now witness the "next generation" of planetariums: those involving
computer graphic and interactive video projection. 4 Here at Cocoa. optical and video star projection
work in harmony. creating an experience impossible to replicate with either alone.
CO these "new wave" facilities herald the extinction. of the planetarium, as some have
feared,S or do they represent its maturity?6 Science fiction writers suggest the latter. In one of his
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books, Larry Niven describes a starship pilot suspended within a ·womb room" where computer graphic
starfields help him navigate his ship'? During an episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation, an alien
science minister tells Captain Picard, ·'When I was a child, my parents used to take me to the
planetarium. I used to sit there in the dark watching the stars. It was like being in a spaceship, going to
other worlds, meeting other people ... 1 have been prepared for the realities of space travel since I was
nine years old sitting in a planetarium.'·8
Overcoming Obstacles
Regardless of the technology employed, planetariums exert an almost magical power to elicit
childlike wonder in their visitors. Why?
One answer may involve the way we have grown up with our planetariums. We have each had
to overcome false starts, dead-ends, and retreats, as well as our share of obstacles.
Inadequate funding or housing often leads us to seek other places to ply our trade, sometimes
prematurely. Improper construction at some facilities has led to deterioration, eventual closure, and
layoffs. Other facilities suffer from persistent building leaks, the need to remove asbestos, or the lack
of suitable work space.
Excessive expectations can prove even more disruptive. Some facilities are supposed to pay
for themselves using hours of unpaid overtime despite minimal staff, abrupt transfers of
administration, and periods without funding. Administrators want results, not excuses; audiences want
production values typical of a Star Trek film; we ourselves often try to develop too many programs on
limited resources. Disappointment can sometimes lead to drastic consequences!
Professional disrespect sometimes hinders our efforts-problems with receipt of mail,
appropriation of admissions income, patronization of funding requests, staff infighting. and denial of
promised teaching assignments. Some of us endure years of work without salary increases, conference
attendance, participation in decisions affecting our work, and resolution of job concerns.
Occasionally we experience personality conflicts with our supervisors which may make
evaluation problematic. Especially when our supervisors work in other disciplines - museum
management or academic administration - we may encounter differences in temperament, pacing,
style, philosophy, and even ethics.
We may even suffer personal tragedies - financial reverses, substance abuse, separation,
divorce, catastrophic illness or injury, the death of a family member. Two years ago, while I was
working in Mississippi and my family was in Florida trying to sell our house, our two-year-old son
Jonathan slipped out of the house and drowned in our backyard swimming pool.
Any of these obstacles could easily stop us - yet we persevere and continue in our profession.
Alan Friedman described us as the happiest professionals he knew. 9 Perhaps we are the happiest
because we are the most resourceful . We overcome obstacles through a shared vision of possibilities.
During or prior to each of three layoffs, I continued to network at conferences - among them
IPS '82 in Vancouver, IPS '86 in Tucson, and GLPA '91 in Youngstown - where I received invaluable
encouragement and counsel. Despite difficult job circumstances, I sought to reframe problems as
challenges and crises as. opportunities. Painful setbacks became occasions to pray for the grace to
transform each one. At Jonathan's wake I read an excerpt from The Uftle Prince about the laughter of
the stars. IO To this day Vega and the ·smiling- crescent Moon (visible the evening of his funeral)
remind me of him.
Pitfalls and Prospects
Given the windmills we tilt at, a latter-day Dulcinea might ask (as our spouses often do),
·Why? Why do you doit?N To entertain, educate, edify certainly - but also to harness power· the
power to move the heavens with the turn of a knob or a few keyboard strokes. to foster a cosmic
perspective regardless of dome size or sophistication of equipment.!1
A Kiowa creation myth asks, ·What good is power unless it is used to make a good world with
people to live in it?"12 Like model railroaders with their layouts, we create worlds within our domes.
What kinds of worlds we fashion and how well our audiences "liveR within them depend on how well we
exercise the power granted us. To use it properly, we must skirt two pitfalls each of us sooner or later
confronts as we grow up with planetariums.
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\Ne fall into the fi r s t when we misuse power through ineptitude, neglect, a r carelessness - as
did Professor Marvel in The Wizard of Oz. 1 3 We rattle off sky legends and cosmic facts with equal
oblivion to their significance. When questioned. we resort to pompous discourse, silly exaggerations,
even pseudoscientific melodrama. We launch major production efforts without mastering the skills
needed to do so. We bring young children into round, dimly lit rooms with vaulted ceilings, then plunge
them into starlit darkness without warning. When our efforts fail, we try to hide - inside offices,
behind massive consoles, or within computer automation. (·Pay no attention to that man behind the
control paneW)
To escape this pitfall, we must acknowledge the power our audiences already possess. They
wear "ruby slippers u fashioned from their own dreams and visions of the starry sky and outer space.
Like the literary Wizard, we find our proper role when we help them discover this power. In a sense,
to the universe we inhabit - if we strive for· competence in
our domes can help them return "home
our professional activities. 14
As we grow more competent, we may spiral into a. second. more dangerous pitfall by abusing
power, wielding it for personal gain - as Frodo was tempted to do in The Lord of the Rings,l5 We crave
larger domes, more projectors, more powerful sound systems, more precise automation systems,
more elaborate and costly programs - to satisfy us, not those we serve. We seek to have our way with
our staffs, our audiences, even our administrators - threatening, bluffing, promising as needed. We
fashion circles of rationalization that conceal our true motives, even from us, wearing them like rings
to make ourselves invisible. We demand perfection in our productions and feel angry or depressed when
we fail to achieve it. Ultimately, we find ourselves stretched thin as our desire for control drains our
capacity for joy.
To escape this pitfall, we must surrender our desire for control and share the power that would
otherwise corrupt us. Management by directed consensus, participatory programming, and outreach to
other departments can involve others in our efforts and safeguard us from the temptation to
manipulate. (next)
I f we avoid a r escape these traps, we open ourselves to the proper use of power· as Ray
Kinsella did in Field of Dreams. 16 We heed the voices within and around us, test their authenticity, then
proceed with courage to accomplish what they suggest. Our sincerity and competence can transform
skepticism into assent and even enthusiasm. Ultimately, we may see our dreams take shape as visitor
and sponsors discover the power of the planetarium environment, whether in a one-person portable or
a fully-staffed multi-media theater. Only then can the planetarium turn their attention away from its
technology and toward the cosmos it seeks to represent - that "greatest of mysteries· in which we are
both tour guides and fellow travellers. 1 7
Like Kinsella, each of us hears'"thevoice." '" f you build it, they wi 1/
come": skywatchers, poets, scientists, explorers, artists of all ages coming to life in our facilities and
programs. NEase their pain," the pain of disillusionment: with a faltering space program, 1 8 wit h
growing light pollution, with neglect of science education, with a seemingly incomprehensible universe.
"Go the distance-: the distance between our visions and our realities, the distance each of us must
travel to realize our dreams.
Like Kinsella, we may ask, ·What's in it for US?D Not high salaries and large office suites!
(Well, at least not for most of us!) Personally, a great deal of hard work: perhaps confusion,
frustration, disappointment; hopefully, in the end, the satisfaction of a 'world- well made. Culturally,
a great deal more: the chance to toss ideas about the cosmos back and forth like baseballs with our
predecessors and our audiences; the opportunity to discover and rediscover the truth of Carl Sagan's
assertion: ·We are, all of us, descended from astronomers."19
·People will come ... people will most definitely come!"20 - but only if we learn to cherish the
power of the planetarium, to wield it well and wisely. Then we can empower them to go: to the Moon:
to the planets; even, perhaps, to the stars.
ft

-
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Preparing for IPS 1996: Teaching and Learning in Japan
by David Linton
In the winter of 1991-92, I WClS assigned by Parkland College to teach fi rs t semester
Astronomy, in English, to Japanese students at the International College of Academics and Business
(ICAB) in Kanuma. Japan -- about one hundred miles NE of Tokyo. This was made possible through a
contract between the two institutions that called for Parkland to supply instructors in several
disciplines in retum for a monetary payment. The Japanese have high regard for U.S. education at the
college and University level, while maintaining a comparatively low regard for the quality of U.S. prscollege education.
Parkland provided the Japanese students with a full year of U.S. academic credit without
leaving their home country. Most of the students have since come to Parkland to fulfill their Parkland
College residency requirement, and have become family friends of the Lintons -- visiting us in our
home, enjoying seasonal celebrations, even playing golf. About one-third are proceeding on to 4-year
institutions in the U.S.
I traveled to Japan with my entire family - - my wife Jennace, an early childhood education
specialist at the University of Illinois, and our three children: Melinda, our 13 year-Old handicapped
daughter; our 11 year-old daughter Chandra; and our son Duane, who celebrated his 10th birthday
during our trip. We included stops in Hong Kong, southeast China, and Hawaii. Financial incentives -housing in Kanuma, my OWn airfare, and a modest stipend - were sufficient to secure our partiCipation.
Our purposes in accepting this assignment were multiple: to teach in a challenging environment
(the students were not extremely fluent in English) and to involve ourselves in campus and community
life as ambassadors for Parkland College and the United States; most importantly to immerse our
children in a radically different culture -- Duane and Chandra were enrolled in Japanese public school
where little English was spoken; lastly, I wished to acquaint myself with science museums and
planetariums in Asia.
ICAB helped me arrange to use the 43-foot planetarium at the Kanuma Civic Cultural Center
five separate times. Since I was unable to read the labels on the dials of the GOTO GX-AT, the GOTO
corporation sent an English language manual from Tokyo to the planetarium for my use. It is a creditable
instrument, with many of the dials laid out similarly to those on the control panel of my Zeiss M 1015 in
Champaign. After some practice, I was able to work the controls just as I do at Parkland: by finding the
correct knob, by touch, in the dark.
In our most significant instructional access to telescopes, we participated in a night
observation on the Cultural Center's roof. I also took my students to the Tochigi Science Center, 30
minutes away in a city of 400,000 .- Utsunomiya. Located there is a 65-foot planetarium dome, and
on the roof is a 750-mm, Newtonian-Cassegrain with a Schmidt camera, a spectrograph, and numerous
other peripherals. The telescope is not frequently used, partly because of the severe light pollution in
the Japanese cities.
A later trip to Osaka allowed me to visit the site of the 1996 IPS Conference, the Osaka
Science Museum. Its tilted dome is a monster -- 87.5 feet in diameter, and is equipped with both an
Omnimax and a Minolta Infinium. Despite the expensive hardware, the staff concentrates on sky
lectures, only slightly supported by other visuals. I was surprised but pleased to learn that a greater
number of sky lectures, with greater total attendance, are given each year than movie performances.
The four-story museum should be considered a good one, regardless of one's native language.
I was also able to visit the Planetarium at the Hiroshima Children's Museum and the Hong Kong
Space Museum and Planetarium. Both have interesting museums -- the Hong Kong facility has an
enormous full-time staff (more than 200), and is the only non-tilted dome I have ever encountered that
is equipped with an Omnimax projector. The dome is too reflective to do the movie (Ring of Fire)
justice. Narration was offered via headsets in Mandarin Chinese, English. Japanese, and Cantonese as
well. The Bishop Planetarium in Honolulu was my last professional visit.
A t each of my planetarium stops. I was warmly greeted by the director, and given time to ask
questions, watch a show, and poke around the equipment and facility. One other professional contact I
made was in Osaka, when Jennace and I met with my friend Yoshi Migita from Minolta Corporation for
dinner at a traditional Japanese restaurant.
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In teaching Astronomy, I looked for ways in which the Japanese incorporate the heavens into
their daily lives. I learned very soon about their reliance on solar heating. The apartment buildings are
often laid out along an east-west line, with sufficient separation that even at noon on the shortest day
of the year, no apartment lies in the shadow of another building. This is essential for clothes drying and
for heating, as fossil fuel heat sources are not used as extensively as in the U.S.
Modem Japanese homes we visited are better insulated than older homes in Japan, but by U.S.
standards are still kept at very low temperatures during the winter. The low table Japanese eat at
often has a quilt attached around the edge. Underneath,an excavated area for people's feet is found, and
an electric heater as well. The Japanese seem adept at putting heat where it is most needed, with
examples supporting this view including electric carpets· and even electrically heated toilet seats--my
discovery of this last item, in an unheated restroom at the college, literally made me stand up and take
notice.
Energy conservation is revealed also in water usage and cooking. The same bath water is used
by all members of the family during the same evening, and often is reheated for use in later days. A
brief shower is taken prior to bathing, in order to keep bath water clean. Water heaters contain no
water reservoir, rather the water is heated as it is used. Ovens are rarely found, and most food is
cooked on the range top. Refrigerators are very small, and most Japanese families shop for food twice
daily rather than storing larger quantities. Smaller containers are consequently the rule in grocery
stores. The largest container of milk available is one liter in size, and a loaf of bread contains 4 to 8
slices.
In elementary schools, shoes are removed upon entry (that's also true in homes) and custodians
are not to be found. The students clean the schools themselves, in teams consisting of one child from
each of the first five grades. The practice has many practical advantages, as children are taught
teamwork, responsibility, and respect for property, in addition to learning skills any parent would like
to see used at home.
As I was introduced to a class of elementary school children as "tenmongakko sensai,· or
•Astronomy teacher", the audible reaction of the students was one of respect bordering on awe. As
Jennace was also introduced as ·sensai," the reaction was elevated even closer to awe. The high
stature of teachers in Japanese society and the less frequent partiCipation of women in positions of
stature account, in my mind, for their reactions.
The students all eat the same lunch, with the food being prepared in a central community
kitchen but served in the classroom by the students. Japanese students take six years of English,
starting usually in Jr. High, but these years are spent learning written rather than conversational
English. Instruction in conversational English is increaSing.
A reform is on to reduce to a five-day school week, but not all parents are pleased with this.
The eleven-month school year seems secure. In many families, any reduction in regular· schooling is apt
to be matched by an increase in cram-school (juku) hours, which most school children attend after their
normal school day, often until late in the evening. Conventional wisdom has it that this system of
education prepares students to be knowledgeable and to conform to the rules of society, but to be less
creative than U.S. students. In the U.S., we stress individualism, while conformity is stressed in Japan.
"The nail which sticks up will be hammered down" is an oft-quoted Japanese proverb.
Q'a other attitudinal difference between U.S. parents and Japanese parents was made clear to
us by an incident involving my son in math class. He was having difficulty with math he had not yet
covered in the U.S., and his classmates labored over the Japanese-English dictionary for an extended
time to communicate that ·you can do it if you try: In the U.S., it is ability that is most often cited by
parents as the prime determiner of success or failure in school. In Japan, it is the amount of hard work
that is cited.
'Ne visited three cram schools. One was devoted to the study of Math and English, one to the
study of English only, and one to the mastery of the abacus. I observed a champion abacus user speed
through complicated calculations, and I was greatly taken by this hands-on approach to the learning of
math. For the first time I became acutely aware that basic math facts must be quietly recited with each
move of a bead.
A few more facts: Computers are rarely found in Japanese schools. Test scores determine
which school a student gets into. Once qualifying for a top college, many students quit studying, often
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even taking a one-year vacation. Having made it in. they are then assured of a quality job. A strong
majority of Japanese government officials, for example, are graduates of Tokyo University, the
highest-rated university in Japan.
Japanese mothers traditionally do not work until the children have grown. The lieducation
mothers· accept the task of guiding the children through school. They may even attend some classes
with the children so as to better help them on the exams that determine their advancement. Several
mothers we came to know demonstrated a genuine thirst for learning, and took classes -- including
classes in conversational English -- while their children were in school. For some, this thirst must
stem from a desire to aid their children's learning. For others, it is simply an innate desire to better
know the world around them. While we were in Japan, one mother (who is also a cram school owner)
escorted a group of junior high children to the United States to live and learn among American children.
She repeated the experience in the summer of 1993, sending one adult and six children to live for five
weeks with my family and our friends in Champaign. In March of 1994, she took a larger group to
Australia~ Smaller groups continue to visit us in Champaign. The high esteem the Japanese hold and
demonstrate for education and the strong positive role the family plays in promoting education are in
marked contrast to what we have observed in the U.S. It was never clearer for me than it was in Japan
that the problems Americans face in educating our young lie primarily beyond the classroom walls.
In the college classroom, I sought to overcome both the language barrier faced by ESl (English
as a Second Language) students and the cultural aversion that Japanese students have to asking
questions in class. Teachers are held in such high regard that their teaching is never questioned.
(Perhaps the "naW has been hammered down too many times.) Further, it was necessary to continually
emphasize that in the U.S. college system, students are expected to study hard, just as Japanese
students must study hard before entering college.
Lec.tures must be more slowly, distinctly, and explicitly presented, and need to be supported by
notes on the blackboard or overhead projector, or by reproduced notes handed out to the students.
Group exercises worked well, and the Project Star materials proved to be especially worthwhile.
Happily, the college at which I taught was agreeable to increasing the number of classroom instructional
hours.
Essay questions on exams are ve ry difficult fo r ESl students, but the skill of answering
questi<?ns at length in the English language is one which needs to be developed if the students are to
compete in a U.S. college classroom. I have come to believe that a take-home exam which includes some
essay questions should be prelude to an in-class portion of the exam. IdeaHy, the in-class exam should
include some shorter essay questions as well. I found that if I announced that the take-home essays
were designed to prepare the students for the in-class essays, student performances on both types of
essays improved.
Fieldtrips are welcomed by student and instructor alike. These are learning situations, and
provide opportunities to interact in a less formal setting than the classroom. During our visit to the
Tochigi Science Center, we discovered a room that had been tilted by 16 degrees, and it became our
favorite exhibit. A simple concept, it destroyed our ability to stand easily, even creating the beginning
of nausea as the inner ear and the eye disagreed.
As I presented sky talks to my students in the Kanuma planetarium, the classroom difficulties
of the ESL students stood out clearly in the darkness. Having no visuals of my spoken words slowed the
communication process. I confronted this challenge through repetition and by handing out vocabulary
lists prior to our visits. A darkroom and some Kodalith film -- or an overhead projector -- would have
been a big plus. An additional adjustment I was asked to make by the students was to increase the sky
brightness in the planetarium to better match Japan's severely light polluted skies.
New year's celebrations (two weeks into January) included large bonfires, which were used to
burn the red daruma dolls on which the fulfilled wishes for the previous year had been recorded.
Decorations brightening this dark and cold time of year included paper fl,owers and bamboo. Many
people visit Shinto shrines to pray for a year of good fortune.
Setsubun, 0 r bean-throwing day, occurs in early February, about midway between the Winter
Solstice and the Vernal Equinox. It appears to be a "cross-quarter day" somewhat like groundhog day
in the U.S., but it seems to have deeper significance for the Japanese. In a manner reminiscent of the
use by western cultures of green symbols representing the seasonal renewal of life, evil spirits are
t
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banished as beans are scattered around the home.
The end of the semester occurred at the close of March. the traditional end of the school year
in Japan. My family and I took the opportunity to travel; mostly by bullet train and subway, to other
parts of Japan. Travel, and even daily living, is much more difficult in Japan than in the U.S. for
families with a handicapped member. Few subway or train stations have elevators. and escalators were
not always present--tall stairways are much more frequently encountered. Few handicapped are ever
seen in public in Japan, and we often feft that we were on display as a result. We visited Osaka, the
second largest city in Japan, and the ancient--and beautiful--capital cities of Nara and Kyoto. We also
paid a visit to Hiroshima, and toured the A-Bomb Memorial and the Peace Park there. It was a learning
time for us, and more importantly for our children. Ten days later we found ourselves at Pearl Harbor
in Hawaii, visiting the Arizona Memorial. Duane and Chandra were inquisitive at both sites, with
excellent questions I was not completely certain how best to answer. They read many books about both
memorials long after our return home.
Our departure from Japan was a very sad one. Our children had built close friendships, and so
had we. I had imparted knowledge to my Japanese students, but the Japanese people had taught me much
more: the meaning C?f hospitality, of politeness, of trustworthiness. We hope to return to Japan to visit
or to teach within the next few years. And two of our children will probably spend at least a year of
their schooling in Japan.
The event which became for me a metaphor of our trip occurred during our last visit to the
Kanuma Civic Cultural Center's planetarium. I was giving a quiz to my students on their knowledge of
the sky, the culmination of several weeks' exercises and personal observations of the night sky. They
wrote down on a numbered sheet of paper the names of the stars and constellations I was pointing out
on the planetarium ceiling overhead. Part way through the quiz, a curious thought made me pause as I
became amused by what I was doing. Here I was, an American, speaking in English, quizzing Japanese
students on the Greek, Roman, and Arabic names which had been given to the stars above.
Later, I recalled that some of my students began the course familiar with star patterns as the
Chinese had seen them. Lobby photographs were from observatories in Chile and Australia. The
planetarium we were using was a German invention. The projector lenses descended· from Dutch
opticians who invented the telescope four centuries ago. The Italian scientist Galileo used that invention
to look much more deeply into the sky. The constellations themselves were first pictured by humans
throughout the world In the very distant past.
I t occurred to me then, that we were repeating an ancient ritual: the tribal elder, checking the
learning of the youth, p'assing down in the darkness the ancient names and stories of the stars. In my
mind, I saw myself as that tribal elder, For the first time in my life, I thought of myself as old, and
that was unsettling. More unsettling was the thought that perhaps we don't ever do anything new -where is the human progress in performing the same rituals as our Ice Age ancestors?
But then I saw something else that gave me a feeling of great peace. I realized that a difference
does exist between what I was doing in giving that quiz and what had been done by the elders of days
gone by. I saw that the tribe to which I belong includes us all: every man, woman, and child on this
planet. What I came to Japan to accomplish and what I try to accomplish every day in the teaching ,of
astronomy are the same: to share with my fellOW human beings the joy of discovery -- as we truly
journey together through space and time, co-explorers and comrades on this great spaceship we call
Earth. To me. this has now become my definition of "internationalism-,
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THE VIEW FROM THE CENTERLINE: A PERFECT ECLIPSE IN AN IMPERFECT SOCIETY
by David Linton
The eclipse of May 10, 1994, has to rank as one of the best annular eclipses of recent times.
Across much of the midwestern United States, perfectly clear, dry weather conditions prevailed.
Observing conditions simply could not have been better.
In centra/Illinois, where the sun was most covered at eclipse maximum, preparations began in
the fall of 1993 with the publication of the Illinois Eclipse Guide by Carl Wenning of the Illinois State
University Planetarium. This fine publication was distributed free of charge to Illinois planetarians and
was made available to the public for purchase.
A t Parkland College, the planetarium and the astronomy instructional area independently began
their preparations for the eclipse. The Staerkel Planetarium-until now the largest community college
planetarium in the world-sold 3000 mylar eclipse glasses for $1 each, and conducted a workshop for
area teachers. It also arranged for viewing of the eclipse outside the planetarium.
,
The astronomy instructional s ta ff, myself included, prepared a lab exercise for the AST 101
and AST 102 students. The exercise focused on orbital shapes for both the earth and the moon, on
angular size as it depends upon distance, and upon the apparent paths of the moon and the sun during the
mort'th of May. Using rectangles of aluminized mylar from Roger Tuthill, each student also assembled
her own solar viewer, to be used on May 10, at our own eclipse viewing session for the college staff
and students, held adjacent to the planetarium'S activities.
01 two evenings during the week preceding the eclipse, I conducted eclipse workshops to r
parents and their children. The workshops were sponsored by the Parkland College Natural Science
Department, the· Rural Champaign County Special Education Cooperative, and the Rantoul and Mahomet
school districts • the rural school districts. in which these free, one-hour workshops were held. Child
care was provided for very young children. Attendance was an excellent 83 in Rantoul and an
astonishing 193 in Mahomet.
The older children first came forward to act out an eclipse, then returned to their seats to
create an "eclipse," using their thumb as the moon and me - standing in front of the group - as the sun.
I asked the children and their parents to close one eye, and then to "cover me up," first part way, then
completely, and then "just my stomach." In this way the different types of solar eclipses were
introduced.
Each family clustered around the tables and, with the help of astronomy students of mine who
reside in that community, used the materials provided to construct a pinhole projector. The
construction completed, the children adjourned to another room to hear a local storyteller, while I
spoke to the parents (and some teachers) about how their own eclipse viewing sessions could be safely
and effectively conducted and how they could, alternatively, assist school teachers. I shared with them
some slides I had taken during previous total eclipses.
Two weeks prior to these workshops, I became aware of a letter authored by a local doctor and
sent to area superintendents and principals. The letter pointed out that the eclipse would occur locally
at noon, when many school children would be outdoors at recess. It advocated that students be kept
inside to avoid the dangers of an eclipse. The doctor's specialty is sports medicine. He had, however,
solicited the professional opinion of a retinal specialist.
I fought this viewpoint in the local pa'pers and through private contacts with administrators and
teachers whom I knew in the two districts. I was not thoroughly successful, however, especially with
the administrators. One is quoted in the Champaign News-Gazette: "I don't care if they're students or
adults - as soon as you tell them not to look up, they're going to look."
In east centrall/linois, many hundreds of children were denied a look at the eclipse, even to the
point of having the drapes drawn in their classrooms. I was cal/ed by a teacher in neighboring Danville,
who told me that she happened to be taking her children to Springfield (on the centerline) on a field trip
during the middle of the day, and was it safe to travel? Should she cancel the field trip? I began to tell
her how she could make a pinhole projector, and she cut me off-"we're not allowed to use those herefor safety reasons."
As Illinois planetarians came together four days after the eclipse, this (and the incredible
experience of the eclipse itself) was the major point .of discussion. Everyone seemed to have at least
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one story to share about irrational fears taking over at the administrative or the teaching levelsometimes driven by parental concerns-and serving to keep children from viewing the eclipse. On at
least two occasions, last-minute directives from a building principal negated weeks of teacher planning
and student preparation.
[One notable exception: A t the beginning of the school year, Jeff Hunt (Aurora) went to a
meeting of building prinCipals first, and explained dangers, benefits, and what he planned to help the
teachers do with the students regarding the eclipse. The prinCipals went back to their schools and sold
the teachers on viewing the eclipse. Later, as the eclipse approached, any last-minute decision not to
permit eclipse viewing would have been an embarrassing reversal for the principals.]
I t seems that the extreme fears of retinal damage that sometimes arose in adult authority
figures this May were created, in part, by planetarians themselves. We felt we were dOing a public
service to warn people about the dangers; and we often had our own (irrational?) fears about making
ourselves liable for legal action if anyone using a method we had spoken of favorably happened to
suffer-or thought they had suffered-eye damage. Many of us endorsed indirect viewing methods
(pinhole projectors) only. Not being experts in the human retina, we erred on the side of caution, often
answering, "if you're not certain it's a safe method of viewing, don't try it!" Many times, the public
clearly heard us expressing caution. but didn't hear us as clearly when we expressed the wonder and
majesty of an eclipse.
Q-e story told at the Illinois planetarians meeting was of a radio interview with an
ophthalmologist, in which that doctor refused to accept the comparison studies of aluminized mylar
filters done by his colleague and published in Sky and Telescope simply because the article had not been
published in a recognized journal of ophthalmology.
A very worthwhile activity for me occurred during one of the numerous radio interviews that I
was involved in, this one on the morning of May 10. A retinal specialist from Carle Hospital in Urbana
was also invited on, and much to· my surprise down played some of the fears. While emphasizing eye
safety, he said that blindness was not at all likely, and that oftentimes the retina can repair itself in
weeks or months. He didn't hesitate to recommend #14 welder's glass, or the mylar filters. Over the
noon hour of May 10, by the way, more than a hundred doctors and staff at Carle Hospital were out
viewing the eclipse, often through aluminized mylar viewers.
For me, the most fruitful way of combating the eye safety fears was through the parent-Child
workshops I gave. Some parentS-including me-took their chrldren out of school to view the eclipse.
Some parents went into the schools to assist. One' teacher who attended my workshop single-handedly
won over her prinCipal, and brought every teacher and every child in her school out to view the eClipse
with pinhole projectors. This occurred despite a previous administrative edict that the children were to
stay indoors during the eclipse. Were I to still be teaching at the time of the next significant solar
eclipse in Illinois (2017), I would tr/ to fill the last two weeks prior to the eclipse With as many
parent-child and teacher eclipse wcrkshops, in as many small communities, as time would permit.
I have a suggestion to make to the IPS membership. Although it wi II be many years until this has
major benefit in. the United States. it will bring benefit to eclipse viewers in other countries almost
immediately. I ask that the International Planetarium Society convene a study group to work with
professional Ophthalmology societies to develop an accurate statement concerning any dangers
associated with viewing an eclipse. I ask that this statement find its way into the Planetarian and into
professional Ophthalmology journals. And I ask that this statement not only communicate the dangers of
a solar eclipse, but its wonder and its beauty as well.
I ask this, because during my professional career, I have occasionally related stories to my
classes and to my planetarium aud:ences about primitive culture,s. and how they have responded to
eclipses in ways that seem sometimes irrational and sometimes humorous, but very often in ways that
mark their culture as being scientif.caily primitive. In May of 1994, I w,as appalled to realize that I was
now able to tell "primitive culture~ eclipse stories about my own culture.
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Astronomy 101

Lab: Solar Eclipse: May 10, 1994
David Linton
CAUTION: DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE SUN WITHOUT PROTECTlVE FILTERS DESIGNED FOR THAT
PURPOSE.
Even during the solar eclipse of May 10,1994, it will be extremely dangerous to look at the
sun without proven protective filtration. This applies, whether you look through a telescope, through
bi~oculars, or with no optical aid whatsoever. Disregarding this warning can result in permanent and
severe eye damage.
INTRODUCTION: It is the purpose of this lab to better prepare you for the solar eclipse of May 10,
1994. Using the shape of the earth's orbit and the diameter of the sun, you will calculate the apparent
size of the sun. Using the shape of the Moon's orbit and the Moon's diameter, you will also calculate the
apparent diameter of the Moon. You will then comp~re these apparent sizes, and predict the appearance
of the eclipse. You will also construct a cheap solar viewer that will enable you to safely watch the
eclipse.
PROCEDURE:
1. The Distance to the Sun The exaggerated shape of a planetary orbit is shown below. The sun is at one
focus of the ellipse. The semimajor axis of the orbit is 'a', and the eccentricity is 'e'. [The
eccemricity tells how much the ellipse deviates from a circle. The closer the value is to zero, the
closer the ellipse is to being a perfect circle.] Using the values given for these quantities for the
earth's orbit around the sun, calculate the distance from the earth to the sun at .the times of both
perihelion (January 3) and aphelion (July 3).
(/)
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= 0.0167
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The Earth's orbit is almost a perfect circle. The drawing above greatly exaggerates the orbit's
deviation from a circle.
Calculate the maximum and minimum distances from earth to sun. Express these distances to
the nearest 0.1 million miles:
MINIMUM DISTANCE = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(perihelion)

MAXIMUM DISTANCE =
(aphelion)
2.
The Distance to the Moon Repeat step 1 for the Moon's orbit around the
Earth, expressing the calculated distances to the nearest 100 miles. The values
you will need for the Moon's orbit are:
semimajor axis
a 238,900 miles
eccentricity e 0.0549

=

=

MINIMUM DISTANCE = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(perigee)

MAXIMUM DISTANCE =
(apogee)
The Moon reaches each of these positions once during each 27.3 day orbital period. Since the
cycle of phases is 29.5 days, there is no particular phase that may be associated with either perigee or
apogee. These paints are constantly shifting to earlier and earlier times in the phase cycle.
The distances you have calculated above have been based on the assumption that the Moon
follows a perfectly elliptical orbit of the given eccentricity. However, the graVitational pull of the sun
distorts the shape of the Moon's orbit, so that no two orbits are identical. The sun's gravity reduces
the minimum perigee distance and increases the maximum apogee distance to the following values:
MINIMUM LUNAR DISTANCE (actual)
356,400 km (221,460 miles)
MAXIMUM LUNAR DISTANCE (actual) = 406,700 km (252,710 miles)

=
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3.
The Angular Diameter of the Sun and Moon The apparent angular size' a' of an object depends
upon both its physical diameter 'd' and its distance '0'. To determine the angular diameter, we use the
following relationship:
a (in radians) .d.
I t should be reasonable, based on the drawing below,
o
that the larger the value of dID, the greater the angle a.
(Observer)

=

o----_--:::-____...:a~_ __.:O~ d = 0.865

million miles
(Solar Diameter)
D
Including a conversion factor to express the angle in other units, we are led to:
a (in seconds of arc)
.d. • (206,265)

=

D
Calculate the angular diameter of the Sun at perihelion and a t aphelion, using this last equation
and the distances to the sun you determined in part 1. Express these and aI/ other angles to the nearest
10 seconds of arc:
ANGULAR SIZE
Tl-E SUN AT PERIHEUON
Seconds a fAr c
ANGULAR SIZE
Tl-E SUN AT APHEUON
Seconds of Arc
[For comparison, 3600 seconds of arc 1 degree. The values you obtained should have been
slightly greater than 1800 seconds of arc (one half of one degree).] Now calculate the angular diameter
of the Moon at perigee and apogee, using the actual values of '0', the lunar distance extremes that
were given to you in the middle of the previous page, and the fact that the lunar diameter 'd' is 2160
miles. Again express these values to the nearest 10 seconds of arc.
ANGULAR SIZE
TI-E fVCO\l A T CLOSEST PERIGEE = ____________ Seconds a fAr c
ANGULAR SIZE
iHE fVCO\l A T FURTHEST AR:X3EE
Seconds a fAr c
4.
Appearance of the May 1 0 Eclipse 01 May 10, the Moon is close to apogee. The Sun wi /I be
Slightly closer to its aphelion distance than to its perihelion distance. Because the Sun's angular size is
greater than the Moon's 6n that date, a Total Eclipse will not be seen from the Earth's surface. Rather,
the May 10 Solar Eclipse will be an Annular Eclipse, sometimes referred to as a ring eclipse.
Since the Moon is not quite at its furthest apogee during this orbit, use a value
for angular diameter that is 50 seconds greater than the value you calculated above,for "angular size
at furthest apogee." For the Sun, use 1920 seconds of arc, the average apparent size of the Sun.
Locate the center of the back of the last sheet in this lab. Placing cardboard under this sheet,
draw two circles centered on this point, using the compass provided. The sizes of the two circles will
represent the angular sizes of the Sun and the Moon on May 10. Scale your circles so that one
centimeter represents 100 seconds of arc. Thus, 1800 seconds (1/2 of one degree) would be
represented by a circle 18.0 cm in diameter, or 9.0 cm in radius. Use a sharp pencil for greatest
precision.
For these circles to properly represent the appearance of the Sun and Moon on May 10, the
inner circle (the Moon) would need to be blackened, and then both circles should be placed 21 meters
away_ [You do not need to do this.]
Eclipse Dimming To determine the percentage of sunlight blocked by the Moon during mid5.
eclipse, we need to divide the area of the Moon's circle in part 4 by the area of the outer (sun) circle.
A cirCle's area depends upon the square of its diameter, so we can determine the percentage of sunlight
blocked by using the angular diameters (in seconcjs of arc) of the circles:
Divide the Moon's angular diameter by the Sun's angular diameter, and square the result.
Multiply this by 100 to obtain the percent of sunlight that will be blocked by the Moon. Express to the
nearest tenth of a percent.
PERCENTAGE
SUNUGHT BLOCKED BY THE N(X)\J
%
PERCENT
SUNUGHT WHICH ARRIVES IN CHAMPAIGN = _________ %

a=
a=

=

=____________
= _____________

a=
a=

a=

= ___________

=_________

a=

Despite most of the sunlight being blocked by the Moon, it is still extremely unsafe to look at the Sun
during the .annular eclipse. All portions of the Sun's visible surface--the photosphere--are extremely
intense light sources, and light from any portion of the photosphere can cause severe damage if focused
on the retina of the human eye.
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6.
Rendezvous on the Ecliptic: Obtain an equatorial star chart from its location in the lab, and use
a sharp pencil to plot the apparent position of the Moon for each day of May, 1994. As in your
Retrograde Motion lab, we use the coordinates of Right Ascension (measured eastward from the vernal
equinox) and Declination (measured north or south from the celestial equator). Place the day number
(1·31) near each point, and connect the points with a smooth, narrow curve.
Date
May 1
May2
May3
May 4
May 5
May 6
May 7
May8
May 9
May 1 0
May 11
May 12
May 1 3
May 14
May 15
May 16

A.A.
20.0 hrs
21.0 hrs
21.8 hrs
22.5 hrs
23.3 hrs
O. a h rs
0.8 h rs
1 .5 h rs
2.3 hrs
3.2 h rs
4.0 hrs
4.8 hrs
5.8 hrs
6.5 hrs
7.5 h rs
8.3 hrs

Date
May 17
May 18
May 19
May 20
May 21
May 22
May 23
May 24
May 25 .
May 26
May 27
May 28
May 29
May 30
May 31

Dec
·16deg
-13deg
• 9 deg
- 4 deg
o deg
4 deg
8 deg
12deg
15deg
18 deg
20deg
20deg
20deg
19deg
17 deg
14deg

R.A.
9.0 hrs
10.0 hrs
10.8 hrs
11.8hrs
12.5hrs
13.5hrs
14.5 hrs
15.8hrs
16.8 hrs
17.8hrs
18.8 hrs
19.8 hrs
20.8 hrs
21.5 hrs
22.3hrs

Dec
11 deg
6 deg
1deg
• 4 deg
• 9 deg
·13deg
-17deg
·20 deg
-21 deg
·21 deg
·20 deg
-17deg
·14 deg
-10deg
• 6 deg

The position of an object along the ecliptic is given by its celestial longitude, which is displayed in ten
degree increments just above the ecliptic. Fill in the following table for the selected dates, reading the
values off the star chart to the nearest degree:
Sun's Moon's
Date
Celestial Longitude
Celestial Longitude
May1 _________
May 4 _________
May7 _________

_ ______ _
_ ______ _
_ ______ _

May 10_________
May 13_________
May16 ____ ~____
May 19_________
May 22_________
May 24_________
May 27_________
May30 ____ ~_~~_

_ ______ _
_ ______ _
_ ______ _
_ ______ _
_ ______ _
_ ______ _
_ ______ _
_ ______ _

An eclipse is only possible when the celestial longitudes of the Moon and the Sun are nearly
identical, or else differ by roughly 1800. At these times. the Moon must, of course, also be crossing
the ecliptic (such a point is called a node of the orbit).
ON WHICH DAY ARE THE CELESTIAL LONGITUDES OF THE SUN AND MOON EQUAL
(or very cI05e)? ________
WHAT IS THE MOON'S PHASE? _ _ _ __
IS THE MOON CLOSE TO A NODE OF ITS ORBIT ON THIS DAY? _ _ __
WHAT TYPE OF ECLlPSE COULD OCCUR ON THIS DAY? _ _ __
ON WHICH DAY DO THE CELESTIAL LONGITUDES OF THE SUN AND MOON DIFFER
BY APPROXIMATELY 1800? (THE MOON IS IN OPPOSITION TO THE SUN) _ __
WHAT IS THE MOON'S PHASE? _ _ _ __
IS THE MOON AT A NODE OF ITS ORBIT ON THIS DA Y? _ _ __
WHAT TYPE OF ECLIPSE COULD OCCUR ON THIS DAY? _ _ __
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7.
Construction of a Solar Viewer Obtain a piece of card stock from its location in the lab. Fold the
sheet in half,' keeping the printing on the outside of the card stock, and use the razor blade cutter to
remove the marked rectangle (and an identical rectangle of material beneath it). Cut just inside the
solid line that borders this rectangle, not the "dashed" line. T~e dashes are actually position marks for
staples that you will later place in the viewer.
Next, obtain a rectangle of Solar Skreen™ material from the lab instructor, being extremely
careful to avoid either scratching it or putting fingerprints on it.
Cpen up your folded card stock and lay it flat, with the "inside" surface up. Place the Solar
Skreen™ material over one of the open "windows", and tape it in place using masking tape. Tape
around the entire edge of theSolar Skreen ™ , being careful not to leave any light leaks.
Use the examples provided in the laboratory to guide you in taping the material in place,
stapling the folded cardstock, and in making a cut and a fold to create a protectiye sleeve for your
viewer.
Place your name on both the protective sleeve and on the viewer, paperclip
them together, and turn them in with your report.
S.
Further Complications The nodes of the Moon's orbit are not at fixed positions along the
ecliptic. The sun's gravity causes the nodal positions to migrate westward at the rate of 19.40 per
year. This causes the pattern of eclipses to repeat at Intervals of slightly in excess of 18 years.
Further, the positions of perigee and apogee also move along the Moon's orbit, and are not tied in any
way to the positions of the nodes.
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PRODUCTION OF SOFT-EDGE MASKS FOR SEAMLESS IMAGES IN PANORAMA AND
ALUSKY SYSTEMS.

Herschel

Mair

When I joined the Planetarium of the South African Museum In 1989, it was from a
world of commercial and advertising photography. My astronomical experience was virtually
non-existent and my experience of audio visual production was limited to the photographic
assignments I had
undertaken in this fie1d. My specialty had always been lighting for studio and location work; the
chemistry and physics involved have always held the same fascination for me as the aesthetics
and art.
~ of the fi rst problems to confront me, in my newly chosen field, was that of producing
seamless panorama scenes both from life and from artwork. I looked through old Planetarians
and tried to adapt the standard Wess soft-edge masks to the shapes required for the planetarium.
This was very time consuming. yet unsuccessful, so I decided to make my qwn masks. I read up
on different emulsions and drew up a list of requirements.
a)
I t needed to be a thin emulsion to sandwich with slides
i n the mounts
I t needed to be continuous tone and not high contrast
b)
like Kodalith and other line films.
c)
I t had to have a clear base &> ~ not to interfere with
the density of the slide.
a-e should remember that the U.S. were imposing sanctions on th.e old South Africa and
Kodak would have nothing to do with us, so information was extremely difficult to obtain.
However I eventually discovered and settled for 5032 Release Positive Film from Kodak. A
negative emulsion originally made for the motion picture industry. It was used to print the
cinema releases from the black and white negative material on which they were originaHy shot.
The next trick was to get the right developer/exposure combination for the job. I t had to
give the right gradation from clear to maximum density over the area required. I experimented
with many developers and each at differing dilutions. I even went so far as to mix up some of my
own from an old Kodak book of formulas (remember, Kodak chemistry was unavailable) I
eventually settled for IIford IIfotech developer at a dilution of 1 to 20 for five minutes with
intermittent agitation: 5 seconds every 30 seconds and continuous for the first 30 seconds. I
used a Wess Negative
as an original and compared the Wess positive to my result as a yardstick.
The exposure proved to be critical, as I was operating right on the shoulder of the
sensitometric curve of the emulsion. I had to work in one- third stop increments to get it right.
Another reason for the required accuracy is that our pans only overlap by about 10 to 15%,
instead of the normal third of the frame. This was a standard which I inherited and, because it
gave a brighter and sharper image than the higher magnification used to get a third overlap, I
decided to live with it.
I then had to produce a negative of the mask from which to shoot the final product. This
was originally achieved by cutting up Wess masks and doing a paste up job, but a better method
is to shoot a colour transparency of the shape through a diffuser, similar to the way you would
shoot aglow. By varying the deegre of diffusion and the opacity of the diffusing material,
varying degrees of gradation can be achieved.
An important thing to remember is that i t is essential to standardize the projectors to
make any soft edge system work. As long as some projectors are projecting a larger or smaller
image than others, you can never hope to get it right. The way I did this was to physically divide
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up the spring line of the dome into twelve segments with exactly the same width. Then I shot a
set of line up slides, pin registered and all exactly the same. Next, I aligned each projector so
that their magnification was identical. I then tried out successive sets of masks with no other
slide in the pin regester mount, until I achieved an even white light spread across the whole
field of the panorama projectors.
All-skies presented their own sat of challenges. After I got the pans right, I turned my
attention to the gothic arch of the all sky system and produced a suitable mask for this using the
same process as I did for the panoramas. It worked moderately well but here the overlap area is
even smaller than in the panorama projectors, and so the faint darkening or lightening at
certain places in the seams were still there after much work and frustration. .I decided to try a
different approach. I printed the arch shape onto lithog~aphic sheet film at various
magnifications, and tried them in various positions in the optical light path of the projector.
Eventually I found that a mask 45 mm high at the back of thetront condenser worked very well.
With all the projectors on; and empty slides in the gates, I achieved a seamless, evenly
illuminated dome.
I t has been a lot of fun getting this process together, although there were times when it
looked as though Kodak knew what they were talking about, in their book on audio visual
production, when they advised, "Don't even try it, leave it to companies like Wess, etc."
Q-e of the biggest attractions·of planetarium photography, for me, is the vast range of
unexplored photographic opportunities still available; finding a better emulsion here or a
better way to process a common one there.
All we need is the time between the production deadlines.
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WHERE WERE YOU THE SUMMER ASTRONAUTS FIRST WALKED ON THE MOON?
Jim Manning
I was fourteen years old glued to the TV with my whole family watching the first step on the
Moon.
Now it seems·yeah, so we did that. But then it was a magical time·that humans had
accomplished such a feat!
No one was not touched by it.
I was living in Pensacola, Florida, roasting from the heat, watching U-2's fly, and riding out
Hurricane Camille. What a life.
It was as (has) been said before-the best of times and the worst of times.
Arguably, the fi rst human landing on Earth's Moon was one of the defining moments of
human history. Little wonder that-just as the world seemed to pause 25 years ago to watch in
amazement-we should try to make it pause again on this silver anniversary to take a look back.
To commemorate the 25th anniversary of the firs t Moon landing this summer, the
Museum of the Rockies in Bozeman, Montana has developed an exhibit called "Pioneering
Space." Our charge was to build an exhibit around a series of well-traveled NASA scale models
we were getting on loan from the Marshall Spaceflight Center in Huntsville, Alabama-and to
create this exhibit in a short period of time on a very limited budget. The result was a uniquely
economical design that unified an eclectic assortment of items.
The exhibit was organized chronologically, recalling the major U.S. manned space
programs from Mercury through the space shuttle with a speculative look at the future. To
achieve a "high-tech" look, the staff created a modular grid format with white cardboard boxes
stacked and fastened together to serve as stable dividing walls and backgrounds. Graphic panels
featured astronaut quotations in large letters, reader panels, and cofor Xeroxes of NASA images
divided into sections in a windowpane pattern-to achieve the maximum image size available
through Xeroxing and to mimic the grid pattern of the boxes.
The scale models of rockets, capsules, and other vehicles were spruced up with a I ittl e
elbow grease and creative lighting, and were enclosed by railings made of PVC sewer pipe to
continue the high-tech look, with attached reader panels capped with a formica grid.
MEd to these elements were artifacts including printed memorabilia, training and flight
suits, objects flown in space, shuttle tiles, and a Moon rock on extended loan from NASA.
Several video stations showing Apollo, shuttle, and historic footage and an interactive computer
program completed the exhibit-along with a 22-foot (7 m) long inflatable space shuttle model
that had us worried, but helped fill the upper space of the exhibit hall and fit in better than we
expected!
A planetarium program called "The Final Frontier" featuring the narration of John d3
Lancie (Star Trek's "a") and taking a look at the human desire to "conquer" space tn science
fiction and fact, accompanies the exhibit with regular performances in the museum's Taylor
Planetarium.
Our desire was to have people gJ away with a sense of the excitement and accomplishment
of those early days of the Space Age, or at least a sense of history and legacy, and perhaps some
perspective in which to place current and future efforts in space.
Public interest and response has been gratifying. Especially tOUChing is to watch
parents who witnessed those early days explaining the exhibit to their attentive children-to
watch a little of the wonder pass from one generation to another.
The first Moon landing was one of those events in which everyone who was alive and old
enough to understand remembers where they were and what they were doing when it happened.
And so-to strengthen the sense of legacy and to involve visitors a little more in the exhibit-we
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added a small writing station and invited people to write down their recollections of that
turbulent summer and the day that Neil Armstrong made the first human footprint on the
surface of the Moon.
People took us up on it-and the result is a fascinating record of human response to a
singular moment in human history. In a real way, it has put the exhibit-and the events of 25
years ago-into perspective for us, and has given that time a human face. Following is a small
but representative sampling of those responses.
The most common response confirmed that fo r one-third of the people alive today, the
Moon landing is history:
I wasn't born yet. I was still in two pieces! My parents were just getting to know each other.
don't
know where I was.
I was not alive but I'm sure it was great.
I f some confessed indifference to the event, there were a variety of reasons why:
(I was) climbing trees, fishing bullheads, and riding bikes, at four years old oblivious to the
history being made.
I had just graduated from high school and was on my first trip to Europe-more interested in
discos and food than space!
The day Armstrong and company returned from the Moon, I returned from my second tour in
South Vietnam. I didn't really care about the Moon.
Not surprisingly, some were suspicious of the whole business:
I was watching it on TV with my family in Illinois. I was eleven-we watched all day wondering
if the pictures were real or if they were creating "the Moon" on Earth.
I . . . recall my grandfather not really believing it happened-just one of those "movie tricks.'"
I was in Cairo, Egypt and many people didn't believe anything happened. It was al/ a CIA plot!
Ard others questioned the wisdom of heading so boldly for heaven:
I was living in Nelson County, Virginia, and the country people blamed the Moon landing for
Hurricane Camille coming through and wreaking havoc on the county. It hailed on our crops the
day they landed and some people said that was an omen.
A friend's grandmother was sure we would al/ burn in hell for going to the Moon!
Surprisingly, there have been virtually no anti-space program recollections written
down, save this one:
I was a "counter-culture" teenager who thought that money should be spent on solving social
problems. I didn't watch the landing-thought it was USA patriotism and Iwas anti-tbat. Now I
wish I had watched it!
Scme answers reflected the disparate lifestyles of the 60's:
I was in Haight Ashbury, San Francisco doing LSD and protesting the Vietnam war, looking for a
better way of life for the U.S. and the world.
I was on the beach at Long Island, New York spending my days clam digging and sunbathing and
listening to "American Pie" on the radio by Don McClean.
First day of training at U. S. Army Training Center, Huntsville, Alabama. Gave us the day off.
Scme reminded us of the distracting horrors of war:
I was a twenty-three year-old Green Beret fighting in Vietnam near Chu Li and found out about
it three days later.
I was twenty years old lying in a hospital bed at 83rd EvacHospital, Phu Bia, South Vietnam.
Wounded in action. Watching Apollo 11 and Neil Armstrong land.
I was in the Marine Corps on a mountain in Southeast Asia. Just finished counting our dead and
wounded. This space walk didn't mean much to me. I was a second lieutenant and had just lost
three of my men. God bless them.
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And of the cat-and-mouse exercises of the Cold War:
Summer of '69, I was on a destroyer escort radar picket off Cape Kennedy. Our duty was to
keep tabs on the Russian ships that came there to spy on the launch. We put out to sea to evade
Hurricane Camille-four days of waves breaking over the flying bridge.
People stopped to witness the event wherever they happened to be:
I was a Boy Scout at camp on Melito Is/and, Flathead Lake (Montana) sitting with my friends
around the campfire staring at the Moon in amazement; I wanted to be there too someday.
In Michigan's Upper Peninsula-we had no TV, so we listened on a car radio, in the dark, on the
side of a deserted highway.
(/ was) on a Forest Service lookout tower listening to the landing by radio and watching the
stars-a beautiful and emotional experience.
And for many, the experience was indeed an emotional one:
I was at home in North Platte, Nebraska, watching on TV with my wife and three Y9un9 children .
. . marveling at the wonder of it all. I cried-a twenty-Six year-old adult totally awed by it a1/.
I was almost ten years old; my father was a physics astronomy instructor ata small col/ege in
North Carolina.
We got up (seems like) at 3 or 4 a.m. to watch Neil Armstrong walk on the Moon! My dad could
hardly stay in his chair; he kept jumping al/ around the room with big '01 tears in his eyes.
Others pauSed in their workday:
I was stacking hay on a ranch by Martinsdale, Montana.! was fifteen years old and we took an
extra hour off at lunch to watch the landing.
I was working in a taco stand in Los Angeles {I was nineteen}. We watched it in the back roomnobody came by for a taco during the Moon walk!
I was running a Texaco gas station on the south side of Chicago, near a busy intersection. I closed
the station early that day, and my friend and I watched the landing on TV, inside the station. The
streets were virtually empty when the landing occurred. That struck me-that much of America
was watching those brave men.
But it wasn't just America that was watching, for this was a human accomplishment:
I was in Brisbane, Australia, driving home from work. he streets were clear of autos and
people. Everyone was indoors listening to the radio and TV.
We were in Bern, Switzerland, and were on the sidewalks-watching TV through store windows
with a crowd of cheering Swiss people.
I was an exchange student in Coatzacoalcos, Mexico. My Mexican family and I watched the
landing on TV and they had a champagne party in my honor to celebrate the event.
I was working on an archaeological dig in Wales and we walked to the closest vii/age to watch TV
through the window of a bar (only TV for miles around). All the local Welsh farmers were
there. My sister (17) and I (19) cried with pride and excitement. Everyone cheered . ..
Ard some visitors expressed their sentiments in their own languages:
I was no born. Pero mi papa me canto como fue eso,creo que fue muy emosionante para todos,
claro que nosotros 10 vimos par television, pero no se pudo ve muy vien porque era en blanco y
negro.
Die erste Mondlandung in Juli 1969 habe ich in Deutschland nachts im Fernsehen verfolgt.
On etait devant la tele, c'etait la nuit, on attendait avec impatience I'evenement! C'etait
incroyable!
Some had a personal stake j n the enterprise:
I was thirty-one years old, living in Glendora, California ... I got to see the first Moon rocks .
. brought back as I was working for Bell & Howell who had supplied the cameras.
I was in Boulder, Colorado with Beech Aircraft and we were celebrating the success of our life
support system that went to the Moon. We were also working on and testing the next generation
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space vehicle called the shuttle.
We grew up in Wapokoneta, Ohio, right down the street from Neil Armstrong. He worked in our
great aunt and uncle's grocery store and had dated my high school gym teacher. Now we were
glued to every picture, every word about Neil's trip to the Moon. Wapokoneta was on the map!
Others were simply amazed at how far we'd come in such a short time:
My grandpa (then seventy-six) said . . . "f've seen the first cars, the first airplanes, and now
I've seen a man on the Moon!
I was two years old and we lived in Columbus, Ohio. When I see exhibits like this I get chills.
What we consider commonplace in 1994 must have been an incredible achievement (in 1969).
Especially heartwarming were the efforts of parents to hold their children as witnesses
to history:
Parents had to drag me in from playing with my matchbox cars to "see history" . .. Awww,
Dad!
I was five months old and in my mothers arms when the landing was broadcast live on TV. She
took me outside and held me up to face the Mo"on. Something I still remember to this day.
I was eighteen, just graduated from high school. I remember thinking I could tell my kids about
it someday. I'm here today with my eighteen year-old twins and being nostalgic.
Ard how it inspired a generation of people like us:
I was nineteen in Los Angeles. I built a scale model of the Earth-Moon system, using a globe and
a tennis ball about 30 feet apart. Each day I moved a tiny model of Apollo closer to the Moon, as
the news told us how far they were out.
I was five years ,four months old. I watched the replay of the landing the next morning on TV.
had posters of theastronauts on my bedroom walls. and I wanted to be one. I still do.
When Armstrong took his first step on the Moon I was nine years old and visiting California. It
was super to see. It made me want to be the first man on Mars. From then on, science was my
favorite subject. I guess that is why I teach science now.
The exhibit ends on November 27th this year. As we crate up the models and take down
the box walls, return the artifacts on loan and deflate our shuttle balloon, we'll also collect
these visitor responses and place them in our museum archives along with details of our
exhibit.
Ard perhaps, 25 years from now-on the 50th anniversary of the firs t Moon landingsomeone will retrieve them and read the responses and discover again the human face of the
legacy of Apollo. Will we have continued to build on this legacy?
The reaction to our exhibit gives me hope that the anwer may be yes. Ard that sentiment
can be expressed no more eloquently than by those who have written their record in our book:
I was eighteen months old and have grown up knowing that space was in reach. I look forwarci to
seeing the frontiers further expanded.
I was five years old and I remember watching it with my parents and brothers and sisters. I
remember it being fascinating and inspiring. I followed the space program from then on and
eventually received my degree in aerospace engineering from Penn State. I sure hope we don't
stop spending the money we need to spend to continue investigating space. It's man's last
unknown place and I'd hate to think what we'd be like with no more unknowns to explore.
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TRAVELING TELESCOPES:

AN EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROJECT

Jim

Manning

Ilive and work in the state of Montana in the United States; It's a place with a "Big Sky,"
numerous mountain vistas, lots of wide open spaces, abundant wildlife·and not very many people. Tha
presents some interesting challenges in serving the state's science education needs.
Montana, located in the U.S. Rocky Mountain West, is the fourth·largest of the states in area
(after Alaska, Texas, and California), but it's 800,000 residents could fit comfortably in the city of
Baltimore, Maryland. Montana's student-age population, according to 1990 estimates, is about
150,000·just one student per square mile. about half a student per square kilometer.
Of 776 operating schools, 117 are one-teacher schools with 20 students or fewer. Of 370
elementary school districts, 212 (57%) have 100 students or fewer. And of 164 high school districts
84 (51%) have 100 students or fewer.
In short. Montana's school population is sparse and scattered. The state's small. far-flung
schools often have very limited resources for science education or field trips, and are often just too
far away to make or afford the trip to the Museum of the Rockies, which is the only museum in the
state with a strong science emphasis and houses the state's only (non-portable) planetarium.
To meet these challenges, the museum has developed a significant science education outreach
effort to serve Montana students. The strongest element of this outreach effort is the astronomy
program: four Starlab portable planetariums travel to all parts of the state, and have served upwards
of 100,000 Montanans, mostly students, over the last six years.
Given the great success and positive teacher/student reaction to our Starlab program, we saw
a need and an opportunity to enhance our astronomy outreach effort with a component offering more
"hands-on" experience involving the real sky and real observational tools. In 1993, supported by a
grant from the V. M. Slipher Committee of the National Academy of Sciences, we began a pilot project
offering "traveling telescopes" to Montana schools.
The educational goals of the pilot project were two-fold: 1) To introduce users to the function
and use of the telescope. and 2) To use the telescope to observe and learn about celestial objects firsthand. The practical objective was to provide a sturdy set of tools and materials that would travel
well, would be easy to use, and would advance these educational goals. Like the museum's Starlabs,
the telescopes would be shipped to schools directly, without benefit of an accompanying expert, and so
we needed to provide teachers with sufficient information and encouragement to allow them to use the
materials on their own.
The telescope we chose fa r the project was the Astroscan from Edmund Scientific. Inc. This
four-inch (100mm) "rich-field" Newtonian was selected for its compact size, durability, portability,
ease of use, wide field of view, and good·quality images for its size and cost. Two Astroscans were
purchased with a Simple set of accessories for each: 28mm and 12mm eyepieces (to provide 16· and
37-power views), rubber eyeguards for the eyepieces (to cut out ambient light), and a non-skid rubber
mat on which to place the telescope base.
The telescopes were packed into sturdy, foam·lined trunks for shipping to sites around the
state. Packed with the telescopes were a set of materials, including Edmund's "Using Your Astroscan"
and "The Edmund Sky Guide" booklets (excellent references for using the telescope and finding things in
the sky), a planisphere for finding constellations at any time of night, a "Traveling Telescopes User's
Guide" prepared by our staff. shipping instructions, and evaluation forms.
The user's guide was aimed at teachers and supplemented the Edmund booklets by offering basic
sky and telescope information, observing tips and techniques, and simple exercises to reinforce
concepts, improve finding skills, and give the users observing practice. The objective wasta
familiarize teachers with the equipment. concepts. and exercises so that they could conduct observing
sessions with their students under the real sky. We also encouraged teachers to locate a local amateur
observer to assist and to help speed up the learning curve.
We also targeted specific objects to look for. Guide sheets for relatively bright and easy-tofind sky objects were provided for each season·objects like the Pleiades, the Orion Nebula, and the
Andromeda Galaxy, and double stars like Mizar and Albireo. Each guide sheet contained a computergenerated finding chart, a description of what the object would look like through the telescope, and
information about it. We also provided observing information on the Moon and planets (including a
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planet almanac telling where and when to look for them), and provided additional references.
We recruited teachers for the project at workshops conducted by the museum in 1993,
identified a pilot group offering a variety of school sizes, grade levels, and locations, and shipped the
trunks during the 1993-94 academic year. We learned a number of things:
1.
The telescopes seemed to travel well. They came back intact, and we're satisfied with
our protective measures.
It was difficult to get teachers to send back the evaluations.
Persistent calls and
2.
veiled threats helped-sometimes.
3.
Teacher response to the trunks was very positive.
4.
Teachers generally found the telescopes and exercises easy to use.
S.
But, some of this use was fairly superficial. This seemed especially to be the case if
teachers didn't have the telescope for very long, and had little previous experience with telescopes.
6.
Some teachers just used the telescope in the daytinte,cause that's when school
is in session. These teachers still seemed satisfied; they felt daytime use (on terrestrial objects) gave
their students an introduction to the function and use of the telescope, and it still demonstrated, for
example, how telescopes make distant objects look closer. But it obviously didn't get them looking at
things in the sky. (We strictly discouraged solar observation because of the potential dangers,
especially among the inexperienced.)
7.
Some teachers would have liked to have had the trunks longer. They felt they
could have gotten a lot more use out of them.
8.
Some teachers requested additional aids. They preferred us to supply a red-filtered
flashlight rather than to fashion one themselves, and some wantedglow-in-the-dark star maps. The
pilot project led us to some conclusions:
1.
The project is worth continuing. Teachers like it, but we need to make some refinements.
2.
We need to offer more direction. Inexperienced teachers will. need more directed
exercises to make best use of the telescope trunks. We plan to develop: a)additional step-by-step
practice exercises which will first give teachers experience with the telescope. during the daytime
(e.g., finding terrestrial objects, under-standing inverted images, etc.) and then will give them
experience finding objects in the sky at night; and b) a set of goal-oriented observing programs which
will get the students and their teachers outside seeking specific objects and studying specific things
about them. We're also conSidering the development of more grade-specific exercises and a videotape
to demonstrate the use of the Astroscan-similar to the videotape we have for the Starlab program
which demonstrates how to set it up and how to take it down.
We need to develop strategies to encourage nighttime observation. During the
3.
day, teachers have the students right there. It's hard to get them back at night-and that's true of
teachers and students! One possibility is to encourage family weekend sessions, where teachers,
students and their parents participate together on a night that isn't a "'school night. Sort of an
astronomical PTA meeting.
We need to let the teachers have the telescopes longer. Periods as long as two~
4.
weeks' may be needed, to give teachers ample time to practice using the telescopes and materials, to
make it more likely that teachers could (or WOUld) schedule nighttime sessions, and to improve the
chances of getting some clear nights to observe.
S.
We need to supply a red-filtered flashlight. The glow-in-the-dark star maps are going
to take a little longer!
Over the coming months, we plan to make these refinements, and then to offer the traveling
telescope trunks as a full-fledged component of our astronomy outreach program. We'll charge a
nominal use fee-as we do for our Starlabs-to cover our overhead and to provide a repair and
replacement fund against the day that one of our telescopes dQesn't travel so well.
In the Taylor Planetarium and in our Starlab portables across the wide-open spaces of Montana,
we spend a great deal of time creating an artificial sky-to teach students and others about the
wonderful wide-open spaces stretching overhead on every clear night. It's our hope that our traveling
telescopes will offer those small, far-flung schools a chance to explore that "Big Sky" for real.
If
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Quality Discount School "Programming and Latge Revenues"
David H. Menke, Ph.D.,
The three-fold mission of the planetarium is to educate, entertain, and edify its audience.
Some planetarium shows are more educational, and some are more entertaining. However, each
one is designed to edify to uplift and elevate the human spirit. We want our visitors to leave
OUf theaters feeling good.
Even so, if we are too educational and academic, so that the shows resemble classroom
instruction, attendance drops. If we are too entertaining, we run into troubles with the
underlying scientific philosophy upon. which we are based. It is critical to find the right balance
and blend for each audience; to provide a variety of programs that wiH meet the needs of our
community.
Certainly one of our most important functions, if not the most important, ~s to provide
quality planetarium shows to visiting schoof groups. Some planetariums charge a fee for these
shows; others receive county or state support and present the school shows -free of additional
cbarge.
Several years ago, we at the Buehler Planetarium were charging a modest $2.50 per
student for our shows. Even though this was not too expensive, attendance was poor. During our
busy weeks. we were giving 5 to 10 shows each week, with a mean of 7. We could easily handle
15 to 20. There were no school shows during holiday weeks. The average number of pupils that
came to each show was about 50. Thus, our revenues were $875 each busy week, or about
$25,000 annually.
This number represented only 10,000 of the County's 120,000
elementary school children. Virtually no students beyond grade 5 were coming.
Wanting to serve more students, but also mandated by the College to earn enough money
to stay solvent, we needed a way to bring more kids to the planetarium. Our goal was achieved in
two ways: by offering better quality shows at a lower price, and by improving "customer
service."
Every year from 1 988 through 1 991 we determined that 67% of the school shows given
~- and revenue received -- occurreCl during the second half of the fiscaJ year: January through
June. This caused financial concerns among College administrators. By December of each
year, with half the year gone, only about $8,000 from schools. Our economic situation looked
bleak. We were threatened with budget cuts. A change had to be made.
Fi rst, a grant proposal was written and submitted to the Broward County School Board.
The proposal offered to give quality planetarium school shows to the students at a rate of only
.00 per student that's a 60% discount. in return, the District was to award us a contract to
give 600 shows _. for 60,000 students. Payment was due in advance at the beginning of
the year. Unfortunately the board did not fund the proposa\. However, District .
Superintendent Sam Morgan suggested that the proposal be re-written and submitted
individually to the principal of each school.
The proposal, known as the "Planetarium
Shows for Elementary Students," or PSES, was re-written and submrtted to 60 school
principals.
That first year, 15 of the District's schools subscribed. Thus, the PSES
program gave the Planetarium about $15,000 up front, in the bank, before the First school
show had been given. This astonished our College administration, since this amount was twice
what we usually had earned by January 1.
Fiscal year 1 993, wh ich was 0 u r second year of PSES, 2 6 of the 11 8 schools committed.
by September 1, 1992, we already had about $26,000 in the bank -- more than had been
earned from school groups the entire FY 1991, and we still had yet to give our first show.
I n Fiscal Year 1 994 - - this cu rrent year· - we expanded our offerings to middle
schools (PSMS). high schools (PSHS), and private schools (PSPS). There are 25 schools
t
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participating this year. In addition, our regular prices were increased (the first price hike in
5 years) from $2.50 to $3.50 which afso resulted in more revenues. We also raised our PSES
rate from $1 to $1.50 -- which is still $2.00 less than the regular price and a great bargain.
To make the $3.50 price more attractive, we offer a two-hour visit: one hour for a
planetarium show, and a second hour of "hands-on" and "eyes on" activities. Each full-paying
(non-PSES) group gets a show, then two half-hour sessions of enrichment. The first half hour
consists of a tour of our tropical fruit garden. the second isa discussion and demonstration of the
weather and solar. radiation. On clear days, the students observe the sun through planetarium
telescopes.
Additional discount packages were created in cooperation with Flamingo Gardens.
Discovery Zone, and Young at Art. all nearby local attractions. Students are charged one flat fee
($5) and attend the Buehler Planetarium in the morning. followed by a trip to Flamingo
Gardens. Discovery Zone. or Young at Art. Since bus rates are for a minimum period of time,
full-day field trips are much more cost-effective if they include a second location.
The second part of our plan was to improve our 'customer service.' Teachers were
calling out for better service. For example, many teachers felt uncomfortable or became
disoriented after their bus arrived, and some bus drivers even got lost trying to find the
Planetarium on our campus, even with the maps we send and the signs on campus.
We decided to completely remove any concern that teachers· - 0 r bus drivers - - might
have. To improve our customer relations with school groups, we began placing staff members
or volunteers outside to meet the buses- the moment they entered the campus.
After identifying him/herself and welcoming the school group to the College. our staff
member boards the bus and rides it to the correct parking area. The teachers and students are
enthusiastically greeted by our other staff and are warmly ushered into the theater with gentle
smoothness .. After a great show and some time for questions and answers, the classes are
escorted to their buses, and teachers are given an opportunity to evaluate-ate our performance
via a short survey. So far it has worked weU, and the teachers think we are terrific!
I n addition to ou r school shows, we a/so offer an outreach program which includes a
portable planetarium (the Mobile Astronomy Program [MAP]), and a grant-funded science
outreach program (the Elementary Science Outreach (ESO] program). both of which generate
revenues. Our MAP was budgeted to earn $10,000, but actually eamed 513,000 this year.
This is the first year for the ESO and it has also earned about $5,000 for in-class science
demonstrations in grades 3, 4 and 5. Next year should be even better.
Our expected school revenues of $48,000 was greatly exceeded this year - - - w e have
earned nearly $75,000! When one adds to that the monies from MAP and ESO, and then from
the public planetarium and laser shows, we were able to "break even' in January and give a
surplus of over $60,000 back to the College! This is the third year we have made a profit, and
this year was the most.
Overall, we have been able to triple our school show revenues j n the past 3 Years, while
increasing our attendance several times. Our reputation among the schools has grown and the
future will only lead to better programming, service, and positive growth.
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"Status

of

the Planetarium Profession
David H. Menke, Ph.D.,

...

'994"

Introduction
The Planetarium Professional continues to change. initially a research astronomer, the multitalented Planetarian evolved over time into a ·Renaissance Man- knowing a little about everything. Now
with political, economic, and ecojogical changes on our planet earth, as weH as the changes in, our
local communities, the Planetarium Professional is paralleling those alterations to meet demands
required in the more advanced technological world.
II

Background
Who is the Planetarium Professional? Over the past ten years, this biennial study has shown
that most directors are men -- about 90%. Thus in this report, the director is referred to as "he. n The
study more recently has shown that most other planetarium professionals --. except education
coordinators -- are also men. Although only director has such a high percentage male. And what is he?
many things: an educator, a scientist, an administrator, an entertainer, a businessman.
I t is interesting to note that sometimes he is treated as a professional, and sometimes as a
paraprofessional _. an adjunct to an astronomer. this affects his standing in the community.
The Planetarian has a relatively low standard of living which does not reflect his hard work 0 r
his formal education. Unlike others as well educated, such as physicians, attorneys, teachers,
planetarium professionals are not perceived as much in demand, and thus they command much lower
salaries overall.
This study updates planetarium professionals' salaries and makes comparisons with each other
and with careers the business world. Trends and changes over the past decade are noted. The
planetarium professional's direction is predicted
The paper presents research data from Menke's 1993-94 planetarium professional survey.
The data will be compared with his other research from 1981, 1983, 1985, 1987, 1989, and 1991.
Initially a random sample of 300 (of 982) surveys were sent to U.S .. planetariums in late May
1994. The U.S~ data are gleaned from the returned surveys. A similar international survey will go out
in September 1994.
The current survey has questions deaJing with directors and other planetarium professionals.
Even though many "directors" have other titles, we in the field understand that the title "director- is
appropriate when, referring to the person in charge of or responsible for the planetarium.
Nevertheless, quite a few respondents in, the past have marked ·other" and list titles, such as
planetarium coordinator, teacher, chairperson, training specialist, curator, etc.
A conclusion is drawn, on the director, of the planetarium professional, and the prospects for
the future of those who are within the field. All too often planetarians work long hours and receive
relatively low wages. However, most do enjoy their work.
III Planetariums: 1981-1993
From previous surveys, we realize that most planetariums are controlled by a school 0 r
college. Only about 11% are privately run. The rest are run by city, county, or state governments.
'
There are a few that are owned by individuals -- like StarLab.
The majority of the controlling agencies are either supportive a r very supportive. Only a small
number are non-supportive.
The greatest source of funding support comes from the controlling agency (e.g.,
museum, college, school district). Admissions are the mainstay for 1/6 of planetariums. Grants are
the primary support of only a small number while endowments supported even fewer.
A t any given time, about 5% of the planetariums $5% are open, and 10% are in transition.
A very small number of planetariums have shows that are completely automated. Half give a
combination of live and taped shows. The remainder give only live shows.
The typical planetarium gives 12 presentations each week. However, there is a wide range,
from one or two. per· week, to 30 or 40 if one includes laser light shows.
Since most planetariums are run by schools or colleges, it is not surprising to find out that
more than half serve school groups exclusiyely More than a third do both school shows and public
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presentations.

Thus, almost all planetariums are involved in school shows one way or another.

IV

The Planetarium Director: 198.1-1993
Four years ago, the data from the survey of 1989 told us that the typical U.S. Planetarium
Director was a 43-year old male with a master's degree in a. science-related field earning $36,553
annually (based on an average 10.5-month contract). This figure represented a 20.5% increase over
1987!
Two years ago, data from the 1991 Planetarium Directors survey showed that the Director
aged 3 years over the two year span between surveys; he is now 46. Once a·gain, the masters degree
in a science-related field was the mode. -n addition, the mean annual salary for planetarium directors
in the United States was up by some $4,000 annually, to $40,510. This figure based upon a mean
annual contract of 10.5 months (since most directors are school or college teachers with 9-month
contracts). The new salary represented an overall 10.8% increase from 1989. Were we to
extrapolate to 12 months, the amount would be $46,297.
Other relevant data from the past ten, years include the following numbers:
1.
Directors have tenure averaging more than 12 years.
2.
The largest number of directors come into the planetarium field from non-planetarium
backgrounds. Fewer than 10% have made a lateral move; About in moved up within their institution;
about 1 in 20 got promoted from without.
3.
Almost half of Directors were previously school teachers while one quarter were college
students. Some had been college professors, but very few came from business.
4.
Almost all Directors havebachelor's degrees (98%); in addition, most hold Master's degrees
(over 70%), too. More than one-quarter have doctorates.
5.
Among those with B.A.'s, only 10% have Astronomy degrees. One-fourth have degrees in
Science Educator, 22% each hold degrees in other Science or non-Science. Around 20% have degrees
in a physical science other than astronomy.
6.
About 40% of those with Master's degrees earned them in Science Education. The remainder
are in Physical Science (19%), Astronomy (17%), other science (13%), are non-Science (12%).
Among the Ph.D.'s, more than one-third of the degrees are in Astronomy, Slightly less in
7.
Science Education, about 1/5 in Physical Sciences. There are still 15% in non-Sciences and 2% in
other Sciences.
8.
The mean annual salary over all categories for 1993-1994 is expected to be $45,320. This is
based on an averaged 10.S-month contract. [About 75% of Directors are school or college teachers
with -academic year contracts. Combining this with the 12-month contracts of the remaining 25
yields this modal period.1 Annualizing this salary gives $51,800. Data will refine this estimate.
I t was discovered, not surprisingly, that among Directors, men earn more money than women.
9.
The means for 1991 were $44,831 for men and 535,710 for women, (These numbers are not
annualized).
10.
I t has been determined that in general, the larger the domes, the higher the salary. This
current su'rvey will get the most updated numbers.
11.
Overall, 56% of a Director's time is planetarium-related. Among directors of small domes,
that drops to 48%, and it's about 80% for directors of larger domes.
12.
Most (more than 70%) are members of planetarium associations.
13.
Eighty out of every 100 directors have a high or very high level of job satisfaction. Very few
have a low or very low level.
14.
Most Directors, nearly 3/4, say that they would be school teachers if not in the planetarium.
Of course, many of them already are. Very few feel they would be in business or in other professional
endeavors.
15.
Traditionally men have outnumbered women directors 10 to 1. The last survey determined that
91.5% are men, representing a ratio of 10.8 to I.
16.
About 80% of Directors are married.
17.
Ethnically, almost a/l directors are white (Anglo 0 r other European). in the U.S., there are
just a handful who are black. hispanic, asian-american, or other non-white.
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When one considers education, experience, location (affluent versus impoverished; high cost of
living versus low cost, etc.), then one must skew the estimate appropriately. Based upon a directors
education, experience, type and size of facility, level of responsibility, length of contract, and
location, someone with proper credentials should be earning a much higher salary.
Similarly educated professionals are earning much more than planetarium directors. For
example, in 1987 when the average planetarium director was earning $30,500 (not annualized), the
mean salary for U.S. C. Goverment Physicists was 86-0 higher at $56,000. Federal Museum Curators
were getting $34,000. Aerospace engineers earned $41,000. An Army colonel got $36,000. The
Also in that same year, full-time Ph.D. Astronomer that
head of NASA received $75,000.
worked for the Federal, Government started at $30,000 and experienced Astronomers were getting
$40,000. General Practitioner Physician in private practice were earning $80,000. then; Johnny
Carson got over $3 million.
The lowest paid full-time U.S .. planetarium director today is earning less than $17.000. The
highest paid director earn over $110,000.
V Assistant and, Associate Directors
Assistant directors (or in some planetariums, associate directors) are relatively rare
t~ese days. Few planetariums have them.
Those planetariums that used to have assistant director
positions have redefined them to be one of producer, educator, coordinator, or business manager.
Nevertheless, there are still some planetariums large and complex enough to warrant such an
executiva officer. In virtually all cases, the assistant director works a 12-month contract. This is the
case since directors at schools and colleges rarely have an assistant -director. Those planetariums that
have assistant directors almost always have them as 12-month employees rather than as teachers.
In previous surveys, the typical assistant director was a 39 year-old married white male with
a bachelor's degree in physical science or astronomy. He has worked at the planetarium for 5 years
and is earning $29,441 annually. Most of his job is planetarium related. The majority of assistant
directors come from within, the field
VI

Education Coordinators
Education coordinator are becoming more popular in some planetariums. Like the an assistant
director, in virtually all cases, the education coordinator is working 12 month a year. From previous
surveys, the typical education coordinator is a 35-year-old married white female with a bachelor's
degree in a physical or other science or in science education. ·She a has worked at the plar,etarium for
3 years and is earning $27,619 annually. Most of her job is planetarium-related; however, more than
a third is in science education not related to the planetarium directly The largest number of education
coordinator come from outside the planetarium field.
VII

Producers
Producers have been in planetariums fa r many years and are one of the most needed pOSitions
in many planetariums.
Like the assistant director, in virtually all cases, the producer works 12
months.
From previous survey data, the typical producer is a 37 -year old married white male with a
master's degree in astronomy or science education. He has worked at the planetarium for 1 years
and is earning 526,773 annually Most of his jobs is planetarium related. Producers generally come
from within the planetarium field.

°

VIII

Technicians
Technicians have always been in great demand in most planetariums. Also like other nondirector staff, in almost all cases, the technician is working on a 12-month contract.
The typical technician is a 32-year-old married white male with a bachelor's degree in a
science or science education; half have master's degree, with concentrations split between science or
science education and non-science.
He has worked at the planetarium for 12 years and is earning
$27,164., annually. Most of his job is planetarium-related. However, almost a third is in technical
areas not related to the planetarium directly. The largest number come from outside the planetarium
field.
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IX Artists
Artists are also becoming more popular in planetariums that can afford the luxury. The artist
also works on a 12-month contract.
The typical artist is a 43-year-old married white male with a bachelor degree in physica
science! He has worked at the planetarium for 5 years and is eaming $29,060 annually. Most of his
job is not planetarium-related; almost two-thirds of his work is not related to the planetarium directly.
Interestingly, most come from within the planetarium field.
Other Staff
Other Staff include any full-time positions not previously named. I t is difficult to guess what
those might be. In many cas~s, individuals in previous surveys responded to ·Other" because they have
'titles such as ·Planetarium Coordinator,· ·Curator,· "Teacher,· "Department Head,· ·Professor,·
and so on.
X

XI

Likes and Dislikes
From previous surveys, some of the things that Planetarium Professionals love abou,t their
about include: job autonomy, interacting and sharing with the public, teaching young children"
enthusiastic and interested students, creativity including the creation of show ideas and the production,
of shows), making special effects, inspiring others, realizing dreams the variety of the world,
·showing Saturn to others while using a telescope,· being in contact with' curious people, ·Seeinga
light bulb go on in a children'S eyes,· using the planetarium as an educational tool, getting
everything to work, and the prestige within the university and the community.
There are some things that Planetariums have grown to hate about their job: paperwork, bad
administrators (including "administrivia," jerky museum directors. bosses who have no
understanding about what a planetarium is, and apathy, eqUipment failures, constant repairs and
maintenance, lack of funds, personnel problems, teachers and students who are unprepared,
repetitive school shows, scheduling hassles, low pay, overtime work (especially for no extra money,
fundamentalist religion members, traveling for outreach programs, feeling like an, outsider in museum
or college decision-making, •Jumping through administrative hoops,' grant writing and fund raising,
the "non-professional attitude of another planetarium director in the same county, having only workstudy students as staff members, the avalanche of clerical work, cold observatory domes, trying to do
too much in too little time, canned shows, crumbling facilities, and gum under the seats.
M

XII

Conclusion
The data from the 1993-94 survey will either support the trends of the past 10 years. or
indicate a change of direction. In the paper to be delivered at IPS. the up-tO-date information will shed
new light on this fascinating subject.
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The KecK, Side KecK and Beyond
by Peter Michaud
Most people don't realize that Hawaii can have some pretty inclem~nt weather. In fact, snow
drifts over 12' deep are quite common in this tropical paradise! Of course these conditions only occur
on the state's highest mountains, such as the 13,800' summit of Mauna Kea.
Named with reference to the snow that often caps its summit, the Hawaiian ·White Mountain" is
probably the world's best spot for viewing the heavens. Today, the White Mountain has almost a dozen
permanent white spots on its summit, only.t.l::l.as.a white spots are part of a growing collection of modem
observatory domes.
Of these domes, the biggest houses the world's largest optical telescope, the W.M. Keck
Observatory. With a dome as high as an 11 story building, it might be argued that the Keck
Observatory is the single largest and most sophisticated instrument ever built in Hawaii (or almost
anywhere else for that matter!).
Recently, I was fortunate enough to take an insider's tour of the Keck Observatory and
experience this scope in all its splendor.
Although I had visited the Keck Observatory about two years ago, things have changed
dramatically over the past two years. From the outside, the huge Keck dome now has an identical twin
companion sitting next to it, the Keck II. Sometimes called the MSide Keck,· this identical twin to Keck I
is scheduled to start observations in late 1996,
By now, most planetarians know about the remarkable technology that has allowed Keck to
double the 200· aperture barrier, but very few know about the ambitious plans for Keck's future.
Before we look to the future, let's quickly review how the Keck telescopes work ...
The technology that made Keck possible was developed by Dr. Jerry Nelson at the University of
California at Berkeley. Almost 20 years ago. Nelson envisioned a telescope that could reduce the
weight of a massive thick mirror by using 36 thin, precisely shaped, light-weight mirrors under
constant computer control. To accomplish this, Nelson developed a very sophisticated support system
that uses over 108 "actuators" attached to the backs of mirrors at 1,080 pOints. Electrical
capaCitance is to measure variations in each mirror's position; this data travels to a speedy computer
that processes the information twice every second.
Back in the mid 70' s, when Nelson started designing the Keck telescope, no computer existed
that could process the data quickly enough, but Nelson knew that by the time construction began
computer technology would catch up. Today, this system controls the position of each 880 pound
mirror with an accuracy better than 1/1000 the thickness of a human hair and has proven itself by
producing some of the sharpest images of any telescope ever made.
In addition to the advanced technology that keeps the Keck mirrors aligned, these mirrors have
the most accurate surfaces of any telescope on our planet. Thanks to new process performed at
Eastman Kodak, the optical figures on all the Keck mirrors were fine-tuned using a technology called
Mion figuring". During ion figuring, a beam of focused argon ions actually· chip away at molecules of
glass on the mirrors surface. Using ion figuring, it is believed that the 84 Keck mirrors (36 segments
and 6 spares for each scope) represent the finest optical surfaces ever made.
Although Keck I is still b~ing optimized and tested, astronomers are already beginning to use it
to revolutionize ·our view of the universe. A recent spectroscopic study of a0014+813 has led to the
discovery of deuterium surrounding this quasar. Theorists believe that this extragalactic deuterium
provides even more evidence for the Big Bang theory and points toward a dramatic upward revision in
the amount of -exotic" dark matter that seems to make up the bulk of our universe.
As astronomers begin to revolutionize our view of the universe using the Keck Observatory,
engineers have exciting plans of their own.
Recently, $6.3 million dollars was approved by the W.M. Keck Foundation to provide adaptive optics for
the Keck Observatory. It is hoped that this will increase the resolution of the telescope to well beyond
the 1/2 arc second resolution obtained today, ultimately reaching the diffraction limit for the
telescope.
Longer term goals include an extensive plan to tie Keck 1&11 together with an interferometer
that could, for the first time, provide optical interferometry between two large telescopes. When both
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of these technologies are operational at the Keck telescopes (early in the next century). astronomers
expect that Keck will rival the HST in clarity while collecting many times more light.
For planetarians wishing slides (at cost) of the Keck Observatory, contac~ Andy Perala at the
W.M Keck Observatory· CARA P.O. Box 220 Kamuela, HI 96743 (808) 885-7887.
In addition to the Keck observatory we all know that Mauna Kea is home to many other large
telescopes from all over the world (see list below). Currently under construction is the Subaru 8.0m
telescope from Japan which is scheduled to start observations late in the decade. Also slated to begin
construction soon is the Gemini 8.0m infrared scope that, along with its twin in Chile, will begin
observations late in the decade.
Planned and Present Scopes on Mauna Kea
-University of Hawaii 24- I & II Operational 1968
-University of Hawaii 88- Operational 1969
-NASA Infrared Telescope Facility 3m Operational 1979
-Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope 3.6m Operational 1979
-United Kingdom Infrared Telescope 3.8m Operational 1979
-Caltech Submillimeter Observatory 10.4m Operational 1987
-James Clerk MaxweU Telescope (radio/mm) 15m Operational 1987
-W.M. Keck Observatory I & !110m Operational 1993 & 96 respectively.
-Very Long Baseline Array 25m (radio) Operational 1993
-Smithsonian Sub millimeter Array 6X6m Operational 1996
-Subaru 8.0m Operational 1998-9
-Gemini 8.0m Operational 1998-9
Finally, here's a few more facto ids about the Keck and other Mauna Kea Observatories ...
- Observatories on Mauna Kea generate over $40 million dollars annually for the state of Hawaii.
- Keck's dome weighs in at over 700 tons and can be rotated once in 3 minutes.
- The Keck I was built for $93 million and actually came in under budget. The Keck Observatory was
built without any government funding.
- The .mirror of Keck I is 10 Meters across or about 33' (about the size ot many small planetaria.)
- Weighing 297 tons, the Keck telescope can be moved by a child!
- 10% of Keck's observing time goes to the University of Hawaii and the remaining 90% is split
between Cal Tech and the University of California. In fact, a/l of the observatories on Mauna Kea must
provide 10% of· their observing time to the University of Hawaii.
For Those Who Want To Visit Mauna Kea •.•
If you're coming to Hawaii and want to visit the summit of Mauna Kea. it's easy if you. plan ahead;
First of all, you'lt need a 4-wheet drive vehicle to get to the summit. 4·wheel·drives can be
rented at several locations at about $80/day. I recommend flying into Hilo and renting at Harper's of
Hilo; (SOS) 969-1478. However, Ciao Car Rentals in Kona is also an option (although more expensive);
you can call them at (800) 448-2426.
Once you have a car, you'll need to make sure you have warm clothing, sun screen, water,
food, and good footwear. Although it only takes about 1.5 hours to get to the summit from Hilo, plan on
taking an entire day for the trip. I also suggest (I'd insist if you were with me) that you stop at the
Onizuka Visitor's Center at 9,000' to acclimate to the altitude for at least one hour. I've seen many
'people have a totally miserable trip by skipping this step.
The visitor's center also has some very nice programs and exhibits and leads a guided tour of
the 88- telescope every Saturday and Sunday afternoon. For more details and a current schedule of
tours, send a business sized S.A.S.E. for a brochure to: The Institute For Astronomy, Assistant to the
Director, 2680 Woodlawn Drive, Honolulu, HI 96S22.
Also, if you have a portable telescope, bring it! Every Friday and Saturday evening the
visitor's center sets up either an 11- or 1S- teh~scope for public viewing, If you have an 8- Celestron
or Meade, you might consider using one of the two piers equipped with a wedge that is pre-set for the
20 degree latitude of the Big Istand.
. Finally, the Keck Observatory does have a visitors gallery, however w.ith the construction at
Keck II it has been closed and is scheduled to re-open in the late summer of '94. Contact Andy Perala at
Keck Headquarters (see address and # above) to make sure that it will be open when you plan to come.
Take an aspirin or two about an hour or so before reaching the summit and finally, call us at the Bishop
Museum Planetarium for the latest information!
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Astronomy in the Wilderness: New Ways to Teach the Sky
Mike Murray
Training students and teachers in the basics of night sky observing while under pristine
conditions has its rewards, but also its challenges. The incredibly clear and dark conditions
certainly make fora memorable experience, but what about their retention of observing
techniques? Which ones are most useful for these circumstances?
Special classes offered through a cooperative venture by Montana State University
(MSU) and the. Museum of the Rockies have allowed for a unique approach to training
observational astronomy under ideal conditions: clear skies, dry climate, and no appreciable
city lights for sixty or more miles.
ItMountain Ecology 0"1 Horseback" an:i the Teacher Training at the Paleontology Field
School are two successful ways of introducing this "rare" sky to develop a greater appreciation
and understanding of just how much is really "up there."
"Mountain Ecology on Horseback" is a cJass offered by the Department of Animal an:i
Range Sciences at MSU every summer. It is a two-and-a-half week long course in
horsemanship, mountain trail riding, mountain biology, geology, and astronomy. Mike Murray
of the Taylor Planetarium was the astronomy instructor to participate along with professors
from MSU departments of biology and geology. After over a week of coursework and training at
MSU, the class of eight would spend a week in the mountains of the Lee Metcalf Wilderness Area,
directly adjacent to the west end of Yellowstone National Park. No motorized vehicles are allowed
in these designated wildemess areas, so everything had to be packed on horses. The ride would
take about four hours to reach an area in the Madison Range nearly 10,000 feet in altitude.
P6 many planetarians and experienced stargazers can tell you, the addition of a few
thousand stars while observing in the wilderness can make for some confusing searching by
beginners who aren't used to seeing that many stars. For this reason the astronomy instruction
was taken in stages:
1 . Classroom/planetarium instruction. work with simple star charts (particularly the
planisphere) to gain familiarity with the brightest "guidepost" stars in the sky, and how they
will move with time (simple mechanics of the sky)
2. Observe in the city (skyglow conditions). Establish methods for orientation and
IIstarhopping." Methods for applying star maps to the sky were demonstrated, and how to
measure the separation of objects by reference objects (the Big Dipper) and angular measure.
3. First observation in the wilderness: naked eye and binoculars. The first sessions at the
mountain campsite would start with orientation - identification of the bright guidepost stars.
After reviewing some of the basic starhopping, just a few of the brighter deep sky objects would
be located and viewed with binoculars. The concept of using averted vision was described and put
into practice.
4. Subsequent observation. all methods PLUS the telescope. Packed up to the site (on a horse!)
was an 8- Meade Schmitt-Cass for further deep sky study. However, each session began with
naked eye re-orientation and a little constellation identification. To maximize the experiences,
observing sessions were done at twilight (which at this latitude is after 11 pm in July), and an
early morning session (about 3:30 am to dawn).
S> how did it work? Based on my observations of the students performance, plus their
comments and evaluations, it is clear that the approach was effective in the following ways:
1. Given the limited time, it was best to focus on learning bright stars and using repetition to
gain familiarity with the sky. Keep the learning of actual constellation patterns to a minimum • simple geometrical shapes for just a few prominent ones worked well.
2. Doing a session in town first so students can compare what they see to the mountain conditions
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really developed their appreciation for the sky and how much can be seen.
3. The training of a few simple observation techniques (star hopping, averted vision), when put
in simple terms. goes a long way in helping them see more and feel more confident in what
they're doing.
4. By doing adequate preparation before reaching the mountains, ~nthusiasm remained high, and
frustration levels low, when it came to sky training.
The class continues to be held i nthemid to late-July time period. The astronomy
component is not included every year, alternating with other mountain ecology subjects.
Another opportunity for teaching the night sky under ideal conditions is an MSU course
offered to teachers at the paleontology field school in Choteau, Montana. Located west of Great
Falls in the Montana badlands near the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, it is the site made famous
by Bob Makela and Jack Horner in the late 70's as Maiasuara and Orodromeus egg nests were
discovered there.
Active research is ongoing and new discoveries continue to be made from this camp. Yet i t
has also become valuable in terms of public and teacher education.
This particular class, funded by a grant through the department of extended studies,
allows Montana teachers to gain science education credit for recertification by doing an
intensive week of paleontology, geology, and astronomy.
The astronomy instructors were Larry Kirkpatrick, Physics professor at MSU andhead
of the project; Robert Yaw, retired professor of meteorology from MSU and astronomy
instructor/lecturer at the Taylor Planetarium; and Mike Murray, Assistant Director of the
Taylor Planetarium.
The astronomy instruction centered on observation and activity-oriented teaching
methods. Observational astronomy concepts were taught with planispheres, simple star maps
and models, emphasizing fundamental techniques like star hopping, averted vision, and
recognizing basic constellation patterns. Other sections of special discussion involved the
appearance and motion of the Moon and Sun, relating to the telling of time and seasons.
The methods fo r teaching these subjects were designed to be as "hands-on as possible a/l would work with thei~ own p/anispheres, charts, and activity booklets. The incredibly dark
skies would then provide the opportunity for immediate practice of what was being taught.
O"e particularly useful daytime activity was the shadow stick exercise. This involved
tracking the path of the sun by placing a 4-foot steel rod in the ground, and marking the Sun's
shadow at about 30-minute intervals throughout the day. This allowed for observation and
calculations of the Sun's apparent path, directions, and the observer's latitude and longitude.
When done over several days, it also helped to show how the path would change.
To help"facilitate the teachers learning of observational techniques and sky motions, we
implemented a rather unique method of preparation in such a remote area - the Starlab. We
needed to use this in the daytime, where the days are hot, sunny, dUSty, and sometimes very
windy. So to protect it, we actuaHy placed it inside a teepee! The entire staff, paleo crew and
guests (sometimes numbering up to 40) would camp there in teepees anyway due to their
durability and sturdiness under such harsh conditions. There were larger ones set up
specifically for instruction and meals, so we adapted one of these for using the Starlab. We also
found it necessary to pJace a small air conditioner (powered by a gas generator) in front of the
fan blower to keep us all from frying to a crackly crunch!
Having the Starlab there in the field to work with in the daytime proved to be invaluable.
It sped up the process of sky familiarization and orientation immeasurably allowing teachers to
retain more in such a short period as our one week class.
II

t
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"Teaching Celestial Navigation
presented by Kathey J. Nix

Ii

For years I have had a special interest in celestial navigation. I t has only been in the last
two years that this interest has been developed into a workshop conducted in the planetarium.
The basic Celestial Navigation Workshop I have been doing at the Sharpe Planetarium in the
Memphis Pink Palace Museum. can be done by any planetarian with a star projector that
projects the southern hemisphere as well as the northern. The only requirements for the
instructor to know some basic astronomy, such as the location of the 20 brightest stars, 10
constellations, 4 planets, and an understanding of the celestial coordinate system.
Let me begin by telling you how I started offering this particular workshop. I was
contacted by an officer of the local chapter of the United States Power Squadron, a boating
organization that teaches classes in boat safety and navigation. They needed someone to help them
teach the astronomy portions of their Junior Navigation course. After a successful workshop
developed from their curriculum I began offering it to other groups such as the Navy ROTC at
the local university and the Millington Naval Base. The workshop was very well received and I
was' even asked to conduct it for the regional convention of the United States Power Squadron,
held in Memphis. I hope to expand the audience to select school groups this fa/l such as the ROTC
programs.
The objective of the workshop is to provide the participants with the ability to recognize
the major constellations and identify key navigational stars in each of these constellations,
called the "lighthouses of the sky." The navigational stars are used to establish morning and
evening twilight "fixesuor sightings for use with a sextant. The fix is then used to establish
lines of position that determine one's location and navigationaJ course. The workshop is also an
introduction to the celestial coordinate system, the motions of the celestial bodies and the
vocabulary used in celestial navigation.
The workshop itself is very basic. The list of subjects covered is given after this text. I begin
with the basics of the Sun's apparent seasonal motion and use our set of three Sun Cans·. This
leads to a discussion of the rotation and revolution of Earth as well as the other celestial bodies
easily demonstrated by our rotating Earth projector and the Orrery. Of course you have to then
explain the differences between stars, planets and natural satellites. After a quick sunset the
evening pJanets are identified which leads to the discussion of the celestial coordinate system
using both altitude/azimuth and Right Ascension/Declination methods. Both methods are used to
find an object and the differences are noted. It is very important that the concept of the Sidereal
Hour Angle 'is well understood. In celestial navigation the position of the stars are all given in
the Sidereal t-four Angle or the hour angle from "Aries" (the point of the Vernal Equinox).
Now, the participants are asked to bring out their red flashlights and star charts s:> they
can start learning to identify constellations and bright stars. I like for them to try and find the
objects for themselves by using the star maps given. It is a requirement for the course that each
participant have the ability to read simple star charts. There are 58 navigational stars but the
workshop only covers the 20 brightest plus Polaris. While star hopping I explain the seasonal
stars and magnitudes. As one would expect I begin with the Big Dipper and Polaris, which leads
to the cardinaJ directions.
From here the participants ard I simply 9' from one constellation to another by season
using the star hop method to locate the navigational stars. Significant astronomical pOints such
as the. 0° Sideral Hour Angle in Pisces (called "Aries") is located by using a line from Polaris to
Caph in Cassiopeia to Alpheratz in Pegasus. Another important point is the southern celestial
pole using the Southern Cross and the observer's meridian.
The methods of sighting are only touched on briefly. My knowledge and use ota sextant is
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very limited due to the fact that I do not own one. Some of the basics are mentioned here. The
minimum number of sightings is three of each object done within 45-60 seconds of each other.
The best fixes are of objects at least 60° apart and between the altitudes of 15°-75°. The
preferred time for a fix reading is during evening twilight or morning dawn when the object and
the horizon are both visible. It is also not recommended to get a fix on an object for one hour
before and after it transits. The main celestial bodies preferred for sighting are the Sun, Moon
and the four navigational planets: Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. When these are not visible
or only one is visible then the navigational stars have to be used. When sighting on the Sun or
Moon the . lower limb is used.
Cb to the hands on nature of the workshop ard time constraints the history of celestial
navigation is not covered. I may mention Magellan when we are working in the southern
hemisphere but in general I stick to the nitty gritty of star hopping and the celestial coordinate
system. I hope to include in a Celestial Navigation II workshop some history; the phases of the
Moon; a discussion of the various types of time and how to reduce them to Universal Time; more
details about Local, Greenwich and Sidereal Hour Angles; and finally how to read a planet
. diagram. Perhaps in the future when I can afford a sextant I will expand to include the sextant's
care and use.
Overall this workshop is very easy to conduct and requires few materials. The student
provides pencil and paper for taking notes and a flashlight. The planetarium provides the red gel
for their flashlights, seasonal star maps, a southern hemisphere map, star chart with R.A.lOec.
and diagrams of the two types of celestial coordinate systems. The response from the students
has been very positive. Since the workshop does not have a rigid format questions can be fielded
through out. They really enjoy being able to "play" with their flashlights. To date all the groups
have been adults.
My experience with our Celestial Navigation Workshop has been a very pleasant one. The
participants· have been very attentive and willing to learn. Some have even called me later to ask
questions or to keep me abreast of their progress. It is not a big money maker but we are
serving a segment of the community that we had not in the past. If you wish more information
please feel free to contact me at (901 ) 320-6357 or send a FAX to (901 ) 320-6391.

"Sun Cans: Three rows of cans each equipped with light bulbs, mounted behind the dome to
demonstrate the path of the Sun at hourly intervals on the Equinoxes and the Solstices.
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COSMOlEAP
by Toru Okada, Kosuke Sasaki

Let us introduce Mino/ta's latest and the most powerful planetarium. COSMOLEAP.
The development of COSMO LEAP was started as a dream by a man who had been working as one
of the key persons in the development team of a new planetarium ever since the Infinium project, and a
young woman engineer with geophysical background persistently pursuing the feasibility of a
planetarium as an entertainment machine with the scientific support to meet the strong demand of the
market to have a compact automatic planetarium.
The mechanism with superbly balanced functions in all phases was designed by the expert
engineers and the young engineers who did not fear a failure.
The development of Human-Machine Interface software with its first prerequisite as being a
user-friendly operation, was proposed with daring changes to its traditional operational way after
careful planning by the software engineer without allowing any compromise, and. the design and the
development of software were done meticulously.
In order to materialize the concept, the development of basic element for planetarium control,
such as improvement of mechanisms, re-examination of optical efficiency. new development of slipring§ which affect electrical reliability, and development of control boards for motor and lamp, were
energetically done.
COSMOLEAP is a small-sized automatic planetarium. The advancement of system configurations of its
hardware and software are placed as an epoch-making machine which opens new horizons for the
future development of Minolta Planetarium. Furthermore, COSMOLEAP opens up new features and
directions of the future planetariums not only for Minolta but for all the planetariums in the world. We
can consider COSMOLEAP a machine that achieved "One Giant Leap".
In order to complete this machine, it is needless to say that we required Minolta's united
efforts and the strong support of many cooperative companies. The concept and specifications of
COSMOLEAP were made possible by the desire and dreams of many planetarians. We shall be grateful
if we could receive a frank appraisal of the planetarians from all over the world. We would like to
make COSMOLEAP an ideal planetarium .
Let us introduce our COSMOLEAP with the following three items: Firstly, the "background and
concept of the developmenr, secondly, "Specifications of the product" which explains concretely
about COSMOLEAP and lastly a part of "Technologyn which focused on COSMOLEAP.
1.
Background and Concept of the Development
Because of recent growth of the interest to the universe, demands of the market are increasing
to provide the function and features of extra-earth type planetarium in addition to that of geocentric
type of planetarium. The market is not satisfied with the planetarium only as a learning tool, but they
demand planetariums to have a capability of featuring entertainment and having fun either in the smallsized or middle-sized dome. Furthermore, in order to bring out these functions effectively, it is
rather important that it be easily operated manually, though automatic operation is important as well.
We considered the demand of the market as a first priority and decided a concept of the
development to be as follows: First, we decided the same technological foundation for Infinium Gamma
and we aimed at miniaturization, low cost, and high performance by means of a personal computer.
Taking the user's demands into basic philosophy, we attempted to make possible expansion with
additional functions even after the installation and to upgrade flexibility of the functional selections.
When using the planetarium for entertainment purposes, communicating with peripheral audiovisual equipments and personal computers is essential.
Contrary to the conventional optical projectors such as MS series, that require different
models for various dome size ranges, COSMOLEAP. will be only in one size and will just be intensified
according to the optical power for larger domes. This, of course, promises a more user friendly
projector at a better cost efficiency.
2.
Specifications of the Product [System Configuration]
Next, we will discuss about system configuration of COSMOLEAP. As you can see on the slide,
COSMOLEAP consists of the projector portion and the control console. And there is no need to set
control electronics cabinet in another room as we do for the current automatic planetarium.
This is an optional Space Simulator unit which shall be installed at the south side of the
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projector. The unit contains several planet projectors controlled independently.
Special effect projeCtors and audio-visual equipments are controlled by Spice System, thanks
to Sky Skan. And synchronization with planetarium will be achieved by SMPTE time signal from audio
system, such as ATR, CD, etc. Of course, the current effect projectors can also be used.
[THE PHYSICAL SIZE OF THE SYSTEM]
Let us Show you how we've made COSMO LEAP small. This slide shows the difference in size between
our MS-10 and COSMOLEAP. As you can see, COSMOLEAP is considerably smaller in its physical size.
Especially, the size of the planet cages are almost half the size of MS-10's. The diameter of the star
globes is approximately 70% , and the obstruction of the audience's view becomes minimized.
Furthermore, MS-10 can show only 4 panorama scenes; COSMOLEAP is capable of showing 1.Q...
scenes pI! /s 10 scenes (OR 2 sets of 10 scenes each). Even the size of projector housing is about 75%
in its diameter compared with that of MS-10. These big improvements were achieved by the
development of faster projection lens and the re-examination of the mechanism. And this shows the
progress of Minolta's engineering on the optics and mechatronics.
This slide shows how the projector obstructs the view of the audience who sit nearest to the
projector. As you can see, obstruction by COSMOLEAP is half that of MS-10.
[Basic
SpeCifications]
Let us introduce the specifications of COSMOLEAP. As I mentioned at the beginning,
COSMOLEAP is equipped with full functions and features of a conventional planetarium and even more
new features are also intensified. COSMOLEAP can demonstrate 100% its peculiar features by using
optional Space Simulator module. But here we will introduce you to the basic specifications.
MS series planetariums did not have capability to manage astronomical position of basic axes as
a reference and therefore it was impossible to specify the absolute position of observing point over the
Earth. However, since COSMOLEAP has the capability to manage astronomical and geological elements
of every axes, you can move anywhere you like in any time zone instantly by just setting any desired
astronomical or gegraphical elements.
This is why "Stars of Tonighr can be easily reproduced. By adopting both local time and universal
time, you can easily set topics of phenomend with universal time, directly copied from publications
which usually specify phenomenon with Universal time. No calculation is required.
We consider the biggest and most advantageous feature of COSMOLEAP to be extra-earth type
planetarium. Therefore, you can easily escape from the earth and land to the another planet. For
example, if you set instrument at 2:56 of July 21, 1969 when Captain Armstrong landed on the moon
as a first human being, and press a button "Moon", you can immediately get into the "Moon Mode" and
can see the same sky as he had seen except -Marble" he claimed the earth with the standard
specifications. If you like, why not try to introduce Space Simulator Module.
If we want to reproduce the view of the earth as seen from the moon, the "Space Simulator
Module" will do it. Space Simul~t~_aJs filled with a lot of new functions and features.
Let us
first introduce you to its typical ones.
Imagine the software program like the planetarium that you enjoy on the personal computer. It
is the function of COSMOLEAP, but with additional extended functions. As you can see in this slide, you
can enjoy seeing "birds-eye view of solar system", simulation of its Proper Motion of the fixed stars.
and the changing formation of the constellations during your travel through the stars. Space Simulator
does not only project the planets with their movement. but it can also play a role of a fixed star itself
or spaceship flying between stars, as well as the artificial satellite.
The next slide shows all functions of space simulator module. Basically, Space Simulator
module has capability of either landing on the desired object or prOjecting it. and it can also switch to
the real time mode. As for Keplarian objects, not only projecting the default object, but also any
desired celestial bodies as your own default can be projected by setting the orbital elements in the
user's file.
Though 61 modes are already filed as the default, it will be an "Ultimate simulator" that
produces boundless celestial bodies· if user adds necessary elements of the objects even his own
creation, or his own selection.
[Improvement of Manual Operation]
COSMOLEAP allows you to set the complex automatic programing, easily and precisely by
means of a dedicated editor. And what is more. COSMOLEAP promises a user-friendly operation while
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operating manually. Let's go to the introduction of its characteristics.
One of the most impressive scenes in a planetarium show is the sunset phenomenon. However,
it used to require a lot of practice with the ordinary manual operation. There are so many knobs to be
controlled simuteneously. Simple phenomenon requires such hard work. COSMOLEAP is provided "a
preprogrammed control of Sunrise/Sunset", which automatically controls the intensities of
"Daylight", "Twilight", "Sunrise/Sunset glows" and "Starfield" in conjunction with the altitude of
the sun. Also, a useful feature to indicate the twilight glow before sunrise and the geocentric position
of the sun is also equipped .
. As a unique feature, ~Map Input function" is provided. You can go anywhere you want by
pointing and Clicking the mouse at any desired position over the map displayed on the EL(?) panel
(monitor display?). COSMOLEAP has an interesting and powerful function called "Virtual Axis Mode"
which can creat daily motion centered at any desired position on the celestial sphere by just setting the
Right-Ascension and Declination of the point you desire. This can be done through the menu or "Star
Map input" which allows pointing and clicking any desired point over the star map on the display.
[Editor]
.
As well as the manual operation, the· editing function that makes automatic show programs is
quite important, too.
"Editor", especially developed for COSMOLEAP has intensified the advantages and merit of it
on MS series, Infinium series and has reflected the needs of users. We are confident to say that this
editor is the finest and most powerful editor ever referrred to· the advancement of Spice System. This
"Editor" can offer you the speedy editing environment. The time base of the editor is based on SMPTE
time base and it makes it possible to perfect synchronizing with other audio-visual equipments.
Programming of the show can be easily and precisely achieved by selecting the input method.
Furthermore, the powerful user who is knowledgable in handling necessary input commands, can use a
familiar off-the shelf general editor, under familiar environment. You can also edit with off-line
personal computer.
3.
Technology
At last, let us explain about Technology that has utilized the advancement of COSMOLEAP.
In order to materialize the concept that I mentioned at the beginning, a lot of technical
development was required.
The following items that I m going to mention are only a part, but these were fundmental and
all effected on making a small-sized high-efficient, and low-cost planetarium. First of all, following
the system developed for Infinium Gamma, which utilized the personal computer plus accelerator
system of the operation and improving data communication system, the system response of operation
and monitoring the result were greatly improved. In order to make the system smaller, we adopted
intelligent communication control system for controlling the projection lamps so that the number of
slip ring can be reduced and minimized.
As for the motor driving system, we developed high-speed control technics and its related
control-boards for the pulse motors. And for the software of driving system, we came up with various
ideas on integration control for the servo-motor and the stepping motor. As to Human-Machine
interface, we made it possible for input process not only the touch panel but also the point and click
mouse method.
Moreover, we made various basic technical developments that are worthy of patentability such
as measures for securing the reliability of sliprings, and real-time control of lamps without flickering.
The development of system operating software in current use was used to be done under
cooperation with the system house of computer control. However, COSMOLEAP has been completed as a
self-developed system within Minolta, including hardwares, system software, editor. This promises
great flexibility and respondability to the users.
In this way, .COSMOLEAP has been completed on its flexible operation as to be called "user
first system".
What we aim at in COSMOLEAP is further fulfillment of the functions and technical advancement
that leads to new planetariums in the future. The next IPS meeting will be held in Osaka, Japan. We
hope we could introduce you to our next generation planetarium at that time again.
I
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Mobile

Observatory
Wes Orloff

Project

A knowledge of astronomy can provide students with a lifetime skill. In fact, amateur
astronomers have made many significant discoveries including the planet Pluto, comets, variable stars,
etc. Yet, the resources available to teach astronomy in secondary- schools are drastically more limited
than for the other sciences. Most of the astronomy courses in the Cleveland area schools are taught
without ever giving students a chance to view the skies with a telescope.
A fte r trying unsuccessfully 10 r several years to find a site to r a permanent observatory that
could be shared by a number of school districts, Wes Orloff hit upon a solution. Driving back from work
one afternoon he found a trailer and van for sale and· conceived the idea of a Mobile Observatory
equipped with portable telescopes, computers, digital cameras, and video projection; aU the equipment
necessary to conduct observing sessions at ,school sites. He talked with his associate Dan Francetic,
and they agreed that it seemed like a workable idea, but the Euclid schools did not have the funds
necessary to purchase and equip a mobile observatory. The idea was presented at the monthly meeting
of the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums, affectionately known as the C.R.A.P. group. The
idea was met with enthusiasm by a number of members including; Jeanne Bishop, Westlake Schools;
Jim Cominski, Lakewood Schools; Dan Francetic, Euclid Schools; Bob Sledz, Garfield Schools; Dale
Smith, Bowling Green State University; and Gene Zajac, Shaker Schools. Tom Chew, of the Perry
Schools, also expressed interest in the project, although they do not presently offer an astronomy
course. Five districts, Euclid, Shaker, Garfield, Westlake, and Perry contributed funds to help
purchase the van and trailer. Private funding raised the remaining money needed for the purchase.
Telescopes were loaned to the project by Bowling Green, Westlake and private individuals. The project
was underway!
Orloff started attending meetings of various amateur astronomy groups and visited colleges
promoting the concept of the Mobile Observatory Project. Three amateur astronomy clubs expressed
interest in using and staffing the Mobile Observatory. Arrangements are being made to assist with
pubHc star parties during the summer of '94. Most groups showed interest in' working with the
project, but th.ere were few who could afford to help finance it. Fund raising became the #1 goal. The
Euclid Schools agreed to act as fiscal agent to the project and also to house it at the bus garage when it
was not on loan to other districts. Orloff began writing for grants. S2000 was obtained from the
Jennings foundation to provide training. $500 in lubrication products was donated by the AMSOIL
companyr He and Francetic obtained a $10,000 TAPESTRY/NSTA grant to equip the MObile
Observatory with computers, telescopes, binoculars, and a generator. Hobart Welding, Reliance
Electric, and private individuals donated additional computers and video equipment. (See Mobile
Observatory Features attached).
A contract was drawn up with the help of the Euclid sc~,ool district to cover items such as
insurance, responsibilities and to define the access to partiCipating districts. Fuel costs and insurance
would be paid by funds raised .for the project and several districts arranged for fueling at their bus
garage facilities. This further reduced the cost to the project. Each participant was allocated four
weeks use of the Mobile Observatory. Actual) dates were determined by lottery.
Although the project just took to the road in April '94, by the end of May it had reached more
than 1000 students and a respectable number of parents and teachers. Many people said it was the
first time they had ever looked through a telescope! The May 1Oth Eclipse provided the perfect
opportunity for our official "First Light" kick off. Live TV coverage of the eclipse and interviews
were provided by our CBS affiliate TV Channel #8 with additional publicity from TV Channel #43 and
three Cleveland area newspapers.
We are still in the fund raising stage of operation. Insurance costs doubled with the addition of
the TAPESTRYINSTA equipment grant! The van needed brakes and still requires body work. The
trailer is in good shape, but it needs additional remodeling and a paint scheme to identify the project.
We would like to add a computerized telescope to the inventory making it easier to locate Objects.
Additional funding will also make it possible to expand the observatory use to ten more districts in the
greater Cleveland area. Several of uS have met to discuss applying for funding to go state-wide and
perhaps even expand to the Great Lakes Planetarium ASSOCiation, G.L.P.A., with a fleet of Mobile
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Observatories!

Further discussion will take place at the G.LP.A. in Wheeling, West Virginia.

Facilities
A 28 foot trailer was refitted to carry telescopes, computers, and video telescope cameras to
school parking lots and football fields (see attached diagram). The Mobile Observatory will house all
the resources necessary to conduct astronomy observations at the districts' local school buildings.
The Mobile Observatory will carry six telescopes that will be set up' for observing outside the vehicle.
Two of the telescopes will have tracking drives and be equipped with video cameras. One of the
cameras, attached to a video projector, will be used to provide large group viewing of the Moon,
planets and the Sun. Three wide angle telescopes wit! be available for visual observation. Another very
sensitive digital camera (it can detect stars as dim as 16th magnitude) will be mounted on a tracking
telescope to provide students with the ability to photograph the stars and perform very accurate
photometric measurements with the aid of the on·board computer. The Mobile Observatory will a/so
house a video recorder with a WWV time reference receiver. That will enable accurate timings of soiar
flares, occultation's, etc. With each instrument there will be a complete set of instructions and
precautions enabling rapid setup by teachers. The vehicle will also house a library including lesson
plans, video tapes, laser discs, CO-ROMs, and books on the subject of astronomy. Trained astronomy
teagpers will set up the telescopes to provide students, parents, and faculty a chance to directly
observe the wonders of the skies, with equipment not readily available within the district. Flexible
scheduling will permit districts to conduct observing sessions several times throughout the year.
Rainy day activities will include meteorology studies usjng instruments carried on board. The
instruments will include weVdry bulb thermometers, barometer, wind speed and direction, rain gauge,
and WEFAX. Two computers will be equipped with telescope simulation software allowing students to
become familiar with the operation of the telescope and video camera eqUipment. Stored video camera
images from clear nights will be available for analysis and enhancement using the computers. A
collection of NASA CO-ROM discs of various missions will further enhance the students' investigations.
This project is not to be abandoned after the fi rs t year. Funding fro'm local districts as well as
grants from other sources are planned to keep the project viable for at least five years! That further
expands the number of people who are exposed to astronomy. At the project conclusion, an agreement
with the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums will insure that any equipment or materials
purchased for the Mobile Observatory will be turned over to this organization to be shared by at least
thirteen school districts in the greater Cleveland area. The equipment will be distributed through the
Cleveland Museum of Natural History.
First Year Project Time Line

1994

Jan • Purchase the trailer and tow vehicle with school district and private donations. License and
insurance to be provided by Fiscal Agent with additional grant money.
Feb· Remodel interior of trailer for astronomical applications; collect and install borrowed equipment.
Mar - Begin video taping instructions that will be used to train participants in the setup and use of
observatory equipment.
April - Schedule weekly training sessions for the participants who plan to use the Mobile Observatory.
Funding from separate grant.
May - First public showing of the vehicle will coincide with the Annular EClipse of the Sun, May 10th.
Establish the schedule of visits for the 94/95 school year.
June-August - Present a paper on the Mobile Observatory Project at the International· Planetarium
Society conference in Florida. Begin field trials of the equipment and teaching methods on the Mobile
Observatory at regional star parties. Implement changes before the beginning of the 94/95 school
year.
Sept. - Begin established schedule with the participating districts at thirty (30) days per district.
Oct. - Present the vehicle and a paper at the Great Lakes Planetarium Association conference in West
Virginia.
Nov./Oec. - Evaluation of the first year of operation will be reviewed by the Cleveland Regional
Association at Planetariums and changes will be incorporated in time for second semester.
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Mobile Observatory Features
• 1 0 Inch Dobsonian Telescope
• 6 Inch Dobsonian Telescope
• 6 Inch Newtonian Telescope
f 3 Astroscan Telescopes
• 2 Pairs of Binoculars
• Portable 1 1 0 Volt Generator
• Variety of Eyepieces and Filters
• Portable Sound System
• PA Amplifier w/Cassette Player
• Prerecorded Audio Sky Tours
• Video Projection System
• Video & Digital Telescope Camera's
• Two Networked Computers
• CD-ROM Drives w I Software
• Astronomy & Imaging Software

• VHS Recorder
• Laserdisc Player
• Vrdeo Tape and Disc Library
• Weather SateUite & WEFft:X Receiver
• Solar Observing Equipment
• Networked Color Printer
• Full Utility Support for Remote Operation
• Sleeping Accommodations for 2
• Prepared Sky Lessons for each Season
• WWV and f\OAA Receivers
• Rainy Day Activities and Plans
• Basic Meteorology Instruments
• GPS Satellite Receiver
• Video Training Tape Library
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Lessons from

Museum and Leisure Research
Sharon K. Parker

Abstract
Today's museums and planetariums are faced with challenging trends that are affecting their
ability to survive as mainstream cultural institutions. Fundamentally. these trends are connected to
their ability to attract, maintain, and inc'rease visitation among economically and ethno-culturally
diverse populations.
In consumer oriented societies, businesses must be sensitive to customer perceptions,
motivations, and expectations in order to succeed. Cultural institutions, like museums and planetaria,
are no different - they cannot afford to ignore market realities.
If planetaria and museums fail to
understand and address visitor needs, they will lose visitors to competing leisure attractions, will
become less successful in attracting corporate and grant funding, and may be considered less valuable
by their parent institutions.
Recent museum and leisure research sheds light on visitors' leisure motivations. Research
documents that visitor behavior in museums is inconsistent with a learning agenda, and that
program/exhibit objectives and strategies are often out of touch with visitor desires. Research
s'uggests that planetaria and museums will be better equipped to face the challenging trends of the
future if they avoi.d stagnation; diversify programming; develop innovative, effective, and entertaining
approaches to science education that are more active and less passive; facilitate positive social
discourse within visitor groups; and if their parent· institutions commit to investing in technologies that
will allow them to compete successfully with increasingly sophisticated information delivery systems
and "edutainment" opportunities that are available elsewhere.
Text
The information that I share with you today, came about as a result of extensive literature
research and naturalistic video studies that I conducted on visitor behavior, motivation, and
expectations in leisure and informal education settings such as museums and theme parks.
I believe m yfindings can be generally applied to planetariums because 1 ) planetariums are
places where visitors spend leisure time, 2} planetariums are informa! education settings that share a
similar educational and cultural function to museums - and, in fact, are often located in museums or
cultural complexes, and 3) people are likely to have similar motivations for attending these facilities,
even though they may have different expectations of each.
Now, let me ask a rhetorical question; what motivates people to visit your planetarium? Co
they visit because it's something to do when the weather is lousy? Are they there to entertain
themselves or perhaps a child? Are they wrapping up a' museum visit and simply want a place to sit
down, or dark place to catch some sleep before heading home with the family? Are they there to make
out with a date in the back row? Or, are they there because they have a burning desire to learn
something about our wonderful universe?
Since I could not find any published visitor studies for planetaria, and since such studies are
tightly guarded secrets among theme parks, I investigated museum visitor studies. Given the socioeconomic and demographic similarity of planetarium and museum visitors, it seems reasonable to
assume that such research can shed light on visitor attitudes toward learning in cultural facilities in
general. The studies I found suggest that many museums (and probablY planetariums, too), are
seriously out of touch with visitor motivations and interests. There appears to be a significant
difference between what visitors want (as indicated by their behavior). and what museum
professionals continue to provide.
Fundamentally, museum visitor behavior is incompatible with a learning agenda. Museum
visitors typically spend 90-120 minutes in a museum, during which time they skip 60% of the exhibits
and spend 3/4 of their. time in non-learning related activities. The exhibits they do visit are attended to
for no more than a couple of minutes at most, and label copy is frequently ignored. A typical exhibit
visit lasts about 30 seconds. By comparison, visitors spend 8 hours or more (often over several days)
in theme parks which are increasingly adopting educational agendas. Consider Epcot Center. It is
strongly educational in nature, and still manages to -be one of the nation's premiere tourist attractions.
As for Disneyland, 3 out of 4 visitors are adults. One comprehensive museum study revealed that
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parent/child groups with children age 6-11 years are LEAST likely to be interested in learning and
most likely to be interested in active participation and social engagement. But, isn't this the group we
spend the most time trying to educate?
I f museums, planetaria, and theme parks are places where people choose to spend their leisure
time, and if education is a goal of each of these leisure venues, then why is there such a big difference
between visitor behavior in theme parks and museums? I believe the differences are caused by two
things; 1) theme parks recognize that people are there to have a fun, social experience wtth members
of their group and they design experiences that foster social engagement, and 2) theme parks recognize
that. as far as visitors are concerned, learning is secondary to having a good time. Consequently, they
market themselves as being places to have fun and rarely mention "the E word- (education). Research
tells us that learning in a museum context occurs most often via social mechanisms. So, encouraging
the social aspect of a museum visit may actually be the most effective way to get people to learn!
The social element of a museum, planetarium, or theme park visit is not only critical to
learning. but also influences the meaning visitors assign to their experience. One poll found that 60%
of regular museum visitors had their interest in museums shaped by a family member, while only 3%
of visitors stated that their interest was shaped by a school field trip. This may be related to the fact
that children found unstructured (self guided) experiences more enjoyable than those which were
structured and overtly educational (guided).
This finding has powerful implications for repeat
visitation and suggests that an overt, educational agenda may be self-defeating in the long run. It also
suggests that it may be possible to increase economic, ethnic, and cultural diversity among visitors
simply by appealing to a universal value - the social experience. After all, theme parks, unlike
museums, have little trouble attracting a culturally diverse audience.
Now, for a few more rhetorical questions ... what are you doing to design innovative
planetarium experiences that provide opportunities for social interaction within visitor groups or, for
that matter, between visitor groups? What are you doing to create programs that allow visitors to
participate actively in your programs? By active participation, I am not talking about directed question _
and answer sessions with a presenter or so-called ·interactive button systems. I am talking abo.ut
real mental engagement - role playing, problem solving, experimenting, questioning, fantasizing, and
discovering unknown capabilities. I'm also talking about real physical engagement - handling objects,
exploring visual perception, moving around the theater, playing games, and sensory stimulation.
Active participation is just one of the criteria that people use to define leisure experiences.
Other factors include lack of self or external evaluation, physical andlor mental effortlessness and
comfort, emotional relaxation, opportunity for personal growth or creativity, degree of social
interaction possible, ·worth" of the activity, opportunity to learn, and whether there might be the
challenge of new experiences. Personal relevancy and meaning, control, and feedback are also
important. How many of these factors do you consider when designing new programs?
In consumer oriented societies, businesses must be sensitive to customer perceptions,
motivations, expectations, and needs in order to succeed and survive. Museums and planetaria are no
different. If we fail to understand and address visitor needs (including the ones they don't know how to
articulate), then we will lose visitors to competing ·Ieisure attractions·, we will become less
successful in attracting corporate and grant funding; and we run the risk of being considered less
valuable to our parent institutions.
Developing new, innovative programs that address visitor's leisure needs should increase
repeat visitation, increase minority and lower socio-economic participation, and position our facilities
to compete with the myriad of new leisurellearning venues that are after the same discretionary
dollars that we are. The beauty of this approach is that it doesn't necessarily require big budgets or
fancy hardware • just some creative thinking on our part and a willingness to try something new.
Further, it doesn't require that we abandon our commitment to education, only that we package it in
more entertaining and· engaging ways.
Time precludes me from sharing my findings in more detail. I hope the preceding review of
current museum and leisure research will stimulate some discussion about the purpose, function, and
future of our profeSSion.· I also hope it will encourage each of you to explore new kinds of programs in
your planetarium. I welcome the opportunity to discuss these· issues with other planetarium
professionals having similar interests. A reference bibliography is available upon request.
H
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Research and Development of a Laser Projector Controller
by Josh Peters
Introduction
Flandrau Science Center's Planetarium theater at The University of Arizona in Tucson is
equipped with a four color laser projector and an RGB head. The original control system for the
projector however was old, unreliable and non programmable. We needed a new system that could
control our projector.
The images created by the projector are generated by scanners and Polychromatic AcoustoOptic modulators (PCAOMs). To create the images, the scanners in a laser projector are driven by
wave form generators or DC signals. To create a two dimensional image, two scanners are used, one
for X and one for Y information, each driven by a wave form generator. Depending on the wave
forms used, different images can be scanned. The PCAOMs are driven by a wave form generator or
DC signal as well, and are used to blank out sections of an image or affect the image's color.
Flandrau's projector contains five different scanner pairs, a color modulation scanner and two

F;PAOMs.
We wanted to design a system that could independently drive each of these components as
well as synchronize them to a sound track. We also wanted the control system to be very flexible
during a live performance and have possible audience interaction applications. Being an electronic
musician, I have followed the advancements in synthesizers and the audio world over the past years.
I decided to explore the possibilities of combining the advanced technology of sound synthesis with
current Laser entertainment technology to solve our problem of designing a powerful programming
system.

Concept
There exists audio equipment that can generate wave forms, sample and edit existing wave
forms, and synchronize wave forms to both computer and linear recording media, aU in the digital
realm. Through the use of MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) protOCOl, all this can be
manipulated in a live performance and sequenced for a programmed playback. Since the laser
projector only needed wave form generators, it was obvious to me that MIDI equipment would be
perfect for the job. The system could be put together with relatively inexpensive, off the shelf,
retail audio equipment, complete with service and technical support, and factory warranties.
After much research of audio and music magazines and discussions with retailers, I chose
the equipment I thought would be best suited for the application. The most important component was
the MIDI-controlled sound module. The module I chose could output many discrete channels of audio
and could phase lock two channels together in order to create two dimensional images. The module
could also output a much hotter signal than is generally needed in audio. The module I picked was
also completely accessible via MIDI which was necessary to control the amount of parameters I
needed.
Through experimentation with this piece of equipment, I discovered that there are some
differences between audio and laser systems and therefore there had to be some modifications to the
unit. Fortunately, some of the modifications could be done by use of the software programs in the
sound module. However, there would need to be some component design or redesign.
Laser systems need a CC signal control of the scanners, which for any audio system would
mean death to any speaker hooked up to that system. The sound module could be tricked into
generating DC signals but the unit was designed to eliminate DC thus the signal would not pass out of
the unit. We had to modify the unit so it would be able to pass these signals. Although the sound
module had the ability to sum signals, there was no accurate way to multiply signals together; a
necessity when generating more complex laser images. To solve this problem, we had to design and
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build a circuit for the unit that would multiply signals together. This turned out to be the only
electronic customizing we needed to do.

Design
The design of the completed controller incorporates two of the MIDI controlled sound
modules, a MIDI controlled mixer/patchbay, a MIDI computer interface, two 16-fader MIDI
controllers, a MIDI-controller keyboard, a computer, and MIDI sequencing software run on the
computer. Information from individual images are saved on a hard disk and can be loaded directly
into the sound modules. These images have X, Y, color, and dynamics information. The image can be
manipulated by striking a key "on the controller keyboard or moving one of the MIDI faders. All of
the MIDI controllers, sound modules, and mixer/patchbay communicate through the MIDI interface
to the computer. MIDI software is designed to be entirely customizable, so it was very easy to apply
it to the laser system. Using this software, signals can be triggered and assigned to outputs and then
be manipulated by the performer. All MIDI controller events can be remembered by the computer
and played back. All the events can be edited in many useful ways. The MIDI interface can read and
write SMPTE time code and thus all remembered events can be synchronized to a sound track with a
SMPTE stripe. The mixer/patchbay was added to the system because of the variety of existing
signal sources and destinations, and for the ability to expand in the future. We use a computer based
laser image generator as well to create images.
O"e of the sound modules has the additional feature of sampling. This allows us to digitally
record any other laser image generation source such as computer-based laser animation generators
or other laser control systems, and trigger them whenever it is desired.
Conclusion
By using off the shelf audio and musical equipment, we created a completely programmable
laser projection controller to replace the original controller. The controller was completed after
much reseamh and a few modifications to the retail audio equipment. The controller is now used in
performing laser shows at the Flandrau and it is quickly surpassing our original expectations of
success. As "we learn to use the controller in laser applications we discover new ways to make laser
show production and performance quicker and easier, leaving more room for creativity. Because of
this ease and the programmability, we are using the laser system not only in laser shows, but in
many of our other planetarium presentations.
The outcome of our project to create a laser projector controller was very successful. The
result was a low cost, completely programmable, reliable system that is flexible enough with few a
modifications to control any laser projector. The imagery it can create is uniquely beautiful and
unattainable by any of the systems I have worked with through the years.
Flandrau Science Center would like to thank the following individuals for their consultation
during the developing of what has proven to be a very valuable asset to our facility:
Dann Sanner, Laser Images Inc.
John Tilp,
Laser Images Inc.
James Fredrickson, Rainbow Guitars Inc.
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"Eclipse Over Ei Paso"
John Peterson, Cory Stone, David H. Menke,
EI Paso was the ideal place to observe and photograph the annular eClipse of May 10, 1994. It
was also ideal for teaching students and their teachers about astronomy, and showing the world what
planetarium professionals can do for astronomy education.
Following the total solar eclipse of July 11, 1991, which was partial in E 1 Paso, both Cory and
John felt it would be wonderful if they repeated their public relations bonanza for 1994's annular
eclipse in EI Paso. But how could they top the great excitement of 1991?
Beginning in the fall of 1993, John and Cory had made plans to educate local teachers about the
upcoming eclipse, and setting EI Paso students out to actually observe the event. Local news media also
showed an interest in participating.
By December 1993, Dave Menke of distant Florida had decided independently that EI Paso was
THE PLACE to observe and photograph the event, since the chance of clear skies in EI Paso exceeded 70
-- the best any where along the path of annularity. Subsequently Dave contacted John and asked if he
could use some additional help and some international exposure. John leaped at the offer. All John had
to do was help his school superintendent convince state officials to change the date of a state-wide
student exam which was scheduled for May 101 Eventually that was accomplished, but none too soon.
Having worked with Cable News Network (CNN) before, Dave decided to invite them to join
the "International Eclipse Watch. He felt that by doing so, more people around the world would have a
chance to see the eclipse.
Dave also contacted one other person, a local advertising executive, Miriam Paredes, who
agreed to assist in the promotion of the event. An amateur astronomer, Miriam met Dave during the
1991 Solar Eclipse, and was very excited about having an eclipse come right to her!
A fte r several telephone conversations, the responsibilities were clearly defined: John would
answer questions and respond to the local media about the eclipse and about aye safety; Cory would
train local school teachers, Miriam would handle promotion and get sponsors, and Dave would interface
with the national news media and serve as a visiting eclipse expert. Dave had previously observed four
total or annular eclipses (1979, 1984, 1988, 1991) and many partial eclipses. Dave also shared with
John
number of student exercises and activities associated with the eclipse, some of which were
developed by Sharon Parker and J.C. Moritz of Buehler Planetarium.
Miriam and John helped students and teachers procure safe viewing filters. With Dave, they
selected the site for "Eclipse Central," -- Dr. Leighton Green Elementary School in western EI Paso, on
a hill overlooking EI Paso and Juarez.
As the date approached, Dave worked out details with CNN, while school offiCials at Green
Elementary, most notably assistant principal Faye Hollinger, worked hard to get their school ready.
Students and teachers decorated the entire building inside and out. There were stars hanging from the
ceilings. Wall murals depicted the mythology of eclipses and the science of eclipses. The school even
made up an eclipse song and planned to stage a play about the eclipse!
But problems seemed to arise. Many local reSidents were concerned about eye safety and
school officials were nervous about John's support of using solar mylar filters. John was even told he
might get sued if someone got hurt. John figured he didn't have much in the way of wealth to lose, so
he boldly went forward urging citizens to safely watch the event. Armed with a position paper
published by a coalition of ten eye care safety and astronomical organizations, John had no problem
discussing the issue openly on radio, television, and in the newspapers.
For three weeks before
the eclipse, John was almost constantly responding to media inquiries and working with school officials.
was busy, non-stop with teacher training. And both continued with daily school shows! Miriam
kept working ,~ith local and national sponsors and coordinating an intemational press conferences.
Dave finished" last minute details with educational and broadcast media projects.
Two days before E-Day, Miriam and Dave accompanied o.N to Juarez in search of stories
with cultural superstitions surrounding eclipses. Most of that day was overcast and had
<:::I"!::kttaror! light showers.
The forecast was for mostly cloudy skies for Tuesday. Everyone eagerly
watched the weather updates. None looked favorable. Late that evening, Dave analyzed the weather
systems himself, and noting a cut-off low in Arizona. made his own prediction that the current cloudy
weather would be pushed out by a cold front coming from the north while the Arizona Low would be
stalied and eventually fall apart.
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01 Monday, E-Day minus one, the Sun rose brilliantly in a perfectly clear sky. Dave's
prognostication seemed to have been correct. Dave Joined John, Cory, CNN, and school officials at
Green elementary school about 8 AM. Dave gave an interview there to CNN. John. Cory, and Dave
assisted CNN producers plan their set up .
At 10 '"AM, Miriam had scheduled an international press conference at Camino Real Paso
del Norte Hotel. John and Dave were there to talk about the eclipse and urge people to watch it s..ai.e.L1!.
It was attended by CNN and all the local media, several radio· stations, all the television stations, and
every newspaper, including Associated Press, and several Spanish language papers, were represented.
There were even the Spanish language networks Univision and Telemundo there. The 45-minute
conference was quite successful, and Dave even got several requests for autographs from reporters!
Miriam distributed Press Passes at the Conference for entrance into the school grounds for the
eclipse sits. Only those with passes could gain entry into the school grounds to observe the event.
The cut-off Low in Arizona was still stalled and looked like it would soon break up. Thus, the
night before eclipse and into ~he morning hours before sunrise,. the skies were perfectly clear.
And nowE-day had finally arrived. To facilitate the in coming media and the observers, Cory
got to the school at 1:30 AM., CNN arrived about 3 AM, set up, and began to broadcast about 4 AM
MDT. Dave got there about 4:30. The Sun rose in a crystal clear sky at 6:12 AM but did not clear the
mountains until 7:38 AM. The low temperature before the sun cams up was 50 degrees fahrenheit.
By sunrise, there was a fl u rry of activity. Most of the media were set up. Many serious
amateurs were there with telescopes .to observe and photograph, including the eclipse filter king
himself, Roger Tuthill. Even the Mayor of EI Paso, Larry Francis came out to see what was going on.
Mayor Francis was interviewed by CNN, than later he met with John and Dave for a brief visit.
The school cafeteria was busy making morning meals - - breakfast burritos. The
astronomers and news media were able to enjoy some coffee and hot food in the early morning cool air.
Between 7:30 and 8 AM the elementary students began to arrive for their school day. Short'ly
atter 8 AM the group of high school students arrived along with mentors from University of Texas at EI
Paso.
Dave was the lead astronomer for O\N and began the morning officially with a live interview
at 8 AM MDT. There were also three other CNN crews there -- one shooting the Sun, one roving, and
an additional group out at Los Angeles serving CNN affiliates.
The eclipse officially began in EI Paso at 8:44: 12 as Dave observed via telescope. And
students, both elementary and high school, were there to beal.t~heir experiments and other activities.
A II during E-Day, John.and Dave wandered about talking with stUdents, teachers, visitors, and
both were repeatedly interviewed by local television" radio, and newspaper Journalists, some in
Spanish. Cory served as a master trouble-shooter solving problems. Miriam spent much of the time
Just enjoying the event with members of her family.
The excitement began to build as we neared maximum coverage - - annularity. A t the moment
Dave announced annularity, at 10:07 AM, there was a large excited outcry -- students, teachers,
visitors, residents. The din and clatter continued until the end of annularity, at 10:12 AM, after
which there was a collective sigh and shout. EPISD Superintendent Dr. Stan Paz was also an avid
observer, and was quite impressed with the activities.
A t the very moment annularity began. Joh~ began an interview with o.N about the school
projects and myths and superstitions surrounding eclipses. After several minutes it looked as if he
were going to miss all of annularity. Dave, sensing disaster in the making. slowly moved up to John,
got his attention, and stole him away from CNN in enough time to see the last part of annularity.
John later commented that if it hadn't been for Dave, he would have missed annularity!
During the eclipse, Dave was photographing with a 1200 mm lens - - with help from Jorge
Paredes, a college engineering student and brother of Miriam. And the shots came out beautifullyl
A t the conclusion of annularity, most students finished their projects and returned to their
classrooms. The high school students returned to Coronado High, and most of ~e media wrapped up
their news stories and departed.
Elated. and exhausted, Cory, John, Miriam, and Dave went off to rest for the afternoon. Later
in the evening they went out to celebrate at a local steak restaurant. and were joined by Assistant
Principal Faye Hollinger. This was one event that planetarians showed they were the best qualified
to help others enjoy a marvelous celestial event!
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Planetarium

Programming for the
Richard Pirko

Hearing

Impaired

I should title this paper "Hearing Impaired Shows byan Untrained Beginner." I donlt
know of anyone presenting a paper after presenting exactly one show, but that is just what I am
doing. We all· start out as beginners. Maybe this paper is more of a pep talk than scholarly text.
My experience with the hearing impaired began with a visit from a fourth grade class
from an outlying county school. The group was quite small, so our secretary scheduled the
group in with another fourth grade class. She was not told this was a deaf class. On that day the
hearing impaired children arrived at the planetarium with all the other kids. They were
directed to their seats. Someone came out to the front of the planetarium and said something
which they did not hear. Then the lights went down - a pointer waved around in the make
believe sky - some slides changed-mysterious stuff happened-then the lights came up - and
they were shown the door. That was their planetarium visit.
I had completely failed those children. They had been given equal access to the
pl~netarium, but they were not given equal opportunity.
Ayear passed. I found on my calendar a visit was upcoming from the same school. This
time we gave them their own showing. I took a 25 watt red light bulb, a clip-on light fixture and
a dimmer to the projector pit. The light was adjusted so their teacher could interpret as I
presented the program. Our student employee ran the controls from the back of the room. The
arrangement worked well, and that year I felt we had at least met them half-way.
But I did make mistakes. I presented the show in the same style as a standard show,
talking and placing visuals on the dome at the same time. Thus the students needed to look up for
the visuals and down to see the conversation. Since the visuals are so awesome (or distracting),
the student must choose to look up for the visual or down for the narrative and thus, again, miss
half the show.
The solution here is easy. Plan your show so that you (0 r the interpreter) present the
words, then let the dome take over to present its part. AUow plenty of time for gazing about.
When it is time for the next topic, clear the dome and bring the audience attention back to you.
Also, label as many visuals as you can. I n the past, we just put up a picture of Canis
M?ljor or dippers or the like. Now we label the drawings, and those same slides are used for the
regular shows. The hearing. impaired effort has had other spin-offs to our other shows. I use
the red lecturer spotlight to show models and demonstration material during programs and now
spend less time hiding behind the controls.
_ Another year passed. I n January I noticed the hearing impaired class was scheduled fo r
another visit. This time I thought it might be nice to greet them at the door in their own
language. A trip to the library was in order. Armed with a sign language dictionary and sign
language text, I figured out how to say "Good Morning· Welcome to YSU." Since this took only a
few minutes to lookup, I added another sentence "My name is Rick." I next wondered how much I
could learn before the class visit. I returned to the library, checked out almost every relevant
book and spent the next three and a half weeks with the television set unplugged.
To make a long story short, with the aid of the teachers I was able to present about half
the program material myself. The teachers and students were delighted by any attempt to meet
them more than half-way. They were very tolerant of my many mistakes. There was one
sentence that seemed to trip me up. It took three attempts to get the words right and I followed
the sentence by signing "I'm sorry • I sign slowly." From the back of the .room another teacher
sang out "Thafs OK, they read signs slowly!" I do not want to imply that I learned sign language
in three weeks. It takes years. But like an actor who learns a few lines or singer who might
learn a German opera, I did deliver the message.
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I also found a few more mistakes. When you sign for yourself you will discover that you
use far fewer words. You also choose words that IIsign well." When I just talked and let the
teacher do all the interpreting, I used long technical flowery bombastic sentences. Words which
do not have formal signs must be finger-spelled. This is time consuming and not natural to the
sign reader.
I also found a few resources along the way. Mr. Ted Stalec, of the Herkimer Co. EO:ES
Planetarium has provided GLPA with a copy of his program, •ALEX." Written for the Applell-E
this program ,spells out text at any reading speed you choose and is used with a video projector to
put the narrative up in the sky, where it belongs. ALEX personifies the planetarium by spelling
out his conversation to the class. Thus the words on the dome are not an aSSignment to be read,
but rather they are a conversation abOut the stars and planets with a friend named ALEX, the
planetarium compu,ter.
Yoo should also get in touch with your local Speech and Hearing organizations. They can
be of great service directing you to interpreters clubs and organizations. You may then want to
do as I have done, continue to learn sign language. lam now taking formal classes in American
Sign Language and within the next few years, I believe sign language programs will become an
important part of our regular offerings.
In the mean time (and here comes the pep talk), CO f\OT BE AFRAID to offer programs
for the hearing impaired in YOUR planetarium. You can begin with as little as redlight bulb and
a realization that the requirements of your audience are just a little bit different. The rewards
are tremendous. And who knows where it may lead you.
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IDEAS FOR MAKING ASTRONOMY RELEVANT TO PEOPLE

Phyllis

Pitluga

ABSTRACT
In the busy lives of our potential visitors, astronomy can seem to be IIfar out." Yet,
there are many ways that this subject really qoes relate to people. This presentation will
expound upon more than a dozen ideas and will encourage audience participation in coming up
with even more suggestions. When our subject matter is relevant to our various audiences it
makes it more meaningful to them rather than just entertaining or purely educationa1. Through
an interest in astronomy, we can help in upgrading people to have the necessary scientific
literacy to fulty participate in our technological world.

INTRODUCTION
There are a number of initiatives aimed at producing societies of science-literate
citizens. The goal is for people to be appropriately prepared to function in our technological
worldc. Science and mathematics are as essential as the abilities of reading and writing. This
goal is an imposed goal upon these citizens. For it to be successful, the people themselves need
to see the relevancy to their lives.
Our specialty of astronomy seems especially irrelevant to people's day-to-day lives.
This paper is an attempt to think of our field from the ordinary person's perspective in
considering ways that astronomy touches upon such a person's life. Most of this paper is a
listing of generated ideas. Most of you coming in contact with this paper will readily know the
significance of the concept and how to apply it in your own programming. There are a few ideas
that I will expand upon for clarification and deeper meaning. This is not considered to be allinclusive. Rather, I hope that it will generate new ideas at the session.
SKY ACQUAINTANCE
A.

Sky

Daily path of the Sun
Seasonai paths of the Sun
Solar eclipses
Halos around the Sun
B. Night Sky
Star recognition
Moon phases, motion and Blue Moon
Planet recognition, motions, conjunctions
Lunar eclip$es
Meteor showers
Comets and their impact on planets
C. BinocularfTelescope Sky
Bright nebulae and clusters
Milky Way
Andromeda. Large and Small Magellanic Cloud galaxies

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

SPATIAL ORIENTATION
the Sun and a watch to estimate compass directions
Using the North Star/estimated South Celestial Pole for latitude
Place on Earth by the 57 navigation stars at nautical. twilight
Surveying the land using the Sun, Moon and stars as references
Anticipating the effect of latitude change
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A.
B.
C.
D.

TIMEKEEPING
Watch time and determination of need for leap seconds
Solar time
Star time: helical risings, meridian passages (transit telescopes)
Calendars
To know holidays, birthdays, agricultural cycles
Solar year and determination of Leap Year, esp. the year 2000
Lunar years of the Chinese and Islamic peoples

WEATHER
A. Seasonal amount of sunlight per square meter (yard)
B. Effect of distance from Sun at aphelion and perihefion
C. Changes in solar luminosity of 2% and mini ice ages
SPACE EXPLORATION
A. Astronauts in Earth orbit, on the Moon, to Mars someday?
B. Unmanned exploration of planets, asteroids, comets and the Sun
C. Orbiting observatories for clearest views and different views
D. In science fiction - separating the facts from the fiction
E. UFO's and what scientists know/think today
ASTROLOGY
A. Recognition and significance of the zodiac
B. Planet motions
C. Distances and gravitational forces
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A. Astronomy games
B. Sky programs
C. Calculation programs
ART, DECORATION, ENTERTAINMENT
A. Real star shapes and scintillation
B. Crescent Moon as a sphere
C. Real objects associated with car names
CURRENT EVENTS AND VOTING LITERACY
A. Background to understand the significance of such recent discoveries as the Top quark 'and the
Hubble Space Telescope view of the center of Ma?
B. Background to vote intelligently on support of space programs, observatories, and particle
accelerators
KNOWLEDGE AND ENRICHMENT
A. History of the Solar System and star birth
B. History of the Earth, planet formation, meteorites and moon rocks
C. History of the Universe
D. History of the discoveries in astronomy, the process and tools
E. Interdisciplinary sciences: astrophysics, biology, geology etc.
CONCLUSION
These are the ideas that I came up with to have astronomy be more relevant to people as. they are
being encouraged to embrace the idea of being technologically competent human beings, to fully
participate in the world that we now live. At this time I would like to hear additional ideas from
you.
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Computer-Aided 3D Animations and Image Processing Methods in Show
Production
by Timo Rahunen
Introduction
Tampere Planetarium is a middle-size planetarium in Finland. 1)1e diameter of the dome
is 13 meters and there are 161 seats. The number of visitors is about 75,000- 95,000
annually.
I n our Planetarium, we use a lot of video material to demonstrate different phenomena in
the evolving universe. We have five video projectors, three SP U-Matic tape players (PAL) and
three videodisk players (NTSC). Video tapes are edited in house in SP U-Matic format.
Until recently, we have used video material which is available on tape or discs, mainly
from Terence Murtagh and Sky-Skan. However, if we want to make a special show for which no
animations or live video is available we must produce the material in a company outside ,or
make it ourselves.
To produce an animation ina commercial company may be very expensive, though. A nice
animation of about ten seconds may cost $ 10,000-20,000 in Finland, maybe more elsewhere.
Perhaps we would like to have some 10-15 such animations in one show? In our pjanetarium
that would mean spending our whole annual budget for those animations, so we must forget it.
Why not have an efficient computer and software and learn to do it ourselves?
What we need
First of all, we need a fast computer. We have used a Fe 486DX and a Pentium. For a few
months, we have also had a Silicon Graphics INDY workstation. The computer should be as fast as
possible and we need a lot of RAM. In the PC we have 16 Mb but we would like to have more. In
the INDY, we have 64 Mb and so far it seems to be enough. We also need big hard disks; we have
750 Mb in the PC and 2.5 Gb in INDY. In addition we need a good quality video interface; S-video
or AGB output is preferred. Our PC has a Matrox Illuminator Pro card and our INDY has an
INDY-video card. Both these interfaces also have video inputs.
To record the animations on tape we have a videocassette recorder, which had been
planned for editing purposes and can record pictures frame by frame. We have a Sony EVO9650P tape recorder which uses Hi8 format. This recorder makes fairly good quality, but we
would like to use SP Betacam format in the future.
At the moment, we are not able to compress video on hard disk. To record one second of
full colour video in PAL format takes about 33 Mb, and in NTSC format about 28 Mb. So, to
record one minute of video in either format takes about 2 Gb of hard disk space.
However there is already on the market hardware and software by which you can
compress video in JPEG format. In that way you can compress video in about one tenth of the
space, so that a 2 Gb disk can hold about ten minutes of video. With the same software and
hardware you can both record live video on hard disk and play it back from hard disk, in real
time. Once you have recorded a video or animation sequence on your hard disk, you are a/so able
to edit it in the way you like. Actually, there are many software packages already on the market
by which you cando broadcast quality, non-linear, video-editing. You can do almost anything
that you can imagine, from simple fades to magnificent video effects that you can see in modern
commercials or music videos. In practice you have a video editing studio in your computeL That
is what we really want to have in the near future!
To make 3D animations with the computer we need special animation software. In our
PC, we have used 3D Studio software by Autodeskand in our INDY, we have just recently started
with Soft-image Creative Environment software. With both of these software packages, we can
start using Simple elements (spheres, cubes, tubes, etc.) and join these together to form
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complex 3D models. Then we can create surfaces for these objects using colours, materials,
textures and lighting. Finally, we can compose and control animations using moving objects,
lights and cameras.
O'E interesting pOint is that we can for example, use s till images of real planets 0 rather
stellar objects as texture on a 3D model. In this way we can imitate real planets, nebulae and
galaxies and make them move, rotate and zoom. We can also make 3D models of spaceships,
satellites and telescopes and make textures of real images of such devices. In this way we can
make our objects look very real and alive. Nowadays there are a whole lot of images available on
colour prints, slides, CD-ROMs, videodisks, video tapes etc. We can use still images or we can
capture images from videotapes, discs or from a video camera. After we have an image in the
computer we can process it in the way we like. We can also combine still images or animations
with existing video material. Actually, the only limit is our imagination.
Conclusion
We believe that I ive video and 3D animations will be essential in the planetariums of the
future. Of course, good slides and especially all-sky slides (by David Malin for instance),
cannot be surpassed in image quality by video.
To get video material is aproblem. There are three possibilities: You can wait until
somebody else creates nice video material. You can also produce animations, but in the long run
that may turn out to be very expensive. Or you can do it yourself. You need a fast computer and
software which you can buy with money. Actually you don't need very much money. It is much
less than what you have to spend for 3-5 good video projectors.
Finally you (0 r the person you have hired for making animations and video
production)also need something else: It takes a whole lot of time and energy to learn to use
animation and video production software. You must also know very much about the techniques of
video equipment and computers, because this is a very fast developing industry. You also need
imagination, 'intuition and the skill to visualize your ideas in three dimensions. The rest is just
hard work, but if you are interested, it is fun.
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The

Itinerant

Planetarium

"Cosmodissee"

by Loris Ramponi
A new itinerant planetarium has arrived from France, the "Cosmodissee" model produced
by R. S. Automation Industry. After the first diffusion in France, the Cosmodissee model has
arrived also in Italy in a new astronomical center of public interest: the Astronomical
Observatory Serafino Zani (in the small industrial town of Lumezzane, 20 kilometers from
Brescia). The planetarium is used to propose lesson of positional astronomy before the visit to
the observatory or for lessons directly in schools.
The planetarium is composed of a star projector and an inflatable dome.
The star projector of Cosmodissee shows 800 stars, the Milky Way, the Large and the
Small Magellanic clouds, the Andromeda Galaxy, the Orion Nebula and Hercules cluster, M13. A
silent engine shows the diurnal motion of the celestial sphere. With seven small mirrors it is
possible to indicate the position among the stars of the naked eye planets, the Moon and the Sun.
Three other small projectors are used to show the meridian, the equator and the ecliptic
cir~les. The meridian can be lit up independently from the others. A transparent dome for the
star projector, containing the drawing of the Zodiacal constellations is available as well.
The projector is placed inside the same box (650 x 550 x 450 m m) used fo r easy
transport. The lid lifts the instrument up during the projection. The box contains also the
central keyboard (lighting of stars, engine, equator, ecliptic and meridian circles, pointer and
room lamp).
The second part of Cosmodissee is the most interesting. The dome, is in fact built with
particular attention to safety conditions and has a special door made of two pairs of vertical
cylinders, kept under pressure by air. Only six minutes are necessary for the silent fan (2600
cubic meters each hour) to inflate the dome. The speed of the fan is adjustable. The inflatable
spherical screen is transported in a very large bag. In fact the dismantlement operations are
very fast. The total weight of the dome is 20 kg.
The 4.5 meter diameter doo1e (a group of 2 0 adults 0 r3 0 children can enter) is
produced with an obscuring fireproof material according to the European rules on security
(Class 1 material). The planetarium is provided with a battery in the case of black-out and a
safety lamp. In case the fan stops, a special lamp informs the operator, who then has time to lift
the dome to facilitate a rapid way out. The ability to walk into the dome through a door gives also
special needs people with wheelchairs the chance to go in.
The complete photo documentation presented is taken fro m the experiences wit h the
Cosmodissee used in Italy by Astronomical Observatory Serafino Zani. Images from other
Cosmodissee users, will be presented as well. To increase Cosmodissee users a national course
will be organized in Paris at the end of the summer. The course is organized at university level
for the formation of operators engaged in the diffusion of science to the public and schools.
The machine used to create hundreds of holes on the star projector sphere was b u i I t by
R.S. Automation Industries. It is also to make a big star projector for planetariums. In fact the
French firm began the production of the model "SN 88 11 in 1988 and in 1993 in S1. Etienne, a
12 meter dome planetarium with the last model of this new star simulator (SN 88 II) was
opened.
This model is completely piloted by a computerized control system. I n fact this
astronomical simulator is a comprehensive and coherent unit and contains, in the basic version,
the following facilities: the astronomical simulator, a group of multivision slide projectors (up
to 36) and video projectors (for video cassettes, laser discs or PC-compatible
microcomputers), a 16 zone circumferential lighting system, structured around 3 basic
colours, a spatial HI-FI sound system and the computerized control system. The recording of
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automatic shows it is very easy. It is made in a Windows menu with a special software program
named "Integral-, specifically developed for the SN 88 model and controls all parts of the
planetarium theatre: star projector, slide projector, sound system, lighting etc.
The eight separate planet projectors are of particular interest: five naked eye planets,
the Sun, the Moon and a small laser pointer. The latter is used as the Earth in the Orrery
system; as a star pointer during an automatic show; for to indicate specific part of the projected
images, and to trace circfes, ellipses, retrograde planet loops, consteUation outlines and so on.
For each planet projector and for the laser pointer a maximum of 10 seconds is required for the
passage from one configuration to another. The final mechanical accuracy gives a positioning
precise to 3 minutes of arc.
The star simulator, whick <:bes not cover the dome to a great extent (i n every case an
integrated lift allowing retraction by 40 cm is available),. is made up of 50 cm diameter half
spheres representing 3000 stars; 120 of these (up to a magnitude of 2.6) have an individual
lens. SN 88 is useful for domes between 9 and 15 meters is available for horizontal and tilted
(20 degrees maximum) domes. In this last case the star projection could be corrected for 20
degrees or horizontal. The planetarium could be provided complete with domes, seating and the
first show. A remote control for maintenance is possible by "Numeris" network.
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Programs for Small
by loris Ramponi

and

Itinerant

Planetariums

How to extend the use of small and itinerant planetariums to traditional programs? How to use
these small domes to realize teaching laboratories, sky projections inside public observato.rias and
itinerant exhibitions? Some suggestions about these questions arrive from the experiences with four
small fixed and itinerant planetariums in Brescia area and surroundings.
For example, we described two different uses of the small Goto EX·3 model. The first model is
installed inside a teaching interdisciplinary laboratory of the Natural Science Museum. After the sky
prOjection the students can use different optical instruments (mirrors and lenses, spectroscopes,
telescopes, microscopes) inside the laboratory or on the museum sunroof. Below the dome, are used
celestial globes and orreries or the Starlab cylinders. The second Goto is inside the lesson room of a
public astronomical observatory. When the sky is clouded or during the daily lesson, we can show the
simulated stars. Every year a national course for public observatory and small planetarium operators
is proposed.
Another example is the use of an inflatable dome inside a scientific center. The same room is
u,,sed for traditional lessons, exhibitions and star projections. Two different inflatable domes are used
also for an itinerant exhibition; one for astronomical programs, the other (Starlab model) for biological
programs (introduction to the cell, hemispheric projection with Starlab cylinder; practical
observations with microscopes).
The I imit of the spectacular use of small planetariums could lead us to try alternative solutions
outside the dome. A proposal could be the projection inside a traditional auditorium of a planetarium
show (slides and original soundtrack). We have used, for our first experience, ·Cosmic catastrophes"
produced by Hansen Planetarium (Salt Lake City). We have proposed the show to high school students
that learn English as an interdisciplinary program (astronomy & practice with foreign language). We
think that this proposal could extend the use of a planetarium show outside the dome. Besides, in Italy,
where automatic shows have not been used until this moment, foreign prOductions could be introduced
for traditional projections with slides and the original soundtrack. Another proposal, now in progress,
is a shadow theatre show based on a classic planetarium lesson.
Therefore, with small and itinerant planetariums it is possible to reach a highly spectacular
level, but unlike medium and big planetariums, the interaction between the speaker/operator and the
public is very strong and produces effective results at the teaching level. In our experience the
spectacularity of a planetarium lesson is obtained by combining the projections under the dome with
other activities. in fact small and itinerant domes could be used inside teaching laboratories, museums
and observatories, during fixed and mobile exhibitions and in particular for multiscience programs. In
these cases the hemispheric projections under the dome become one step in a trail among different
activities. For practical reasons only a small group, for example the same number of people contained
in a dome between 3 and 5 meters, could follow this guided visit. The necessity of a small group is
justified also by the individual activities that involve each participant. The following communication
describes our experience in this field.
Small Planetariums and Observatories
light pollution and weather conditions are the main problems for practical sky viewing with the
public. Our long experience in the field was developed through the availability of three permanent
reference points: the old public astronomical observatory (Specola Astronomica Cidnea Angelo
Ferretti Torricelli"), open all the year round and situated in the center of the city, easily accessible;
the collection of solar instruments on the sunroof of the Natural Science Museum, for practical
activities with the students during daily hours; and the new public observatory (Serafino Zani
Astronomical Observatory) at 830 meters above sea level, closed during winter months, 15 kilometers
from the city, but with less pollution problems. In this new observatory, opened since last year, inside
the conference room, a planetarium Goto EX-3 model is available. When the observatory is open to the
public, after an introductory lesson each time on different topics, it is possible to observe the sky with
a double telescope (Ritchey-Chretien 40 cm for evening observations; Celestron 11 for solar
M
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observations). During clouded nights the public is invited, always after the introductory lesson, to
discover constellations under the small Goto dome. Each month, a special planetarium projection is
dedicated to astronomical phenomena for tourists or other people that can observe the sky from other
latitudes. This projection, organized in collaboration with the travel agencies in the Brescia area, is
dedicated to the midnjght sun, ·white nights·, the sun at the zenith, archeoastronomy monuments and
the southern sky.
During daily visits by schools, the small Goto is used to expand lesson programs. While some
students observe the sun at the telescope, the others follow a lesson under the small planetarium. In
this way we can show the simulated sky of the same evening.
Since last year we have been organizing a yearly national course to r the people interested in
the management of public astronomical observatories. During the course, we dedicate great attention to
smaH planetariums, which we suggest to include in observatories. In our country. there are five public
observatories with small planetariums among a total number of at least 60 observatories specifically
devoted to the public.
Small Planetariums and Museums
The astronomical activities fo rschools in the city of Brescia are mainly organized in the
Natural Science Museum, in particular in the teaching laboratory for science. Also inside this
laboratory a planetarium Goto EX-3 is available. Many other teaching instruments are used under or
outside the dome: a celestiaJ sphere with the drawings of the constellations, a heliocentric planetarium,
and so on. These auxiliary instruments increase the spectacularity of the small planetarium. In fact,
after the traditional lesson when we show these teaching instruments, we obtain the same result as in a
big planetarium where special effects are used. This spectacular effect of the planetarium lesson allows
us to capture the students' attention a little longer. In the case of a public prOjection, these auxiliary
instruments make a change of contents possible for each planetarium lesson, and push the public to
return under the dome more than once. In fact, during the week-end prOjections, the topic of the
projections and also the auxiliary instrument used change. In this way the program is always different.
Under the 3 meter dome, a Starlab projector is also used and the different cylinders available allow a
wide series of topics, including some of non-astronomical interest.
About the use of small planetariums as multiscience laboratory we signal our experience with
the exhibition named -Explorer-. The initiative is devoted to interactive exhibition techniques, in
particular with the purpose to diffuse knowledge of the famous -exhibit" ideated by "The
Exploratorium" of San Fran"cisco and also in our country. Our exhibition is divided in three parts: the
exhibits, in particular about optics and optical illusions; the room with the Starlab dome, used for
biology and geology programs; and the room with another inflatable dome for astronomical projections.
The projections showed at different hours under the two inflatable domes push the public to visit the
exhibition more than once. Inflatable domes are very useful to expand the contents of temporary and
itinerant exhibitions, as the experience with "Explorer· confirms.
The non-astronomical projections under the Starlab domes have obtained a great success dUFing
the exhibition. With the cylinders of biology and· geology we organized the following programs: Trip
inside the cell; earthquakes and volcanoes. The first uses an introductory slide projection of the animal
and vegetal cells. Then, the public follows a hemispheric projection using the Cell cylinder under the
Starlab dome. The last part of the lesson invites the public to observe different cells through
microscopes. The geology program, instead, after the introductory slide and video projection (the
movement of continents from Pangea to modern times) and the tectonics cylinder, proposes the
observation of a collection of sedimentary and volcanic stones.
Inside the inflatable domes, that create a dark space quickly, in particular during itinerant
activities in different school buildings, we have also tried other non-astronomical lessons, using. lenses
and mirrors for practical optic activities, microscopes, geography globes (with the Earth Starlab
cylinder), and in this way the dome became an effective interdisciplinary teaching laboratory.
Together with these activities in the Natural Science Museum of Brescia, we have opened a/so a
small science center in the same city where the Astronomical Observatory Serafino Zani is situated.
Also in this last case the availability of an inflatable dome !Cosmodissee model) expands the program
I
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proposed to schools. In the same morning the schools follow microscope activities, a planetarium lesson
and. after a naturai foot trail, observe the geological and botanic aspect of San Bernardo mountain
where the observatory is situated. The activities end with the visit to the astronomical instruments of
the observatory and the solar observations. This school program is named -Not Only Stars·. All these
experiences will be proposed, together with different workshops, during the European Meeting on
itinerant and small planetariums that will be held in Brescia, on October 13/15, 1995. The meeting is
organized by the International Planetariums SOCiety's Portable Planetarium Committee and by the
Italian Planetaria Friend's Association. During the meeting, the sites of astronomical interest in the
area will be visited (four small and mobile planetariums, three public observatories, exposition room
about Earth sciences containing meteorites and tektites, astronomical monuments: astronomical clock
of Piazza Loggia - 16th century; Horizontal sundial in St. Joseph's Convent· 1792).
Small planetariums and other
With the proposal described in this communication we do not intend to imitate the activities
possible under large domes, using small planetariums, but only to adapt the possibilities offered by
more expensive planetariums to the small and itinerant ones: in particular, the use of auxiliary
in7"struments, together with the main star projector and the flexibility of the programs, and also nontraditional astronomical projections.
We have tried to propose to schools the prOjection of a planetarium show, useful for programs
under the dome or outside the dome on a normal flat screen. Our first experience is with 'Cosmic
Catastrophes" produced by Hansen Planetarium of Salt Lake City. This original show based on a sciencefiction story - the author imagines that an extraterrestrial civilization orbiting around a star that is
dying, chooses our planet for colonization - could be, in fact, proposed without star projection and
speCial effects, as a normal slide projection with its original soundtrack. We have proposed this slide
projection during the already mentioned interactive 'exhibition "Explorer". In fact the Hansen
Planetarium show is aiso interactive. Under the planetarium dome, the public can actually express their
choice about the different story endings of the show pressing by one of the three color buttons on each
seat. In our case, the students make their choice among the three different hypotheses presented in
four stages of the show using their hands (number one: hand up; number two: hand on chest; number
three: hand down). Obviously, this system isn't spectacular and requires a longer time (for each module
of this interactive show a slide tray and an audiocassette are available), but allow the presentation of
an interactive show outside the planetarium too. In our case "Cosmic Catastrophes· was proposed to
high school students of English; in fact, the original soundtrack is in American.
This activity has been prepared with the English teachers of the school that made a work sheet
to verify what had been understood by the students. The availability of the script allowed this
preliminary work for the preparation of the worksheet. In the case of an ordinary video documentary,
the complete text read by the speaker it is not available, and this element increases the interest in the
use of the recorded planetarium show in other countries, also using the original soundtrack. We think
that in a country like ItaJy, where, at the moment, recorded shows for planetariums aren't produced.
this use of slides and soundtrack composing a planetarium show could extend the diffusion of
planetarium shows to smaJI domes or outside the domes. The problem of the hig!) costs of these shows
could be overcome, if smaller planetariums gather and buy them together taking turns in projecting the
show in their cities. For next year, we are planning to propose a slide projection with an American
original soundtrack followed by a planetarium projection with an American native operator. This
activity will be proposed to high schools and each year it will give a foreign· colleague to chance to have
a practical experience with Italian students.
Now we are working also around a shadow theatre show to r children. based on a classic
planetarium lesson (finding the Polar star; circumpolar stars, the change in the sky at different
latitudes, apparent sun motion, and so on). Also in this case the theatre show, produced by a
professional company, could be proposed together with an itinerant planetarium lesson. in fact both
activities will be itinerant.
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Who in the Hell Needs a Planetarium?
Or. George Reed

Planetariums are an expensive addition to any educational institution. ~ one wi II argue this
point. They are a major financial investment in terms of space, capital funding and continuing operating
costs. The intense competition for all three items has created a ·survival of the fittest" atmosphere
and a ·what have you done for me today· mentality. Like it or not, this is the reality of the situation in
education today. Because of this we have to ask ourselves how we can justify the initial expense
and continuous financial support of a planetarium as part of an educational facility? Part of the answer
to the question lies beyond the planetarium dome. It lies in the justification for including science
education as part of the mission of the educational institution. How can we justify the expense of
science education? Science education is a major investment in space and equipment. The answer to
this question lies in the answer to yet another very basic question. How can we justify the expense of
any form of education?
There are two very basic reasons for a society to support a system of education. 01e reason
is to assure the orderly transfer of the culture of that society. Students must develop intellectual roots
upon which their culture and society rest. They must be exposed to what has been achieved in the
past in order to preserve, understand and appreciate their unique position in time and place. The
other reason for a society to support a system of education is to insure the future improvement,
development and preservation of that society. Students must develop the mental skills to
successfully function within their culture.
A t the zenith of the mental skills hierarchy is problem solving, and no subject is better able to
develop concrete problem solving skills than science. Science differs from liberal arts subjects in that
it has definite and reproducible answers that can be arrived at by a system of cognition. Unfortunately,
the process, or problem solving aspect, of science is too often overlooked in favor of the content or
factual aspect of science. And yet it is the problem solving aspect of science that has, if properly
developed in students, the greatest potential for improving and developing a culture.
The development of useful problem solving skills starts with the simpler skills of observing
and categorizing. These skills are then combined with intermediate skills into the higher level skills of
inferring, predicting and communicating. Any of the arbitrary divisions of science are suitable for the
development of problem solving abilities, but astronomy has inherent advantages over other
disciplines. Astronomy is a subject everyone sees. It deals with the universe beyond everyone's
horizon. And astronomy is a subject that impacts on everyone's life.
The fascination with the universe beyond the horizon, and this innate curiosity has driven the
attempts to interpret the nature of what is observed of the universe beyond the horizon. It has also
taught the practical value involved in understanding the movements and appearances of celestial
objects. The seasons, the tides, navigation and the establishment of the basic units of time are
examples of important celestial influences on culture. More subtle, but profound, influences are found in
art, mythology, literature and music. The study and use of what is called astronomy is as old as
civilization itself. It is an integral part of the culture to be passed on from one generation to the ril!li'xt.
And it is a subject that has consistently maintained a high interest level among students. The major
advantage of using astronomy over the other sciences to teach problem solving skills lies in this
inherent interest and the accessibility of the subject.
So how does the planetarium fit into this scheme of things? The current answer is not well.
The planetarium for the most part has become merely a vehicle for the transfer of "astronomical"
facts and 'space" information. It's no longer a place where you are allowed to figure something out for
yourself. As the technology for this transfer has come to increasingly depend upon high-tech,
multimedia over the years, planetariums have come to increasingly assume the role of an, at best,
"edu-tainment" provider. Entertainment as education can provide you with the worse of both worlds.
School programs are increasingly being replaced with what were once thought of as programs for public
consumption. Unfortunately, the role of the planetarium in teaching problem solving skills has received
a decreasingly amount of attention over the years, but an opportunity exists to change this situation. It
only requires a change of perspective in planetarium programming. If we step back and observe what is
happening in a related situation, we may be better able to see what is happening around us. The buzz-
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word for the 19905 is ·virtual reality" Virtual reality is so new and developing so quickly, its
definition hasn't been totally agreed upon. In broad terms VR refers to computer created
environments that enable end users to participate in three dimensional situations in real time. What
does VR have to do with the planetarium? As surprising as it may seem, VR, minus its computer
component, has been a force in astronomy education since October 21, 1923. On that day the world's
first planetarium show took place at the Deutsches Museum in Munich, Germany. By any functional
definition, the planetarium is a virtual reality construct. It is an optical, electrical and mechanical
simulation device that projects and moves stars and other celestial objects across a domed ceiling in
order to create the illusion of a night or day sky. The planetarium recreates a three dimensional
environment that can be manipulated and experienced in real time. Planetariums can claim to be
virtual reality environments with 70 years of experience behind them. This in true until the problem of
individuals interacting with the planetarium environment is addressed, then producers of planetarium
programs are at the same position today as the producers of new VR systems.
Planetariums arid the new virtual reality computer environments face a common problem. How
do humans most effectively interact with these environments satisfy the educational .goals for which
they are intended. One suggestion would be that planetariums and virtual reality systems can satisty
educational goals most effectively when they are used to create problem solving situations. They should
create questions in the minds of participants and provide them with the tools necessary for solving the
problems. They should stimulate thinking and the using of information rather than just the acquisition of
information. Information has little value if it isn't used. From an educational point of view this should be
their strength. If they are used to simply transfer information in a high-tech format. then they will be
used most ineffectively. In terms of information transfer, both the planetarium and virtual reality
systems can be replaced by flat screens and monitors. The affective value of planetarium and virtual
reality environmental immersion is admittedly destroyed with the use of flat screen and monitors, but
the transfer of information will continue unabated. Information presentation technology and the number
of seats occupied over the fiscal year, seems to be becoming the test of the success of a planetarium.
The planetarium can be a unique educational environment. It has a proven long term charisma that
reaches from kindergarten to college to museum audiences. It can occupy a focal position in the
education of anyone at any level and at any age. Its potential is limited only by the imagination and
training of those responsible for its programming. If the planetarium is used simply and only to
disseminate information then it will ultimately fail. Existing planetariums will be closed and new
planetariums will not be built because they will be too expensive to justify. The truth is information is
sterile and boring to those not actively involved in its pursuit or those without a strong interest in a
particular field. The transfer of information is the lowest form of education and entertainment. It
requires nothing more than a receptive and docile "audience. ~ Unimaginative, information laden slide
and video shows projected on starfield wallpaper backgrounds only require canned audiences.
As much as we may hate to admit it, the "flat screen u planetarium is already with us. And as
much as we may hate to admit it, "we have met the enemy and they are us, not technology. The flat
screen planetarium came into existence when planetarium programming fell under the influence of
NASA and the space program. When planetarium programming moved away from naked eye astronomy
and basic astronomy and into NASA and space science programming, the neBd to demonstrate the
movement of the sun, moon and planets diminished. The need for even the capability to project a sun,
moon and planets diminished. And the need for a domed sky also diminished. The stars were reduced to
nothing more than the environmental backdrop for slide and video presentanons, Only the darkness of
the planetarium chamber was required, and this someone beyond the dome will eventually realize can be
achieved in a conventional classroom environment. It will not be a rocket scientist who first asks. "Who
the hell needs a planetarium? You can do the same thing in a classroom. Ar.j a lot cheaper!M The question
will be asked by a bean counter.
In flat screen planetarium programming, opportunities for human partiCipation, interaction and
problem solving activities are not given the high priority they once had. Problem solving has been an
important part of planetarium programming in the past and it still is. but to a lesser degree, an
important part of planetarium programming today. The first organized effc1 to use the planetarium as
an interactive problem solVing environment began with the Lawrence Hall :t Science in the 1970's with
the Participatory Oriented Planetarium (POP) movement. The participatory philosophy required a
M
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hands-on approach to visitors learning about the subject matter of a program. Seeing and hearing were
replaced by doing and talking. Unlike conventional canned programs, participatory programs can not
exist without an audience.· Unfortunately, the demands of the participatory approach in terms of trained
quality staff has moved the approach almost exclusively into the domain of the small inflatable
planetarium. And even here there are signs of movement away from audience participation.
Computer technology provided the second most important attempt to use the planetarium as an
interactive environment in the form of the audience responder system. Pioneered by the Armagh
Planetarium in Northern Ireland, computer-video interface response systems allow audiences to control
the sequencing of program, the audience is asked to express a destination or subject preference. A
computer then tallies and displays the combined results, and instructs a video disk player to proceed
according to the wishes of the majority. Unfortunately, majority rule forms of interactive
programming can be replicated by an audience of trained monkeys since the programming sequences do
not require intelligent responses based upon informed decisions. Opportunities for teaching problem
solving and engaging an audience intellectually abound within an audience response system planetarium
environment, but in the few response systems in existence today, problem solving is seemingly not
being addressed.
Audience response system programs that require informed decisions are more difficult to
produce because they demand the creation of situations that will engage an audience's intellect and the
ability to understand an audience's response to a given stimulus. They involve an understanding of the
teaching-learning process beyond ·show and tell." If such systems are to increase, and if planetariums
with such systems are to survive, the effort to produce planetarium programs that challenge audiences
must be expended.
The misdirection of contemporary state-of-the-art planetarium programming in all types of
planetariums in terms of higher level educational goals can not be blamed on the involved technology.
The misdirection is the result of not using this technology to its best advantage. It is the result of an
industry-wide prevailing attitude toward programming that places little intellectual demand on
audiences.
What is the purpose of the planetarium instrument, the most expensive piece of equipment in
the facility, if it is not used as an astronomical simulator? In many cases, the existence of the
planetarium projector is merely a justification for calling the facility a planetarium. Is this an
exaggeration? I don't think so. When was the last time you saw a planetarium program that used the.
sun? The moon? The planets? Or the stars as anything more than a backdrop to the real subject of the
program? The planetarium is at the proverbial fork in the road and the choice is clear. It is not a
simple choice between an intellectual surrendering to the supposed driving forces of new technologies,
or a return to the dreaded "lecture under the stars· format of yesterday. It is a choice of how to most
effectively use the new technologies to attain stated goals. It is a choice between returning to the
human interaction activity-based astronomy education programming and live night sky formats that
created the initial educational appeal of the planetarium, or abandoning the domed planetarium in favor
of passive, flat screen, multimedia slide-video shows. If we don't make the correct choice, the bean
counters will make it for us.
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History of Chabot & Plans for the New Science Center
Or. Mike O. Reynolds &
Dr. Larry Toy
Prior to moving to California, James C. Gilson spent some time visiting the Philadelphia school
system and was very impressed by the 6-inch telescope in the Philadelphia High School. He hoped that
someday he might be able to have a similar facility built in a district with which he was associated.
Thus, when he became Superintendent of the Oakland School District in 1882 he informed the
head of the Board, Mr. Jordan, that he wanted to find a donor who would provide an astronomical
observatory for use in the schools of Oakland.
A fte r approaching a number of other people, Gilson contacted Antoine Chabot, more commonly
known as Anthony Chabot, developer of the Contra Costa Water Company which provided water for the
City of Oakland, and Chabot agreed that it sounded like a good idea whereupon Gilson arranged a meeting
between himself, Chabot and George Davidson of the US Coast & Geodetic Survey, who had persuaded
James Lick to fund the Lick Observatory. Davidson explained some of the things the proposed telescope
would be able to do, and urged Chabot to support it.
Chabot initially agreed to fund an 8-inch telescope and Gilson continued to search f.or someone
to pay for the building. Finally, when no other donor could be found, Chabot agreed to also build it, and
on 20 February 1883, Chabot sent a letter to the Board of Education stating that "he had caused to be
ordered an 8-inch refracting telescope from the firm of Alvan Clark and Sons.· It is interesting that
Chabot made a point of wanting the facility to be of regional significance. He said "It is my further
desire that your honorable Board prescribe proper rules and regulations, so that your educational
department, and also the citizens of the city, and other places, may enjoy the use and benefit of the
observatory and its instruments."
0116 April1883, the City Council passed ordinance 922 giving Anthony Chabot permission to
erect an astronomical observatory in Lafayette Square in downtown Oakland. The observatory is being
held by the school department in trust for the people of Oakland, with the telescope to be made available
free of charge to the public. On 20 April 1883 the ordinance was signed by Oakland Mayor J. West
Martin.
The site was located only a few blocks from City Hall. 01 21 May 1883, with appropriate
ceremonY,the cornerstone was laid in Lafayette Square. Construction began the following day.
In October the telescope arrived in Oakland. coincidentally on the same day that two other
telescopes, both from John Brashear and Company also arrived in Oakland, one of these being the 8.5inch reflector for Dr. Wythe, and the other the 10.5-inch reflector for Charles Burckhalter who would
later playa major role in the history of Chabot Observatory.
01 24 November 1883. the Observatory opened for public use with Anthony Chabot as the first
visitor registered. It is interesting to note that Chabot did not want his name on the observatory and
that it was officially known as the Oakland Observatory. Before long however, public pressure won out
and the name was changed to Chabot Observatory.
The original building consisted of a transit room, reception room, and the equatorial room
which was 14 feet in diameter at the top of a tower. It was reached by four flights of stairs of 52
steps, the entrance being through a trap door in the floor - a most awkward arrangement.
Visitors were admitted by card with a maximum of 10 visitors per night. and space was often fully
booked 2 months ahead.
The transit room was initially empty while the search continued fo r another donor. In 1885
Anthony Chabot came to the rescue once again, providing the money for a 4 1/8-inch Fauth transit, like
the one at Lick Observatory, the mean time and sidereal clocks and other equipment.
Not having anyone really skilled with the observatory, it wasn't until May of 1886 when Charles
Burckhalter and Charles B. Hi!1 were brought on, initially as volunteers, that the Observatory
instruments were adjusted and put into full use.
The Observatory was normally in use 6 nights a week, with Friday being the night fo r time
observations since the transit was used to set the time for the City of Oakland. With the aid of Mr.
Frank McConnell and Mr. George Carleton, the instruments were set up to automatically ring the bell at
city hall twice a day.
Anthony Chabot had wanted to provide more money fo r adding to the observatory and adding a
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second telescope and had in fact arranged a meeting with Burckhalter to discuss the matter.
Unfortunately, he missed the train coming from Livermore, and before the meeting could take place, he
became ill and died on 6 January 1888. He did however leave $10,000 in his wfll which was to be used
for additions to the Observatory and its instrumentation.
011 June 1888, Charles Hill left to join the staff of Lick Observatory, leaving Burckhalter in
full charge of Chabot.
Burckhalter lead a very successful expedition to Cloverdale, California for the total solar
eclipse of New Years Day 1889, and this was the catalyst for the formation of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific just over a month later.
Burckhalter was to go on three additional eclipse expeditions, in 1896 to Japan, which was
clouded out, 1898 to India, and finally 1900 to Silo~m, Georgia.
In1892. with light pollution becoming a problem due to the increasing number of streetlights,
and even a high power light on the flagpole on city hall only a few blocks away, and due to the rather
cramped nature of the observing room, the eastern end of the Observatory, the part containing the 8inch telescope, was torn down, the pier shortened, and the telescope re-erected 15 feet lower, in a 20
by 20-foot room.
Also a t this time a workshop and various other rooms were added, making it possible to serve
an ever increasing number of visitors. These modifications were funded by interest and a small amount
of the principal of Chabot's bequest.
The observatory would be modified yet again in 1900 when the end containing the transit was
rebuilt and the Common School Assembfy Hall, seating 570, was added for a total.cost of $1440.
Also in 1900, Burckhalter went on his last solar eclipse expedition and used a technique he
developed for photographing the eclipse, whereby he took 8 by 10 glass plates, drilled a hole in the
middle, and had the plate mounted in a holder with a motor on the back and a shaft going through the hole
in the plate. This carried a rotating mask that blocked the inner part of the corona and prominence for
most of the exposure. He could then give a very short exposure to the inner part and a much longer
exposure to the outer part.
An estimated 8000-10000 people viewed Comet Halley through the a-inch telescope during the
apparition of 1910.
As light pollution continued to grow, Burckhalter wished more and more that the Observatory
could be moved and another telescope added. On a number of occasions he approached the Board of
Education and each time was turned down. Finally on 27 October 1913, the Board voted to relocate the
observatory to a new, yet to be determined site, and add a 20-inch refracting telescope.
Burckhaiter immediately began searching for a suitable site. In February 1914, the contract
for the 20-inch telescope was awarded to the firm of Warner & Swasey, with John Brashear to
provide the optics.
Warner and Swasey had plans for a major exhibit at the Panama Pacific
International Exposition in San Francisco the next year, and intended to have a telescope as the
centerpiece of the exhibit. With the awarding of the contract for the 20-inch, arrangements were made
for Warner & Swasey to exhibit the telescope as the centerpiece of their exhibit.
Burckhalter selected a site 5 miles east of City Hall, near Mills College, that appeared to be
nearly perfect.
I t was on a low hill surrounded by canyons, with a ridge that blocked the lights from downtown
Oakland and, very importantly in those days, was right at the end of the Leona Heights streetcar line,
so for only a nickel one could come to the observatory on the streetcar. The Board of Education
accepted the site in November of 1914, and, after final approval was given by them in February 1915,
the City CounCil, on 4 February approved from the general fund for partial payment for the site.
With only an option on the site, construction of the dome for the 20-inch telescope. and the
transit building began. and these projects were completed by the time the City Council approved the
final p~yment of $6000 for the land and $4000 for the building on 6 December 1915. Only 11 days
later Warner & Swasey began erection of the 20-inch telescope which was soon named -Rachel.·
The story of Rachel is perhaps best told by a newspaper of the time which said; -Jacob,
according to Genesis, who was married to Leah, waited seven years for Rachel, who was not of age.
and then married her; Professor Charles Burckhalter, Oakland's astronomer waited 27 years for a new
telescope and, in the meantime. had to be satisfied with an old one. The old telescope is now called
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'Leah,' while the new one ... wW be christened 'AacheL' But, different from the Bible story, this 'Leah'
will not be discarded with the advent of 'Rachel,' but side by side the instrume,nts will be used for
astronomical research.·
0"18 March 1916 the new Observatory opened for public use. I t should be noted that at this
time, the transit building and the dome for the 20-inch telescope were the only portions of the
observatory completed. The dome for the 8-inch telescope was built by a high school shop class, and
was completed on 7 December 1919. However the interior of the building was not finished until years
later.
Burckhalter died in September 1923, at the age of 74, and the Board of Education dedicated the
20-inch telescope in his memory.
Earle G. Linsley, who had been assisting Burckhalter fa r 5 years, was appOinted as his
replacement. Early the following year, Linsley sent out a card to various people who regularly visited
the observatory, suggesting the formation of an organization for people interested in astronomy, and
thus was begun what was initially known as the East Bay Amateur Astronomy Association or EBAAA. In
1949 this group was incorporated and the name changed to the Eastbay Astronomical Society or EAS.
In 1939, Linsley was the leader of a party that recovered the 2573 pound Goose Lake meteorite
so that it could be exhibited at the Golden Gate International Exposition on Treasure ··Island. The
meteorite is now in the Smithsonian.
Linsley was also an instructor atMilis College, and this suited the school di~trict well as they
only had to pay half his salary, the other half being picked up by Mills. Unfortunately this meant that
when Linsley retired in 1947, the Oakland Unified School District decided not to replace him and instead
closed the Observatory.
Among the fates considered for the Observatory at that time were, turning it over to the
Oakland City Park Department, or selling it to the University of California at Berkeley, which wanted to
use it as a research and teaching facility and close it to the public. However, Chabot had specified that
it must be available to the public free of charge, and a judge agreed, hence the Oakland Unified School
District was forced to reopen the Observatory in 1948.
A t this time Kingsley Wightman, a teacher at Prescott Junior High School, began workin9 part
time at the observatory.
By 1956, the 20-inch telescope was in need of major repairs, The -Eastbay Astronomical
Society agreed to take over maintenance of the telescopes in exchange for use of the facilities.
In 1964 and 1965 the programs were expanded with the addition of the Rotary-Chabot
Planetarium, the sliding roof observatory. and temporary buildings for classroom space. Upon
completion of the planetarium the facility was formafly renamed the Chabot Science Center at a
ceremony on 21 March 1965. Kingsley Wightman was put in charge of the planetarium. The planetarium
projector, a Spitz A3P' under a 9.15 meter diameter dome, has continued in service and plans are being
made to move it to the new Science Center.
In the early 1970's, a survey of all school sites revealed that the main Observatory building
needed extensive modifications to bring it up to earthquake code. Hence in a bond measure approved by
the voters in 1973, $208,600 was provided for Chabot Science Center. Howeyer, the modifications
were never made.
About this time, it was suggested that the Observatory should be moved yet again, to a site
less polluted by the street and security lights that had sprung up in the area, and to move it away from
the Hayward Fault zone in which it now sits.
After many years of work, this proposal culminated in May of 1989, with the passage by the
City of Oakland, the Oakland Unified School District, and the East Bay Regional Pari< District of a joint
powers agreement between the three public agencies that also includes the Eastbay Astronomical
SOCiety. This agreement provides for a new agency charged with designing. fund raising, oversight of
construction, and finally operating what will be known as the Chabot Observatory & Science Center.
The Board of Directors of the Chabot Observatory & Science Center is made up of representatives of
each of the public agencies and the Eastbay Astronomical Society along with public members. This group
of people is committed to science education and teaching science through a world-class facility.
The new Science Center will be located on a 13.5 acre site in Joaquin Miller Park at an
elevation of 1540 feet, completely surrounded by parkland. The architectural firms of
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Gerson/Overstreet with Backen, Arrigoni, and Ross Arrigoni, and Ross, Inc. have teamed up for the
new Science Centers design work. Work is nearly completed on the Master Plan and Environmental
Impact Review and the Science Center expects to begin work on construction documents by Fall 1994.
Groundbreaking ceremonies should occur sometime in 1995 with the new Science Center opening in
1997.
The lead grant 0 r gift fo r the new Science Center facility will Gome through an Air Force Office
of Scientific Research grant. A number of San Francisco Bay Area as well as regional and national
businesses and foundations have expressed a desire to fund part of the capital expenses.
The
educational focus includes teacher training, student experiences and public/family programming.
Emphasis will be on Oakland teachers and students but the new Science Center expects visitors from
throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, as it presently receives. Programs will be delivered through an
interactive communications link, outreach at the schools, and, of course, at the Science Center site
itself. Even though the programs will focus on the sciences, the overall emphasis will be multi·
disiplinary and multi-cultural. Program structure will be based on the current thinking in education and
science education such as Integrated Thematic Instruction, discovery and authentic assessment.
The new facility will be approximately 65,000 square feet and will include:
It Two planetaria;
18.3 meter and 9.15 meter diameters
.. Five observatories; 0.9 meter cassegrain, 50 cm and 20 cm
refractors, transit telescope, and a remote-controlled 20 cm
schmidt-cassegrain.
It Telescope Makers' Workshop
.. auditorium
It Challenger Center
It medtacenter
• science laboratories
• classrooms
It exhibit space
It office space
Currently the Chabot SCience Center and Chabot Observatory & Science Center has many
programs that benefit the students and teachers of Oakland and surrounding districts and the public.
During the sd:tool week, classes come up for physics, biology, astronomy and space sciences. Chabot
Observatory & Science Center has trained two groups of Oakland Unified School District teachers in
how to use the Starlab. Teachers then can check out the Starlab to use at their schools for up to a week
during the school year.
Classes cannot use the main observatory building because of the earthquake hazard, however
they can use the sliding roof observatory with it's 9.5·inch refractor which belongs to the Eastbay
Astronomical SOCiety. There is a public astronomy program on Friday and Saturday nights featuring
science demonstrations, a planetarium show and then viewing through the telescopf3s, weather
permitting.
01 Friday nights the highly acclaimed Chabot Telescope Makers Workshop, which was originally
started in 1929, meets in the physics lab. This is one of the few places left where amateur telescope
makers stilf grind and pOlish mirrors~ There is a few individuals who have been known to take on the
work to produce optics for a refractor!
'
During 1988, the Eastbay Astronomical Society volunteers put in hundreds of hours repairing
the telescopes. This included cleaning and laser interferometer testing of the 20-inch objective.
The future of the new Chabot Observatory & Science Center indeed looks bright. With a
relatively-new Joint Powers Agreement, Board of Directors, staff, and a major lead gift, Chabot looks
forward to continuing its rich history that began in downtown Oakland in 1883.
The historical information and framework to r this paper was compiled through the efforts of
Carter Roberts and Don. Stone of the Eastbay Astronomical Society
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IPS MOBilE NETWORK

a

CONTINUED GROWTH AND EFFECTIVENESS
Susan Reynolds

There are over 1000 portable planetarium locations and an ever increasing number of small
stationary planetariums counted in OUf mobile network. Benefits exist for both small and portable
planetaria to join together in achieving universal goals of: utilizing existing low cost equipment and
small budgets to their greatest effectiveness, pooling resources for quality curriculum development,
sharing sources of inexpensive eqUipment, and evaluating new materials and planetaria on the market.
The Mobile Network public domain file is still growing and new additions will be announced in the
next ·Planetarian" column. One exciting new acquisition is a set of materials written in French from
Denis Caron of ASTER, La Station scientific du Bas-Saint Laurent, in Quebec. Approximately sixty
requests for materials each year seem to be the norm. We would really like to receive more foreign
language materials and information pertaining to African and Chinese mythology, to go along with the
new cylinders from Starlab, which would be very helpful.
International involvement in this IPS committee continues to increase as Loris Ramponi
persists in his endeavors t9 locate and recruit interested members in the European community. To this
end Loris sent out a questionnaire and received several replies. His survey has given us information
'''about mobile units in Italy, the UK, Netherlands, France. Germany, and Poland. Hopefully we can get aI/
this information in the next IPS directory. October 13/15, 1995 Loris and The Italian Planetaria
Friend's Association are organiZing a European meeting of itinerant and small planetaria which will be
he,ld in Brescia, at the Natural Science Museum (via Ozanam 4, 25128 Brescia, Italy,
FAX30/3701048). He has asked me to attend and be a presenter as the IPS Portable Planetarium
,Committee representative. During this meeting participants will be given the opportunity to examine
different portable planetarium models on the market such as Cosmodysee II, Goto EX-3, and Starlab.
Practical workshops will also be conducted utilizing these domes. There are many sites in the Brescia
area where astronomical activities are proposed to the public and conference attendees will be invited
to visit these sites during the meeting.
Loris is also creating an exciting new exchange program for mobile planetarium users by
making connections between countries through their language study programs. Each year he hosts (bed
and meals from Monday to Saturday, train tickets from Milan to Brescia, and bus city tickets), in
collaboration with the IPS Mobile Committee, a planetarium operator that proposes lessons to high
school English language students. This instructor presents these lessons using a Starlab or Goto EX-3
planetarium. The lessons. not more than two classes every morning, will be held in the Natural Science
Museum of Brescia and the rest of the day and evening are free for site seeing or other activities.
will be participating in this program during the October 1995 trip. Loris is anxious to recruit many
more presenters from all. English speaking countries, contact him for information if you are interested.
While contemplating the theme fo r this conference we can reflect on these past years of rapid
growth in the use of portable planetaria and realize that users fall into three major categories: private
businesses, ,outreach for museums or educational cooperatives, and equipment rental programs. The
IPS Mobile Network attempts to address issues related to the needs of existing users at every level.
IPS '95 conference hosts have been extremely helpful in allowing me to set up three major workshops
for portable and small planetarium users. These workshops were specifically designed to help the three
identified types of portable users and are thus named ·Owning Your Own Planetarium", "Reach Out And
Teach Someone", and HUnmanned Satellite". Workshop presenters have done extensive research and
will address issues of concern to small business owners, museums and science centers with outreach
teachers. and those who run rental programs.
The Great Lakes Planetarium SOCiety (GLPA) is compiling a special TIPS booklet especially
directed toward portable planetarium users. I have passed along the many tips received and reported in
the "Mobile News Network" column and plan to also send copies of the IPS '95 workshop papers to
possibly be included in this publication.
During IPS '92 a plea was made for affiliate organizations to establish a mobile planetarium
representative and space in their newsletters for information of interest to this population of their
membership. A plenary meeting is planned during this conference and representatives from each of the
·affiliates are invited and encouraged to attend. Our goal is to get an even more accurate count of users
and to record input about what is being done and what needs to be accomplished next.
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THE PLANETARIUM AS AN INSTRUMENT OF INTEGRATION
"Exploring New Dimensions In Programming" .
by Coleen Rowe, Ervin Bartha, Deborah Judith
The form of a spherical dome has always had a profound effect 00 human consciousness. Within
this special environment, many cultures have conveyed their most up to date and knowledgeable
evaluations about the cosmos and humanity's relationship to it. Through spiritual disciplines, painting,
sculpture, music, drama, dance, architecture, poetry, literature, brilliant intellectual insights in all
fields, technological innovations and coherent social organization. the lives of all human beings have
been enriched throughout history. Art is an expression of human feeling; science an expression of the
human mind; technological inventiveness and social organization, a means of addressing physical
necessities. Yet it has only been through integration of intellect, feeling and physicality that humanity
has produced its greatest and most enduring achievements. Whether these achievements have
manifested through the dome of the Pantheon, the dome of the Hagla Sophia, the dome of the Blue
Mosque, the dome of the Taj Mahal, or the dome of a modern day planetarium, each of these vehicles
has been an expressjon and a symbol of integrative unity.
This conference has as its theme, ·Reflections; on the past achievements of science. We are
presently next to one of its most sacred shrines, the location from which humans physically left this
beautiful home planet to make contact with another world, Earth's moon. It has been in some ways, the
greatest achievement of human civilization. Yet as we view the fragmented and disintegrative
character of human societies today, it becomes obvious that there is a compellingly urgent re-balancing
needed at every possible level of human life. The window of cooperation and inspired integration that
led to the first manned landing on the moon, is 25 years later almost vanishing into oblivion. The only
antidote for disintegration and isolation is integration and cooperation. Without mental clarity and
inSight, without artistic imagination, without physical grace, suppleness and dexterity, and without an
integrated aim and truthful purpose for being. a human being is neither harmonious, happy nor creative.
On a global scale such disharmony is disastrous.
In light of this situation, it comes almost as a natural conclusion that a more holistic approach
even to planetarium programming is necessary; a wholism that will integrate the very best of every
human endeavor into a new vision of the universe and Homo Sapiens' responsible co-creative role in it.
In attempting to positively address the role of the planetarium as an instrument of integration,
"Exploring New Dimensions In Programming" is a very simple suggested first step among a large
number of necessary steps toward a cosmically awakened humanity, a humanity conscious of its unity
with all life forms, and compassionately conscious of its connection to the universe. This program's
subject deals with how fine art from all epochs and cultures might be used metaphorically to refine and
clarify some of the subtleties of the scientific universe. If this seems like a giant leap in imagination,
please consider the leap in imagination, thinking and doing it took for human beings to land a member of
our species on the moon in the span of 14 years from Sputnik. Some of the finest art that has ever
been produced is included in this feature, so please enjoy the show and thank you all for your time.
EXPLORING NeN DIMENSIONS IN PROORAMMING
Narration By Coleen Rowe, Original Music By Alan Scott Bachman, A NADA Production
Working within the theme of exploration, we are all stepping into the freedom of the creative
imagination. Science and art are both dynamic expressions of human creativity. We welcome everyone
into an exploration of how two realms of activity interact to complement one another.
The total human being expresses rationale through the sciences. and aesthetic appreciation
through the arts. For reasons which are about to unfold, it is in our interest to develop situations which
involve the total human being.
All of us are familiar with the economic demands on planetariums; it is as if a black hole had
swallowed the purse strings. We recognize the need to increase the audience but there is a limit to
expansion. Why not create a new kind of audience. an audience including people who would be drawn by
an enriched program that imaginatively ~ombines fine art imagery with astronomical concepts.
Fine a rt not only enriches the situation, it provides visual information to promote a deeper
understanding of the subject matter without verbal explanation If a picture can tell a 1000 stories, so
too can a basic story generate a 1000 pictures. As you can see, art can be used to set an atmosphere,
augment principles and expand relationships. When we can incorporate images artfully, our ideas of the
universe come to life.
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Astronomical Misconceptions
Philip Michael Sadler
problem Context' Difficulty in Learning Science
Teaching for true conceptual understanding rather than the memorization of facts and
algorithms is far from easy. Many hurdles face those planetarians who hope to impart to their
audiences even a few powerfui scientific concepts. Perhaps the most daunting problem is that students
and adults alike hold beliefs about how the natural world behaves that are at odds with accepted views
in science. These "misconceptions" are applied to make predictions about events, such as that gravity
is the result of air pressure (Minstrel! 1982a) or that light from a candle will travel further at night
than in the day (Stead and Osborne 1980). Dozens of studies in recent years show that these beliefs are
quite tenacious. Once in place, they rarely change in the course of even the best instruction. Most
students leave their science courses with no better conceptual understanding of scientific ideas than
when they enter. Whether they fare any better in planetarium shows is open to question.
Increasing the efficacy of conveying scientific concepts demands that planetarians especially
become aware of and seek to change the misconceptions of their audiences (Champagne et al. 1982).
Many have difficulty learning science because of the difficulty of reconciling their own beliefs with the
conflicting ideas of the expert.
I.

The

1 The term "scientific misconceptions," as used in this paper, refers to ideas that people possess that
are different from accepted scientific views. Alternatives for the term "misconception" have been
suggested by some researchers, because use of the term can seem to denigrate student ideas. After
all, it is wonderful that students do come up with such amazing and original constructions.
"Alternative frameworks" has been suggested as less judgmental (Driver, 1978). "Preconceptions"
emphasizes the prior knowledge that students bring to class (Ausubel, 1978). "Naive theories" is a
term that recognizes that students' ideas are theories that result from thought, not guessing (Arnaudin,
1985). "Alternative conceptions" was coined to characterize those false ideas that do not change even
after instruction (Hewson, 1983).
2 An interesting example is that in spite of a fine education, commencement-day interviews showed 21
out of 23 Harvard graduates, alumni, and faculty thought that the earth's changing distance from the
sun is responsible for its seasons or that the moon's phases are caused by the shadow of the earth. This
is documented in the video, A Private Universe (Sadler and Schneps, San Francisco: Astronomy Society
of the Pacific, 1989).
The examination of scientific misconceptions, however, is still in its infancy. Through clinical
interviews and formal testing, the misconceptions that students bring to their science classes have
been extensively investigated in only a few domains. The most attention has been paid to Newtonian
mechanics; astronomy is much less studied. Yet the subject of astronomy is taught yearly in secondary
school as a separate course to approximately 50,000 students (Weiss 1987b), as a part of middle
school earth science to more than 1,000,000 students (Welch et al. 1984), and at the col/ege level as
an introductory course to more than 300,000 (Hoff 1982). Many millions visit public planetariums each
year.
I t is the intent of this paper is to examine common "wrong answers" among introductory
astronomy students. This work is an outgrowth of Project STAR, a curriculum development project
supported by the National Science Foundation. The course produced by this project based at the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics has had as a main objective the study of students' ideas
in astronomy and the investigation of methods for aiding students in building powerful and predictive
scientific ideas.
In carrying out this study, a 47-item multiple-choice instrument was constructed based on
interviews reported on in the research literature and on interviews with high school students conducted
by the author and members of the Project STAR staff (found at end of this article). This instrument
was administered to 1,414 eighth- through twelfth-grade students at the start of their earth science
or astronomy class from around the U.S ..
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33 MY,investigation has identified these sources of the most common student misconceptions in
astronomy:
Cosmography: Klein 1982; Mali and Howe 1979; Nussbaum 1979; Nussbaum 1985; Nussbaum 1986;
Nussbaum and Novak 1976; Sneider and Pulos 1983.
cOsmology: Lightman and Miller 1989; Lightman et aL 1987; Viglietta 1986.
Gravity: Gunstone and White 1981; Mali and Howe 1979; Sneider and Pulos 1983; Stead and Osborne
1981; Vincentini-Missoni1981.
Ught and Color: Anderson and Karrqvist 1983a; Anderson and Karrqvist 1983b; Anderson and Smith
1986; Bouwens 1986; Brown and Clement 1986; Eaton 1984; Eaton et aL 1983; Feher 1986; Guesne
1985; Jung 1987; Slinger 1982; Stead and Osborne 1980; Watts 1985.
Seasons: Furuness and Cohen 1989; Klein 1982; Rollins et al. 1983.
Moon Phases: Camp 1981; Cohen 1982; Cohen and Kagan 1979; Dai 1990; Kelsey 1980; Za'rour 1976.
The Solar System: Broman 1986; Dobson 1983; Edoff 1982; Friedman et al. 1980; Touger 1985;
Treagust and Smith 1986.
Early versions of the test found that some items were answered correctly more than 80
percent of the time and were deemed "anchors." They were incorporated into the curriculum. materials
as ideas that students would probably know and" on which they could build. These facts were removed
from subsequent tests and may be useful as a foundation from which to build planetarium shows.
Examples of such ideas and facts are:
.. Light takes time to reach us from the stars .
.. The light year is a measure of distance .
.. The Earth is 93, 000, 000 miles from the Sun.
e The Moon is closer to the Earth than is the Sun.
The test revealed four additional anchors; the majority of students have answered them correctly.
e The Earth spins on its axis once very 24 hours .
.. Results of coin flips are independent from past events.
• Day and night are caused by the Earth's rotation .
.. The Earth orbits the Sun once a year.
Clement (1986) suggests that anchors can be used to advantage in instruction as starting pOints
to help overcome misconceptions. To do this, teachers should try to build upon these known concepts.
For the four. problems above, it is relatively easy to imagine ways in which the preexisting knowledge
of the students can be used in teaching new concepts. Four examples follow:
• Reference should be made to the Earth's orbital period when discussing the periods of other
bodies such as planets .
.. The reason fo r day and night should be revisited when discussing the phases of the Moon;
after all, the "dark side of the Moon" is simply nighttime on the Moon.
e The 24-hour rotational period of the Earth can be brought up to explain the periodicity in the
positions of the Sun and stars.
• The randomness of astrology 0 r meteor impact can be compared to the flipping of coins.
II

Ie 5t Results

The distribution 6f the 1 ,414' total scores on the test is a slightly skewed distribution wi th a
mean of 16 out of 47 and a standard deviation of 6. The highest score of any student on the test was
forty items correct, while the lowest score recorded was only three items.
This test revealed that students held a level of mastery over few astronomical concepts. They
held misconceptions, however, about most of the major astronomical concepts treated in introductory
astronomy and earth science courses and dealt with in planetarium shows. Fifty-one student
misconceptions were revealed by this test, nineteen of which were. preferred by more students than
was the correct answer. The 29 most popular misconceptions are listed below ranked by overall
student preference.
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Answer
#
418
58
60
42C
14E
17A
388
34E
28
12A
35A
208
32C

Fraction of
Students
.75
. 72
. 71
. 53
.46
. 46
.46
.42
.41
.41
. 38
. 37
. 37
.37

>Correct
answer

x
x

Colors of light mix like paint.
Light intensity drops as 1 1r .
Light intensity drops as 11 r .
Colored filters mix like paints .
The Sun is 1 Ox larger than it really is .
Changing distance is responsible for seasons .
Galaxies can be seen near sta r clusters .
Constellations look the same from any star .
The Earth's shadow causes the Moon's phases .
The Sun is overhead at noon every day.
Astrology is a science .
The Moon orbits the Earth in a day .
Inability to reason with two variables .
Objects look the same from the back(not a
mirror image).
Hemispheres are very different distances from
the Sun.
Daylight lengthens throughout the summer.
Inability to use one graphical axis .
Number of zeros in a number is the power of
ten.
The Sun moves rapidly against the celestial
sphere.
Saturn is closer the Earth than the Sun.
The Earth is 1 0 x larger than it is.
The universe is constant in size.
Inability to use a single graph axis.
The Earth and Moon are a few diameters from
each other.
Light exists only where i t can be seen.
The Sun moves rapidly against the celestial
sphere.
The Earth's orbit is highly elliptical.
Light does not leave sources to daylight.
The moon moves through the Sun's shadow.

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

17C

.37

x

408
3A
33A

.35
. 33
.33

x

37A

.33

x

280
13C
36C
38
118

.32
.32
.32
.31
.30

x

44C
378

.30
.29

x

4C
45A
2C

.28
.27
.27

x

Misconception exhibited

x

x
x

This work confirms the misconceptions that have been addressed in smaller studies. Perhaps
the best way to characterize student understanding is to present a profile of a hypothetical student
entering an earth science or astronomy course. Although there are probably no students with all of
these ideas, this composite represents the average student in our sample. This profile might well
characterize an average public planetarium-goer. In this profile, I have taken some liberty in reporting
misconceptions that are very popular, but may not be held by a plurality of students:
The composite subject is a male high schooler who has not taken earth science, chemistry, 0 r
physics previously. His math background consists of a course in Algebra I. He identifies himself as being
of European heritage. Both his father and his mother have some higher education, a few years at college
or a degree from a two-year school. The student intends to go on to get a college degree and thinks that
science will, at least, be somewhat important in his future occupation. He has chosen to take an
astronomy course because he is curious about the subject, but he does not consider it a hobby. He has
firm ideas about most SCientific concepts and rarely guesses at the answers to the questions in this
test.
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He tends to think of the astronomical world as fixed, or, at least. as constant. He can state that
the Earth turns on its axis, but he is not quite sure of the ramifications of this· motion. The length of
daylight, the path of the Sun in the sky, and the movement of the Sun against the background of stars
are aU misconceived. In his view, the Sun moves in a uniform, unchanging way, rising in the East, being
overhead at noon, and setting in the West. Its path is independent of geographic location or season. He
knows that the Earth orbits the Sun in a year, but thinks that its path is highly elliptical.
I-S has ideas about the size of and relative distance between astronomical objects that are
vastly out of proportion. Both the Earth and the Sun are thought
be about ten times their actual
diameter. Solar system objects are thought to be much closer to each other than they actually are. This
supports his view that the seasons are caused by the Earth's changing distance from the Sun and the
Moon's phases are caused by the Earth's shadow. The Moon circles the Earth in a day while the stars
appear fixed in the sky. The entire universe is compressed. Stars can be found between the planets.
Since the stars are fixed, traveling to another star would not change the appearance of constellations.
Galaxies are much further away than the visible stars. The universe itself is static, neither expanding
nor contracting. Gravity does not play a major role in the structure of the universe since it is not
dependent on mass and distance, but only on air pressure.
The nature of light is thought to be understood. Light takes time to reach us from the stars, but
its role in vision is misconceived. Light exists only where it can be seen. When a flashlight illuminates
an object at night. he thinks there is no light between the flashlight and the object; light onJy exists
.where itsetfect can be seen by the observer's eyes. During the daytime, sunlight is thought to keep the
light from leaving a source. Moreover, objects can be seen without light traveling from them to one's
eye. He also believes that light intensity diminishes with the inverse first power of distance. Colored
objects transform the color of light, as opposed to selectively absorbing different wavelengths. Light is
not believed to be composed of particles. but to be a condition.
Misconceptions in mathematics limit the usefulness of graphs and calculations in hetping to
understand astronomical concepts. He can extrapolate graphical data. but has difficulty reading graphs
and extracting useful information or patterns. His understanding of sCie'1tific notation is poor. Orderof·magnitude calculations are difficult for him and are otten performed incorrectly. He understands
angles only when they are concrete and small. More abstract arguments using angular measure are not
effective with him. He thinks a circle has only 1800 of internal angle. Size-to-distance ratios are a
foreign idea t~ him. He solves Simple "algebraiC equations, but cannot apply proportional reasoning to _
real-world or word problems. He sees math as a separate subject with little relevance to or utility in
learning science.

to

III

Cpnclysions

The level of overall understanding of astronomical concepts in this student population is
appalling, even in a pre-test, and probably limits students' ability to integrated new concepts into their
already well-developed frameworks of understanding. Most planetarium shows pay scant attention to
many of the ideas that people hold. Without revisiting these misconceptions, they are damned to try tD
place new conceptions upon faulty foundations.
Several researchers have found that people can abandon their misconceptions and learn
scientifically correct ideas only with unusual teaching methods. The key technique appears to be that
students must elucidate their owni preconceptions and then test them. Only by realizing that their own
ideas cannot explain the outcomes of experiments or natural phenomena do people realize a need for a
different theory. Educators can then present the scientifically accurate concept as a powerful idea that
can predict and explain events. One consequence of accepting these new ideas is, strangely enough, that
the old conceptions are forgotten. So, misconceptions appear to be erased from students' minds. This
makes it very difficult for experts to recall misconceptions from their own student days; they simply
do not remember them. They must rely on their own interviews or become familiar with the literature
on scientific misconceptions in order to incorporate these ideas in their teaching.
The low test scores could be thought of as boding well for those of us who deal with the public.
There is a lot of room for improving people's scientific conceptions.
This work has been supported by National Science Foundation (MDR 88·50424) and by the
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A STARRY TALE

Sheldon

Schafer

In 1 989, the Lakeview Museum Planetarium received a major gift from the Sielfieldt
Foundation (a local family foundation) which allowed the introduction of video into planetarium
shows. A Sky Skan control system was installed which included three video projectors, three
optical laser disk players, three SVHS. tape players, and a dedicated computer with NTSC-VGA
converter card, allowing graphics to be converted to video. The grant also allowed the purchase
of all Sky Skan Special Effects Disks currently available. Our 10 meter dome has epicentric
seating, and the three video projectors were positioned to shoot across the dome, due south, east
southeast, and west southwest. Each screen area is approximately 90 degrees by 65 degrees. In
this manner the three video projectors covered the entire programming area of the dome for our
epicentric configuration.
Our goals in using the video system have been three fold:
1 ) To eliminate the use of a II dedicated special effects projectors. When ther~ is a video
effect available, it is invariably more sophisticated in appearance, more reliable, and, when the
cost of an optical laser disk is prorated per effect, far more economical than even building from
surplus materials.
2 ) To eliminate the use of kodalith for titles and other graphics.
Originating graphics on a computer terminal is far more efficient in time, allows editing even
after the show has opened, and allows special effects when changing displays. In "A Starry
Tale", we were even able to integrate sophisticated scrolling zooms through a donation arranged
by our video producer.
3 ) To eliminate the use of still slides, especially talking still artwork. Even when
animated through multiple dissolves, to our video attended audiences, such techniques appear as
artifacts from another era. In our case, we decided to introduge the use of videotaped puppets
with the narration. In our first productiqn using this technique, we learned what works and
what doesn't work, so that subsequent efforts will be more efficient and effective.
01e of our primary concerns was formatting the puppets so that they would appear
unframed and blackgrounded. A test with black cloth showed that the solution was relatively
simple. Full (100%) contrast on the video projector dropped the stage and background out
completely when they were draped with plain black cloth. Folds and seams were avoided to
eliminate any stray reflections. One unanticipated problem was that Ziggy the Skunk also
partially disappeared. In the future totally black figures will be avoided. In the actual
production Ziggy had enough white and red features that we weren't uncomfortable with his
partial presence, and in the context of the dark forest scene, his appearance was quite natural
(at least as natural as can be expected for a hand puppet).
With s till slides, walking out of the frame isn't a problem. With live puppets we learned
it can be. We discovered that the frame presented by the viewfinder wasn't exactly the same as
the frame projected in the dome. Some features which were full frame in the viewfinder were
cut off in the dome. This was more likely to happen when fjgures were zoomed, or when all
three were present. In future productions, more allowance will be made for this difference.
Editing of the video allowed most of these departures from the frame to be eliminated. Where
this wasn't possible, trees and brush in the planetarium panorama system masked the cutoffs,
and in fact often it seemed as though the animals were emerging naturally from the background.
There was some discussion over whether to have the puppets appear "naturally" grouped
in their forest and field environment throughout the show, or to have video "cutaways" and
"zooms" as would be expected in a more conventional studio environment. Our video producer
was very convincing in saying that such techniques were expected by our sophisticated, video
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attended audience. They may be young, but they have grown up in front of the "tube." He also
reminded us that we were constantly speaking about the puppets appearing "real" and "natural",
when they were, in fact, not real· they're puppets, and that the planetarium wasn't real
either. This was, of course, a shocking revelation to all of us who'd been living in a
planetarium for most of our lives. We incorporated aU of these effe0s into the final production,
and were quite pleased with the results.
Maintaining a constant horizon is a/so anew concern. Since the video projector level is
constant on the dome, the base of the puppets also has to be kept constant. This was difficult to
do through the viewfinder because the stage was blacked out so effectively. The problem
occurred most often when zooming or between scene changes. In the future, our producer has
suggested actually drawing a line on the viewfinder. To accommodate the changes in horizon
level, we utilized a variety of panorama scenes. In addition to an artwork forest, we shot scenes
of actuaf brush and grass, blackgrounded to avoid kodalith masking. These were installed in our
panorama system at the required levels, and single slides were used in our center super slide
projector. This projector used a short focal length lens so that a single slide can span the entire
bottom arc of the video projector.
The entire soundtrack was fi rst put on the videotape. The original soundtrack and puppet
voices were created by John Kowalski of Cleveland, through arrangements made by Professor
Bob Jacobs of Bradley University and of Videomax, Ltd.. Professor Jacobs also donated all of his
production services. The puppets were taped while playing a cassette of the audiotrack for
synchronization, and the video later edited in. This technique simplified the production process,
since mouth synchronization with puppets allows considerable latitude. If the show had been
done with live voices and actors, their audio would have had to have been on the video master,
requiring numerous takes and retakes, and a complicated editing process to combine the music
and voice tracks. As it was, the music and voices could be done in the studio without the actual
puppets even being present. Then during the video shoot, few retakes had to be made. Each scene
was shot twice, first with all three puppets together as a group. and then with close ups of each
puppet during solo speaking parts.
The puppetry work was performed by the Peoria Symphony Guild Puppeteers (Joan
Monroe, Luann Hurst, and N~rma Rockow). They have been performing "Peter and the Wolf" in
the Peoria Public Schools on behalf of the symphony for over a decade. We learned the value of
having experienced puppeteers during this production; operating a hand puppet is not as simple
as sticking your hand in it and holding it up in front of the camera. Considerable skill and
strength is involved.
~ is frequently the case, bringing "A Starry Tale" to fruition required pooling the
numerous resources available in the Peoria area. Commercial services are available to do Jgbs
such as this, but at a fee far in excess of our yearly production budgets. We are very lucky to be
able to tap such skills; doing so has allowed us to create some unique productions.
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Native

American

Star

Conferences
Bob Stoller

at

Fiske

Planetarium

This paper discusses the conception and implementation of two conferences on Native American
Star knowledge and a third conference for Native American children in the Denver metro area. A
result of these conferences has been the development ota unique relationship between the Planetarium
and two groups of presenters who attended the conferences, which has resulted in the development of
materials for Native American teachers of Traditional Star Knowledge.
The first Indian Star Knowledge Conference was held at the University of Colorado's Fiske
Planetarium November 13-15, 1992, timed to occur after the first snows had fallen (some groups may
only relate their Star Knowledge between the falling of the first snow and the return of the first spring
thunder.) It was organized by Vine DelOria, Jr. to assist the Indian community "to. restore and expand
traditional knowledge about the natural world. with special emphasis on non-scientific
knowledge."(Deloria, 1992)
The conference was sponsored by C U Departments of Religious Studies and History, The Center
for the Study of Ethnicity and Race, the Oyate Indian Club, the American Indian Graduate Council, and
The American Indian SCience and Engineering SOCiety (AISES). The Native American Rights fund
provfded a reception for all the participants Saturday evening with the help of the local Native
American community. The Ira-Hiti foundation in San Francisco provided a grant to support the
Conference and 11 presenters attended to share their creation myths, constellation stories and star
knowledge with each other and an audience consisting of people who were interested in preserving
Indian culture for Indians. No tape recording was allowed. and for some of the talks , no note
taking was permitted. Approximately 80 people attended.
The format consisted of a prayer offered by the most senior Elder present. followed by
presentations of creation myths and/or constellation stories. Each presenter talked between an hour
and ninety minutes. In preparation for their talk in the star theater, I talked with each presenter
beforehand about what we could show and operated the instrument for them. Typically. I would bring
up the section of the sky that they wished to talk about and either have them use a pointer or point out
particular stars or constellations for them.
The presenters included Lehua Lopez, Native Hawaiian; Trudy Griffen-Pierce, Cherokee; Floyd
Flores Popogo, Tohono O'odham; Virgil Swift, Wichita; Stanley Redbird and Leland Uttle Dog, Lakota
(with Ron Goodman of Sinte Gleska University): Curly Bear Wagner, Blackfeet; and Tony Hili,
Muskogee·Creek.
While I am not at liberty to relate the contents of the presenters talks, I want to comment on
the acceptance of the star theater as an appropriate venue by the presenters. The star field and
pointer allowed effective interaction between presenters and the audience when discussing stars or
constellations. For example, we were able to look at the changes in the location of the sun in the
constellations at the time of the summer solstice (the time at which the Sun Dance is performed). The
Lakota determine the time of their ceremonies by noting the sun's location in a particular constellation.
The sun is presentty in the a different constellation then the one that is traditionally associated with· the
Sundance. By tuming back the Earth'S precession to the point where the Sun is in the proper
constellation. we could determine the time when the Lakota first occupied South Dakota ard Wyoming.
This vaJidates the Lakota presence in the Black Hills 2 to 3 thousand years ago (Goodman,
1992).
A t the end of the conference it was recognized that there was a need to continue these
discussions. A second conference was arranged for the fall of 1993.
Star Conference II was a little different from the first. While following the basic structure, the
conference organizer, The American Indian Science and Engineering Society and Vine Detoria, Jr.
invited presenters from the first conference and Archeoastronomers to the gathering.
This conference
was also timed to occur after the first snows had come to the reservations and was held November 5·
7, 1993.
The funding for this conference was provided by the W. K. Kellog Foundation. the Fund for the
Four Directions, and several private donors. Over 100 attended the conference.
The Native American speakers were Ray Baldy, Houpa; David Begay and Nancy Maryboy,
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Navajo; Walter Echohawk, Pawnee; Doug George, Oneida, Stanley Redbird and Leland Little Dog, Lakota;
and Joseph Brophy Toledo, Jamez Pueblo.
The hope was fhat by inviting the previous presenters that a continuing dialogue would develop
between -the keepers of the Star Knowledge of traditional peoples. The Star Conference II organizers
felt that the presence of the invited Archeoastronomers and Ethnoastronomers, who had expressed
their support of Native _Star Knowledge by their actions working with Native Peoples at their, request,
would break down some of the barriers between' the two groups. These Archeoastronomers included
John Carlson, Djrector of the Center for Archeoastronomy at the University of Maryland; Von Del
Chamberlain, Hansen Planetarium, Salt Lake; Claire (Ginger) R. Farrer, California State University,
Chico; Evan Haddington, Science Editor, NOVA WGBH Educational Foundation; Ray Williamson, Office
of Technology Assessment; and M. Jane Young, Department of American Studies, University of New
Mexico.
The Lakota and Navajo presenters gave me outlines of their constellations and asked if I could
find some way to project them' in the planetarium during their' talks. I was allowed to study their
original charts, and located their stars on the planetarium dome at a particular latitude, time of night
and during the appropriate season. We agreed on what stars were to be included in the constellations,
and what shape it was to have. I then used one of the planetariums slide projectors in the All-Sky
system (each of these six projectors covers one sixth of the dome and uses a 1.4 in focal length
prOjection lens) to project an Oxberry alignment grid onto the stars. I dimmed the grid so that I could
locate the stars of the Lakota or Navajo constellation on the grid. Next I copied the star locations
onto an identical grid on a pad of paper. On this grid I then drew the constellation and photographed the
outline using kodalith film. The camera used was an Oxberry copy camera with an alignment grid in the
view finder which is identical to the grid projected on the star theater dome and the grid printed on the
paper. By aligning the grid in the camera with that on the paper, the resulting slide could be
projected in the All-Sky projector over the stars and the constellations align exactly. This work was
done in advance of the conference and checked out by the presenters before the talks.
By the end of the second day, some of the Indians at the conference were expressing their
feelings that the presence of the Archeoastronomers and Ethnoastronomers was not needed and that like
other "anthropologists" they were there to exploit this Knowledge. On Sunday these invited scientists
explained that their interest in attending the Star Conference was to provide help in preserving the
Native Star Knowledge for the native peoples, if they wanted to use their connections and expertise.
Indeed several commented that their involvement had been at the request of native peoples and the
work had been carried' out against the better Judgment of their academic departments.
Some had written books for the teaching of star knowledge to the native American children and
had them translated into the appropriate language at the direction of the council of elders (Ginger
Farrer). The profits from another book are returned to the Reservation (Trudy Griffen-Pierce). The
result of this discussion was that a greater understanding was reached between both groups and
relationships were developed which have since lead to additional cooperation betWeen the Native
American· presenters at the conference and the Archeoastronomers and Ethnoastronomers who
attended.
After the conference I was talking with a Native American who attended to represent his group
from California, but did not present. He discovered from Ray Baldy's presentation on the 13 month
Houpa calendar what the thirteen counting sticks that the Elders of his tribe still keep were to be used
for. Their meaning had been lost, but through discussions between the Elders of each tribe the
tradition will be restored.
Many of the presenters were disapPOinted that there were few young people in attendance. The
Denver Metro area has a large population of Lakota and Navajo children and the thought occurred to me
that the University of Colorado Outreach CounCil might sponsor a Star conference for Native American
children and young adults on the Unrversity campus at the Planetarium. The grant proposal was
accepted and the conference was held on a Saturday in early February of 1994.
David Begay and Nancy Maryboy, Navajo and Stanley Redbird and Leland Little Dog. Lakota
agreed to come and share their Star Knowledge with the children. We had over 100 children attend.
The local coordinators for Indian Education in the Denver and Boulder Public Schools (title 5) got the
word out to the parents. The children were very quiet during the 'presentations and I wondered how
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they were receiving the information. The evaluations that the kids filled out indicated that most valued
the experience highly and would return if there was the opportunity to do so in the future.
While the University is generally not a comfortable place for Indian students, this experience
demonstrated to them that the academic environment can support traditional Native American
Knowledge.
In addition to these Star Conferences, there has been developing interest on the part of the
Lakota at Sinte Gleska University (Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota) in materials to use in teaching.
Stanley Redbird and Leland Little Dog are teaching classes in Lakota Star Lore and they asked if I could
help the by providing overhead transparencies and slides of the constellations that I prepared for their
Star Conference presentations. I sent the materials and then I thought: "Why not take the stars to the
Reservation in the form of a Starlab portable Planetarium?"
I approached the American Indian Science and Engineering Society and asked if they would
purchase a reconditioned Stariab for the use of the Lakota and other Indian groups. I agreed to develop,
with the help of Learning Technologies, a star cylinder of Lakota constellations for the exclusive use of
the Lakota, who very much consider these constellations to be their cultural property.
A t present AISES has ordered the star lab and I am preparing art work to send to Learning
Technologies to produce the cylinder.
,fi'
I was still concerned that the Tribal Elders might not accept the use of this technology on their
reservation to teach Star Knowledge. The opportunity came to demonstrate the Stariab when the
Lakota invited me to attend a conference in Rapid City, South Dakota this spring. Lakota from as far
away as Canada came to discuss Star Knowledge.
I was able to borrow a starlab from the Geology Museum in Rapid City and built some
constellation projectors out of Maglight AA flashlights to project the Lakota constellations on the dome
for the Elders. The dome was likened to a sweat lodge and· the Lakota approved of the use of the Starlab
and want to take it to Canada later on this summer.
These Star conferences have lead me to have a greater appreciation for Native American Star
Knowledge and the service that I have been able to provide for the Lakota and Navajo may lead to a
planetarium show. This show will emphasize the relation between the everyday life of the Lakota and
Navajo and the Star Knowledge that guides that life. Both the Lakota and the Navajo are interested and
the Lakota Elders have approved the project. I hope that It can be started in the fall.
I would caution that a change of perspective may be required when working with Native
Americans. One must recognize his or her role as a facilitator in the process of saving traditional
knowledge of Native American Star lore. The Tribal Elders share this knowledge with you and Native
Americans so that it will not be lost to the tribe. The knowledge gained by the facilitator in this
process is to be honored and may not be transmitted without the expressed pennission of the Elders.
I would recommend that Planetarium professionals with an interest in presenting Native
American constellations try to contact Native Americans in their area and obtain their cooperation.
While some may see the overture as another anglo attempt to rip off the Indian culture, others may
take the opportunity to use the Planetarium to excite their own young people and help them develop a
sense of pride in their own traditions. This may result in continued cooperation between the
Planetarium community and Native Americans as it has at Fiske Planetarium in Boulder.
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Easy-To·Use

I.

paper Astronomical
Tiansheng Xiao

Tools

Why We Need Easy-to-Use Paper Astronomical Tools

Many astronomical phenomena strongly appeal to children. The elementary knowledge of
astronomy closely linked with observation, that is why the teaching of astronomy is always
linked with observing. However, because of the poor means and some interference in the
teaching of astronomy, especially in elementary and middle school, it is very hard to arrange
teaching practice. For example:
1. Most observing must be at night, this is not so suitable for children.
2. Ught pollution in the city makes observing much more difficult than ever before.
3. Communication difficulties allow students few chances to go to the suburbs for observing
practice.
4. Most schools have no telescope.
5. The weather conditions and fee to arrange activities are also problems. No observing will
make students feel dull very often. Little by little, students will lose their interest in
astronomical study, and we will lose our teaching objective.
II.

Easy-to-use paper Astronomical Tools

"Hands-on activities (to offset the poor practice means) can attract students' interest in
astronomy and encourage them to think." The Planetarium of the Children's Palace of China
Welfare Institute has designed dozens of easy-to-use paper astronomical tools applied in
teaching. Some of the tools can be used as demonstrators to show astronomical phenomena and
make abstract concepts more concrete. (like Terrestrial Globe, Lunar Globe, Martian Globe,
Celestial Globe, Demonstrator of the Earth's Revolution with Solar Terms, Demonstrator of
Black Hole & Meteor and Planetarium Projector). Some are used as instruments for special
observations (like Sundial, Pinhole Meter of Solar Terms and Theodolite), while the others are
used as instruments to predict future astronomical phenomena (like "Predictor of Lunar Phases
and Tides, Predictor of Planets, Positions, etc.).
These tools are as follows:
U

2.1

TheEarthandSun
Terrestrial Globe
b.
Pinhole Meter of Solar Terms.
Measure the solar terms and longitude.
c.
Demonstrator of Sunshine with solar terms.
Demonstrate the sunshine in
different places and indifferent solar terms 0 r dates.
d.
Terrestrial Globe with time Zone
Demonstrate the different local times indifferent time zones at the same time.
e.
Demonstrator of the Earth's Revolution with Solar Terms.
Demonstrate the Earth's revolution. rotation and precession. Also, it can
demonstrate tropical motion, solar terms and solar positions in zodiacal
constellations.
f.
Demonstrator of the Earth's Revolution in Zodical constellations.
Demonstrate the Earth's revolution, rotation and precession in zodiacal
constellations.
g.
Sundial.
Measure the time, solar direction, and the day in solar
h.
Theodolite.
Measure the latitude, longitude, and time.

a
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2.2

The Moon and Eclipses
i.
Moon Globe
j.
Demonstrator of Lunar Phases
Demonstrate the Lunar Phases.
k.
Predictor of Lunar phases & tides
Predict the lunar phases, time of
moonrise, moonset and tides.
I.
Predictor of the Eclipses
Predict solar and lunar eclipses, j f
co-used with the predictor. Predictor of lunar phases and tides, the exact dates
of eclipses can be predicted.

2.3

Planets
m.
Martian Globe
n.
Predictor of Mars' and Venus' positions in Zodiacal constellations.
o.
Predictor of Planets' Positions Predict Venus', Mars', Jupiter's and Saturn's
positions in zodiacal constellations.
Constellations
p.
Planisphere
q.
Double Directions Planisphere
r.
Circumpolar Planisphere
Demonstrate the starry sky and
measure the time 0 r the direction.
CelestialGlobe
s.
Celestial Globe
Demonstrate celestial coordinates.
t.
Planetarium Projector
Demonstrate the diurnal, annual,
precessional and latitude movements of the planetarium sky.
u.
Astronomical Basic Creation 7 - i n-1
1 ) Demonstrate the starry sky.
2) Measure the time.
3) Predict the lunar phases.
4) Predict the solar & lunar eclipses
5) Measure the solar terms.
6) Measure the latitude and longitude.
7) Predict th~ dates and the direction when Venus appears.
v.
Demonstrator of Black Hole and Meteor.
Demonstrate light falling into a black hole; also show a meteor.
w.
Fly to the Moon
A pop-up book including a predictor
of lunar phases and tides, a rocket flying to the moon, the moon car, the
astronauts on the moon, and a telescope on the moon.

2.4

2.5

All these tools are made of paper. The only things you need to make these tools. are scissors and
glue. The instructions for making these are available; they are easy for students to make. These
tools form a whole teaching system for students younger than teens; it allows students to think
and do by themselves and implies teaching and playing. With years of practice, we have found
this system works.
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PLANETARIANS AND THE ART OF COMMUNICATION
Steve Tidey
I n recent years, planetarians have devoted an increasing amount of time to ensuring the
information about the Universe imparted to an audience is put over in an entertaining manner,
making it more likely that patrons will hold on to the information for more than a· few hours or
days. However, there has been little, if any, attention given to the importance of using some of
the basic skills of public speaking to make 'live' presentations more effective.
The very nature of a planetarian's job means that we've all done live presentations under
a dome or in a classroom environment, but many of us are probably self·taught and may have
unwittingly picked up bad habits over the years. It wouldn't do any harm, therefore, to spend
some time looking at the qualities that set good public speakers apart from the indifferent.
Of course, some of the points we shall consider only apply when your audience can see
you, so they are best put into practice in the many activities that are increasingly being
undertaken outside the dome. Nevertheless, there are valuable lessons to be learned which can
benefit all types of presentations.
Before we 9' any further, let's look briefly at the background against which all this is
set. An opinion poll a few years ago indicated 41 % of the general public would rather die than
speak in public. So the next time you do a presentation, remember a lot of people in the
audience are willing to die for you!
exeof the most important pieces of advice any planetarian a r public speaker could be
given would be: use pace and pause. Adopt a steady flow of speech which is neither so fast that
people are straining to keep up with you, nor so slow that it irritates your audience. Pause
slightly between sentences and enunciate the words clearly. To assist with this, it would be
useful to record a short sample presentation on audio tape and play it back to yourself, listening
for pace and pause, emphasis on key words, voice projection, persuasion of an argument, clarity
of thought and breathing in the right places. You should be wary of putting on a posh speaking
voice or acting out of character, as your audience must feel you are being genuine with them.
All of these things should convince them you are worth listening to.
Another important consideration is: value the quality of the words you use. When your
subject is the entire Universe, past, present and future and the topics you can touch on are
black holes, supernovae, nebulae and constellation mythology, to name but a few, there is
clearly plenty of scope for using colorful, active verbs which take full advantage of the rich
english language. So try expanding your vocabulary, and allow your audience's imagination to
run free.
Thought should also be given to the quantity of words you use; don't use ten words where
perhaps seven would be sufficient. Brevity is one of the keys to putting over an effective
argument, so think ahead and cut out any surplus words which do nothing but get in the way of
putting over your message. This should increase the impact of the words you do use.
YOl may feel the next point is trivial, but a public speaker must pay attention to the
clothes he or she wears for a presentation: clashing colors will act as a distraction from your
well·prepared words about the Cosmos. To bring home this point, a survey has shown that 55%
of a presentation's impact comes from the speaker's appearance and his or her physical actions.
So it is important to adopt a proper, confident posture which tells an audience you are
comfortable being out front. Stay in one place as long as possible, as continuous movement will
be an unnecessary distraction.
We must show genuine enthusiasm for our subject. Your line of argument and
persuasion has to come from the head, but try to show the audience your words come straight
from the heart, because if they don't perceive any sense of the excitement we feel for the study
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of the Universe they may justifiably ask themselves, "Why should I bother to study it?". The
majority of planetarians do have a genuine love of their work, more so than in most occupations
I could name (after all, they aren't in it for the money!) so enthusiasm shouldn't be hard to
come by.
Some of you may be familiar with Harry Ford, at the Caird Planetarium in Greenwich,
England. He infuses his audiences in a marvelous way with his deep love of, and enthusiasm for
,the night sky, so much so that Dr. George Reed believes Harry is probably the best planetarium
lecturer he's ever seen.
But of course when it comes to sheer enthusiasm and impact of presentation, even the
most experienced planetarian can learn a thing or two from this conference's honored guest, Dr.
Patrick Moore.
Another tip is: don't be afraid to learn from your mistakes. All speakers have their
failures, but the good ones aren't daunted by them. After a presentation, think back over it as
critically as you can and list any weaknE?sses. Personally, I think one of the worst things a
public speaker can do is to go through a talk in auto-pilot, as it were, with no thought of its
effe~tiveness. After all, if you aren't continually improving your presentational skills, then
you let down both yourself and your audience.
A public talk on any subject you care to name, including astronomy, will benefit from
the inclusion of humor. Try and get it in early, as this will relax the audience. They are on
your side, after all, and want you to succeed and entertain them. In the hands of a skilled
planetarian, the night sky can be discussed in an exciting, vibrant way with touches of humor.
For example, I once saw the limonite that gives the Martian surface it's distinctive red color
described as "designer rust"! You could also take some tips from the lateral thinking used by
Douglas Adamsin 'The Hitchhikers Guide To The Galaxy', or you could pick up some anecdotes
from two of Patrick Moore's books, 'Armchair Astronomy' and 'Fireside Astronomy', both of
which Ijst dozens of humorous, true-life stories.
I n a classroom environment, remember eye contact with your audience is an important
personal touch, especially in the first few minutes. Think of it as a visual handshake. Select
people from around the room and, as you speak, look into their eyes for just a moment to make
that person feel you're speaking to him or her as an individual. Avoid intimidating long stares; a
friendly glance will be sufficient. This establishes a rapport with your audience, and ensures
they listen more closely to your well-chosen words.
To sustain a lengthy delivery, you should learn how to breath from the diaphragm, using
the maximum capacity of your lungs. Breathing control in this way overcomes nerves, and
makes your voice both reliable and powerful.
A g:xx1 public speaker and planetarian should also know when to stop. The best
presentations are those that don't last as long as the audience expects, as this should leave them
to come back for more. We all want a captive audience, but there is a point beyond which the
brain switches off, so always be conscious of this.
To sum up, then, you should use paced and pause in your delivery, value the quality of
words, exercise brevity, don't wear clashing colors, but do adopt a confident posture, show
g.enuine enthusiasm for your subject. learn from your mistakes. be humorous, make eye contact
with your audience, learn how to breath properly and know when to stop.
I shall use that C5 my cue to stop
Th~nk

you
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Oaughters at the Moon, Native American Sky. Women
by Lorna Q. WaddeH-Kremer

This paper is dedicated to my friend and colleague, Marian Miller. Marian is a Hodenousaunee
storyteller. She is the one who first told me stories about the sky. Stories from the rich oral tradition
of her people. the Seneca or Nun-da'-wa-o-no' 1, Keepers of the Western Door.
The Seneca Nation is one of 6 nations which united into a' confederacy which Europeans referred
to as the Iroquois. Women in the Seneca Nation are responsible for selecting the men who will govern
their people. If the men do not do a good job, the women remove them from office.
In Iroquois or Hodenousaunee tradition, creation begins with a woman who lived in a world in
the sky. Her husband was the Ancient One. His breath was so potent that it impregnated her the first
time they embraced. He became angry that his new bride was carrying a child. He did not know the child
was his own. So he uprooted the tree of life which grew in the sky world and cast her out. As she fell,
the creatures below looked up and wanted to care for her. The ducks caught her with their wings and
the great turtle provided a place for her to land. But the other animals knew she would need more room.
Each animal in turn dove to the bottom of the water, to bring back a little soil, for there was no land at
this time. Finally, the muskrat brought back a tiny bit of soH on his nose and placed it on the turtle's
back. This soil grew into the whole earth. That is why the Houdenausaunee people say we live on Turtle
Island.
Sky woman gave birth to a daughter. As this young girl walked around Turtle Island, it became
larger and larger. She enjoyed playing with a vine which was twisted around a tree in the new world.
1Morgan, Lewis Henry
Lorna Q. Waddell-Kremer
University of New Mexico,USA
This vine was really Gaha' the wind spirit. From him, she became pregnant with twin boys.
These two boys, Good Mind and Evil Mind, created all the life we see around us. In the Houdenausaunee
tradition the Woman who fell from the sky was responsible for the beginning of life on earth. She also
helped Good Mind create the stars, Sun and Moon. That is why this paper begins with her story.
In Dine or Navajo tradition, creation begins when people emerge from lower worlds. In the Sine
sky, 8le Big Dipper is Nahookos bika'ii, the Male Revolver and Cassiopeia is Nahookos ba'aadii Female
. Revolver. One way the Dine see these individuals, is as a married couple revolving around their home
fire, the star Polaris, or So'tsoh during the course of the night. This reminds the Dine to stay close to
their families and it reminds the Dine leaders to stay close to the responsibilities of their people.
According to Dr. Griffin-Pierce, the eight of the primary Dine constellations are paired. There
are 4 constellations considered to be female and 4 considered to be male. This is an example the Dine
concept of balance or pairing of compliments, a recognition that each is necessary for completeness.
However, deSignation of gender to stars varies according to the interpretation of the medicine person
and other circumstances. The same group of stars is sometimes feminine and sometimes mascuJine~·,
A constellation which is sometimes feminine is 'Atse'ets'ozi "First Slim One: which we know
as Orion. This group of stars is used as a guide in planting. When First Slim One sets in April at twilight,
it is a Signal for the Dine to begin to plant their crops.
Another Dine constellation which is sometimes female is 'Atse'etsoh "First Big One,· which is
the front part of Scorpius in our system. Like our system, these stars are a counterpart to Orion
because they are OPPOSite in the sky. This constellation is also described as an otd man with a cane.
The last major constellation mentioned in Griffin-Pierce's book is Yikaisdahi -Awaits the Dawn"
which we recognize as the Milky Way. Traditional
practice is to rise before first light· to greet the dawn.
my recent experience at the Navajo Ca mm ! mity College, this meant getting up at 4:00. a.m.!
Dine women healers may diagnose illness using the stars. This is known as crystal-gazing. A quartz
crystal contains the light essence of stars and the healer uses this to determine the type of healing
ceremony the patient requires.
In
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The girls' puberty rit,e is the most important ceremony of the year for the Mescalero Apache of
southern New Mexico. Traditionally, this event was either held when a gin came of age or a group of
gins would be honored at the summer solstice. But after the Mescalero people were conquered by the
United States government. they Were forbidden to hold this important spiritual commemoration for
many, many years. Finally, the government allowed the puberty ceremony to be held. on the Fourth of
July, which, ironically, is the date people in the United States celebrate their own freedom.
Ch the last night of the ceremony Nahukus, the Apache name for the Big Dipper. is used to
determine the timing of events. The pOSition of these stars. as well as Spica and Arcturus, are viewed
against the tipi poles in the Holy Lodge. The Head Singer uses the position of the stars and planets to
measure the time available to Sing appropriate songs.
The significance of the puberty ceremony is described by Dr. Claire Farrer:
Mother Earth ... has one of her proper and holy manifestations (as) White Painted Woman ... who is
also ever changing. At various times in the ceremony, the girls are said to De. White Painted
Woman .... when White Painted Woman first appeared in the East, she was a young, beautiful woman.
During the course of a day (or a) year (or a) lifetime (or an) eternity, she gave birth both to living
beings and the proper ways of behavior as she walked over the Earth to the West. By the time she
arrived in the West, she was changed and appeared as an ancient woman ... she reappeared the next day
(or}". year (or) lifetime (or) eternity in the East, again young and beautiful. Just as White Painted Woman
traversed the Earth, so the girls be~ng honored traverse the Earth in their lifetimes, changing in the
process from infants to children to adults to old women ... just as White Painted Woman brought the
items and knowledge of Apache civilization and the exquisite gift of children, so will the girls ... renew
the civilization of the Apache through their lives and works and give the tribe new life through the
children each will bear.
As Joseph Campbell. the renowned comparative mythologist noted. ·Woman is life and man is
the protector of life: It is not surprising, therefore. that women are the central focus of this most
important of all Mescalero Apache ceremonies. It is also not surprising that the aboriginal or Indian
peoples of North America wish us to ask their permission before we make their sacred knowledge a
part of our public planetarium presentations.
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Astronomy at the Bottom of the Wortd
April S. Whitt, James S. Sweitzer, Ph.D.
Abstract: Antarctica and Space: two of the most exciting topics guaranteed to grab student
interest! For the past three years, students from inner city schools in Chicago have been
working with astronomers at Yerkes observatory through the NSF funded Center for
Astrophysical Research in Antarctica (CARA) project. Astronomers and educators from around·
the country gather with the students each August and December for institutes and hands-on
projects. This paper reviews the activities and workshops in which they participated.
Note: The Space Explorers' program is supported in part by the National
Science Foundation under a cooperative agreement with the Center for
Astrophysica] Research in Antarctica (CARA), grant number NSF DPP 8920223. CARA is a National Science Foundation Science and Technology Center.
Adler Planetarium and the University of Chicago's Yerkes Observatory are about as far
away from Antarctica as it's possible to be. But groups of astronomers, edu~ators and young
people are working on projects that bring the South Pole as close as a desktop computer.
Adler Planetarium had been seeking a lin k into some of the inner crty schools. When we
were approached by the University of Chicago's Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics,
with an offer to participate in a program with the University's Office of Special Programs
(OSP) in early 1990, AdJer agreed to the project. OSP had been working with groups of students
from fifth grade through high school. Their program encourages students to stay in school, learn
good study skills, participate in team sports, and pursue individual interests. One group of
students expressed an interest in astronomy, and Adler worked with some Uof C astronomers to
design workshops for the students.
The two-part program utilized the university's optics labs and Adler's Zeiss theater.
Students experimented with lenses and telescope parts and constructed simple telescopes in the
lab. At Adler, they discussed the soon-to-be-Iaunched Hubble Space Telescope, practiced using
"star finders" and learned to identify some circumpolar and seasonal constellations under the
dome, and visited the navigation sections of the exhibit haUs.
I nearly 1991 , the National Science Foundation awarded the university a grant to start
up a Science and Technology Center (STC) focusing on the astronomy department's infra-red
research projects at the South Pole. The Center for Astrophysical Research in Antarctica was
created, and projects by scientists in Princeton, Boston, Chicago and the South Pole were
coordinated through Yerkes Observatory.
The rigor and romance of polar explorations combined with the excitement of new
astronomy knowtedge came together the spring of 1991 when Adler acquired a portable StarL;ab
planetarium and the students became CAAA Space Explorers. Dayle Brown was hired by Adler to
teach the first 18 students how to set up a StarLab, present a "sky tonighr program, and
become role models for younger children.
The Space Explorers took the StarLab to the university and presented programs to their
toughest audience: their peers in other interest groups at OSP. They visited two elementary
schools in March with StarLab.
Preparation began to take the students to Yerkes Observatory for a 1O-day camp
experience. A six-week tutoring session in math, physics, chemistry, writing, logic and
computers was organized at the university. At Adler, students practiced constellation
recognition, built cross-staffs to measure star angles, heard CARA director D. A. Harper's
description of life at the Pole, and worked with a professional story-teller to polish
presentation skills.
I
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Thirty students attended the first Yerkes Summer Institute in August. The Institute's
theme was "Stars and Constellations" and activities allowed students to practice measurement,
constellation recognition, and telescope use.
The Institute was timed to coincide with the Perseid meteor shower. and teams of
students (each team named for a summer constellation) chose specialties on which to
concentrate their efforts. The Imaging team worked with Yerkes Observatory's Richard Dreiser
to explore how cameras work and photograph "their" constellation. Dr. Robert Lowenstein
(communications director for CARA) ,worked with the Computer and Communications team and
the Voyager software package to locate deep sky objects within their constellations.
The Navigation and Surveying team measured Yerkes Observatory by stepping it off to
produce a scale drawing and measured the curvature of the Earth by sighting a marker across
Lake Geneva.
Specialist groups met in the morning. Afternoons were devoted to writing workshops,
practice with the StarLab (it fits neatly on the floor of the dome housing the 40" refractor),
and practice using small telescopes.
Even the weather cooperated for the Perseids. Teams marked meteor paths on charts,
made counts at fifteen-minute intervals and saw an average of 63 Perseids per hour.
In addition to their astronomy work, students spent every other day on tours of local
colleges and universities, and in sailing and swimming lessons at nearby George Williams
CoUege, where they were camping in dorms.
The long hours and busy schedule paid off with the Friday evening Parents' Night, when
the CARA Space Explorers shared their projects and new knowledge with their parents and
siblings. The Space Explorers gave tours of the Yerkes facilities, described their work,
answered questions, and presented StarLab sky shows.
In December, students gathered at Yerkes after the Christmas holidays for a two-day
session with the telescopes. more experimentation with infra-red radiation, and practice with
storytelling for the winter sky constellations.
A review and evaluation of the summer institute, both by staff and the attending students
led to some changes for the summer of 1992. The schedule was shortened to five consecutive
days of astronomy activities, and the daily sessions were broken into shorter workshops.
Part of CARA's research is in the field of communications with the Pole. Some of the
Space Explorers studied ham radio operation and six of us earned Novice licenses before the
1992 Summer Institute. The preparation sessions included Dr. E. N. Parker from the
University of Chicago speaking to the students about sunspots and solar cycles and the Zeiss
theater re-creating the night skies over the South Pole. The overview helped students to see how
each of their institute instructors -fit into the polar projects.
Working with the theme of the Sun, th i rty two students were divided into four teams,
each named for a sun deity from another culture. Seven of the students were rising seniors who
had partiCipated in the previous institute, and were selected for their excellent I~adership
skills. These students served as aides during the teaching sessions.
Daytime activities included working with a heliostat to create an image of the sun several
feet in diameter. Teams traced and counted sunspots and created a time-lapse video to see if they
could determine the size of the Sun.
A large prism set up ina south window of the observatory allowed students to
ov,... o .. il'T'i.~nt with 'diffraction gratings and filters. The Voyager software was used to trace the
of the sun through the sky during a year, and the StarLab blossomed on the floor of the 40
inch dome fGr more practice in programs to be given in the schools.
The shadow of a f i I m canister on a sheet of paper became an exercise in world-wide
I"'!nc~onj, ..... rt and communication. Mrs. Jennie Pilcher and her fifth grade students in
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Paraparaumu, New Zealand, and Dr. Frank Andrews of Carter Observatory in Wellington, New
Zealand graciously recorded shadows at specified times and faxed their information to us at
Yerkes. Their data was combined with shadow tracings by Patrick So at Griffith Observatory in
Los Angeles, California, Mark Howard at Young Planetarium in Orlando, Florida, and Jan Bobek,
a fifth grade teacher in Soldotna, Alaska, all of whorry faithfully faxed their information to us
daily.
Students arranged the tracings by latitude, plotted each position on a globe of Earth, and
attempted to explain the differences in shadow length and direction. They also used plastic
hemispheres to plot the path of the Sun across the sky in Wisconsin.
Using an antenna made of "Slinkeys" the teams used their ham radio training to listen
for contacts during the daytime hours and again at night, studying the effects of the Sun on the
ionosphere. SatTrak computer software let students determine which satellites would be visible
that evening, where and when to observe them. Their predictions were mapped onto plastic
hemispheres and a group of satellite trackers watched the sky each clear evening.
In addition to satellite watching, evening activities included working with the 24 inch
telescope and a grating spectrograph and CCO camera. Obtaining images by computer from the
Apache Point telescope in New Mexico filled out the activities (although the plan to compare a
summer's worth of solar images from Big Bear Observatory in California was cut short in late
June when an earthquake knocked Big Bear out of commission).
The week ended with another Parents' Night, as exciting and educational as the first.
Students explained their projects and took great delight in teaching their parents and teachers.
December 1992 found the students back at Yerkes to r a few days after Christmas. They
completed their student-designed radio experiment (Space Explorers' VLF Emissions Radio
Experiment or SEVERE) and tested its components and container on the nearby golf course. Jim
Sweitzer deployed SEVERE at the South Pole during his polar trip in January 1993. A slide
lecture about aurora by Dr. Lowenstein and the aurora video from the Northern Lights
Planetarium in Tromso, Norway rounded out the winter workshop.
The Perseids and the Moon cooperated fo r the th ird Summer Institute in 1993. The
Milky Way was the theme, and students used a variety of star charts and archive plates from
Yerkes to study the Cygnus region of our galaxy. Students also determined the best ways to count
stars in globular clusters, and how to measure the distance to a cluster. Labs in the basement of
the building provided demonstration space for scattering of light by interstellar particles. Other
particJes (meteors) were modeled by making comet nuclei using Dennis Schatz' recipe.
Members of the Adler Planetarium came for Perseid viewing, and the students set up
their posters and demonstrations. They used the· Schmidt camera on the roof of the observatory
building to photograph globular clusters, and tried to determine the distance to Antares using
penlights, filters and algebra (and did quite well), Radio-telephone contact with some CARA"~taff
at the Pole allowed students to ask questions first hand. The sessions ended with a "colloquium"
on Saturday morning, in which groups of two to three students described some aspect of the
work done during the week, followed by questions from the other students, for practice in
presenting scientific information.
Adler has made g:xxj use of the opportunity to work with these interested and intelligent
young people. The CARA project has allowed museum staff, professional astronomers and precollege students to get to know and teach each other. We look forward to continuing the Space
Explorer's program with astronomy at "both ends" of the Earth.
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Some

Highlights in the Advancement
by Carl Zeiss Jena

of Planetariums

Introduction
Despite all changes in the public function of the planetarium, a brilliant starry sky has remained one of
its most important features. This is the reason why we at Jena developed the fibre-optic projector,
which brought a significant increase in brightness and has become well known meanwhile. The fibres in
this projector collect the complete radiation emitted by the light source and conduct it directly and
exclusively to the apertures in the star mask. You will remember the demonstration of the bright and
brilliant sky of the Carl Zeiss Jena Universarium during the last IPS meeting in Sweden. Let me now
give you an outline of further progress made since then in planetarium design at Jena.
Greater number of stars
Thanks to new techniques applied in the assembly of the fibre projector we have increased the packing
density of the fibres, which means that the number of stars projected can be increased on request.
This is a logical consequence of· the brightness increase, because with greater brightness the eye can
discern a greater number of the fainter stars.
Smaller stars
The enormous increase in brightness due to the fibre system enables us to drastically reduce the
diameters of the star discs. Star disc sizes can be made to custom order, down to an angular diameter
of one minute of arc. The star images are thus below the resolving power of the eye and, with the extra
same as we see them in nature.
brightness, appear to "radiate
M

,

Realistic
scintillation
The fibre system enabled us to create a worldwide first: the production of a realistic scintillation
effect. Since we avoid to correlate the fibre positions at the light entrance end with those at the star
mask end. we can make the star images twinkle with a statistical distribution over the, entire sky.
Natural spectral classes
With an innovative technique of staining individual fibres we can achieve any desired spectral intensity
distribution. So it is possible to reproduce the natural spectral classes of the brighter stars or, if
desired, to exaggerate their colour.
Universarium Model VIII
The first projector to incorporate all these new features is the Universarium Model VIII, which is
just being assembled at the Jena factory. This planetarium is intended for the large project of the
Science Centre in Valencia, Spain. It will be installed under a 30 degree tilted 24-metre dome and start
to operate in the spring of 1995.
Zeiss Starmaster Planetarium
Meanwhile, the Universarium has a younger brother. We gave it the name$tarmaster. It is a
smaller projector for medium-sized domes. Here are some of its characteristics:
Dome sizes:

Dome tilts:
Size of starba!!:

Standard configuration
from 10 to 18m
Reduced configuration
from 8 to 12m
Special configuration
from 18 to 23m.
horizontal and tilted domes, tilt angles between 0 and 30.
Slightly above two feet in diameter.

Fibre optics for projection of fixed stars, Sun and Moon.
The Starmaster integrates the essential functions of the Universarium:
a fibre projector, the Starmaster

has the brilliant sky, the natural scintillation effect and the
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realistic star colours of the Universarium, same as the effective presentation of star clusters and
nebulae, which is achieved by the digitization of sky photographs and transfer of the digital image onto
thin chromium films by means of laser light.
The 2-in-1 Concept
The Starmaster combines the advantages of classical and starball projectors.
The classical planetarium projector design enables many useful functions for astronomical teaching, but
it is restricted to horizontal domes. The modern starball design with independently controlled
projectors for Sun, Moon and Planets is more flexible with regard to dome tilt and the presentation of
historical and space flight effects; on the other hand, these separate projectors inevitably cause
vignetting, so that the midnight sun, for example, cannot be demonstrated. The Starmaster has both
the flexible, independent control and the full scale of astronomical functions; at the same time its
projections of Sun and Moon are not affected by vignetting. This has been achieved by means of a
changed division of the sky.
Changed division of the sky
The sky division into 32 fields, introduced by Bauersfeld and almost exclusively used in all planetaria,
is quite favorable, but not the only one feasible. If you can cover the sky with a smaller number of star
projector modules, you gain space right in the stamall for accommodating a number of extra
projectors:
Sun and Moon
Integrated in the starball are the Sun and Moon projectors. Nevertheless, the positions of Sun and Moon
and the lunar phases can be controlled independently. Thanks to the fibre optics, Sun and Moon are
shown in high brightness, and the phase mechanism can produce very narrow lunar crescents right next
to the Sun.
All-Sphere
projection
In addition to the fixed star projectors, the starball accommodates a second projection system that
also covers the entire sky and thus participates in all sky fTlotions. This system may project
constellation figures, which can also be exchanged for other patterns.
Zonal ring projection
The starball further contains a system of projectors covering a broad annular zone around the equator
and the ecliptic. This system can be used for projecting the basic circles or the figures of the zodiac,
for example.
Additional teaching aids
In addition, the starball of the Starmaster accommodates such special projectors as the nautical
triangle. the time equation, etc., which are used in classical planetaria for astronomy teaching.
Variable horizon cutoff for horizontal and tilted domes
The new prOjection systems are equipped with specially controlled horizon cutoff devices that
intercept the projection beams below the horizon, in both horizontal and tilted domes. For that purpose
we had to invent an entirely new system.
Minimum size
As we save space by re-dividing the projector shares in the starball, and as the fibre-optic system can
make do with a lower-wattage lamp that generates less heat, it is possible to accommodate several
control units inside the starball. Others are in the support structure. This makes it possible to minimize
equipment sizes.
Operation
The Starmaster uses a simple and flexible operator interface based on MS-WINOOWS. A small,
portable console serves for live presentations and
teach-in programming. You can see this for yourselves when you visit our exhibit booth at the Trade
Show. We will be pleased to welcome you there and provide detailed information on request.
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Glow-in-the

Dark Materials for Planetarium
Make-It and-Take-It Workshop
Presented by Jeanne Bishop

and

Classes

Participants received a large bag of materials with which to construct many aids, useful in a
variety of situations. Glow paints of different colors, a glow pen, glow shperes and disks, glow spiders
and snakes (to become solar spicules and comets), black umbrella, constellation template, coreboard,
glow glitter, and other items were used to produce glow star charts, a constellation. umbrella, a set of
cardinal points and solstice markers, a set of large lunar phases, animation gloves(glow dots on the tips
of fingers), a model of the solar system with properly-scaled sizes, a paper tape of the planets with
propely-scaled distances, and galaxy models. Specific techniques for use of glow paints. alternative
ideas for the creation of the constellation umbrella, and scale information, were discussed and
demonstrated. Lights were turned off periodically to observe phenomena of the "glow universe."
Other ideas were demonstrated, including a light box fo r activating the glow paint in the dark
planetarium chamber. use of glow props(tor example, a glow "rope" useed in a puppet-acted story).
writing with light on a surface covered with glow paint, and eclipse simulations. Some commercial
glow products useful in astronomy teaching were shown, including plastic stars, planet decals, and
slinkies.
.
Participants were enthusiatic and creative. We spoke of the possibility fo r occasional articles
in The Planetarian on planetarium uses of glow materials.
1ist of materials in Your Clear plastic Bag (please write your name on the white attached sticker)'

black folding umbrella in case, packet of charts on cardboard stock, 2 bottles natural-glow glow-paint
(gives bright yellow-green color in dark), 1 bottle of red or orange glow-paint (gives orange color in
dark), I bottle of blue glow-paint (gives blue-green color in dark), glow-paint pen, brush and tissue,
fastener for star chart. 4 coreboard rectangles (for set of glow cardinal points), regular and circular
protractors (for altitude-azimuth finder),. punch ball (for sun in size scale model of solar system), two
1 V2·inch glow spheres (for Jupiter and Saturn in size scale model), three 314·inch glow spheres (for
Uranus and Neptune in size scale model and an extra for Earth in an Earth-moon size-and-distance scale
model), two 3 1/8-inch glow disks (for rings around Saturn and Uranus in size scale model). one glow
"snake" (for comet) and glow "spiders"(for solar flares). one I-inch glow sphere (for any project of
your creation--a bonus). 10 paper plates (for set of 8 lunar-phase shapes and galaxy modes). 4 straws
( for -handles· to make galaxy models rotate), pins with different head sizes (to pin star-template to
umbrella and for planets and moons in size scale model of solar system), foam to hold pins when
painting heads to make glow-planets and glow-moons, adding machine tape (for sun and planet dots in
distance scale model of solar system), commercial Jupiter glow-sticker
On Table(s) Ayailable to Eyeryone'

newspapers (to spread on tables or floor as you work with paints) template of white paper for glpwumbrella (all star holes are punched the same size), tape and glue, glow Play-Doh (for planets and
moons in size scale mode), glow glitter ( optional for galaxies--please use only a little as there are just
two small, expensive vials), thread (optional for hangers for planets in size scale model of the solar
system and separation between Earth and moon). stencils for N. S, E. and W (to tape on the coreboard
for making glow cardinal points), scissors. rulers, stapler, and hole punch (please do not remove, as
these belong to my schoof)

wet

Have Evnt Be careful not to smear
aaint Let the umbre(1a drY 24 hours befOre folding and do not
5Me jn case Pack aU materials as Iqase[y as Possible Paper between chads may help

Items fo r the workshop were purchased from craft, fabric, office-upply, toy, and
department stores. A source of many glow items is Oriental Trading Company, Inc., P.O. Box 3407,
Omaha, Nebraska 68103-0407, U.S.A;
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FORMATIVE EVALUATION FOR PLANETARIUM PROGRAMS
Von Del Chamberlain, Paul Knappenberger, Alan Friedman
Introduction
Anyone who has recently applied fo r an informal education grant from the National Science
Foundation knows that there is little hope of winning the grant unless Formative Evaluation is built
solidly into the structure of the project. Anyone who has attempted to apply Formative Evaluation to
planetarium program development knows that it forces one to do things differently than most of us
have done planetarium program development for the past seventy years or so. Yet, those who know
about Formative Evaluation aJso know that it leads to the levels of success we all want.' Formative
Evaluation is a procedure that involves target audiences throughout the process of creating the
program, thus assuring that it WILL have the results intended by the production process.
This IPS 94 workshop, organized and moderated by Voo Del Chamberlain, was for the
purpose of beginning to define the Formative Evaluation process for planetariums. reviewing some
experiences in its application in museums and planetariums and stimulating application of the
process within the planetarium field.
The Workshop
Dr. Alan Friedman, Director of the New York Hall of Science, addressed the topicThe
Role of Formative Evaluation in Creating Effective Planetarium Communication. He introduced this
with the statement that "Formative Evaluation is a technique for improving communications in any
medium." He outlined the procedure as follows:
1 . Figure out what you want to communicate by writing specific, testable objectives.
2. Create a prototype program to accomplish the communication (a planetarium program,
diagram, exhibit, lecture, etc.).
3. Present the program to real audiences.
4. Observe, interview, and/or survey those audiences to find out where the program is
meeting its objectives and where i tis not.
S. Revise the program.
6. Repeat steps 3 to 6 fo r as many iterations as you find are helpful.
f-e emphasized that it is not necessary to cD this with entire programs, nor is i t usually
required to have large audience samples. It is most important to apply it to parts of programs
which contain the essence of desired outcomes. It· is always up to us what we chose to test in this
way and how much. It is suggested that we do as much as we can, as well as we can, in order to enjoy
greater degrees of success.
Dr. Friedman presented some examples to show that we often misjudge the results of what
we do. He described an exhibit on energy that had all the components laid out so that participants
could clearty see every part of it. This consisted of an electric generator that was driven by turning
a hand crank. There were knife switches that could direct the electrical energy produced by the
participant into various devices: a small electric train on a track, a bell, and a light. The exhibit
was prototyped with the guess that it would be a real winner. Every part was so clear to the
designers. If a visitor turned the crank with only one item switched into the circuit. the crank was
easy to tum. If additional items were added, it was harder to turn. People should understand the
source of the energy, how it was converted from-mechanical to electrical energy and how the energy
could be used to drive various devices selected by users.
People were aJlowed to use the e xh i b it, then asked about what they thought of it, how they
enjoyed it, -what they learned, and to make suggestions for improvement. The designers were
surprised to find that people concluded such things as "you could use a bell as speedometer for a
train. Peopte did not understand the switches: had they been standard wall switches, they would
have had no problem, but the knife switches were puzzles to most people, resulting in confusion.
Users did not get the relationship between how hard it was to turn the crank and the number of
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items in the circuit. The exhibit needed extensive redesign to be successful.
Another example showed that putting a right-angle prism into a telescope a:ti3d complexity
that was highly undesirable in a particular telescope exhibit. People couid readily use the
instrument if they looked straight through it, but looking into the side added a level of complexity
that seriously detracted from the objectives of the exhibit.
Consider, fo r a moment, the complexity of anyone of our planetarium programs. Consider
the numbers of concepts we attemptto teach people about and the various methods we use. How
many of them really communicate what we want them to? We could well benefit from the formative
approach if we want to be successful in communicating knowledge under our domes.
Alan referred those interested to the book, Try Itf, edited by Samuel Taylor and Beverly
Serrell, published in 1991 by the Association of Science and Technology Centers.
Dr. Larry Ciupik, Astronomer at Adler Planetarium, discussedJse of Formative
Evaluation at Adler Planetarium. He described the application of Formative Evaluation to recent
Adler shows, outlining five steps in their process:
1 . Determine the topic by brainstorming with content experts about important concepts to
be included in the show.
2. Discuss the goals and objectives for the program, identifying skills, ideas and feelings
desired for audiences. These should be written'down as goals and objectives BEFORE writing the
script.
3. Cb some front-end evaluation on the topic by finding out what skills, ideas and attitudes
visitors already have, what questions they have about the topic and what misconceptions they might
have. This information is used to help formulate a production plan.
4. Develop the production plan by reviewing what was learned from the front·end
evaluation to revise goals and objectives, then develop a script that specifically addresses both the
visitor's levels of sophistication and desired objectives.
.
5. Conduct Formative Evaluation on specific sections of the show,or script, by asking
typical visitors for feedback. on components, text, audio, visual and interactive sections of the
program. Compar~ results with objectives, adjust the script and other production elements, and
retest ac; many times ac; needed to obtain satisfactory results.
Larry described examples of objectives for two shows. Again, it was realized that i t is not
practical to apply this process to every element of a show. Rather, the key is to identify the
conceptual focal points and testthese. Application of the procedure helps staff learn a great deal
about communication pitfalls and to constantly improve both the enjoyment and learning aspects of
their work.
Where Do We Go From Here?
The workshop was well attended, with lots of discussion about the need for Formative
Evaluation in planetariums. Those present expressed considerable excitement about what th~y
learned. Don Hall, for example, said later in the day that this had come at an ideal time for
Strasenburgh Planetarium, because they would be shut down for several weeks due to installation
of a motion picture system in their theater. Because of the workshop, they were already planning to
apply Formative Evaluation to their next production, having the lUXUry of several weeks to do so.
The moderator concluded the workshop by announcing the intention of Hansen Planetarium
to host an intensive conference on the topic of "Issues for the Future of Planetariums." The primary
agenda for this conference will be: (I) Derivation of practical Formative Evaluation methods for
planetarium programming; and (2) Interactive Planetarium Methodology. The plan is to obtain a
grant and invite a selected group of planetarians for intensive study of these topics, to develop a
group to test methods, then share their findings with the greater planetarium community. It will be
necessary to limit partiCipation to the few most able and prepared to participate. Those interested
are invited to write to Mr. Chamberlain to indicate that they would like to be considered.
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Portable

Planetarium

Workshop

III:

Unmanned

Satellite

by Alan Gould
Described in Portable Planetarium Workshops I and II are programs in which the museum 0 r
science center instructor, the science specialist of a school district, or the independent entrepreneur
takes the Stariab to schools and presents programs. A rental program is an.alternative way that a
Starlab portable p4anetarium can be put to use. In most rental programs, teathers attend Starlab
training workshops first in order to be eligible to rent Starlabs to use at their schools. In training
workshops, teachers usually learn not only how to set up and operate a Stariab, but also what types of
activities one can do inside the Starlab. The activities are especiaJly important, since it is quite easy
for most teachers to set up a Starlab,' but many would be at a loss as to what to actually do with the
class in the dome. My purpose here is to describe some of the successful Stariab rental programs in the
United States.
Lawrence Hall of Science(LHS)
Our own program at Lawrence Hall of Science {LHS) began in the early 1980's, shortly after
Starlabs were first commercially available from Learning Technologies, Inc. in Cambridge MA. Our
Starlab was acquired by grantrunds, which is how most Startabs are probably acquired. If one were to
purchase a Stariab and expect the cost to be amortized over the life of the system by rental fees, the
renta/"1ees cited later would necessarily need to be significantly higher (probably $15-$20 per day
higher). We first took the Starlab out to schools to present planetarium programs with our staff only.
We soon became aware of the fact that the Stariab was so easy to operate that any teacher could do it
and that it would be much more inexpensive for a school if their own teacher were qualified to present
planetarium programs.
We also have a permanent planetarium facility at LHS"(Goto Mercury; 27 seat; 7m dome) that
was designed for developing audience participatory planetarium shows. Since not all schools can visit
our permanent planetarium, the portable planetarium is perfect for reaching even more schools. It was
also acquired at a time when California Proposition 13 was having irs first impacts on school budgets.
Schools could much more easily afford to have us bring out a StarJab. than to pay for buses to bring
their classes to LHS.
The fi rst year of the Starlab program, we sent out a special brochure to all school~ in our
region, advertising its existence. This mailing was quite effective at getting the word out and got the
program off to a reasonably good start. We also included Starlab training for a number of teachers in
NSF funded workshops on astronomy math and biology. This created a dedicated small group of teachers
who love to rent our Starlab for their classes every year. Since then, we have publicized in our
·Programs for Schools· brochure where the rental program is listed aJong with all our other outreach
programs.
Until recently, we required that teachers attend a 3-hour training workshop wi th a minimum of
12 teachers attending. In those workshops, teachers would learn to operate the Starlab and how to
present our • Constellations Tonight planetarium show (Volume 5 in our PASS-Planetarium Activities
for Student Success series). In Constellations Tonight, each student learns to use a star map for finding
the constellations of the current season. For a one-time planetarium experience, this show makes the
best use of the planetarium's unique ability to reproduce a night sky. Unfortunately, only a few school
districts made arrangements for workshops with the 12 teacher minimum requirement. Twice a year
we offered training workshops at LHS for which teachers from different school districts could sign up
individually. None of these workshops ever met the 12 teacher minimum enrollment.
Last year we finally decided to offer teacher workshops on a more flexible baSis with the hopes
of making it easier to accommodate teachers interested in becoming portable planetarium experts for
their schools or districts. We will now offer -A Planetarium For Your School"-3-hour workshops at
LHS. Cost is now S80 for 1·3 teachers and $40 for each additional teacher.
Previously our rental price structure was a flat S50/day, no matter how many days. Now a
trained teacher can rent our Starlab for 550 for the first day and $25 for each additional day. With this
new
and rate structure, we hope to make the rentals. more accessible to teachers and schools in
the area.
Teachers love using the portable planetarium-it is ve ry exciting to r their students. is ve ry
easy to use. Probably the most difficult thing for them has been to keep up with the evolution of our
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"reading light system- which has changed almost annually as we try out better and better systems.
Reading lights are essential for most participatory planetarium shows since they often require writing
or reading. Our first reading light system consisted of clip-on lights with red bulbs attached to poles
that were secured to heavy duty metal physics apparatus pole bases. They were plugged into extension
cords that were fed into a dimmer switch to control brightness of the reading lights. This system
worked OK, but the instructors and students tended to trip over the lights since they were just placed
on the floor around the star projector.
The next version of reading light system had 6 home-made lights with 7 watt orange bulbs and
-aluminum beer can" reflectors that were custom cut with tin snips. These were hung to the dome by
means of duct tape flaps and later Velcro® strips. This system worked well but had the disadvantage of
being not UL approved, and a fire hazard to boot. Finally we have turned full circle and gone back to
clip-on (UL approved) lights from hardware stores, but instead of using pole stands, we clip them to a
board on which the star projector rests. Three lights adequately illuminate most of the planetarium but
leave a dark area behind the instructor. To illuminate that area, we have a small kid's chair with a 4th
light clipped onto the chair's back. This provides simultaneously a "luxurious· chair for the instructor
(it's hell to have to kneel through 5 shows in a row) and light for the students behind the instructor.
An important consideration in any rental program is how to ensure that the equipment is
maintained. At LHS, every time Stariab is loaned out, it is first thoroughly check out by a staff person
to see that all essential systems are functioning; that bulbs are not blown; that there are batteries (we
supply NiCAD batteries with charges for teachers to use); that spare bulbs and fuses are there; and
generally that the system is in condition that the teacher is familiar with. A staff person does a similar
check when the system is returned to LHS. Most items are labeled with our return address and phone
number in case they are misplaced. (See appendix for checklist.)
Other programs in which we use portable planetariums include teacher workshops in how to do
astronomy activities in the classroom-GEMS (Great Explorations in Math and Science) activities that
complement planetarium experiences. Teachers who want to do more besides just constellations in the
Starlab can get to do activities of their own creation or other programs from our PASS seriesVolumes 5'-12 each have separate planetarium show scripts as well as related classroom activities. We
used the GEMS and PASS materials in a series of wildly successful NSF funded summer institutes for
teachers from all over the country. Since they started in 19_89 the institutes have created over 200
portable planetarium teacher-leaders. These leaders, to varying degrees, implemented astronomy
teaching programs in their districts.
New York Hall of Science (NYHS)
By far the most extensive Starlab rental program is at the New York Hall of Science (NYHS) in
Corona Park-Flushing Meadows, New York. NYHS staff member John Hammer says that the teachers
must first attend a 4-day series of Starlab workshops for which each teacher pays $400. The cost
includes NYHS staff time, space, breakfasts and lunches, and a Starlab manual created specifically for
the NYHS Starlab workshops.
NYHS has no permanent planetarium. Their Starlab rental program started out several years
ago with 5 Starlabs and has grown steadily until there are now 13 that are nearly continually out at
schools on rental. Each unit must come back to NYHS about every 3 months for a ·checkup.· Cost of
rental is $99 for the first day, $49 for 2nd-4th days, and $25 for each additional day. There is even a
one-year lease option for S25Jday minus a 2/3 factor price discount. A one-week rental time seems to
be most popular. [John said it made a BIG difference in sign ups when they reduced first day cost from
$100 to $99.] The rental charge covers staff time to prepare and maintain the units, replace batteries
and bulbs, etc. Forms must be signed that guarantee return of the unit in original condition and release
of NYHSfrom indemnity for any damage incurred through use of the equipment.
Some VERY exciting news is that NYHS recently received a grant to replicate their highly
successful program at 18 rural science centers, including Science Port in West Chester, New York, and
Liberty Science Center in Uberty State Park, New Jersey.
Museum of the Rockies
A t the Museum of the Rockies in Bozeman, Montana, staff member Roxeann Harmon says that
they have 3 that are out nearly the whole year at schools throughout the state. The Starlabs were
acquired through donations. Their program is quite different from the others in that there is no teacher
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training required and the Starlabs are simply shipped from one school to the next school renting.
Teachers rely on the Learning Technology manufacturer documentation for details of how to use the
Starlabs.
Rental cost is $SO/day plus cost of shipping to the next school. There are price breaks at
$100/3 days and $240/8 days. This is probably the most simple and elegant rental program in
existence. Roxeann says that the program ·practically runs itself.M They send out request forms to the
schools every year.
Muncie Children's Museum
A t the Muncie Children's Museum in Muncie, Indiana, Carol Heger describes their rental
program in which they charge only $25 for a one day Starlab training program for teachers. The
teacher workshop is offered twice per year and teaches not only how to operate Starlab, but basic
astronomy activities for grades K-6 with topics including constellations, Sun and Moon, latitude and
longitude, and astronomy of ancient cultures.
Muncie Children's Museum uses docent help extensively which is one reason thei r training
program is so inexpensive. The Starlab training workshop is free for museum volunteers.
Rental rates are $12S/day and 53 75/week for school-trained teachers. There is additional
$10/day for schools outside the county. Programs at schools can also be presented by the museum
educators (usually docents) for $175/day or $525/week.
Like NYHS, Muncie Children's Museum has no permanent planetarium, but they occasionally use
their Starlab for in-house programs in a room separate from the main museum. They charge for a group
of up to 25 people $20 + admission to the museum. They set their Starlab up for special events such as
a reception for NASA astronauts or International Museum Day.
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Science
A t the Lakeview Museum of Arts and Science, there has been a successful program for several
years now with their Starlab planetarium. Both Sheldon Schafer, Deputy Director of the Museum, and
Georgia Neff, in charge of the Starlab program, say that their Starlab rental program dropped off
dramatically when the schools had a cut back in state funding. It was just beginning to recover when
went from sending a person with ,the Starlab to sending it without. The decreased cost of doing it
yourself doesn't seem to offset the effort of getting someone to take the training. Rental activity may
have decreased over the years due to the fact that many schools have purchased their own Starlabs.
They have tried a few forms of training:
1.
A 4 day 28 hour intensive training in basic astronomy as well as Starlab operation.
2.
4 half days as part of a museum sponsored, mix and match teacher training program. This one
included a set of possibilities including some units of A rt in the Classroom, Make-jt Take-jt
science, telescope loan, and Starlab.
3.
A 2 credit graduate course with Bradley University including the elements listed above as well
as more classroom work. (next August)
Prices range from the hundreds required for the private college, through the $100 for the one
week training, to the $20 for the minimum session in the mix and match.
They have had two parents volunteer to take the training who have served some schools on a
contractual basis. They charge from $60 to $120 per day, depending on the number of days and travel
time. The school is responsible for the Starlab rental. The rental cost is $60/day or $250/week.
Besides the Starlab, Lakeview Museum supplies the slides, tapes, and extra equipment to run
any of 8 presentations. Most do either a skywatch, a junior version called ·Storybook Sky: a planet
show, or "Ught and Color" (based on Colors from Space, Volume 8 of the Planetarium Activities for
Student Success series from LHS).
Other Programs
Of course, this is not an exhaustive listing of rental programs. I hope to hear from more
institutions and people who have portable planetarium rental programs. In fact, right at IPS '94, I spoke
with Joyce Klonz, the 1994 winnner of the Gerald Mallon educators award, who has a rental program
extablished for a consortium of schools in St. PaUl, Minnesota. They have 4-day workshops, 6 hours
per day, including 3 hours of visit to an observatory. Teachers learn how to operate a Starlab as wef!
as lessons including material from the PASS series: Constellations Tonight, Red Planet Mars. Moons of
teh Solar system. Also activities on magnitude. aurora, Indian constellations, continents, celestial
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coordinates and time zones. Cost for rental is $50/day for consortium members and 575/ day for nonmembers.
I would appreciate any news of other rental programs that you know. They can be very
successful and cost-effective uses of a portable planetarium.
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Appendix A
Summary of Rental Programs
Number of
Teacher Training
Institution
Rental Cost
Length
Cost/teacher
Starlabs
Day
I Week
Lawrence Hall
$40
3 hrs
$50
of Science
3
S150
New York Hall
$400
4 days
of Science,
13
$99
S271
Museum of the
N/A
none
$50
Rockies
3
S100/3days
S240/Sdays
Muncie Children's
$25
1 day
$125 S375
Museum
4 days
$20-$100
$60
Lakeview Mus.
S250
of Arts & Science
Appendix B
Lawrence Hall of Science StarDome Checklist
4 Clip-on Lights. 4 Reflectors for Clip-on lights, 4 Red light bulbs (40watt) +2 spare red light bulbs
2 Short poles for clip-on lights, 1 Long pole for clip-on light, 2 g' extension cords,1 25' extension cord
1 Power strip, 2 Flashlights, 1 Light pOinters, 4 Pairs of NiCad C-cells, 3 Pairs of NiCad O-cells 3 Dual
Nicad charging units, 1 Resources for Teaching Astronomy (PASS Volume 3), 1 Manual for Using aO"
Portable Planetarium (PASS Volume 4), 1 Constellations Tonight planetarium show (PASS Volume 5)
1 Box of Miscellaneous Spare Bulbs and Sun covers (includes, 1 main star bulb. 1 pointer bulb, 1 side
light bulb, and 1 fuse), 1 Duct Tape
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Panel Discussion.. How to Get the Media Attention You Want
Dr. William Gutsch, American Museum-Hayden Planetarium
Based on a successful Panel Discussion led by the author a t the Association 0 f ScienceTechnology Centers Conference in Columbus, Ohio, in October 1993, the purpose of this Panel
Discussion was to assist planetarium directors and their staffs in looking at their institutions through
the eyes of people in the media. The focus was on considering ways to stage successful media events
and obtain more and better media coverage.
In order to provide a broad spectrum of media viewpoints, the panel consisted of professionals
from local television news, radio news, newspapers and network television.
Representing local television news was M r. Neal Stein, Assignment Editor from WIRB-TV in
Malabar, Florida. Representing radio news was Mr. Ashley Molozaiy, Reporter/News Anchor from
WMMB radio in Melbourne, Florida. Views from the newspaper industry were presented by Mr. Chris
Evans, North Brevard County Bureau Chief and Reporter for florida Today Advice relative to network
television was provided in a taped address by ABC Science Editor, Dr. Michael Guillen. The author,
with ten years of experience in writing newspaper columns and eighteen years experience in science
reporting, producing and editing for local and network television, served as moderator and provided
additional comments.
The following is a synopsis of the major pOints made by each of the panelists plus additional
commentary.

t:ieal. S1aia.
Mr. Stein stressed the need to always provide a good and complete press release to the media.
This means it should always contain:
The so-called" 5 W's· concerning the news release 0 r press event you are planning to
1.
stage. These" 5 W's· are Who? What? When? Where? and Why? (should the media attend). Special
emphasis should be given to
2.
The name, phone and FAX numbers of the person 0 r persons from your institution that
the media should contact to arrange interviews, get additional information, clarify a point, etc., and
3.
All the important information about the event and why the media should come, that is,
what makes this event unique, special, relevant, significant to many people, etc.
Stein noted that different media people might prefer press releases of different lengths, but he
personally appreciated more information rather than less. His colleagues on the panel agreed but
cautioned planetarium staff not to overwrite the release. A total length of one to at most three typed
pages is usually sufficient. Press releases should be sent in a timely fashion, giving the media at least
24 hours and, if possible, two to four days notice, especially is an event is to be scheduled for a
Monday. Different assignment editors and reporters frequently work weekdays and weekends. He
stressed the best time to hold a press event, if possible, was between late morning and early
afternoon, while the best days were Mondays through fridays, since there are usually fewer
reporters, camera crews and editors assigned to weekends.
Stein also cautioned against sending out too many press releases in too short a period of time,
suggesting fewer that concentrated on truly unique and important events would likely serve your
institution best.
Stein went on to discuss what is known as a ·sound bite, that is, a quote from, to r example, a
planetarium staff member that would be obtained during the interview for use in the on-air report. He
advised planetarium directors to make available the best spokespeople they have available given the
particular subject matter, that is, a person or persons who can articulate the information in as clear,
enthusiastic and concise a fashion as possible. He furthermore advised such persons to be as relaxed as
possible and simply "be themselves: Gutsch added that most sound bites used in television news and
features reports are typically fifteen seconds in length and strongly suggested potential interviewees
practice answering anticipated questions in such succinct time frames. Interviewees giving longer
quotes will likely find only a fraction of their comments or explanations appearing on-air and
consequently may feel they were quoted out of context.
The station will likely send a reporter to cover the story. If props are available that relate to
the story, such as a meteorite or a model of a spacecraft, consider letting the reporter use the props
to help "tell the story."
Stein noted in addition to providing good spokespeople and props, planetariums should also
ft
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consider providing local stations with good graphics but should check with the different stations in their
area to find out which tape format or formats are acceptable. Gutsch added that such checks should be
done quite frequently as changes can occur every year or two. Gutsch also noted that images are still
difficult to obtain by video cameras directly off planetarium domes and suggested such images be rear
screen projected in TV format for videotaping by local stations. Gutsch further suggested slides should
be avoided if possible but, if used, should be projected on to a screen so camera crews can zoom or pan
on a slide image to add "motion" to the scene.
.
Finally, Stein requested that planetariums record copies of televised stories using their own
home or institution's VCR, as television stations get many such requests and frequently cannot afford
the time or expense of making and distributing so many tapes.
~MQIQzaiy

Turning to radio news, Ashley Molozaiy noted that the purpose of news and features was to
inform, educate and, where possible, entertain. He stressed that the best time to hold a news
conference or arrange interviews, if possible, is between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Except for live coverage
during a newscast, scheduling of events late in the afternoon may result in little media attendance,
since most reporters have to then be back at their stations editing their stories for the evening
broadcasts.
Mofozaiy recommended that for interviews planetariums purchase and have available a device
known as a "sound box." This electronic device makes voices clearer for on-air use. Contact your
local stations for assistance on where to purchase one.
Press releases, he noted, should be sent in a timely fashion, that is, at least several days in
advance so that stations have enough time to assign a reporter to the event. Press releases can be sent
through the mail but may also be sent by FAX. Like Stein, Molozaiy emphasized that press releases
should contain the ·S WIS· listing all the important facts and stress what makes this event new,
exciting and unique. If you wish to publicize an event or program you do annually, for example, look for
something new and unique about this year's offering.
As radio reports cannot rely on pictures, music and sound effects can greatly enhance a feature
or news story. Planetarium directors and staff should, therefore, think about such possibilities but
realize that, like sound bites, such sound enhancements will likely be used quite briefly in the edited onair story.
I f the event being covered is a new planetarium show 0 r exhibit, you may want the press to see
it along with the public. This is because the press frequently likes to get sound bites from the public
expressing their reactions.
'MIen you or your staff give sound bites, pause briefly between sentences to make easy edits.
Molozaiy also noted that planetariums can produce their own news 0 r features tapes to r
distribution to radio stations. If you do, you should try to follow these rules.
1.
Before the actual story begins, identify the person dOing the main narration, for
example, "The following is a feature about (this month's solar eclipse) narrated by
(John Smith, Director of the XYZ Planetarium).·
2.
In your narration, identify each person who gives a sound bite. For example, ·XYZ
Planetarium Staff Astronomer, Jane Jones, comments "(Jane Jones sound bite).·
3.
Limit the total story a r feature to 40 to 60 seconds if possible.
4.
End the story with what is known as a ·signature out," (or ·sig-out"), for example, nAt
the XYZ Planetarium, this is Director John Smith."
Instead of sending a complete news story 0 r feature (known as a ·package"), you can instead
send a tape (along with your press retease) which just contains several sound bites. A reporter from
the radio station can then write and edit his or her own narration incorporating the sound bites you
provided. In this case, follow these rules:
i.
A t the beginning of the tape explain that this is a series of sound bites to complement the
press release materials.
2.
Before each sound bite,
A.
identify the person giving the sound bite,
B.
indicate the length of the sound bite in seconds, and
C.
indicate the sound bite's ·out cue," that is. the last 2 or 3 words of the
sound bite.
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3.
4.

Then, lead in~o each sound bite with at countdown, to r example, ·Sound bite number 1
coming in 3 seconds, 2, 1... • (Then follow immediately with the sound bite.)
Keep each sound bite to 20 seconds or less .

.c..tlLiA~

Turning to newspapers, Chris Evans noted that all of the printed materials you would create for
radio and television are also important to the newspaper reporter or editor. For major stories or
features, provide several pages of background material atong' with your press release and give the
reporter at least a few days to become familiar with the materi~ls~'
Provide quotes (the equivalent of sound bites for newspapers) and identify each person being
quoted. (If you are writing the materiaJs, feel tree to quote yourself.) You may also wish to identify
others in the field (along with phone numbers) whom the reporter can contact for additional quotes.
·SeW the story to the newspaper reporter or editor, that is, tell them in writing why you feel
this is an important event to cover. Cite, for example, its uniqueness or how it will affect many people
in the area. Share your excitement about the event.
A picture, especially a color picture, also helps to make a newspaper story interesting. I f your
event is a new Sky Show, create one or two a-inch by 10-inch (or equivalent) photos of scenes from
the show for the press kit. Choose interesting scenes. Write a one- or two-sentence caption for each
picture and tape it to the back of the picture. Check with your local newspapers as to whether they
preler color or black and white prints or if they can use slides.
I f your event is a new exhibit 0 r a star 0 r eclipse party, your local newspapers wi II probably
prefer to send out their own photographer. Make sure they have something interesting and colorful to
photograph that, if J3ossible, try to have one or more persons taking an active part in the central point
of interest. This might include, for example, people looking through a telescope. children doing a handson activity or a staff member preparing a spacecraft model or section of an exhibit or an interesting
artifact.
llL 1:1i.c.tl.a.aJ G \J JIIeni Q..c, ~.GJ.J.1s.c.b.
The final section of the panel discussion was devoted to network television. Bill Gutsch noted
that network coverage was not impossible even if your institution was located in a small or medium
size town. He suggested, however, that success, to a~ large degree, was knowing the types of stories
that different programs look for.
For the past several years, for example, the ABC Evening News in the U.S. periodically air~ a
feature called "The American Agenda.' Frequently, this feature teils the story of a low budget, local
based, little known effort that has produced extraordinary results or impact. It might concern an inner
city effort at teaching science or improving science literacy or a person who by their infectious
enthusiasm has created a project that is turning kids on to science. If you feel you are involved in such
a project, call the Producer for The American Agenda in New York and "seW the idea. Be prepared to
send written materials and. if possible, a videotape perhaps shot by one of your local stations. Ask
that station's reporter or news director to help sell the idea to the network.
Television "magazine" shows produce primarily feature stories. Watch them, noting the
themes they seem to pursue and see if something your institution is doing will fit their formula. You
will stand a much greater chance of success if you can fit their formula. Selling a concept they are not
looking for is very difficult.
Finally, Michael Guillen addressed the group via tape. rs noted the network's interest in
science features, and a recent feature he did on the Liberty Science Center in New Jersey was shown
as an example. Guillen stressed that the story must be seen to have national interest or impact to
increase its chances of being done on national television. He noted. however, that sometimes a single
person can serve as a powertul human interest focus for a story.
Ideas for stories can be sent to Dr. Guillen and are best supported through a press kit and
locally shot video. Because of netWorks' planning timetable, stories that do not have to be shot and
aired on a particular date have more appeal. Also, keep in mind that programs like Good Morning
America (as well as The Today Show and CBS This Morning) frequently are done on location around the
U.S. and beyond. Check with their respective offices in New York to learn if they are coming to your
area. If so, you can try to talk to them about doing a local feature at your institution. The author can
be contacted for information on where and how to'send materials to Dr. Guillen at ABC.
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"SELLING"

YOUR

PLANETARIUM

Moderato r:

Jim Manning
TaylorPlanetarium
Museumo fthe Rockies
Bozeman,Montana USA

Panelists:

WalterGilfilen
Associate Vice President for Development
Brevard Community College
Cocoa, Florida USA
BonnieKing
Marketing Specialist
Brevard County Tourist Development Council
Melbourne,Florida USA
George Meguiar
Director of Marketing
Spaceport USA
Kennedy Space Center, Florida USA

. The purpose of the workshop was to seek insights--from professionals outside the planetarium
field but in comparable endeavors--into how planetarians might present and promote their facilities to
best economic advantage in the areas of marketing, development, and grants. Each of the three invited
panelists made a 15-minute presentation to highlight particular aspects of their marketing and
development experience, followed by a question-and-answer session and brief summary statements.
George

Meguiar

Mr~' Meguiar began by giving a summary of Spaceport USA operations. noting the similarities
between his operation and planetariums. Spaceport USA was set up by the U.S. government as a visitor
center to tell the story of NASA to the public--both American and international (half of the facility's
visitors come from outside the U.S.). Admission to the center is free; the center raises it funds by
charging a fee (a "users tax n ) for IMAX movies, bus tours, food service, and the souvenir sales store.
Some 52% of the profits are returned to a government fund which is used to upgrade the center.
Like many planetarium facilities, his center must work in an arena with comparatively much
larger attractions all competing for visitor income. Universal Studios operates with a $60 million U.S.
marketing budget. Walt Disney World with a $110 million budget, and Seaworld with $10 to $15 w
million. Spaceport USA has a $1.3 million marketing budget, and must get as mU9h out of its
advertising dollar as it can to get its share of visitors.
Meguiar presented some statistics and findings from U.S. sources to serve as examples of
factors which are important to consider in marketing efforts. In 1993, travel and tourism was the
United States' leading export, generating $74.4 billion U.S. in expenditures from international visitors,
representing a $21 billion export surplus. He added that Americans make 1.1 billion personal trips
from home traveling 100 miles or more from home. He also added that in the U.S., people are working
longer, with less paid time off and increasing numbers of two-income families; these factors are
creating time constraints and conflicts which affect travel habits and choices. Increasingly. timepressed consumers are favoring "pre-packaged" vacations in which all details are pre-determined.
And there is an increased amount of stress involved in travel today (Le., the "I need a week to recover
from my vacation" syndrome). and this may be taxing the travel industry.
In considering these factors in its markeNng strategy. Meguiar stated that Spaceport USA
makes use of brochures (in eight languages), billboards, and overseas trips in its marketing, and
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employs a press kit that, with a few item changes, can also be used as an infonnation kit for other
uses.
H3 added that the travel problems that Spaceport USA must address continually in its work are
the constraints of time, energy and money: does the traveler have enough of each? One of the ways
they deal with these problems is through packaged tours which are sold by wholesalers to retailers
such as travel agents, some of whom are involved in the educational tour market which applies to
facilities like Spaceport USA and planetariums.
Meguiar cited an example in which educational tour operators who wanted to get students out of school
to go to Walt Disney World also "threw in" a trip to Kennedy Space Center--because a trip to the
center was considered a learning experience and could justify a trip to Florida. Such considerations
become more important as dollars for school trips become more limited and often require school fundraisers.
Meguiar offered as another example of useful marketing a poster showing a satellite picture of
Florida with designations for the Kennedy Space Center (designated by a space shuttle blasting off),
Miami, and Orlando, with the distance between these places given in miles and kilometers. The poster
can be distributed would-wide to help sell Florida as a vacation destination and to give people an
accurate indication of the distances separating prime visitor locations (something which has been a
profblem in the past).
Bonnie

King

The Brevard County Tourist Development Council is the local tourism agency promoting
Brevard County on an national and international level as the "Space Coasr and a vacation destination.
Ms. King indicated that the agency's funding comes from a 4% tax applied to the hotel bills--adding up
to about $2.5 million U.S. per year. About $1 million of this budget is used for promotion and
advertising--including the use of billboards, cooperative programs with Kennedy Space Center,
advertising in newspapers and trade magazines.
King indicated that a major part of her agency's job is to increase awareness of the Brevard
County area and the attractions it has to offer·-to answer the question: Why should I visit Florida's
Space Coast? (She added that people often know of the Cocoa Beach area because of the U.S. TV
program "I Dream of Jeannie" of the 1960's which was set in Cocoa Beach and involved the space
program!) She said that the Kennedy Space Center and the space program provide a frame of reference
for people--and anytime her agency can "tag on" to it or to attractions like Walt Disney World and
others nearby, it will do so.
They go to trade shows to promote the are~ not only to consumers, but to the trade industry as
well--to travel agents, car rental companies, and others--to educate them about the possibilities the
area offers so that they can inform their clients. For example, they emphasize the fact that the Space
Coast is an easy 45 minute drive from the attractions near Orlando--Iess time than many potential
tourists take to commute to work.
They also work with meeting planners to inform them of hotel accommodations and attractions,
and provide them with a pamphlet of such attractions. King mentioned that they now have a new
attraction to add: the new Brevard Community College Planetarium which can b~ packaged as part of a
"space adventure," suggesting trips to Kennedy Space Center, the planetarium and other space-related
venues. In this way they can promote an area as having something new and different to do. That makes
her agency very excited about having something new they can go out and help sell.
King said that the planetarium wi II be included in all of the Tourist Development Council's
brochures, press kits, and a special space brochure in preparation. and will become an important tool in
encouraging people to come to the area. She e.ncouraged planetarians, in reaching out to their
communities, to investigate how they could become involved with their local and state tourism offices
and local chambers of commerce and to get included. and highlighted in their collateral materials.
King also indicated that her office has created a "sales action team" consisting of the sales
directors of the local hotels. This team meets monthly, is involved in the council's marketing efforts,
and accompanies the council to trade shows to help sell the area. She said that planetarians need to get
to know the sales directors at the hotels in thEftr own localities--to show them their products and to get
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information included in hotel tourist packets--because these people can help sell their planetariums to
visitors. And don't forget rainy days; people still want to go out and do something even if they can't go
to the beach or engage in outdoor activities. King said the tourist development council is putting
together a Urainy day" brochure listing attractions under cover.
Another promotional effort the council conducts is the familiarization tour 0 r" f am, " in which
travel agents, writers, and others who can sell the area are given an opportunity to experience firsthand what the area has to offer. King gave as an example a recent 1am" in which tour operators from
Orlando and Miami were invited to experience a "Space Coast weekend" which included a sneak
preview of the new Brevard Community College Planetarium. She said that the preview made such a
positive impression that operators were ready to include the planetarium in their travel packages. King
emphasized the ir;nportance of being involved in 1am" opportunities.
She also suggested that planetariums should open up their facilities to local groups fa r
meetings; it's an important way to show the community what one has to offer. Hosting 1riendsdays"
or social events with the local Chamber of Commerce to get community leaders to the local planetarium
is another useful effort. People who live in an area often don't take advantage of their local
attractions; King stressed the need for ongoing education of the community as to the opportunities
available.
Ms. King also said not to overlook the fact that moviemakers are increasingly doing location
shoots; planetarians should contact their state film offices to make sure that these offices know of
their facilities' potential as a possible film location with a high-tech look.
Finally, King encouraged planetarians to become associated with their state tourism
departments or attraction associations so that these organizations know what they have to offer and
can include them in state-wide, national, and international tourism efforts. Association with such
organizations can also offer valuable contacts for "networking" and providing useful information.

Walter

Gilfilen

Mr. Gilfilen offered insights into fundraising based on his long-time experience in development.
He provided a detailed handout covering the main paints of his presentation, which is reprinted here.
AdditiQnal Gilfilen handouts included a strategic and operational plan for fundraising (organized as a
n
flowchart) and an article on sources of "in-kind donations, also reprinted here.
Discussion
Jim Manning mentioned two U.S. grant sources which his institution has had success in tapping:
the Dwight D. Eisenhower Science and Math Education Act program (providing funds for teacher training
and improvement) and the NASA-funded National Space Grant program (offering grants for aerospace
education and research) which has a consortium program in each state. He stressed the importance, in
his experience, of aiming grant proposals as closely as possible at the granting agency's specific
funding requirements, and that to write successful grants, it helped to read successful grants.
In questions and comments relating to grants, Mr. Gilfilen emphasized the importance of
matching grant proposals to the granting organization and what it funds. He also reiterated that his two
primary published sources for getting information on granting organizations were the Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance (for federal funds), an annual publication of the U.S. Superintendent of Documents
(costing $100 U.S.), and the Foundation Center Directory (for foundations) from the Foundation Center
in New York (costing $160 U.S.).
Concerning the effectiveness of public service announcements (PSA's), on which many
planetariums rely, Ms. King suggested that the most effective PSA's-·and the ones most likely to be
rune-are those involving special events or those with some twist or hook that's different from the
generic "come to the planetarium" versions. Mr. Meguiar added that PSA's offering something new
can be effective. He added that Spaceport USA had recently experimented with video and audio press
kits for television and radio stations that could not be present at a press conference about the new
IMAX film "Destiny in Space." The audiovisuals offered appropriate quotes and statements that
effectively expanded media coverage of the event.
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Dick Knapp related a recent experience as an example of a cooperative effort with tourism
organizations concerning the purchase of an expensive film system for his institution. The system was
demonstrated to Mississippi marketing and tourism groups, who were sufficiently impressed that they
pledged underwriting support to market films produced with the system. With promotion secured, his
institution's board was willing to invest the funds to purchase the system.
Dale Etheridge related an experience in which one of his local radio stations did a live remote
broadcast covering a solar eclipse--offering the sort of effective twist on conventional news coverage
that Bonnie King referred to earlier. He also described a money-making experience in which his
institution needed some additional capital funds to purchase a film system. They sold ten years' worth
of film performances in advance to three local Parks and Recreation Departments; it secured the capita
funds necessary to purchase the system for the easily-managed obligation of giving a certain number oj
free performances each year for the three departments.
In response to a question about how to deal with internal competition between attractions withir
a single institution, such as OMNlmax versus a planetarium, Mr. Meguiar stated that competition for a
visitor's shrinking time allotment and "share of market" were a key consideration; was each
attraction getting its share? In this light, he suggested that institutions should be encouraged to
promote all their attractions because this could represent greater revenue if more people partook of
m~re of what institutions had to offer. He indicated that smaller-sized attractions across the country
were taking note of the advantages of cooperating with each other to get visitors to as many
attractions in an area as possible.
Meguiar also stated that billboards were one of the most pO,werful means of promotion. He gave
as an example a case where Spaceport USA began advertising an easy-to-remember national space
shuttle launch information number (1-800-SHUTTLE) on just nine billboards in Florida, with no
collateral advertising. The subsequent response--from every state in the U.S.-- was so great that the
project was cancelled because it was determined that it would cost too much to manage the estimated
volume of calls! He suggested that planetariums consider local billboards as a method of advertising,
and that they could likely be rented for a fairly reasonable cost in most areas.
Bonnie King related another experience with billboards. The tourist development council
planned a "free beach--free night" promotion starting in early August in which people could call a
number to learn of a program involving one free night's stay at certain properties after two paid
nights. The billboards accidentally went up early, and her office was immediately swamped with calls
about the promotion. She agreed with George Meguiar that billboard advertising, with short, easy to
remember phrases and phone numbers, could be remarkably effective.
To conclude the workshop, the three panelists offered brief statements about the Single most
important piece of advice they'd like to leave with the workshop attendees.
Bonnie King said to work with our communities; know who our community leaders are, and
involve our planetariums so that we become a prominent part of our communities.
Walter Gilfilen suggested that we involve our managing boards very heavily in our fundraising
efforts--or replace them!
George Meguiar agreed that we should work with our communities-- and other organizations
that we can associate with so that we can use their funds with ours to promote our institutions.
And the workshop was adjourned.
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Celestial

Navigation Workshop
by Kathey Nix

Areas covered in this one and one half hour workshop:
1.
Explanation of:
a the Earth's daily rotation and annual revolution
b. the annual motion of the Sun and 4 navigational planets,
Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn
c. the fo u r seasons of the stars
d. star location by the altitude/azimuth and
Right Ascension/Declination methods
e. the terms magnitude, star, planet, moon, ecliptic, sidereal
hour angle and constellation

2.
The location of the 20 brightest of the 57 navigational stars, plus Polaris, by using the
star hop method.
3.
Constellations to be included are: Cassiopeia, Corona Borealis, Corvus, Cygnus, Orion,
Pegasus, Scorpius, Ursa Minor, the Southern Cross and the asterism of the Big Dipper.
Constellation groups covered are the Summer Triangle and the Winter Hexagon.
4.

Location of the cardinal directions by using the Sun and Polaris.

Supplies reQuired by students' pencil, paper, and flashlight.
HandQuts supplied' four seasonal star maps, Southern Hemisphere star
map, star chart and diagrams of Right Ascension/Declination and
Altitude/Azimuth methods
Suggested References:
Bowditch, Nathaniel. The American Practical Navigator. An Epitome of
Navigation
Dutton, Benjamin. Navigation and Nautical Astronomy
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AFRICAN SKIES ASTRONOMY PROGRAM

Phyllis

Pitluga

INTRODUCTION
The Adler Planetarium has a goal of reaching a broader audience. 01e program developed to
reach the African-American community in Chicago is the sky show •African Skies.· This show has
attracted many Blacks who will hopefully now retum for additional programs not so specifically
targeted to this community.
The Department of Energy has a goal of inspiring the youth of America to become scientists.
Funding by DOE is supporting collaborative programs between the Chicago museums, Chicago schools,
the New Explorers television series production company and Chicago's local DOE laboratory, Argonne
Labs.
Ole New Explorers ~.V. program adapted by the Adler is "Endeavor" - about black astronaut
Mae Jemison's experiences related to her Shuttle mission. The supporting educational materials were
developed by a team of 8 teachers accompanied by 7-8th grade African-American students. Over a 4month period, resource materials were gathered, synthesized and written up for a resource notebook
targeted for upper elementary and junior high students. Related activities were also developed.
PROGRAM OVERVIEW
TheA·'total experience-package includes a 4-hour workshop for teachers, the videotape and resource
materials for each teacher to use in the classroom, followed by a free bus ride for a visit to Adler
Planetarium to see the African Skies· sky show. The Department of Energy will fund the adoption of
.
this program for the U.S. planetarium community.
Today, we will be highlighting the teacher workshop. After the introduction, which emphasizes
the DOE goal of inspiring students to consider scientific careers, we will watch the videotape.
RESOURCE MATERIALS
The second component of the teacher workshop is becoming familiar with the resource materials.
Looking at the table of contents in the notebook, we see that the material is organized into seven
sections:
I
The Videotape
II
African Archaeo-Astronomy
III
African Ethnoastronomy
IV
African Educational Astronomy
V
African Research Astronomy
VI
Class Field Trip
VII
Culminating Activities
The organization of the beginning and ending of these materials is based upon extensive
evaluation of the New Explorers educational programs. Today, we will sample a few subcomponents of
each of these sections:
Weightlessness Experiment, Heart-rate Analysis, Namoratunga Site and Activity, Zulu and
Kalahari Sky and Telling Time, Zanzibar Telescope Making, South African Research Computer Activity
FIELD TRIPS
01 the field trip to The Adler Planetarium, the class sees the ·African Skies· sky show. This
two-part program begins with a multi-media show that covers the effect on the night sky ot latitude
change. The show in the domed theater covers the following going from north to south: ancient
Egyptian constellations, navigating on the Sahara, the Dogan-Sirius significance, the Namoratunga site
and possible relationship to a star-moon calendar, the Kalahari sky and origin myth, the Zanzibar
telescope program and southern sky research from the observatories of South Africa.
A separate Adler program is an African Skies outreach program that includesStarlab
CONCLUSION
This New Explorers Program has the three components: the Mae Jemison "Endeavor· Shuttle mission
video, the resource materials that were developed and tested by Chicago teachers/students and the
Adler's •African Skies· planetarium show field trip. This program may be adopted/adapted by your
facility and, for U.S. planetaria. can be funded by the Department of Energy. The teacher workshops
give teachers the familiarity with the program to comfortably implement it. Evaluation has shown that
the New Explorers programs are very effective in reaching and inspiring our students.
M
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"CINEMATIC MUSIC FOR THE PLANETARIUM"
by: ROBERT J. RESETAR

Audio technology is growing in leaps and bounds. Personal compu~ers are now able to
accomplish tasks for music production, sound design and post production that only a few years ago
required the use of expensive recording studios and post production houses. Media-smart audiences of
the 90's have come to expect the highest quality in both audio and visual presentations. With the advent
of wide-screen televisions, surround-sound and digitally recorded music on compact 'discs and
recordable mini-discs, audience's expectations have grown accordingly.
SOUNDTRACK recordings of motion pictures are becoming as popular and lucrative as the
motion pictures themselves. The crafting of an effective ·soundtrack- for a planetarium show requires
as much care and attention to detail as writing music for a motion picture. A knowledge of the technical
advances in audio production as well as some knowledge of the Marta of scoring music for film and video
are absolutely essential if planetariums want to gain larger and more devoted audiences .
. As Robin Williams so wisely pointed out in the movie, "Mrs. Doubtfire educational media must
take on new dimensions and techniques incorporating high quality -entertainment- into the presenting of
information, if they are to succeed in the marketplace of the 90's. Media presentations of ANY kind/
especially educational ones, MUST GROW with the expectations and tastes of their increasingly
sophisticated audiences, or else be left behind.
Developing exciting audio tracks fa r your planetarium shoW requires attention to detail and an
awareness of the techniques that are used in motion picture and television soundtracks. Certain basic
rules apply in all Situations and need to be clearly defined from the start.
RLl.E # 1 :
N:VER B:fE YaJA AUDIENCE.
Sit someone in a quiet, dark room. Put them in a comfortable chair where they can look up at
the stars. What's likely to happen, if you're not careful is 777777777777777777777777,
M

,

All too often planetariums neglect this cardinal rule by using music that is too low-key and
lacks variety or dramatic impact. It is 'variety" that keeps any presentation interesting. We
live in an age of 'CHANNEL FLICKERS·, If you're bored with one channel on your television, fear
not ! the handy remote control will take you instantly to the next channel and the next...and the
next... until you find a program you like. If 2 or 3 minutes is enough. move on to any of the other
channels immediately. But in a theater, if your audience becomes bored they have only two
options: leave or painfully wait until it's finished. In either case, once you've lost them, it's
very hard to win them back. They are likely to think of planetariums as places to avoid. Aside
from having an uninteresting script or a dull narrator, you can easily bore an audience· with a
soundtrack that is: TOO SOFT TOO SLOW TOO SIMILAR THROUGHOUT TOO GENERIC TOO
MUFFLED OR MUDDY ETC.

Rll.E #2:

AUDIENCES DON'T CARE K)N MUCH MC.::N:Y YaJ DON'T HAVE.

Nor do they care how ancient your equipment is a r how little time you had to complete the show
or how small your staff is. ALL THEY CARE ABOUT IS BEING ENTERTAINED. When people have a
few doUars to spend and they can just as easily spend it on a motion picture with a production
budget of 40-50 million dollars, how do you begin to compete with that-ANSWER; You work
harder with what you have. Make bricks without straw. AND you analyze the techniques used in
movies and apply them to ·your- soundtrack.
RU.E#3:

aD VAUDEVIllE RUlE; START BIG &

EN)

BIG.

BIG doesn't necessarily mean LOUD; but i t definitely means -fascinating". Just to get people's
attention. presentations of ANY kind (books, scripts, plays, commercials. songs, etc.) do much better
when they GRAB the audience's attention within the first few seconds or minutes.
Analyzing motion picture soundtracks should be a part of everyone's training before they begin
producing their planetarium shows. I recommend renting a few of the most popular space or adventure'
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movies, going into your planetarium and playing short segments. The first time, watch a 2·3 minute
segment so you know what scene you1re analyzing. Then TURN THE PICTURE OFF and listen to the same
segment. Make mental notes of what you hear. Compare your observations with your colleagues. Now
listen again, still with no picture. This time become aware of the three elements:
VOICE OVER. SOUND EFFECTS, MUSIC
Note how the interplay of these three elements is constantly changing. There is a counterpoint
between these elements that makes the audio track interesting. The most important element at any
given moment is in the foreground. Just behind that ( in decibel level) is the second most important
element. EXAMPLE: When someone is speaking, the VOICE is in the foreground. If,' while they are
speaking, a rocket is taking off, the sound of that rocket will probably be the next most dominant sound
in the soundtrack. Once we have heard the sound of the rocket sufficiently to establish it. the music
track will move up to the #2 position. Once the voice over stops, either the music or some NEW sound
effects will move up into the dominant position. Occasionally, both music and sound effects will share
the dominant position in a 50·50 balance. All of these changes can happen within a few seconds. But the
most important thing to remember is that: at any given time, the most important audio element must
dominate the soundtrack. That means, whatever element will best contribute to the overaH dramatic
impact and visual requirements. Now this may seem so obvious that you might wonder why it's even
worth'" mentioning. But jf you now will get one of your own planetarium show soundtracks and play it, I
would be willing to bet that you will begin to hear some details that you never noticed before. It is very
difficult and time consuming to create a seamless soundtrack that meets these seemingly simple rules.
Most people tend to overlook the obvious, or get lost only one aspect of the show that happens to be
their favorite, ie. script, visuals, etc. Visual technology improving for planetariums but still cannot
match the dazzling effect of a typical episode of STAR TREK.
Therefore; spend more time with your soundtrack, and pay attention to the details of
production that can make your shows exceptional instead of just adequate.
,RU.E#4:

MAKE SlP.E YOJR AUDIO QUALITY IS BRIGHT AND DYNAMIC.

Older systems. lack of noise-reduction, or generation loss from making analog dubs can all contribute
to a muddy soundtrack. MUDDY:: BORING. I like to use both a graphic equa~izer and a BBE Sonic
Maximizer to brighten the overall audio darity. For me, 1 - 3 minutes is the limit for a single musical
section. After 3 minutes the musical feel begins to get tiring. In my experience, when music library
selections are used that are 5-6 minutes in the length, the audiences patience is pushed to the limit,
unless the musical piece changes significantly. Once again, use motion pictures as your standard. Music
·cues" for film or television are rarely longer than 1·3 minutes. Cues can be overlapped to create
·seamless· longer sections but in those cases there are usually dramatic shifts in musical style at the
point of overlapping.
When I compose an origmal score for a planetarium I do everything possible to infuse MOTION , MOOD
CHANGES and DRAMATIC IMPACT as music as possible. Changes in musical style, tempo, time
signature, instrumentation, all contribute to keeping the soundtrack interesting for your audience.
FOU.Q\MNG THIS POAl1ON CF 11-£ PRESENTATION 11-£ CLASS ANALVZED SEVERAl MOllON
PICTURE AUDIO TRACKS AND PLANETARIUM AUDIO TRACKS. THE LIGHTS WERE TURNED OFF TO AL1.0W
BEITER CONCENTRATION ON THE SOUND.
j;YI"&:Il"ntc!

analyzed included:

STAR WARS,STAR TREK (THE NEXT GENERAnON),RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK,BACK TO THE FUTURE
(part 2),SKYWATCHERS (Planetarium Show),THE FINAL FRONTIER (Planetarium)
Robert J. Resetar is a composer/arranger currently living in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His numerous
credits include scoring for network television, PBS, symphony orchestras and recordings. He can be
contacted at P.O. BOX 23528, Minneapolis, MN USA 55423.
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REACH OUT AND TEACH SOMEONE

Susan Reynolds
This workshop involves information pertinent to establishing an effective program with
a portable .planetarium as an outreach from your museum or educational cooperative. Topics
addressed and discussed include:

1.

Finding financial backing for purchasing a planetarium and auxiliary equipment.

Some locations purchase equipment through a consortium of schools. Each school
provides part of the funding for the initial purchase and then contracts for the planetarium and
instructor to visit each building at a set rate per day. Other locations purchase their
planetarium and equipment through the acquisition of funds through grants, foundations, civic
community organizations, parent associations, corporations, and/or a combination of
several sources. A great deal of information about these various sources can be found in a
publication. called Guide for the Preparation of Grants and proposals for Starlab portable
planetaripms prepared by Elizabeth Keats. This publication is available through Learning
Technologies, Inc., 59 Walden Street, Cambridge, MA 02140 USA. (Phone: 1-800-5378703)
2.

Considerations to remember when setting up a budget.

Some locations maintain a separate budget for the planetarium program and others blend
part of this budget with funds available through the museum or science center.
Budget
items to be considered include such things as: Professional Salaries, Non Instructional
Salaries, Contractual Expenses, Equipment/Furniture, Supplies/Materials,
Travel,
Staff
Development (workshops, conferences), Repair/Maintenance of Equipment, Memberships,
Employee Benefits (retirement i social security, workman1s compensation, health
insurance, unemployment insurance), Printing, Postage, Telephone, and Office
Rental/Maintenance.
3.

How to schedule clients.

Most locations begin taking initial requests on a "first come first serve basis"
approximately six months before the beginning of the school year. Clients are asked to give
three choices of dates and generally receive their first choice if at all possible. Specific daily
schedules are established two to three weeks prior to the planetarium's arrival at the building.
The daily schedule can be designed by the school or the presenter. Five classes each day with
40-50 minutes each class and ten minutes between classes (with 1/2 hour or 1 hour lunch) is
ideal. Some locations present six classes, 30-40 minutes each, in one day.
4.

Publicity tactics.

Most users put SOIllEt kind of logo on thei r domes arx:t have a pamphlet 0 r booklet
describing their programs and also distribute teacher resource guides of some kind. Some use
direct mailings and others use science mentors to spread the news. Local TV stations and
newspapers all have Science or Education specialists. keep in constant contact with them. Some
locations also use their sponsors for advertising.
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5.
Methods for training a specialist who accompanies the dome to locations and presents
lessons.
The most cost effective way is to encourage and provide the means for the new employee
to network and train with other users geographically close to them. To build on this, money
could be provided to send him/her to a specific training site or to regional conferences.
6.

Tips for maintaining the specialist's sanity year after year.
Aside from regular doses of praise, the most important tip is to provide the means and
encouragement for networking with other users. The second most important tip is to limit the
number of classes per day to a reasonable amount and to provide time in the office (70%
teaching - 30% office time is ideal) for scheduling, curriculum development, and repair of
equipment.
7.

Techniques to develop and promote interactive lessons.

Use the dome $ a laboratory with students $ scientists. Pose a question 0 r
demonstrate a phenomenon and have students pose questions. Develop theories and test them.
Record what happens and draw conclusions. Discuss how these findings can have other
applications. Discuss possible further research or experiments that could be conducted. You
can also use prepared lessons and materials such as the Project SPICA, Project STAR, or the
PASS and GEMS series of books (all these are available through Learning Technologies, Inc., 59
Walden Street, Cambridge, MA 02140 USA). Again, networking with others who are using
participatory lessons is very effective.
An Interactive Lesson:
Following the first half of the workshop sections of an (X)\,1 BOCES lesson, "Reasons For
The Seasons will be demonstrated to show methods for observing and recording observations
in a Starlab planetarium. Using a velcro horizon line students can hang signs on the solstice and
equinox sunrise and set positions and then record this information along with the altitude of the
noon sun and hours of daylight on a chart. Small portions of the PASS Volume 12 Stonehenge
lesson will also be demonstrated. This lesson can be used to tie into any "seasonsll lesson and
explore Gerald Hawkins' question lilt one stone (the Heel Stone) at Stonehenge marks one
astronomical alignment, the sunrise on the longest day of the year, might the other stones have
marked other astronomical events?U This lesson uses the planetarium as a laboratory, students
are actively involved in formulating and testing their own thesis.
lt

,
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Workshop
(nternet: A Resource for Planetarians - Obtaining Images, Improving Communications.

July 15, 1994, 1:30 - 3:00 pm, Howard Johnson Plaza Hotel
International Planetarium Society 1994 Conference, Cocoa Beach, Florida.
John Sohl, Ph.D.
Director, Layton P. Ott Planetarium
Weber State University
Ogden, UT 84408-2508
JSOHL@CC.WEBER.EDU
Contents:
I.

8.
9.

Introduction.
Access to Internet.
Contacting Other Planetarians: e-mail and Usenet News.
FTP.
Telnet, NASA Spacelink
Gopher, Archie, World Wide Web, Mosaic, etc.
Useful Software.
Misc. Reference Books.
List of ftp sites with software, images. data, etc. related to

I.

Introduction.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

The Internet is a resource that should be lapped by
all pianelarians. Via Internet yo,u can download Hubble
images. Gallileo images. NASA press releases. mission
status reports, S-L 9/Jupiter impact times, etc .. etc., etc.
You can communicate with fellow planetarians via several
methods such as Usenet, DOME-L or directly with e-mail.
But unless you know how to do it, it is completely out of
reach. This workshop will share hints. techniques, resources
and ideas on how to "surftbe Internet." We will address
COlllmon problems such as access, computer compatibility.
transf~r problems, tile types, etc. and some solutions to
those problems.
Warning: The Internet changes constantly, be
aware that addresses and tile names may have changed.
This is a part of "life on the Internet" it is this dynamic
nature that makes the Internet useful.

2.

Access to Internet.

What do you need? The minimum equipment
are simple: any computer with a modern. Of
course the faster the equipment the better. The optimal
system would be a workstation with direct ethernet
cOI1Iln:tiol1s. However an old XT or Ivlae classic with a
modc:n will get you started.
The easiest method [0 access Illtemel is to obtain a
"gues~ account" on a computer at the local college or
lInive:-sity. The trick here is two fold. tirst you wanl the
pi10ne call for your modem to be a local call and second
you r.~ed to determine who to talk to. The person you
requir~ments
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astrono~y.

eventually need to reach is called the sysop ("System
Operator"), likely the best approach is to get a sponsor from
the faculty and have them contact the sysop for you. I
would suggest contacting the local physics department first.
besides you should have a good rapport with this
department anyway. Do not be bashful! Guest accounts are
fairly common and routine at most universities. If you don't
have a near by college or university try any local high-tech
industries, they may have a commercial Internet
connection.
The two primary commercial providers are
Compuserve and America-On-Line (AOL). These two
companies charge for service ba$ed on various rate
schedules. The primary problem with Compuserve is that
they do not currently offer full Internet access. You will be
able to exchange e-mail with other planetarians but that is
about it. (They do have lots of other information available
on line, but most of that is not germane to this workshop.)
AOL has much more complete Internet access, however, it
is still not as good a connection as most universities are.
If you are lucky you live in a city with a "free net"
where you are able to get pretty good access over what
essentially used to be a computer bulletin board service.
Cleveland has one of these for example which otTers
excellent access for no cost. The local computer sotrware
store should know if you have a free net in your area.
The other option is via a provider that charges
connection fees but gives a solid connection to the Internet.
A list of these will be available at the workshop. If you
choose this route I suggest that you get the book "\Vindows
Internet Tour Guide" or "Mac Internet Tour Guide" by
Michael Fraase and published by Ventana Press. These
books ccmtain excellent directions and sojiware for making

a direct connection to Internet via one of the many data
path providers.
The premier option. if you have the budget, is to
get your own complete Internet node. Depending on the
speed of the linkup the cost for this is typically $5,000 to
$10,000 per year plus equipment. software, and personnel
costs. If this is the route for you. make an appointment with
the sysop at the nearest university and find out what is
involved.
3.

Contacting Other PI:mctarbllls: e-mail and

Uscnct News.
There are 3 primary methods of connecting
directly with other planetarians via Internet: Usenet Ne\vs
(sci.astro.planetariulll). DOME-L, nnd direct e-mail.
3.1

Electronic Mail: "e-mail"
~-J1lail is a method of sendillg messages to other

users of Internet. You can send a message to anyone on
Internet anywhere on the Earth. The service is (currently)
free and immediate. Delivery times for messages are
typically in the range of a few milliseconds (!) to a few
seconds. During times of high traffic loads a message might
take a few minutes to make it across the globe. (In unusual
situations it may take a few hours. but that is rare.)
The main problcm with e-mail is that you have to
know the other person's address. There are no good
directories available .. (Some attempts have been made but
they are very limited in scope.) Hence, you must first ask
the other person for their address by SQl1le method other
than e-mail. Typical addresses are of the form
lIsemame@slIbllodes.J1ode.gent:ra'-"ode_(l'pe
For example. my address is JSO[ IL@CC.Weber.EDU,
hence my lIsemame is JSOHL my subnode is CC (computer
center) 011 the node Weber (Weber State University) and
the EDU means that I am at a university located in the
USA. Outside of the USA the general node type is a code
lIame for that country, e.g. AC for Australia. In the USA
the other codes typically found for the general node type
are COM (commercial), GOV tgovernment), MIL
(military), etc. As a further example someone on
CompuServe would have an address of
usernume@ColllpuServe.COr-.1 (change the cOlllma in the
CompuServe username to a period first). For America-OnLine it would be usemame@al)l.com.
The case (upper or lower) of the characters in the
address is not important.
3.1.1

Accessing E-mail.

Every system wil/be somewhat different. A
typical cOl11mamJ to initially get into the e-mail moue of
your system is to enter MA IL Jt the system prompt. If that
doesn't work try typing HELP or? at your main system
prompt, that should give you a list of available commaJlds.
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Once you get into e-mail, you might want to try entering
HELP or? again to see what commands are available for
sending mail messages. If you have problems you should
contact your local sysop.
Once you are in the mail handler for your system
the most typical commands to send a message is SEND or
MAIL. It is worth noting that many systems, the VAX in
particular. will automatically put you into a line editor
rather than a full screen editor. TIlis forces you to enter
your mail message one line at a time and then you cantt go
back to previous lines to make corrections. Obviously, this
is 110t good. Most (all?) systems will allow you to access a
full screen editor too, you just need to know how. For the
VAX the command you would give at the Mail> prompt is
SEND/EDIT and then to exit the editor and send your
message you would press Ctrl and Z at the same time.
Possibly the safest method to send a message is to create a
file outside of the mail system using the editor of your
choice, save that file as an ASCII text file and then have thl
mailer send that file for you.
In any case, the system will prompt you for an
address to send the message to and will also ask you for a
subject of the message.
Use net News.
Usenet News is a collection of over 4000 "news
groups" on every topic you can imagine. (And a few that
you would never imagine!) The groups are arranged in a
hierarchy by type. Science related groups generally start
with "sci." Some groups of particular interest are sci.astro,
sci.astro.planetarium, scLastro.hubble and sci. physics.
Usenet is a global bulletin board over which
people "chit chat" with each other in a shared environment
The buzz word for this is "asyncronotls conferenceing."
E.g., lets say you read a message that mentions the word
"Barco" and you have no idea what that means. You can
post a message that asks. Typically several others will then
post messages that explain what a Barco is, what other
options you have besides Barcos and why you might even
want a Barco to begin with. Other examples might be "we
want to try the show _ _ distributed by the _ _
planetarium, does anyone have experience with this show?'
or "My Ektagrophic III projectors keep blowing bulbs, doe!
anyone have a fix for this?" The best way to think of
Usc net News is like sitting in a big room with other
planetarians and discussing many topics at ollce. Those
tQpicsyou are interested in you read, those that bore you
can be ignored.
The bad part about Usenet News is that the Signal
To-Noise-Ratio can be very poor on some news groups.
Since the groups are mostly open to the public you can get
ANYBODY posting notes to the group, including the
occasional nut case who happens to own a computer.
Fortunately, except for a recent burst of postings 011 Dyson
Spheres, 'the readers of sci.astro.planetarium have been
'" ?
J._

good.about posting only things that are generally worth
reaJing.

pedagogy, demos, etc. There are actually several physics
related lists along with lists about science education,
chemistry education, etc.

3.2.1

Accessing Usenet News.
Usenet News is a service that is provided by your
local Internet node. To access this service you should
contact your local sysop ilnd ask what the command is,
which will differ depending on the computer and the "news
reader" software. Two common commands you might try
first are NEWS and VNEWS. Once you get on the system
follow the prompts that ask various questions until you get
to a prompt that looks something like NEWS> at that point
enter either HELP or? to get a list of the various commands
that arc available on your system. Don't be afraid to
experiment, you can not crash the system. At the very worst
you can tum your computer off and the system will kick
you off after some predetermined time.
Not all Internet nodes provide access to Usenet
News. If YOll don't have access to Usenet News, Alan
Gould has been providing a wonderfulservice to readers of
lJOME-L (see below). Alan has been reposting,
approximately Jaily, the contents of sci.astro.planetarium
via e-mail. You can contact Alan via e-mail
(Ihsastro@garnet.berkeley.edu) and he will add you to his
distribution list. The down side to this approach is that you
can only listen in. you can't participate.
If you have telnet capabilities (see below) then you
can gain access to Usenet News by: telnet nyx.cs.du.edu
and login as NEW then just answer all the questions to
establish an account for yourself from which you can then
access Usc net Ile\\ s.

J.J

DOI\'lE-L.
Alan Gould deserves accolades for another feature
or Internet. Alan stJI1cd PEN (Plnnetarian's Electronic
Newsletter) about a year ago. The original approach was to
scmi a postillg to Alan and he would act as the editor alld
i1ppend your message to the PEN. The list rapidly got too
large to easily handle and so a better solution, called a list
server, was found. J11d is now graciously administered by
Thomas Hocking . .-\ list server is an automated method of
distributing e-mail to a select group of people. You send
your message to th~ computer running the list servcr
solhvarc then thaI computer sends your message out to all
the people on the list. The two lJ1ain advantages of this
approach over Usenet News is thaI the list contains only
those people who share that parti<.:ular interest (i.e. the
signal-to-noise-ratio is usually much better) and all you
nceJ is e-mail access. (For example. a Compuscrve account
docs not have access to USl!net News, but it does have email.) There arc se\"eral thousand lists that one can
subscribe to, Two interesting ones for pianetarians are
DO~vlE-L ilnd PHYS-L.
UOME-L is Ll list specifically for planelarians"
PI IYS-L is a list for physics teachers tllat discusses
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3.2.1

Accessing DOME-L.
When you interface with any list server you need
to remember that the actual list (DOME-L in this case) is
separate from the list server (called USTSER V). All
commands should be sent to the list server tinct all messag'
should be sent to the list.
To subscribe to DO~tE-L send the following one
line e-mail message to the list server whose address is
LlSTSERV@gibbs.oit.unc.edu
SUBSCRIBE DOME-L first_name last_name
An equally important command (again sent to the
list server not the list) is:
SIGNOFF DOME-L
which will remove your name from the subscription list.
The list server will send you an introduction
message that will include various commands that will allov
you to learn about other lists, find out who else is all the lis
you just subscribed to, etc. Please remember to send·
commands to the server and not the list.
Once you have subscribed to the list you can post
a message for everyone on the list to read by sending a
regular e-mail message to the list. The address for sending
these messages is:
DOM E- L@gibbs.oit.unc.edu
your message will be posted to the list for everyone to read.
JA

Etiquette (a.k.a. "Netiquiette").
Unless there is sufficient reason, you should limit
your posts to DOME-L and Usenet News to one or two
posts maximum per day. You should also avoid excessively
long posts. Since some people have to pay for connect time,
long posts will cost them needless money if they are not
interested in that topic. If you have something important
that is long, the best thing to do is post a summary of the
item and offer to mail the complete text directly to those
who are interested.
It is sloppy at best, and considered rude by many,
to not include a meaningful subject line on alt e-mail and
other types of communications. A poor habit by some is to
use the "Reply" command too frequently. Lists such as
DOME-L send "Replies" to everyone on the list, even
though only one person was intended to receive the
message. Also, the "Reply" command keeps the same
subject line, hence you should only use that command if the
subject line is still germane to the new message.
One problem with Internet is that all of the subtle
vocal cues and body language cues that we have learned are
now missing. As a result it is sometimes dilTicult to tell if
someone is joking or not. Be careful not to fire off an angry
response to someone too fast. Once you send the message
there is no canceling it! (In the parlance of the net this is

called "flaming.")
4.

directories on a PC except you use a forward slash rather
than a back slash. For example at the explorer.arc.nasa.gm
site you might try the directory pub/SPACE/GIF in which
you will find o\'er 300 images in the GIF format. Most of
those images are complete with associated text files that
describe the image. (You will need a GIF viewer to see
these images, this is discussed below in the section on
sottware.)
The case of the characters in the fip address is not
important (on most machines). NOTE: the case of the
characters IS IMPORTANT once you have logged onto thl
remote computer!

FTP (File Transrer Protocol),

The problem with e-mail is that there is no good
wny Lo store important messages that just anyone can get
access to. Also, e-mail wilinot transfer anything but text
files, i.e. you can not send compressed files, executable
tiles, or picture files via e-mail. (Actually, e-mail lists suc.:h
as DOl'vlE-L do have an archive system where you can go
back and read previous messages, the note you get when
you sign up to the list will tell you how to do that. It
actually has a sophisticated search function lOO.)
Ftp is a method of moving large and/or encoded
files around on the net bctween computers. The original
idea is that if you have computer accoullts on two Internet
node computers and you wanted to transfer n file b~tween
them you wou Id use ftp to do it. It soon became clear that it
was ne~ssary to make files available to the general public
but not to allow them to have too much access to your
computer. This has come to be known as anonymous ftfl.
There are terabytes of information available over
Internet by using anonymous ftp. You can obtain Hubble
and other spacecraft images. NASA press releases, weather
infomlation, orbital data on comets. software for
calculating the positions of the planets, sol1ware for
viewing images, the list is truly endless.
There are two things you need to know to use tlp.
You necd to kllOw the address of the source and you need
to know a few basic ftp commands.

4.2

How to do ftp (Le. command summary)
The initial command may vary depending upon
your system, if you have troubles try the help function, if
that fails ask your sysop for help. Remember, commands
are not case sensitive, but all file and directory names ARE
case sensitive!
At your local system prompt you start ftp by entering:
rtp site_address

After several lines of information you should get a system
prompt, enter the command:
login
The computer will now ask you for a usemame, enter:
anonymous
You will now be asked for a password. Usually you should
enter your e-mail address, if that fails try entering the word
"guest" instead.
At this point you should be allowed access and you will gel
a security message telling you that you have only limited
access since you do not have a nomlal account and
uscmame on this particular computer.
To list the directory and file illfomlation enter:
dir
You will now get a screen full of information, most of it
will be indecipherable. On the left hand side there will be a
string of characters something like:
drwxf\.vxr-x 2 I·U 90 .....
-rw-rw-r-- I 143 90 ....

4.1

Ftp :u.ldrcsscs.
Section 9 includes a list of various ttp sites and
some of the interesting items stored at those sites. A few of
the most important ones are listed here:
Site address

Contcnts

pubin fo.jpl.nasa.gov

Nasa press releases,
images

explorer.arc.nasa.gov

Archives of images,
mission updates.
software

seds.lpl.arizona.edu

Vast amounts of images
and software. a list of
ftp sites.

stsci.edu (soon to
becomc ftp.stsci.edu)

Hubble data from the
Space Tclescope
Science Institute

Ignore everything but the first character. If a "d" appears
then that line describes a sub-directory. If a "-" appears
then that line describes a file.
On the far right of each line will be a number
followed by a dJte and a time or year and a name. For
example:
drwxr... 512 ASTRO
·rw-r...
2139 Read.Me
In this case the iirst line is a sub-directory called "ASTRO"
The second line is a 2139 byte long tile called "Read.Me".
It is usually good practice to get and read any files with
names like ReaJ.\rle since they can often save you time by
explaining the directory and naming structure that is being

Once you have logged on to lhe site (see below)
you will wanl to explore the variolls directories available.
Typically directories are arranged mllch like DOS arranges
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used on that particular mnchine. To get the me you should
enter:
ASCII
which will tell the system that the next files you will
download are text files. Then you should enter:
get Read.Me
IMPORTANT NOTE: TIle fip system is case sensitive! The
file names "Read~me" and "Read. Me" are NOT interpreted
as being the same file name! (Welcome to UNIX.) (The
commands, e.g. "get", are not case sensitive, but the tile
names arc.)

command:
binary
This will cause the transfer tO,be done in binary mode and
yottr information will arrive intact. Now you can issue the
same command you used above, for example:
get olympc3.gif

and you will be sent the image file of Olympus Mons.
A useful variation of the get command is the
multiple get command:
mget
with which you specify a wildcard inside the file name. For
example, to get all of the images of Olympus Mons from
this directory you could get each one individually, or you
can enter:
mget olym*.gif
where the" is a wildcard that will get all "gif' files starting
with "olym".
Finally, when you have gotten all the information
you need and want to exit from fip you should submit the
command:
quit
At this point you wiII be returned to your local computer's
familiar prompt.
While in ftp there are two different forms of help
that you get by using the! commands HELP and ?, the more
valuable information comes by entering the question mark.
You should do this so that you can see what some of the
other commands are that are available to you.

A useful command that is not required is:

hash
this command will cause the system to print a #charncter
for every 10,000 bytes.of transferred data, that will give
you an indication of how fast the tile is being delivered to
you. You only need to enter this command once. I usually
enter it right after I have completed the login sequence.
To change to the ASTRa sub-directory enter:
cd ASTRO

where "cd" is UNIX language for "change directory" here
again. "ASTRO" and "astro" arc not considered as being
the same directory.
Now that you have changed to this directory you
call again'do a directory command:
dir
to list the tiles and sub-directories of this directory. W1Ien
doing this, keep your eyes open for tiles with names like:
OOlndex, Index. Contents, AA-Illdex, etc. These useful tiles
will tcll you what the contcnts are of a particulnr directory.
Image files are generally stored in a fonnat called
GlF (Graphics Interchange Fommt, pronounced as "jiff')
and you must have GIF viewer software to reconstruct
these images. (See the software section below for some
suggestions.) When you list the files in a directory the
image tiles will generally l1e stored with an 8 charactcr
name followed by a period and then the letters GIF. Hence
the file "olympd.gif' is the 3rd image of a sequence of
images of Olympus Mons on .Mars. Don't be alal111ed if
then! is 110t a "oiympc.J..txt" tile describing the image since
n'wny 0 f the ne\\'er irriages contniliirnlx!dqe(j code that
,.
describes tflc irtlJge. 'Tlfe im~ge viewing soilware willnlloW
you the option of displliyri1g this text.
There are threccommands that are especially
usdul for moving around in the directory structure of the
ftp site:
show-directory Dispiays the current directory.
'cdu p or cd.. :Y1oves you up one layer in the directory
structure.
In order to get all. ~mage, J compressed. or an
executable file :- uu must transrnit the file differently than a
lext file. Earlier;. ou issued a command ASCI ( prior to
sending a text 1~lc. For a Ilon-lext file you must issue lhe

Sample ftp session.
TIle commands in bold print are the ones that r
entered, the rest of the information is the response from the
computer.
home_I 8:40> ftp pubinfo.jpl.nasa.gov
VX9000. WEBER.EDU \lultiNet FTP user process
3.2( I 06)
Connection opened (Assuming 8-bit connections)
<jpiinfo NoveJi NetWare 386 FTP Serv;r (V 1.38c),
Copyright (C) 1992,93 \furkWorks
Inc;, ready
JPLINFOJPL.NASA.GOV>login
Foreign usemame: anonymous
<Anoilymous Login Of\.. send id as password.
Password:
<User logged in, Max (,mnect time 90 minutes
<,Current Directory :
JPL-PAO/JPLPAO:/PLBLIC/JPLlNFO
JPLlNFO.JPL.NASA.GOV>hash
(Hash marks will be pri.~ted during transfers]
JPLlNFO.JPL.NASA.GOV>dir
<Opening connection for ASCII transfer
#
d [-R----F-J supervisor
512 Jun 2894,05:03 archive
512 lun 28 94 05:03 educator
d [-R----F-J supervisor
512 lUll 1794 10:09 hires
d [-R----f-]'frank

. 4.3
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d [-R---F-:] su,ervisor
512 lUll 28 94 12: 12 images
512 Jun 28 94 04:59 missions
d [-R----F-1 supervisor
d [-R----F-] supervisor
512 Jun 3094 16:30 news
- [-R---F-J frank
15031 Nov 1293 21 :38 readme
d [-R--F-J trank
512 Jun 28 94 04:52 sircxsar
d [-R----F-] supervisor
512 lUll 28 94 05:03 software
d [-R---P-J supervisor
512 JUll 28 94 04:58 universe
- [-R--F-] frank
2683 lun 3094 16:30 whats.new
86500 Kbytes Available Space
<Transfer complete
JPLINFOJPL.NASA.GOV>cd neViS
<Chdir okay
JPLINFO.JPL.NASA.GOY>dir
<Opening connection for ASCIf transfer
#

- [-R----F-] frank
-l-R----F-J frank
- [-R----F-! frank
- [-R----F~] frank

30358 Jun 179408:28 940617.uni
15740 Feb 794 11:00 95budgeLtxt
1666 Jun 1094 11:05 designs.pr
1950 Jun 30 94 16:08 g194070l.sta
- [-R----F-] frank
28306 May 2594 11:30 idahires.gif
- [-[Z----F-] frank
30034 JUIl 27 94 18: 13 idamn lst.gif
- [-R----F-] frank
33364 May 25 94 II :30 idamnclr.gif
- [-R----F-] frank
24287 Jun 27 94 18:12 idamnhLgif
- [-R----F-] frank
8110 Mar 23 94 10:00 idamoon.pr
- (-R----F-] frank
30976 May 25 94 II :30 idarotat.gif
- [-R----F-] frank
1385 Mar 3 94 II: 14 idasat.pr
- (-R----F-] frank
2683 Jun 30 94 16:30 index.new
- (-R----F-J frank
1809 Jun 3094 16:03 mg94070l.srJ
- (-R----F-J frank
4267 Jun 894 16:00 sl9craft.fs
- (-R----F-] frallk
2577 Jun 894 16:00 sl9dijup.txt
- [-R---F-] frank
6465 Jun S 94 16:00 sl9disun.txt
- [-R----F- J frank
17393 Jun 894 16:00 slgele.txt
- [-R----F-] frank
4366 JUA 894 16:00 sl9impac.txt
- (-R----F- J frank
2862 Jun 3094 16: 15 wf94070 I.sta
***** MANY FILES DELETED FOR BREI"fTY **"'**
86460 Kbytes Available Space
<Transfer complete
JPLINFO.JPL.NASA.GOY>dir iuarn*.gif
<Opening connection for ASCII transfer
#
- [-R----F-J frank
30034 Jun 27 94 18:13 idamnlst.gif
- [-R----F-J thll1k
33364 May 2594 II :30 idamnclr.gif
- [-R----F-] frank
24287 Jun 27 94 18: 12 idamnhi.gif
86452 Kbytcs Available Space
<Transfer complete
JPLINFO.JPL.NASA.GOY>binary
Ty'Pc: Image, Structure: File, Mode: Stream
JPLINFO.JPL.NASA.GOY>mget iuamn".gif
<Opening connection for BINARY tral1sfer
###

<Transfer complete
<-Opening connection for BINARY transfer
H#~

.

<Transli.:r complete
<Openillg connectioll ror BINARY trallsfer
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###
<Transfer complete
lPLINFO.JPL.NASA.GOV>cdup
<Chdir okay
JPLINFO.JPL.NASA.GOV>show-dircctory
<"JPL-PAO/JPLPAO:/PUBLIC/JPLINFO" is the current
directory
lPLlNFO.JPL.NASA.GOV>cd software
<Chdir okay
lPLINFOJPL.NASA.GOY>dir
<Opening connection for ASCII transfer
#
- [-R----F-J frank
- [-R----F-] frank
- [-R----F-J fmnk

188227 Jan 1394 12:00 2showlOl.exe
7936 Mar 1 93 10:02 binhex.bin
60174 Jan 493 11:13 comment.zip

*** MANY FILES DELETED FOR BREVITY ***
- [-R----F-] frank 195697Nov 992 15:16 xloadtar.z
- [-R----F-] frank 820190 Jan 2893 14:29 xv2tar.z
86500 Kbytes Available Space
<Transfer complete
JPLlNFO.JPL.NASA.GOV>show-dircctory
<"JPL-PAO/JPLPAO:iPUBLICIJPLINFO/SOFTW ARE" is
the current directory
JPUNFO.JPL.NASA.GOV>quit
<Goodbye.
home_18:51> dir idamn*.gif

Directory SYSSFACULTY:[JSOHL]
lDAMNlST.GIF;l
IDAMNHI.GIF; 1

IDAMNCLR.GIF;I

Total of3 files.
home 18:51>
The las' five lines are 10 verify that the Jiles did ill fact make
it to my home computer.
How to do ftp via e-mail.
Those without FTP access should send e-mail to
mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu with "send
usenetlncws.answers/finding-sources" in the body to find
out how to do FTP bye-mail.
4.4

5.

Telnct.

Unlike fir, telnet logs you on to the remote
computer just as though you had a regular account on that
computer. In facl. if you do have an account on a remote
computer and you want to log on from some other local
computer you can use telnet to do it.
Lets say you are at the IPS '96 conference in Japan
and you want to check your e-mail back home in Alaska.
All you neeJ to do is find someone who will allow you to
log on to their computer in Japan and then you (an telnet to
your home computer and login to your account just as if

you were doing it from your own office. You now have
complete access to your normal account from which you
can do e-mail, ftp. etc.
However, that is not all. Some computers have
guest accounts on which you can login as a special user via
tclnet. For planetarians one of the most important is
NASA's Spacelink. Other important uses for telnet are to
connect to computers that offer services that arc not olTered
011 your computer, see for example section 6 below.

8.. MarsLink Educational Program
9 .. Careers in Aerospace
10.NASA Educational Fact Sheets
11.C~puter Programs & Graphics
12.Mission to Planet Earth: Catalog of Education
Programs & Activities
13.Materials from Outside Organizations
14.1990-1991 High School Debate Topic Information
15.Liftoff to Learning Series-Educational Videotapes
16.Miscellaneous Classroom Activities
17.Activity Guides for PBS Series: Space Age & Living
and Working in Space
18.LlVE FROM ... OTHER WORLDS (Interactive
Program for Teachers and Students)

5.1

Telneting to NASA Spacclink.
NASA has a computer site known as Space/ink
which produces an interactive session. There is information
that is rrepared expressly for educators.
To connect to Spacelink use the following
command:

Enter an option number, 'G' for GO TO, ? for HELP, or
press RETURN to redisplay menu ..

tel net spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov

Follo\-v the directions on how to register.
Eventually you will get to a main menu that looks like:
NASA Spacelink Main Menu

Enter an option number, 'G' for GO TO, ? for HELP, or
press RETURN to
redisplay

1. Log Off NASA Spacelink

5.3

2. NASA Spacelink Overview

You can download files from Spacelink either by
attaching with a modem (Illternet doesn't work here) or by
lIsing fip and Internet. To fip issue the following command:

3. Current NASA News

Ftp and NASA's Spaeelink.

ftp 192.149.89.61

\ 4. Aeronautics

At this fip site you will find over 400 images and a fair
number of press releases.

5. Space Exploration: Before the Shuttle
6. Space Exploration: The Shuttle and Beyond

7.
8.
9.
10.

NASA and its Centers
NASA Education Programs
Instructional Materials
Space Program SpinoffsfTechnology Transfer
11. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

6.

Archie, Gopher, World Wide \Veb, Mosaic, etc.

These are all systems that are useful for finding
information sites on the Internet. Knowing how to ftp, for
example. is useless unless you know where to fip to. These
services are ail intended to make moving through the
Intcrnet a lot ~asier. Some of these services are still fairly
'lew and are rapidly changing. There is nothing you can do
but give them a try and see what is currently available.
Here is a brief overview of a few of them.

12. NASA FOSTER On-line Project
Enter an option number, 'G' for GO TO, ? for HELP, or
press RETURN to redisplay menu ... 9

Entering menu choice 9 gives the following menu:

6.1

Previous Menu

Archie

This is a service that will find ftp sites. Y0U
specify a search parameter and Archie looks for fip sites
with that character string in the olle or more of the
directories. Once you have found an interesting site you
would use the normal ftp commands described abOH! to
search the site and recover any files. The command syntax
is

Instructional Materials
1. Main Menu

2.. Livmg In Space Activities
19.Mission
EarthBound Teacher
3.. Space Science Activities
Resource
Guide (MTPE)
4 .. Newsletters for Educators
20.NASA
FOSTER On-line project
5.. 0btaining NASA Educational Publications

a reh ie -optioll dlaraeter_stril1g

Where the "-option" commands of most importance Me
(note that you can only usc one option at a time):
-c
The character_string can be anywhere in the namc.
-5
Ignores the case of the characters in the chJracter
string.

S.. Astronomy Information
7.. Very La-Res "Graphics"
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For example the search Archie astro resulted in a list of23
ftp sites. a partial sample of that list is reprouuced below:
home_14: 17> archie astro
Host achilles.doc.ic.ac.uk

Location: Itex/aston/fonts
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x.

512 Apr 2G 04: 14 astro

Host calypso-2.oit.unc.edu
Locatioll: Ipub/packages/TeX/fonts
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x
512 Oct 29 1993 astro

6.3

These are different fomlats of the same concept. If
you know what hypertext or hypercards are on the Mac,
then you know what W3 is. In the most complete form you
can get images, animations, movies. etc. (a.k.a.
hypem1edia) all directly linked to your personal computer
live via Internet.
The original system worked only on X-Windows
workstations with direct Internet connections. Now,
however, you can get Mosaic for both the Mac and
Windows PC, but you still need a direct connection. If you
can do this, you should. You wil! need the approprate
sothvare and a direct Internet connection. One method of
getting this connection is via modem and a SLIP or PPP
connection. If you wish to pursue this option I suggest that
you get one of the "Windows Internet Tour Guide" or the
"Mac Internet Tour Guide" books. These excellent books
contain both directions and software for making this
connection. You will need to pay a users fee for the phone
link SLIP or PPP connection to the Internet.
If you are lucky enough to have a direct eli1ernet
connection to the Internet than you can get Mosaic for your
PC or Mac via ftp. This situation gives you the power of
Mosaic along with both high speed and zero cost.

Location: incwsarchivc/col1lp.binarics.ibm.pc/volunlc 19
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x
512 lui 7 1993 astra

512 Apr 5 1993 astro
512 Feb 15 1993 astro

Host ftp.wlIstl.cdu
Locat ion: /gmph ics/graph ics
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x
8192 Oct 31 1993
Location: IpackagesiTeX/fonts
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x'
8192 Nov G 1993
Location: Isystems/rnac/rascal
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x
8192 Nov 2 1993
Location: /usenetlcomp.binarics.ibm.pclvolume 19
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x
8192 Oct 31 1993

astro
astra
astra
astro

Host hakyoll.com
Location: /wuarcllive/graphics/graphics
DIRECTORY urwxrwxr-x
512 Jun 25 1992 astro
Host hanauma.stan ford.edu
Location: /pub
DIRECTOR Y dr-xr-xr-x

5 12 Mar 24 1991 astro

! lost idlJstro.gsfc.nasa.gov
Location: /pro
DIRECTOR Y ul"\vxr-xr-x

153G

JUll

World Wide Web (WWW or \V3), Mosaic,

Lynx

f lost ftr.germany.eu.net

1·lost ftp.iuncLit
Loq)ion: Idisk I
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x
Location: Idisk l/systcllls/mac
DIRECTORY drwxr-xr-x

the file, image, and/or information search that you want.
You access veronica from inside your local gopher. To start
gopher on your Internet node simply enter "gopher" at your
prompt. You can find a continuously updated file on
frequently asked questions (faq) on gopher at:
file:llrtfm.mit.cdu:/pub/usenetlnews.answers/gopher-faq
As before, this means that you do an anonymous fip to
rtfm.mitedu and change to the pub/useneUnews.answers
sub-directory and then get the tile "gopher-faq".

6.3.1
How to get the most current information
available on WW\V.
You should ftp to rtfm.mit.edu and move to the
directory pub/usenetlnews.answers/www and get the file
·'faq". By the way. the uniform way to specify exactly what
this last sentence said is:
filc:llrtfm.mit.edu/pub/usencUncws.answers/www/faq

8 20:53 astra
G.3.2
How to get Mosaic f~r your PC or Mac via
anonymous ftp to ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu. In both cases you
should get all the "readme" files in the directory.
G.3.2.1 For Mac version:
cd to WeblMosaic/Mac
get NCSAMosaicMac.1 03 .sit.hqx
(needs to be unbinhexed and unstuffed)
G.3.2.2 For Windows' version:
cd to Web/Mosaic/Windows
hget mos20a8.zip (zip files are binary so use the
binary get)

6.2

Gopher
This is a system that allows you to do ftp search
and recovery and telnet cOllnections from a nlenu driven
system. I.e .. it gets rid of many of the obscure commands
that you neeu to do ftp and teind. Like ftp sites, gopher
sites htlv\,! specific infomultion at each site. lienee, you
need to !irst locate the gopher site of interest. Veronica is
to gopher as <lrchie is to ftp. Unlike archie, veronica will
not just icll you where the gopher site is but will also
connect ytHI to the appropriate gopher so that you can get
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(needs to be unzipped)

8.2

The Windows rnternet Tour Guide, Michael
Frnase, Ventana Press, ©1994, ISBN 1-56604081-7,524.95, 344p. This book contains free
software to make a SLIP or PPP connection to
Internet then giving you a direct Mosaic
hypermedia interface.

8.3

The Mac Internet Tour Guide, Michael Fraase,
Ventana Press, ©1993, ISBN 1-56604-062-0,
$27.95, 288p. Mac version of the previous listing.
Contains excellent free software.

8.4

The Intcrnet Directory, Eric Braun, Fawcett
Columbine/Ballantine Books. © 1994, ISBN 0449-90898-+, $25.00, 704p. Assumes that you
already know how to use Internet but need to
know where to find resources. A very complete
listing of resource sites.

8.5

Internet Instant Reference, Paul E. Hoffman,
Sybex, ©1994, ISBN 0-7821-1512-8, $12.99,
317p. A "pocket book" size book. Very terse,
assumes that you already have some knowledge of
the ~nternet and are just looking for a reference to
help you expand your know ledge base or to recall
some obscure command that you can't remember.

WW\V for text oilly systems (VT100 terminals).
6.3.3
(Also called Lynx.)

Try the following telnet site to obtain text access
toWWW:
telnet ukanaix.cc.ukans.cdu
and login with a username ofwww and you will be
connected to a Lynx versioll of WWW that will allow you
to connect to NASA, Space Telescope Science Institute.
and other WWW resources.
7.

Useful Software.

You \villllt.:ed sottwnrc to view image tiles and to
dccoue/uecompress files. This software will depenu on your
personal computer. I do most ormy work on the PC nollhe
Mac, hence you will need to find other sources if you are a
Mac user. (For the image files (GIF files) the Mac is almost
certainly the better computer to use.) You will also need a
program such as Kermit to transfer the files from the
computer that is the Internet node to your OWI1 computer.
The sysop at your Internet node can help you with the
transfer procedure. The software you lise will depend on
both your computer and the Internet node computer.
7.1
7.1.1

7.1.2

PC software. (These arc all shareware files.)
pkunzip.exe. Decompresses files, you can find this
on many ttp sites as pk204g.exe which is a self
decompressing tile. Check the software directory
of your favorite fip site, it will certainly be there.
For example, in section 4.3 above this file is
located in the sollware sub-directory.
vpic, vuimg, and cshow. These are GIF
decoders/viewers. (My favorite is cshow.)

7.2.2

Mac suftware.
stuffit. A program that will decompress
(unbinhex) files.
Gif Converter. An image viewing program.

8.

Reference Uool,s.

7.2
7.2.1

ASTRO-FTP LIST
Updated 07.03.1994
:; This is a short description of anonymous-ft:p tile
containing
;; astronomy and space research related material. I have
included only those
:; servers where there are special subdirectories for astro
stuff or much
;; material included into a general directories. This list is
not a complete
:; data set of possible places, so I would be very happy
of all kind of
::. nolices and infonnation depending on this listing.
s~rvers

Each of the following books have been llsed or
reviewed by me and are all useful resources. TIlcre are
many other books also available that I have heard good
repurts abollt. but I dill not personally look those over so
they arc not listed. There is no order to this list.
8.1

9.
List of ftp sites with soft'ware, images, data, etc.
related to astronomy.

:: The newest version of this file is available via
anonymous-ftp as:

Navigating The Internet, Richard J. Smith ami
Mark Gibbs, Sums Publishing. ©1993, ISBN 0672-30362-0. A very complete guide to the
Intt:rnet. Good reference for sites fllr ftp, lelnet,
www.etc.This is my f:worite book on Internet.

ftp. funet. fi :/pu,b/astro/genera lIastro fip. txt
:; There are also many mirror (copy) archives of big FTP
sites which are not
:; included illto this list. Only some of mirroring sites are
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listed.

chara.gsu.edu
Journal of
131.96.5.10

#

#
#
#
#

Helsinki*
#

Veikko Makela
Veikko.Makcla@Helsinki.FI
·Computing Centre of Univ.
"'Ursa Astronomical Association*

# Server, IP
# Directories

# Contents

arizona.edu
128.196.128.233
/software/unix/xsky

XSky distribution

nrp.unu.edu.au
130.5<5.4.90
/pub/images/nasa

explorer.arc.nasa.gov
Voyager CDROMs,
128.102.32.18
news,images,N ASA
Ipub/SPACE
software,
/cdrom
export.lcs.mit.edu
18.24.0.12
Icontrib/xephem
epona.physics.ucg. ie
images,
140.203.1.3
Ipub/astro
ipub/space
!pub/fits

AlPS document and

ceu I.nukuni.ac.nz
130.216.1.5
Imsdos/astronomy
rcfusct..!

cdsarc. u-slrasbg. fr
tables
130.79.128.5
IPlib

Magellan Hypennap (Mac)

Magellan, Viking and
Spacecraf data and
data, Space link texts, VICAI
FAQ
XEphem distribution

Some software, prediction
FITS info, miscellaneous

as suppOr1

tits.cv.nrao.edu
sample data,

FITS documents,

192.33. I 15.8

test files, sci.astro.fits archiv

image processing,FITS test

/FITS
Delta Clipper/SSRT info

AAS info, AAS job register,

I1p.cc.utexas.edu
128.83.186.13
'pub/delta-clipper
I1p.cco.caltech.edu
1991
131.215.48.200
,·pub/misc

Astronomy magazine index

Ipub

c.scs.uiuc.edu
128.174.90.3
Ipub

Radar ami passive

Atari

archive.afit.af.mii
Satellite·
software,documents,eicments
129.92.1.66
/pub/space

blackhoie.aas.org
NASA info,
192.102.234.112

ASA, SAC news

Images

atari.archive.umich.edu
141.211.1 64.8
Iatari/npp i ications/astronom y

baboon.cv.nrao.edu
patchl!s.radioastronomy
192.33.115.103
images,AI PS++

delcano.mit.edu
microwave images,
\8.75.0.80

Electronical Journal of ASA

geneml documents

ROSAT,StarcharttPC)

np.cnam.fr
163.173.128.6
pub/Astro

PC
(*) overseas connections

Databases, catalogues. A&A

(mages

ftp.cs.tu-berlin.de
PC,Amiga.Mae,Unix,images,general
130.149.17.7
pub/astro
ftp.funcLti
PC,Mac.CP/M.Atari,Amiga,databases,Unix,
128.2 I4.6.1 00
HP4S.0S/2,texts,News,soilll
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reports,
fpub/astra
ftp.sti.nasa.gov
192.112.12.1
/scan
fip.sunspoLnoao.edu
calender for Unix.
146.5.2.1
fpub

images,Satellite elcments,FAQ

info
128.149.1.165
Ipub/space

aeronautics and aerospace info
legacy.gsfc.nasa.gov
FITS proposal
128.183.8.233
Idocuments/fits/ofwg_recomm
Satellite tracking &
nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov
HST,IUE,Astro-I,NSSDCA info,Spacewam.
128.183.36.23
FITS standard

daily corona maps

fip.univ-rcnnes IJr
1:;9.20.128.34
fpub/lmagesl ASTRO

Images, animations

ttphosLhq.eso.org
ESO info,

ESO-0.-11 DAS for PC/Linux,

oak. oak land.edu

PC

141.210.10.117

.'pub/msdos/asrrnomy

134.171.8.4

plaza.aarnet.edu.au
139.130.4.6
!graph ics/graph iCS/astfO
Imagellan

FITS documents

ImiJaspub
garbo. uwasa. ti

PC

ip..:iaslrollolll Y
images

husky I.stmarys.ca
140.184.1.1
,pestuff

ECU distribution

idlaslra.gstC.nasa.gov
128.183.57.82

IDL rOlltines

pubin fo.jpl.nasJ.gov
images
128.149.6.2

JPL news, status reports,

pu Isar. princeton.edu
128.112.131.69
pub/catalog

pnlsar c:ata!og

ra.nrLnavy.mil
io.cc.gettysburg.edu
material

t\[ac

128.60.U.21
MacSciTcchiastro

Educational programs and

rascal. ics. utexas.edu
128.83.138.20
'mac

138.234.4.10

;pub
irafnoao.cuu
'·W.2S2.1.1
iraf
jplinfo.jpl.nasa.gov

Yale Bright Star Catalo~

pomona.clarelilont.edu
134.173"+.160
'YALE BSC

128.214.87.1

gipsy. vmars.tuwiell.ac.at
12l't.130.39. 16
/pub/spacegi fs

images,docs,i\ lagellan

rata. VU\\ .ac.nz
130.195.2.11
pub/astrophys

Mac

Astrophysical sozhvare

JPL information. images

137.78.104.2

rigel.acs.oakland.edu

'pub

141.210.10. 117

PC

'pub/msdos/astronomy
julius.cs.qub.ac.uk
143.117.5.6
pub/SpaccDigcstArch ive

Space Digest

kilroy.jpi.llaSi.l.gov

Satellite eklllcnts.spacc(,att:

Atari
rusm v J rus. un i-stuttgart.de
129.69. t.l2
soCtlaL!ri'applications :!.StrollOITlY
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satftp.soesLhawaii.edu
128.171.154.121
'
fpub
seds.lpl.arizona.edu
elements.
128.196.64.66

earth images

fpubftechreports/larc

images, animations, satellite
texts. programs, ttp.funet.ti c.

solbourne.solbourne.com

stsci.edu
images
130.167.1.2
ISoftwarc

sumex.stanford.edu
36.44.0.6
lin ro-maclapp
sUIlO.urz.uni~heidelbcrg.de

unbmvs l.csd.unb.ca
activity info
13 1.202.1.2

, some PC programs

Space geodesy,soiar

pUb.canspace

uwasLastro. wisc.edu
Telescope
128.104.39.203
/nastec

Martian map

world.std.com,
192.74.137.5
fpub/astronomy

1-ISTMap(Mac),HST info,HST

xi.uleth.ca
forecast
142.66.3.29
plot, coronal
/pub/solar

Mac

North American Small
Cooperative info

PC; source codes

Solar reports,auroral activit:,

maps,solar images,x-r?y
emission plots

PC,misc

129.206.100.126
Ipubfmsdos/astronomy
techreports. brc.nasa.go\'
reports
128.155.3.58

Solar X-ray images (:-'lac

128.183.57.24
fpub/images

garbo.uwasa.fi c.

141.138.2.2
Ipub/rpl as~ is/astro

stardent.arc.nasa.gov
128.102.,21.44
/pub

umbra.gsfc.nasa.goY

FITSIO subroutines

animations)

/pub

sol.deakin.oz.au
128.184.1.1
/pubfPCichyde/aslronomy

tetra.gsfc.nasa.gov
128.183.8.77
fpub

# Some abbreviations:
#
# c = copy (mirror) of other archive

NASA Langley technical
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Workshop

on Coping with Pseudo-Astronomy
Notes by Norm Sperling

34 enthusiastic planetarians devoted a full morning to discussing assorted forms of
pseudo-astronomy that afflict planetaria, and sharing ideas and experiences on how to handle
each. Participants came from Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain, Ireland, Lithuania,
Mexico, Norway, and the United States. The high attendance, depth of experiences represented,
and strength of feelings on the subject suggest that fighting pseudo-astronomy should be an
ongoing activity of IPS, its publications, its conferences, and its affiliates.
2 U.S. participants teach college courses opposing pseudo-science: John Sohl at Weber
State U, Utah (Fall 1994) and David Menke at Broward Comm .. College Florida.
The principal field isplanetary motions, especially astrology. John Mosley (Griffith P,
Los Angeles) suggests the proven sales technique of the first briefly, sympathetically agreeing
with them in general terms, and then going on to make your own point. He notes that astrology
succeeds in giving people a connection to the cosmos, and predicting the future. Another
participant pOinted out that astrology is much more personal than the cold science of astronomy.
David Menke points out that Isaiah 47 in the Bible's Old Testament is strongly anti-astrology, a
powerful argument to Christian, Islamic, and Jewish people. Dennis Mammana (Fleet Space
Theater, San Diego) suggests the thought-experiment asking what mechanism astrology might
work by. Distinguish between 'belief systems' and 'science'. John Sohl notes that the effect must
be shielded by meat,so if a baby is born with unfavorable influences, wrap it in steaks till
amore propitious time. Rod Nerdahl (Minneapolis P) told how astrologers were extremely
threatening during an anti-astrology show in the late 1980s. Ole Knudsen (Steno Museum,
Aarhus, Denmark) recommended a live-and-Iet-live attitude when astrologers call their
practice a religion, but fighting when they claim it is science. He suggests trying to sow doubts.
In the foreword to Recent Advances in Natal Astrology, Mather, Dean and _ _ say that their
thick book doesn't prove anything. He suggests not using statistics unless you have a lot of them
to explain, and listeners might believe it. Most people don't believe statistics. Many astrologers
do know about precession.
Sperling described an anti-horoscope project that produced interesting results. Students
from his college astronomy class prepared daily horoscope papers for each astrological sign,
containing: that day's predictions for that sign from 2 rival syndicated columns, plus 6
predictions from elsewhere and elsewhen. All indications of dates were deleted. Late in the day,
respondents were asked "Considering how your day has gone, how appropriate would each of
these have been for you this morning?" Predictions intended for that day proved no better than
predictions not intended for that day. And, surprisingly, respondents thought the predictions'
were generally inappropriate.
Several earnestly warned not to debate astrologers unless you are really secure in your
knowledge and a very good speaker. Mosley recommended bringing props. He uses a piece of
chewing gum to demonstrate how something can be satisfying even though it has substance.
Someone recommended a tea bag, suggesting you get same results from reading tea leaves. Go
with a short list of your points. Almost ignore the opposition's points (they ignore yours;
politicians are masters at this).
A recommended book: The Origins of the Zodiac, by Rupert Gleadow.
Babylonians also examined the entrails of animals. Do astrologers also recommend that?
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Kepler disparages astrology somewhere-pemaps in a biography of Kepler by a famous Russian.
Terri Gipson (McDonnell P, St. Louis) is planning amajor exhibit, including countering
pseudo-science. She bemoaned too little public revulsion with Nancy Reagan's astrplogical
involvement.
In fighting pseudo-science. Sperling recommended subscribing to the Skeptical .inquirer,
journal of the Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal. Mosley
also recommended another magazine, the slick bi-monthly, The Skeptic, from Los Angeles, with
more in-depth articles. (Its editor mortgaged his house to fund it. and has' now gotten it onto
magazine racks across the US.) Mercury magazine has run a number of anti-pseudo-science
references, and IPS has fought this through Jeanne Bishop's committee.
Bob Allen (U of Wisconsin, La Crosse) warned that another planetary-alignment scare is
coming, already the subject of a book called 5-5-2000 by Richard William Noone, are-issue
of his 1982 book Ice, the Ultimate Disaster. See "5-5-2000" by Wade E. Allen (Dayton, Ohio),
Proceedings of the 29th Annual GLPA Conference. Great Lakes Planetarium Assn., 1993, pp 2324. 'A conjunction at the millennium offers tempting subject matter for planetarium shows,
revised and updated from The Jupiter Effect and the Harmonic Convergence. (Also, remember
the solar eclipse on 25 December 2000).
Thomas Schroeder, the artist at Morehead P, Chapel Hill, NC, made a clay model of Hoagland's
Face on Marsl
Ole Knudsen alerts us to Zachary Sitcher, a new claimant combining features of von Daniken and
Velikovsky. propounding the 12th planet, how man came from the stars, ancient astronauts, and
Babylonians.
Francisco Diego (University College, London) complained that astronomy' often loses by default:
people need to believe something; astrology is there, and astronomy is not so much.
For the 1996 IPS convention in Japan, remember that Japanese culture seems very receptive
to UFOs.
How can one counter tabloid television shows? How can one deal with UFOlogists? Several
participants were interested in UFOs, ETs, and the like, but lunchtime overtook those topics.
Other related topics participants listed that they are interested in: science vs. religion, physics
vs. metaphysics, spontaneous combustion, creation vs. evolution, lunar influence, sects, and
lunar influences.
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Owning Your Own Planetarium
by April S. Whitt
This workshop represents the effort and information offered by many planetarium professionals. Thank
you to:
Sally Aberth and Rebecca Elrant, City and Country Skies, Dennis Ashton, Marilyn Bacyinski, Chatterton
Planetarium, Dayle Brown, Pegasus Productions, Greg Gansz. Learning Technologies, Inc., Suzy
Humphries, Inter-Action Productions, Richard Knox. Penzance Peripatetic Planetarium, Paul J.
Krupinski, Ancient Eyes Productions, Steve Garrow and Steve Tomacek, Science Plus, John Lang, Clear
Skies, Wayne Narron, Star Traveler, Gloria Rail. New Jersey State Museum, Sue Reynolds, OnondagaCortland-Madison BOCES Planetarium, Jim and Shirley Smith, Kensington House Ltd.,Bryan Taylor,
Science Alive, Charles Treleaven, Journeyman Education Services, Raymond Worthy, Stargazer
Planetarium Services
When Sue Reynolds contacted me about this workshop in March, my fi rs t thought was, " I don't
own my own business! In America you probably need a lawyer, or at least a sequoia's worth of
paperwork from the government, right?" And said "Yes," anyway, figuring it would be a good learning
experience. It has been, and the people with whom I've spoken are profiles in stellar courage and
ingenUity.
I started the research by sending a survey by mail 0 r fax to anyone I could think of 0 r find out
about who runs a portable planetarium business, and received 13 replies from English speaking
countries around the world. Here's a copy of the survey.
IPS 1994
PORTABLE PLANETARIUM WORKSHOP
INFORMATION FORM
Please take a few minutes to complete this form, and return it in the envelope provided, by May 15,
1994. Thank you! Please use the back of this sheet for further explanations.
Your name:
____________ _
When and how did you get started in your own portable planetarium business?
Are your programs mostly (check one) educational ( ) or entertainment ( )?
What programs do you offer?(check as many as apply) science ( )literature( ) math ( )social studies
( )art/music ( )other ()
(please list on back)
Your main audience is (check as many as apply)mostly schools ( )special requests ( )scout groups ( )
clubs ( )
Did you start with any financial backing? yes ( ) no ( )
wrote a grant ( ) to whom? __________________________ _
found other funding ( ) who? ____________________________ _
did ita II on my own ( )
When you set fees for groups, what expenses do you calculate into the fee?
living expenses ( )insurance/medical coverage ( )retirement ( )repair costs ( )replacement costs (
transp. costs ( )advertising ( )hand-outs for the audience ( )other ( ) (please list on back)
Do you advertise? yes ( ) no ( ) Paid( ) or unpaid ( )? How?
newspaper ads ( ) journal ads ( )mai/ out flyers ( )
have hired a consultant ( )word of mouth ( )
What star projector do you use? Starlab ( ) Goto ( ) Other ( )
What other hardware 0 r control systems do you use? single slide projector( s)( )carousel projector ( )
special effects ( )music (tape? CD? speakers?) ( )dissolve unit for slides ( ) other ( ) (please list)
What one bit of hardware (projector, tape player, control mechanism, whatever) yvould you recommend
most highly? Why?
Do you do programs alone ( ) or take a helper along ( )?
What one "tip" or advice would you give someone who wants to start a traveling planetarium
business?
Thirteen pfanetarians responded to this survey. Their information is listed with the appropriate section
of this paper.
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Getting

Started

The one question I didn't ask on the survey was "WHY did you get started in your own
business?" Many reasons, J suppose. Flexibility of schedule, pure love of travel, personal satisfaction,
the chance to fill a perceived need,or to be your own boss ... the reasons are probably endless. The
"How?" section of the questionnaire was answered thus:
When and how did you get started in your own portable planetarium business?
"Three years ago we bought one. We had been renting it to use in our school. When other schools asked
us to come we decided to buy one. In our third year we have made back our investment."
"September 1993: I took early retirement from teaching and used some of the gratuity to buy a
Starlab Planetarium."
'We are an educational charity and have been operating since 1968. The company aims to design and
develop innovative methods of learning, and works with young people, disadvantaged people, and in
particular those who live in inner cities ... At present we have two domes on permanent tour ... "
"March 1990: Designed and built projector and MKI dome (3m) for my own classes, but to be suitable
for transportation. Built MK 1/ dome (5m dia. inflatable) in 1993."
"October 1993: Secured bank loan (first astronomer to receive a bank loan from Key Bank!), called
Greg Gansz to order Starlab, waited for the mail, packed my car and off I went!"
'When I saw one of these I just fell in love with it. I took a one year leave from my school and
borrowed the money from my mother to buy this van and Starlab."
"Three years after working for a school district that had a Starlab."
"Had trained many teachers in the use of portable planetarium. When J retired (1993), decided to
continue sharing with teachers through seminars/workshops and presentations at their schooL"
"I do this part-time for school groups within two hours of Trenton."
"Purchased Starlab in 1991, began running it in 1992, use it in school programs and school holiday
activities. "
"I bought the· Starlab used from the Lawrence Hall of Science eight years ago and do programs that go
to schools, libraries and camps. Then I became a distributor for Starlab."
"Following appointment as representative for Starlab (Australia and New Zealand), I decided to use a
school service as a means of financing the business. Starting in November 1992, we now have three
units working."
"1986: Part-time (still teaching). 1992: Full time. Taught astronomy. Built my own dome and
projector. "
Are your programs mostly (check one)
educational (
or entertainment
)?
Educational: 13 Entertainment: 1 "Edu-tainment": 1
What programs do you offer?(check as many as apply)
science (12) . literature (2) math (3)social studies (4 )art/music (3)other ( ) (please list on back)
Other: myths, specialized navigation lessons: "Communications Satellites," "First Voyage of
Columbus," "Voyages of Exploration," "World's Weather and Trading Routes," "Voyage of First Fleet
1788 (to Australia}."
Your main audience is

(check as many as apply)

special requests (6)
scout groups (4)
Mostty schools (13)
Others listed: resorts, nature centers, libraries, the State. Museum.

clubs (4)

What one "tip" or advice would you give someone who wants to start a traveling
planetarium business?
"Know your audience."
"Make sure that you have an area within traveling distance of home within which you can operate as
the sale traveling planetarium -- then just go for it!"
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"Do your homework."
(i) Get a map and layout a travel time contour. Gocd highways increase your range. How many
schools can you reach in time to start the school day? Staying overnight increases costs."
(ii) You MUST discover who else is doing the same and where.
(iii) From (i) and (ii) you can get an idea of viability.
"There are several experienced operators in Britain who maintain that it is nearly impossible to
maintain a viable business from schools alone. (I have a pension to back up my income.) There may be a
chance if you set up in a large conurbatio~. I operate in the North of England and my range is large: from
River Tweed to River Humber and across to the West coast. One operator runs his dome as an
imaginary spaceship visiting dinosaurs."
"Don't expect to make a living at it."

I t looks like most of the respondents started out all on their own, perhaps with grants, and that
the longest-running business I learned of is younger than 10 years old.
The main advice seemed to be to carefully research the 'area in which you plan to travel.
Obviously, the traveling planetarium business won't support too many vendors in one area (no matter
what the Amway people would have you believe).
In John Meader's Planetarian article (Owning Your Own Planetarium, vol. 22, no. 4, December
1993, pp. 33-34; a copy of it is at the end of this paper), he describes the several years of planning
and acquiring equipment that he and his wife went through before starting on the road. Researching the
area you'll be traveling is essential.
Then there's the ubusiness" part of the traveling planetarium business. In the United States,
the paperwork and legalities are pretty minimal, if you employ only yourself. You have to estimate
your taxes and pay them quarterly. There are plenty of books about how to get started in your own
business. Here are a few of the good ones:
Attard, Janet, Home Offjce and Small B\!sjness Answer Book Henry Holt & Co., ISBN 0-8050-2078-0.
Baugh, L. Sue, Maridell Frayer, David Thomas. Handbook for Business Wrjtjno NTC Business Books.
Brock, Barbara, editor, Gllide to Corporate Support Publisher: David J. Dell, PhD, Editorial Offices: P.
O. Box 3649, 1330 Route 206N. Princeton, NJ 08543-3649. Phone 609-497-0777.
Friedman, Robert, The Complete Small 8!1sjness LeQal Gujde Enterprise/Dearborn Press
Kamaroff, Bernard, Small Time Operator 1991. Bell Springs Publishing, Laytonville. CA, ISBN 0917510-06-2. How to start your own small business, keep your books, pay your taxes and stay out of
trouble. Yearly updates available.
Keats, Elizabeth, Guide for the preparation of Grants and Proposals for Starlab Portable Planetariums
Learning Technologies, Inc. 1990.
Margolin, Judith B., editor. The FOllodatioo Center's User-Friendly Guide' Grantseeker's· Guide to
Beso!lrceS
PSI Research, Startino and Operatjno a 8llSiness in GeorQja (or you can order any other state in the
U.S.)
Whitmeyer, C., S. Rasberry and M. Phillips, Bunnjng A One-Person Busjne ss Ten Speed Press, ISBN 089815-237 -2. Suggestions for getting financial and organizational systems in place.
Proven Tips and Secrets lor Wjnnjno Grant $SS prepared by Government Information Services in
cooperation with Education Funding Research Council, 1611 Kent S1. Suite 508, Arlington. VA .22209.
Phone 703-528-1082.
News and Small B!Jsiness Journal a newspaper section with articles about small businesses. from TWG
Publishing, 4281 Northside Drive, Atlanta, Georgia, 30327, fax 404-816-3337.
Getting Financial Backing
Getting the funding to start up a business can be another high hurdle on your way to the stars. Most of
the survey respondents used their own or borrowed moneys to purchase equipment and get underway:
Did you start with any financial backingfl3s (3) no (8)
wrote a grant ( ) to whom? Royal Society CoptJS Grant lottery Qrants money
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found other funding ( ) who? Sheffield-Hallam University borrowed money from parent
did it all on my own: The majority of respondents indicated this was an investment of their own
financial resources. One added, "With assistance from a sponsor, and this was the use of space in my
wife's school (where she teaches)."
When you set fees for groups, what expenses do you calculate into the fee?
living expenses (9)insurance/medical coverage (5)retirement (1 )repair costs (5)replacement costs (6)
transp. costs (1 O)advertising (4)hand-outs fo r the audience (3) other ( ) (please lis t)
Other: Motor vehicle, telephone, accounting, office staff, consumables.
One respondent added: "It's not our main source of income (teaching is)."
"Mention your business to EVERYONE you meet!"
Learning Technologies, Inc.'s Betsy Keats has put together an award-winning manual (listed
above) for grant-writing. There are private foundations and corporate sponsors with money to grant to
innovative and effective programs. Betsy's list of Fortune 500 company headquarters and corporations
that f'~nd science education are included at the end of this paper.
The Foundation Center is THE clearinghouse to check. Helpful librarians can answer questions,
help with research and give suggestions that will help you match your goals with those of grant-giving
agencies.
Check out this national service that provides factual information, and is helpful in finding out
where to most appropriately apply for grant funding. The Center supplies its publications and
supplemental resources to cooperating collections in libraries in all 50 states. and in Australia, Canada,
Mexico, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Great Britain and Japan. Call toll-free 1-800-424-9836 for a
complete address list of all cooperating collections.
The Center's data is available on-line through DIALOG Information Services and
Telecommunications Cooperative Network. Contact DIALOG at 1-800-334-2564 or TCN at 212-7149780.
Foundation Center National Collections:
1001 Connecticut Avenue NW. Suite 938
Washington, CC 20036
202·331-1400

79 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10003
212-620-4230

Foundation Center Field Offices:
312 Sutter Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
415-397 -0902

1442 Hanna Building
1442 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, 0; 44115
216-861-1933

These national/international corporations have provided funding for Starlabs:
ATT
American Express
Amoco
Bank of America
Champion Int. Corp.
Conoco
May tag
McDonnell-Douglas Corporation Lockheed

Morrison-Knudson
Panasonic
Raytheon Co.
Southern Bell
Sun Oil
Sun Sweet
Texaco
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Other addresses to try:
Association of Science and Technology Centers
1413 KStreet, NN
10th Floor
Washington, CC 20005·3405
202-371-1171
lions Club International
300 22nd Street
Oakbrook, IL 60570 USA
312-986-1700

Junior League National Headquarters
660 First Avenue
New York, NY 10016·3241 USA
212-683-1515

Rotary Club

01e Rotary Center
1560 Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201 USA
708-866-3000

Learning Technologies. Inc.
59 Walden Street
Cambridge, MA 02140 USA
1-800-537-8703
Division of Materials Development, Research, and Informal Science Education
Room 635A
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street NW
Washington, DC 20550 USA
Rick Crosslin teaches 4th grade a t Chapel Glen Elementary School, Indianapolis, IN. ~ also
reviews grant proposals for the state of Indiana, and has received a few grants of his own. These tips
were published in the May/June issue of LEARNING 89 magazine. While his tips apply mainly to teachers
writing grants, they're helpful for anyone trying to get money for a project.
Fifteen

by

Success Strategies
Rick Crosslin

The following steps improve the chances that your grant proposal will be read - and selected:
1. Research the organization you're applying to. What's their vision? Where do they want their money
to go?
2. Call the funder's office and ask what types of proposals they turned down last year - and why.
3. If you don't know how they evaluate a proposal. ask. Do they use a point system? Do they weight one
part (such as budget) more heavily than another (such as objectives)? If so. write the weighted
sections ot your proposal with extra care.
4. Break new ground; don't reinvent the wheel. And think in terms of a pilo! program (otten appealing to
funders) that could be duplicated later on a larger scale.
5. Set a reasonable goal for your project; don't· try to solve all the world's problems. State your goal
in measurable terms ("The students will complete individual journals and a Class book" not ~The
students will write better.")
6. Present a clear timeline for the project - perhaps in outline, graph, or other visual form.
7. If your project involves compensation for you or others. try to take it in ,10nmonetary ways (Salary
is one of the first places funders make cuts.) For monetary compensation, include a reasonable per diem
figure to cover items such as meals and travel expenses.
8. Make sure your qualifications match the needs of the project and attach some proof (for example, a
supervisor's letter stating that you've taught the subject).
9. Put yourself in the funder's shoes. Ask yourself: "If I had to Justify giVing someone else the money
to fund this project. could I do it?" Also, try to Include something that offers good public relations for
the funder.

10. Follow the directions on the application exactly. This includes adhering to the order; don't make the
reader hunt for an answer. And keep your descriptions short and clear.
11. Make the title creative, but also make it relate clearly to your proposal ideas (Example for an
astronomy/geology project: "Knowing New Mexico: What's Above Your Head and Below Your Feet.")
12. For your final draft, consider hiring a professional (perhaps a junior or senior high school teacher)
to check for clarity and correctness. For the finished product, consider using a computer or hiring a
professional typist.
13. Add something to your proposal to make it stand out, such as a fancy folder, a decal or a color
border along the outer edges. But don't make it "cutesy."
14. Don't give up. Throughout the process, stay enthusiastic and determined.
15. If your proposal is rejected, call the funder and try to find out why. (Perhaps the reason is merely
that it duplicates something previously funded.) This will help you with future prospects.
How

You

Might

Approach

Advertising

Okay, you have a fabulous set of programs, shiny new equipment and you're ready to warp into
business.
How do people know about you? Survey said:
Do you advertise?yes(10) no(O) Paid(4) or unpaid (3)? How? newspaper ads (1)journal ads (2)
mail out flyers (11) have hired a consultant (O)word of mouth (10)
Others mentioned: Give demos, news articles covering visits, contact school principals and
parent/teacher organizations, go to PTA "showcases" and teacher conferences.
Word of mouth and mailing out flyers seemed to get the big numbers. Business cards and paper
flyers should look as professionally produced as possible. If you have access to a ,computer, there are
relatively easy-to-use software packages that produce good quality documents for duplication.
Using a computer to keep track of mailing lists, billing and invoices, and to generate good
quality copy for printed advertising is a good investment. A computer can take care of the clerical and
filing chores that can mount up quickly. Two good software packages are "Quicken" for bookkeeping,
and "Word" for (you guessed it) word-processing.
Think about connections when you're advertising. Use recycled paper where you can, and state
that fact in your text. If there's an astronomical event coming up (eclipse, collision, end of the world,
whatever), use it to get yourself some media coverage.
Become the expert the radio stations call. Send your card and flyers to local news media.
Pictures of children having fun make it into newspapers. and if your planetarium (with its name
prominent) is in the photograph, it's good publicity.
Make sure your materials reach people at the right time. Don't let your mailing get thrown out
with everything else waiting on the teachers' desks when they return at the beginning of the school
year. Mail so they'll receive it about a month or so after school starts.
Try some of these areas (usually paid advertising, but it doesn't hurt to check):
Teaching and professional journals
SCience and teaching newsletters (get science teacher listing in your area from NSTA)
Neighborhood newspapers
"Parent" newspapers (i.e. "Chicago Parenr, they're a franchise)
Parent/Teacher organizations
Principals and School Board members (libraries have listings of teachers and principals)
After-school programs
Don't forget private and parochial schools, and Montessori schools.
Send flyers to libraries, scout troops (Girl Scouts have a regional office that usually sends out
newsletters to troops), Boys or Girls Clubs. YMCAlYWCA,summer camps. nature centers, church
groups.
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Leave flyers or business cards in areas where teachers and parents will find them: teacher
supply stores, stores'. that sell telescopes, "Nature Company"-type stores, Qookstores.
I f you have programs fo r ve ry young children (and this age group is always clamoring fo r
programs) try day care centers, nursery schools, and preschools. Find the local affiliate of the
Association for the Education of Young Children (AEYC) and get their list of area day-care providers.
Take your planetarium to the AEYCconference.
Large urban areas often publish "Field Guides;" books of activities fo r parents and children.
Get yourself listed in the guide.
Contact a "bi rthday party service." These groups set up parties fo r busy parents, and
coordinate the entire event. Use the opportunity to teach about the length of years on different planets,
and find a star the light distance of the birthday child's age.
Contact local astronomy clubs. They often have newsletters and mailing lists. Give a
presentation at one of the club's meetings and hand the members your literature to distribute.
Contact local colleges and universities that have teacher-training programs. See if they'll hire
you to teach astronomy, and get new teachers interested in teaching it too. Provide lesson plans and
resource lists for· new teachers.
Join your local regional planetarium affiliate group if you haven't already done so. Planetarians
are some of the most generous people on the planet. You might find resources you need, or find that you
can share something you do well.
Offer to do a program for some firm's employees and their families, in exchange for printing,
publicity, consumable supplies, whatever. Seeing happy children makes executives happy.
Contact an area museum 0 r science center and see if they'll hire you to do outreach for them.
See if they'll swap printing or photography service for your professional skills.
Raffle yourself! Offer to do a planetarium program as one of the items a t a charity auction.
Contact trade shows and mails. Is there an upcoming opening you could be part of?
What You

Might Want for Hardware and

Programming

People usually have an idea of what they want to do with their planetarium business, and
usually have a particular projector/dome system in mind when they begin planning.
Think about each step of the visit that your clients will experience. Do they understand what
they'll be seeing? Will they be able to see (enough light)? What will they hear? (Remember the Disney
conglomerate's "aural anesthesia", the music that plays constantly, keeping people in an upbeat frame
of mind, even if the temperature and humidity are horrendous and they're waiting in a line that
stretches to Sp~in.) List everything you think you'll need to make a pleasant experience for the visitor.
Here's the survey information about hardware:
What star projector do you use?
Other: My own (2)
What other hardware or control

Starlab (9)
systems

Goto (1)
do you

use?

single slide projector(s) (3) carousel projector (6) special effects (2)music (tape? CD? speakers?) (8)
dissolve unit for slides (2) other ( ) (please list)
Others included: two-panel panorama, video projector, cove lights, PA system for noisy public venues.
One indicated he made slides available to classrooms. but used only the star projector in the dome.
What one bit of hardware (projector, tape
would you recommend most highly? Why?

player,

control

mechanism,

whatever)

Slide projector and tape player were mentioned most otten.
"We only use the Starlab projector and basic starfield. Our purpose is to educate people (mainly kids)
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about what's in th~ real sky.
"A control mechanism to operate the projector from anywhere in the planetarium."
"We have developed an entirely new program on the concepts of light and sound. This doesn't use the
star projector at all. but uses a variety of equipment in the dome for practical experiments and handson activities into the properties of light and sound."
"Star projector'"
"A microphone. because it keeps ~ over your audience!~
"Besides Starlab, MUSIC, cove lights, a meridian projector."
"Minimum: projector and tape player, because using graphic projection and well-chosen music
enhances presentation. Once can record voice and music via script form, etc."
"A Joe-Hopkins-modified slide projector (Elmo, fewer repairs), boom-box with detachable speakers."
"(Slide?) projector is cheapest and most effective."
"Projector for solar system and deep sky presentations. Also self-made slides for special projects."
"The slide projector is essential. Tape player: suitable music enhances the effect to a fantastic
extent."
Do you do programs alone (10)
or take a helper along (2)?
One h~lper was indicated for special presentations only. Here are some sources for planetarium show
hardware:
Flexible lighting Products (Cove lighting possibilities)
Celestial Products
American Sales Marketing Group
425 Femando Court
100 Downing Street
Glendale, California 91204 USA
Denver, Colorado 80218 USA
(phone) 800-233-3563
(phone) 303-832-3511
Low Cost Slide Projector Controls:
RMF Products, Inc.
1275 Paramount Parkway
P. O. Box 520
Batavia, Illinois 60510
(phone) 708-879-0020
low Cost Hand-held Pointers
Pointer (stock no. 49-0009) $10.95 each
Pointer-30 $29.00 list (1991 price)
Spare bulbs (stock no. 49-0010)$3.69 each
by Comprehensive Video Supply Corp.
from: Porter's Camera, Inc.
Distributor: Univision
P. O. Box 628
Syracuse, New York
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 USA
(phone) 315-437 -0301
(phone) 1-800-553-2001
Grand Prinz Pointer ($18.95.1991 price)
Distributor: Shoemaker Motion Picture Co.
Indianapolis, Indiana
(phone) 317-547-8000
Single-slide
Projectors
Radmar, Inc.
1263-B Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016·3402 USA
Model 1210 planetarium projector (hand held section with power pack) 585.00
Projection
PSC Lamps, Inc.
435 West Commercial Street
East Rochester, New York 14445·2298 USA
(phone) 1·800·772-5267 or
716-385-3540

Lamp Sources
Scott Electric
1000 South Main Street
Greensburg, Pennsylvania 15601 USA
(phone) 1-800-442-8045
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Sources for slides and images
Astronomical Society of the Pacific
Yerkes Observatory, University of Chicago
390 Ashton Avenue
Photographic Services
San Francisco, California 94112 USA
Box 0258
(phone) 415-337 -1100
Williams Bay, Wisconsin 53191-0258 USA
(fax) 415·337 ·5205
(ph'
) 414-245-5555 (fax) 414-245-9805
Soundtrack Vendors
Loch Ness Productions
Ursa Major
P. O. Box 3023
P. O. Box 3368
Boulder, Colorado 80307 USA
Ashland, Oregon 97520 USA
("Cricket tape" is $6.35 plus $1.50 shipping and handling)

Bowen Music Productions
3590 North Meridian
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208 USA243

David Falk
243 West Dryden Street
Glendale, California, 91202·2508
818·543·1412 ~constellation show)

Other Good Stuff to Have
FLAX Art and Design
1699 Market Street
P. O. Box 7216
San Francisco. California 94120-7216 USA
Portable Backsaver seat (black #1321 C or natural #1321 D)
Newsletters

Starlab News
Learning Technologies. Inc.
59 Walden Street
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02140 USA

PCP Solutions
Dick Hinrichs
102 Sunrise Drive
Olivia. Minnesota 56277 USA

GEMS News Network
GEMS
Lawrence Hall o'f Science
University of California
Berkeley. California 94720 USA

Starlab GctJ
Gary D. Kratzer
Christa McAuliffe Fellowship Program
43 Eucalyptus
Sulphur. Louisiana 70663 USA
People

to

Contact

Betsy Keats, Promotions Manager'
Loris Ramponi
Learning Technologies
Associazione Amici Dei Planetari
59 Walden Street
c/o Museo Di Scienze Naturali
Via Ozanam 4
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02140
I· 25128 Brescia Italia
(phone) 1-800-537-8703
Starlab Educators Directory lists experienced Starlab educators around the world.
Planetarium

Vendors

Learning Technologies
59 Walden Street
Cambridge. Massachusetts 02140
(phone) 1-800-537-8703
Starlab planetarium

A. S. Automation Industrie
Z. I. de la Vaure
42290 Sorbiers
France
(phone) 77533048 (fax) 77 53 3861
Cosmodyssee II planetarium
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Excellent articles in The Planetarian (IPS Journal)
Halley, Joe and Mike Hackman, Modified Starlab Audio-Visual Case, Vol. 22, No.3, September 1993, p.
45
Hastings, George, Permanent Cove Lights for Starfab, Vol. 20, No.3, September 1991, pp. 32-33.
Lang, John, Starlab Sound System, Vol. 22, No. 4, December~1993, pp 33 -34.
Reynolds, Sue, Glow In The Dark Woolite?, Vol. 21, No.3, September 1992, pp. 34-35.
Robinson, Diann, Affordable Technology Designs, Vol. 19. No.4, December 1990, p. 36.
On the Road
The publicity has gone out, you have the equipment in working order, the reservation book is
full for the month, you've had a good night's sleep, and you're off and running. And according to the
survey, most people are running alone.
All the health things your mama taught you apply here: don't try to do it all at once! eat well
balanced meals, exercise regularly (other than hauling the planetarium in and out of venues), and get
enough sleep. When the adrenaline kicks in and you're on the sixth show of seven that day, you feel
invincible, but don't forget to take care of yourself. Have a back-up plan to deal with coming down with
flu the night before you're scheduled to visit three schools in eight hours. (Don't schedule it that way to
begin with!) Let's see what the pro's had to say:
What one "tip" or advice
planetarium business?

would you

give someone who

wants to start a traveling

"Use the planetarium to have an interactive program. Otherwise they'd be better off to go to a large
planetarium. "
"Each dome has a team of two presenters (who) are actor/teachers, which gives us the mix of a
knowledge of education, and the ability (and desirel) to make presentations exciting, fun and
motivational. "
"Primary teachers are non-specialist, and even secondary teachers are sometimes daunted by the
prospect of making astronomy both understandable and interesting to their pupils. We come and do that
for them!"
"Do it yourself. Far cheaper and better."
"Go for it! Be prepared to work HARD (while smiling). However, if just one student is "turned on" to
science, or appreciates the world around him/her, it's aI/ worth the hard. and sometimes strenuous,
labor!"
"Give your audience as much Ubang for the buck" as you can. Don't teach trivia!"
"Don't try to do everything overnight."
"Love and enjoy what you do."
"Don't take yourself too seriously!"
"If you don't know an answer, say "'I don't know."
"Make sure you have an informative program with variety. i.e. star displayaca slides. Keep it short."
"Have an effective, lighthearted, enthusiastic presenter."
"Use every school booking as venue for demonstration to teachers at schools in the area. Stress
Starlab versatility. A little wine helps!"
Helpful tips that have appeared in Sue Reynolds' column:
Starlab manufacturers recommend using a solution of one part Clorox Bleach to ten parts warm
water to remove mildew and/or mop the entry tunnel. Lysol Disinfectant can be used to destroy
bacteria when needed.
From Gary Kratzer: " I f you use Velcro to attach ... signs ... or covelights to the walls of your
portable, make sure you stick the fuzzy part to ~e dome and use the other part for the backs of your
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signs, etc. I made the mistake of reversing that and the Velcro on the dome stuck to the rug when I
deflated it. I use a dashed line (_••- --) of Velcro around the horizon of my Starlab."
"I have found glow-in-the-dark paint to be quite useful in creating (signs and) special effects in the
dome."
From Lindarae Bauer: "If you teach deaf children, you can illuminate the translator without blocking out
the stars by positioning the translator in front of the doorway opening and shining two red "Safe
Lights" (commonly used in photo developing) on this person. You need two lights to get rid of shadows,
and you must increase the bulb from 25 to 40 watts."
"Keep a small red-gelled flashlight handy for teachers to see unruly students or for children who need
the security of a light because they're afraid of the dark.
"If your voice gets weary because you present 5-6 classes a day, use a battery operated miniamplifier, such as Minivox (about $200).
"Use a clean, oil-treated mop to wipe down the exterior of your dome each week. This cuts down. on the
dirt you breathe and get on your clothes when you pack up. It also keeps the tent flexible. If you want to
put patches on the exterior or clean the. interior, use a mild solution of soap and water to wash the
dome and floor area (Spic and Span works well)."
From John Lang: "Odds and ends to make sure you have with you when you travel: duct tape, brush or
whisk broom (to clean tunnel and dome floor), extension cord (power strip), two complete sets of
rechargeable batteries, tester and charger, AA Maglite for seating, and a headlight (headband mounted
flashlight, for setting up)."
From Gloria Rail: "All fans fail sooner or later. In an emergency, use duct tape to tape the opening of an
ordinary window fan to your failed tunnel fan. If you can find two window fans, tape them together into
one unit and set them both on "medium" They will keep the dome inflated. even while students are
entering or leaving."
"It is definitely worthwhile to set Starlab up on carpeL.Discount stores such as K-Mart carry
inexpensive bathroom throw rugs in a variety of sizes including 2.4 by 3 meters (8 by 10 feet).
Purchase two of them, butt the long edges together, and tape them into one big rug. The light weight and
flexible backing make them easy to carry and transport. At the end of the visit, give the rug a good
shake to get rid of loose paper, trash and dirt. Once a month give it a good gOing-over with a vacuum
cleaner and, if necessary, spot clean stains with a rug cleaner."
Yo~ can also use an extension cord floor runner (a rubber cover fa r the cords on the floor) and
tuck them all under the carpet. The runner will protect students from shock and fire in case a split
occurs.
From Sue Reynolds: "Keeping a log is a great idea. We use an operation log at all times. The
statistics are useful for reporting to clients, bosses, and for publicity. (Also useful to track the lives
of lamps and batteries.)"
"When patching the dome I recently heard that some people use the new fabric paint (puff paint for
decorating tee-shirts). It should work well as the paint comes in gray and is very flexible. Be careful
not to get the glow-in-the-dark kind!"
I'b matter how many people you serve in a. year, or how much area your business travels, keep
the rest of the planetarium community in mind. Share your ideas with Sue Reynolds through the IPS
journal. Attend regional meetings when you can. Contribute tips, or do a workshop for new
planetarians.
Astronomy wi II always be fascinating to people. Your work at helping people experience the
wonder and beauty of the stars will be richly rewarded, maybe not monetarily at first. but in ways you
may never have guessed. As one survey respondent put it, "Go for it!"
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1994 IPS DELEGATES

Abbatantuono, Brent
Abe, Katsumi
Aihara, Kazuharu
Alford, David
Allen, Robert
Allgaier, Joel
Alschuler, Matthew
Amaral, Bess
Andrade, Therese
Appeldoorn, John
Arai, Tatsuyuki
Aye rs, Kimberly
Azreena, Ahmad
Babcock, A. Frederick
Baker, Lonny
Barker, Edward
Barnett, Susan
Baron, Pascal
Barrett, Tim
Bartha, Ervin
Bassett, Irvin
Bassett, Nello
Bartolomucci, James
Batch, David
Bauer, Cheryl
Beam, Diane
Beck, Ronnie
Becker, Katherine
Belfatto, Robert
Bell, Jon U.
Benner, Bill
Biddy, FranCis
Bishop, Jeanne
Bleavins, Kick
Bloomquist, Ty
Boeckmann, Michael
Bondietti, John
Bowden, Alan
Bowen, Jeff
Bretos, Miguel
Brittell, Mark
Broman, Per
Brown, George
Brown, James

Orlando, Florida
Fuchu-shi, Tokyo
Fuchu-shi, Tokyo
Shreveport, Louisiana
LaCrosse, Wisconsin
Cocoa, Florida
Chicago, Illinois
Roswell, New Mexico
Burbank, California
Savannah, Georgia
Katsushika-ku, Tokyo
Fuchu-shi, Tokyo
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco,
California
Winnipeg, Canada
Davie, Florida
Poitiers, France
Van Nuys, California
Salt Lake City, Utah
Provo, Utah
Springville, Utah
Burbank, California
East Lansing.
Michigan
Washington, D. C.
Salt Lake City, Utah
St. Petersburg,
Florida
Omaha, Nebraska
Melbourne, Florida
Fort Pierce, Florida
Ormond Beach,
Florida
Rochester, New York
Westlake, Ohio
Charlotte, North
Carolina
Nashua, New
Hampshire
St. Paul, Minnesota
Cape Town, South
Africa
Liverpool, United
Kingdom
Indianapolis, Indiana
Pamplona. Spain
Portland, Oregon
Goteborg, Sweden
Memphis, Tennessee
Orangeburg, South
Carolina
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Brunello, Christine
Burson, Dr. Gerald
Butler, Kenneth
Butterfield, Tony
Callen, Tom
Carey, Thomas
Carr, William
Casadei, Guido
Castro, IgnaciO
Chaid. Gail
Chamberlain, Von Del
Charron, David
Chester, Geoffrey
Chippindale, Suzanne
Ciupik, Larry
CIa rke, Thomas
Close, Gary
Concannon, Undine
Connors,' Peter
Cooper, Steve
Copp, Casandra
Crabtree, Alan
Craven, Bryan
Crawford, Dorothy
Davis, Peter
Davis, Ward
Dawson, Leighton
DeRocher, Joseph
Dermer, Steve
DeVore, Eci1a
Dickenson, John
Diego, Dr. FranCisco
DiMuzio, Michael
Donovan, Harold
Dorig, Dr. Harald
Drumm, Mel
Dryer, Ivan
Dudko, Stanislav
Dundee, David
Dunford, Philip
Dunn, Jack A.
Duszynski, Dave
DZiedziech, Carl
Elliott, Dr. Ian

Amarillo, Texas
Corsicana, Texas
Ogden. Utah
Winter Park, Florida
Stockholm, Sweden
Long Island, New York
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
Brescia, Italy
Mexico City, Mexico
San Jose, California·
Salt Lake City, Utah
Nashua, New
Hampshire
Washington, D. C.
New York, New York
Chicago, Illinois
Toronto, Canada
Roanoke. Virginia
London, United
Kingdom
Dix Hills, New York
Cocoa, Florida
Charlotte, North
Carolina
Van Nuys, California
Cocoa, Florida
Boston,
Massachusetts
Hibbing, Minnesota
Orlando, Florida
Corsicana, Texas
Cleveland, Ohio
Mishawaka, Indiana
Mountain View,
California
Vancouver. British
Columbia
London, United
Kingdom
Youngstown, Ohio
St. Louis, Missouri
Stuttgart, Germany
Van Nuys, California
Van Nuys, California
St.Petersburg, Russia
Atlanta, Georgia
London, United
Kingdom
Lincoln, Nebraska
Cincinnati, Ohio
Rochester, New York
Dublin, Ireland

Elliott, Wendi
Elvert, Jon W.
Etheridge, Dale
Fairall, Anthony
Falk, David
Farroha, Bassam
Filippova, Irina
Flateau, Davin
Flynn, John
Foster, Drew
Frantz, Jon
Frederick, 5::1
Friedman, Alan
Garland, Donald
Garrison, Jonathan
Gaydos,Juliann
Gipson, Terri
Glosson, Douglas
Goering, Keith
Gomez, Gabriel
Gonzales, Valentino
Gould, Alan
Grafton, Teresa
Greenawald, Rick
Greenhouse, Jim
Grice, Noreen
Groce, Philip
Gruzdev, Michail
Guiles, Austin
Guill, Jeffery
Gutsch, Bill
Gysenbergs, Johan
Hale, Anthony
Hall, Don
Hare, John
Hare, Linda
Harmon, John
Hashimoto, Jim
Hastings, George
Hastings, Jane
Hatchett, Clinton

Oklahoma Cit Y,
Oklahoma
Eugene, Oregon
North Las Vegas,
Nevada
Cape Town, South
Africa
Glendale, California
Cocoa, Florida
Donetsk, Ukraine
Cocoa, Florida
Armagh, Northern
Ireland, G. B.
Orlando, Florida
Cocoa, Florida
Worcester,
Massachusetts
Corona, New York
Fort Worth, Texas
Chapel Hill, North
Carolina
Newark, New Jersey
St. Louis, Missouri
U. S. Air Force
Academy, Colorado
lola, Kansas
Medellin, Columbia
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
Berkeley, California
London, United
Kingdom
Greenville, South
Carolina
Macon, Georgia
Boston,
Massachusetts
Macon, Georgia
Yaroslavl, Russia
Chapel Hill, North
Carolina
Columbia, South
Carolina
New York, New York
Genk, Belgium
Memphis, Tennessee
Rochester, New York
Bradenton, Florida
Bradenton, Florida
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Salt Lake City, Utah
Richmond, Virginia
Richmond, Virginia
Pensacola, Florida

Hawkins, Leslie
Hayashi, Hideki
Haden, Bjorn
Helper, Carole
Hemann, Charles
Hennig, Lee Ann
Herron, Mary
Hillenbrand, Robert
Hiromichi, Gan
Hoehn, Shelley
Homma, Sachiko
Homma, Takayuki
Hooks, James
Hopkins, Carol
Hopkins, Joseph
Hopper, Clayton
Hopper, Stephanie
Horn, James
HuHman, Lloyd
Huggins, Scott
Hughes, James
Hutton, Michael
Hutton,Joanne
Huyard, Philippe
J rby, Frank
I rby, Linda
Itoh, Akane
Itoh, Kazumi
Itoh, Shoichi
Jackson, Francine
Jaramillo, James
Jauregui, Fernando
Johnson, Arthur
Johnson, Duke
Johnson, Keith
Kanagy, Sherman
Kaplan, Paul
Kato,Osamu
Kawakami, Shingo
Keas, Michael
Kelch, Joe
Kent, Bonnie
Kenyon. David
Kick. Karen
Kikuoka, Hidekazu
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Burbank, California
Ramsey, New Jersey
Stockholm, Sweden
Macon, Georgia
Little Rock, Arkansas
Alexandria, Virginia
Jackson, Mississippi
Port Orange, Florida
Hiratsuka, Japan
Evansville, Indiana
Suginami, Japan
Fuchu, Japan
Lumberton, North
Carolina
Bradenton, Florida
Bradenton, Florida
Canal Fulton, Ohio
Canal Fulton, Ohio
Chapel Hill, North
Carolina
Corsicana, Texas
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
Cocoa, Florida
Cocoa, Florida
Saint-Etienne, France
Garland, Texas
Garland, Texas
Kunitachi, Japan
Kunitachi, Japan
Suginami, Japan
Providence, Rhode
Island
Medellin, Columbia
Pamplona, Spain
Reno, Nevada
Winston-Salem, North
Carolina
Reno, Nevada
Charleston,South
Carolina
Hawthorne, New
Jersey
Nagoya C j t Y, Japan
Osaka, Japan
Shawnee. Oklahoma
Baltimore. Maryland
Glendale, California
Nashua. New
Hampshire
Cocoa. Florida
Osaka, Japan

Klinger, Art
Klonc!, Joyce

Mishawaka. Indiana
Cambridge,
Massachusetts

Knapp, Donald

Warminster,
Pennsylvania
Jackson, Mississippi
Chicago, Illinois
Aarhus, Denmark
Vancouver, Canada
Osaka, Japan
Moscow, Russia
Munich, Germany
Reno, Nevada
Ramsey, New Jersey
Montreal, Canada
Vantaa, Finland
Baltimore, Maryland
Portland, Oregon
Cocoa, Florida
Kostroma, Russia
Jackson, Mississippi
Bochum, Germany
Kiev, Ukraine
Indianapolis, Indiana
Champaign, Illinois
Fort Lauderdale,
Florida
Bellevue. Washington
Orlando, Florida
Shawnee, Oklahoma
Cape Town, South
Africa
San Diego, California
Newport News,
Virginia
Bozeman, Montana
Toyokawa, Japan
Baton Rouge,
Louisianna
Jacksonville, Florida
Jena, Germany
Fena, Federal
Republic 0 f Germany
Richmond. Virginia
Davie, Florida
Yonkers. New York
Honolulu, Hawaii
Louisville, Kentucky
Honolulu. Hawaii
Wheeling, West
Virginia
Sarasota, Florida
Tokyo. Japan

Knapp, Richard
Knappenberger, Paul
Knudsen, Ole
Koelemeyer, Erik
Konishi, Masaichiro
Kovalevsky. Sergei
Kraupe, Thomas
Kremers, Adam
Kusumoto, Sadahei
LaCombe, Pierre
Lampill,en, Petri
Landis, Rob
Lang, John
Lantz, 8:l
latysheva, Mar;
Lazich, Gary
Lemmer, Uwe
Lenin, Alexander
Levine, David
Linton, David
Lisk, Randall
Lutz, Mike
Mackey, Derek
Magruder, Ke rry
M air, Herschel
Mammana, Dennis
Maness, David
Manning. James
Matsubara, Rie
Mayeux, David
Meeks, Stephen
Meier, Ludwig
Meinl, Hans
Melenbrink. Eric
Menke, David
Meyers, Carrie
Michaud, Peter
Miller,J. Scott
Miller, Kenneth
Mitch, Steven
Mocherman, Mike
Morgan, Charles

M 0 ri, Tadashi
Morris, Anthony

Mosley, John
Mosley, Kenneth
Moutin, Marc
Moyer, Jack
Mozel, Philip
Mullaney, James
Munoz, Gabriel
Murphy, Patrick
M u rra y, michael
Musgrave, Garry
McCollister, Daryl
McCullough, Doug
McCullough, 'Joanne
McLeroy Robinette
McQuillan, Patrick
I

• Ammiel
Najar,
Nakamura, Yoshihiro
Narron, Wayne
Nelson, Craig
Nelson, Scott
Nerdahl, Rodney
Nichol, Steve
Nichols, Jim
Nielsen, Henrik
Niskach, Scott
Nitschlem, Christian
Nix, Kathey
Nobukiyo, Kenji
Nold, Michael
Nozaki, Yoko
Ogawa, Shigeki
Okada, Toru
Oles, Paul
Olivarez. Jose
Ono, Takanori
Ono. Natsuko
Onoda. Junko
Orloff, Wes
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Fuchu-shi, Japan
London, United
Kingdom
Los Angeles,
California
Grand Rapids,
Michigan
Paris, France
Woodbridge, Virginia
Toronto, Canada
Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania
Morelia, Mexico
Arlington, Virginia
Bozeman, Montana
Vancouver, Canada
Chattanooga,
Tennesee
Orlando, Florida
Orlando, Florida
Orlando, Florida
Williamsburg,
Virginia
Los Angeles,
California
Tokyo,Japan
Stockton, California
Denver, Colorado
Cocoa Beach, Florida
Minneapolis,
Minnesota
Chapel Hill, North
Carolina
Indianapolis, Indiana
J e Is, Roedding,
Denmark
Orlando, Florida
Vaulx-En-Velin,
France
Memphis, Tennessee
Fuchu-shi, Japan
Portsmouth, Virginia
Higashi-Yamato City,
Japan
Osaka, Japan
Osaka, Japan
Pittsburgh,
laennSYIVania
Wichi a, Kansas
Itabashi-Ku, Japan
Itabashi-Ku, japan
Machida City, Japan
Euclid, Ohio

Orrell, Fred
Ota, Hiromitsu
Oyan, David
Panack, jeri
Pareis. Alan
Parker, Sharon
Pearlstein, Arnold
Peche, Alan
Perry, Richard
Peters, Josh
Petersen, Carolyn
Petersen, Mark
Peterson, John
Pettersen, Franck
Pettersen, Marit
Philpott, Jean
Pierce, Donna
Pippin, Robert
Pirko, Richard
Pltluga, Phyllis
Platt, Amera
Pohl, Scott
Polla, Larry
Radbo, Marie
Rahunen, Timo
Ramponi, Loris
Ratcliffe, Martin
Reed, George
Redlin, Charles
Reilly, Pearl
Reilly, Robert
Reilly, Janet
Resetar, Robert
Reynolds, Mike
Reynolds, Susan
Richardson, Wat!ta
Rider. Stephen
Robertson, Rick
Roehrs, Volker
Ryan, Michael
Sadler, Jane
Sadler, Philip
Sagatelyan. Gagik
Sanchez, Asuncion

Sandras, Michael
Sanner, DaM
Saro. Joaquin
Sasaki, Hiroo
Sasaki, Kosuke
Savage, Steven

Salt Lake City, Utah
Fuchu-shi, Japan
Watertown, South
Dakota
Salt Lake City, Utah
Chicago, Illinois
Davie, Florida
Miami, Florida
Tampa, Florida
Trenton, New Jersey
Tucson, Arizona
Boulder, Colorado
Boulder, Colorado
EI Paso, Texas
Tromso, Norway
Tromso, Norway
Davie, Florida
Dallas, Texas
North Las Vegas,
Nevada
Youngstown, Ohio
Chicago, Illinois
Fort Wayne, Indiana
Irving, Texas
St. Augustine, Florida
Stockholm, Sweden
Tampere, Finland
Brescia, Italy
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania
Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania
Watertown, South
Dakota
Destrehan, Louisianna
Williamsville, New
York
Williamsville, New
York
Burnsville, Minnesota
Oakland, California
Syracuse, New york
Cocoa, Florida
Munich, Germany
Jackson, Mississippi
Duesseldorf,
Germany
Eustis, Florida
Cambridge,
Massachusettes
Cambridge,
Massachusettes
Kostroma. Russia
Madrid, Spain

Schafer, Sheldon
Schindler, Larry
Schmidt, Mickey
Schrader, Daryl
Schran,John
Schroeder, Thomas
Schorcht, Volkmar
Schroer, John
Schwartz, Jay
Seiler, Eric
Serrie, Jon
Shelley, Deborah
Sheppard, Karen
Simmons, Walt
Simon, Jeffrey
Simopulos, Dionysios
Sitkova, Zlnaida
Sizoukhin,OIeg
Szostrom, Eva
Smeltzer, Holly
Smith, Charles
Smith, Dale
Smith, Glenn
Smith, James
Smith, Steven
Smolders, Peter
Sobel, Dava
Sohl, John Edward
Spainhower, Bruce
Spargo, William
Sperling, Norman
Spoehr, Jack
St. Lucas, Charles
Stack, Casey
Stoke, John
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Kenner, Louisiana
Van Nuys, California
Pamplona, Spain
Chiba, Japan
Ramsey, New Jersey
Nashua, New
Hampshire
P.eoria, Illinois
Boston,
Massachusettes
Colorado Springs,
Colorado
St. Petersburg,
Florida
Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania
Chapel Hill, North
Carolina
Jena, Germany
Cincinnati, Ohio
Trenton, New Jersey
St. Louis, Missouri
Atlanta, Georgia
Evansville, Indiana
Cocoa, Florida
Orlando, Florida
South Miami, Florida
Athens, Greece
Nizhny Novgorod,
Russia
Moscow, Russia
Goteborg, Sweden
Indiana; Pennsylvania
North Palm Beach,
Florida
Bowling Green, Ohio
Eurasburg, Germany
Chickamauga, Georgia
Arlington, Virginia
Amsterdam,
Netherlands
East Hampton, New
York
Ogden, utah
Portland, Oregon
Farmington, New
Mexico
Oakland, California
Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania
Omaha, Nebraska
Bellvue, Washington
Nashua, New
Hampshire

Boulder, Colorado
8 Paso, Texas
Burbank, California
New York City, New
York
Nagoya, Japan
Suzuki, Masao
Nagoya, Japan
Suzuki, Wakako
Vilnius. Lithuania
Sviderskiene, lina
Fuchu-shi, Japan
Tabe. !ishi
Toshima-ku, Japan
Tajima, Toshiko
Fuchu-shi, Japan
Takabe, Noriko
Fuchu-shi. Japan
Takabe, Tetsuya
Margitera, Italy
Talamoni, Luca
Fuchu-shi, Japan
Tanaka, Masaaki
Osaka, Japan
Tanaka, Shigeru
Winnipeg, Canada
Thater, Hans
Cocoa, Florida
Thrall, Mary
Southend, England
Tidey, Steve
Van Nuys, California
Tilp, John
Chiba. Japan
Tomoda, Hiroshi
Oakland, California
Toy, Larry
Setagaya-Ku, Japan
Toyotuku, Chikanobu
Salt Lake City, Utah
Trbovich, Sheri
Orlando, Florida
Trembly, Paul
New Orleans,
Trotter, Mark
Louisiana
Cocoa, Florida
Tuck. Robert
Alamogordo, New
Turner. Michael
Mexico
Winnipeg, Canada
Valentin, Gilbert
Deu Haag,
Van Deursen, Harry
Netherlands
Omaha. Nebraska
Vondra. David
Voo Tiesenhausen, Henry Vancouver, Canada
Waddell-Kremer, Lorna Albuquerque, New
Mexico

Weishaupt, Albert

Stoller, Robert
Stone, Cory
Stults, r::>a1
Sullivan, Brian

Wellems, Michael
Wharton, John
White, Tom
Warishima, Keiji
Warmenhoven, Adrie
Wasiluk. Elizabeth
Webster, Dennis
Whitt, April
Whitten, April
Wilkinson. Alan
Williams, Harold
Williams, John
Williams, John, O.
Williams, Ted
Wilson, Kenneth
Wooten, Jay
Wurtak, George
Wyatt. Ryan
Wyrick, Wayne
Yamada, Mltsuo
Yanak, Steven
Yoshiga, Masao
Young, Scott
Young, Warren
Zamrichah, Mohd
Zeger, Cyndi
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Dwingeloo,
Netherlands
Chicago, Illinois
St. Louis. Missouri
Corsicana, Texas
Yaizu City. Japan
Amsterdam,
Netherlands
Hedgesville, West
Virginia
Clearfield,
Pennsylvania
Atlanta, Georgia
Omaha, Nebraska
Dartford, United
Kingdom
Takoma Park,
Maryland
Jackson, Mississippi
Little Rock. Arkansas
Norristown,
Pennsylvania
Richmond, Virginia
Cocoa, Florida
Winnipeg, Canada
Houston. Texas
Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma
Hachiouji, Japan
Nashua, New
Hampshire
Fuchu-shi, Japan
Winnipeg, Canada
Youngstown, Ohio
Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Salisbury, North
Carolina

IPS 194 SPONSORS
The generosity and support of the following organizations have helped
make our conference a memorable success. Without their help,
conferences like IPS would not be possible.
PRIMARY SPONSORS

Minolta Planetarium Co., Ltd.
World Trade Center Bldg. 2-4-1
Hamamtsu-Cho
Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105, Japan

Minolta Corporation
101 Williams drive
Ramsey, NJ 07446

Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation
P.O. Box 58700
Salt Lake City, UT 84158
MAJOR SPONSORS

Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc.
231 Locust St.
Canal Fulton, Ohio

Audio Visual Imagineering
7953 Twist lane
Springfield, VA 22153

Iwerks Entertainment
4540 W. Valerio Street
Burbank, CA 91505

IMAX Corporation
Toronto, Canada

Sky-Skan, Inc.
51 Lake Street
Nashua, NH 03060
CONTRIBUTING SPONSORS

GOTO Optical Manufacturing, Co.
4016 Yazaki-cho, Fuchu-shi
Tokyo 183, Japan

Laser Fantasy International, Inc
2799 152nd Avenue
Redmond, WA 98052
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